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The importance of the theme of time and history in contemporary
ideology can be amply illustrated from twentieth-century Spanish
literature. This reflects a general Western tendency: time has become
an almost obsessive concern and finds expression as such in the works of
Proust, Ortega and Faulkner, to mention only three of a host of relevant
figures. The Spanish novel boasts a large number of works illustrative
of the theme.
Fiction, as a literary genre, is especially apt for the expression
of the idea of time, for its very form is temporal in nature: the writer
constructs his work in the medium of time, the reader peruses it in a
temporal process of assimilation and, on a more profound level, the novel's
plot represents a fictional duration, an action which can only occur in
a developing context of time. "Plot", here, is to be considered
synonymous with 'horizontal structure', by which is meant the development
of the novel's thematic and narrative elements throughout the work's
consecutive form. Levi-Strauss provides a useful definition which may be
applied to stock literary teaminology: "Form is defined by opposition to
a content which is foreign to it; but structure has no distinct content.
It is the content itself apprehended in a logical organisation..."^
A novel's structure is the embodiment of meaning in form; since it is
fundamentally dynamic and temporal, this structure may ideally represent
the meaning, or human significance, which is embodied in nan's experience
of time.
In the context of contemporary culture and sensibility, this
meaning is uncertain: since the turn of the century, time lias been conceived
^C. Levi-Strauss, "La structure et la forme," Cahiers ae 1'I.S.E.A..
XCLX, eerie M, no. 7 (March 1960), p. 3.
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of as a negative property of the human condition. The collapse of faith
in a meaningful universe has given rise to a metaphysic of vital dis¬
orientation which has resulted in a pessimistic evaluation of time and
history.
Some authors of fiction write specifically about time; a number
of these may write about the metaphysical implications of time; but only
a minority succeed in creating a novel-form which incorporates an organic
correspondence between a content and a structure both subordinate to the
generic theme of time. This thesis purports to examine certain
novelistic structures found in a small group of twentieth-century Spanish
novels, and to relate them to the concepts of time defined in those works.
Human experience is here accorded formal expression via a structure which
emphasises the problematical nature of the contemporary response to time
as an essential property of the human condition.
1.
INTRODUCTION
The twentieth century's Weltanschauung is characterised by an
acute awareness of the philosophical question of time as an essential
property of the human condition. This philosophical preoccupation is
not, of course, limited to the twentieth century; it Ms captivated
the attention of thinkers throughout history: a much quoted figure is
that of St. Augustine, who expounded a systematic evaluation of the
relation between past, present and future through the human vehicles of
memory and expectation.^ It is, however, in the twentieth century that
time assumes overwhelming proportions as a question for metaphysical
speculation and becomes a crucial obsession: "La conciencia critica y
sistematiaadora en lo concerniente al Tiempo se agudiza en el siglo XX",
remarks Raul Castagnino.
The nature of this concern may be interpreted as a symptom of
the turn taken by contemporary Western sensibility in general: it may
be seen, that is, as a consciousness constructed on that metaphysic of
discontent which prevails in the post-Romantic era. As Ortega y Gasset
noted in a topical essay entitled El tema de nuestro tiempo (1921/2),
"Poco a poco se va extendiendo por areas cada vez mas amplias de la
sociedad europea un extrano fenomeno que pudiera llamarse 'desorientacion
3
vital'." Contemporary man's conception of time is a cardinal illustra¬
tion of the prevalent sense of existential crisis and world disvalue, a
^Hans Meyerhoff makes this comment in his Time in Literature
(University of California Press, 1955).
^•aul Castagnino, Tiempo y exnresion literaria (Buenos Aires:
Editoral Nova, 1967;, p. 15.
7
^Ortega y Gasset, op. cit.. in Obras (Madrid: Espasa Calpe, 1943),
II, 871.
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thesis proposed by A.A. Mendilow and Frank Kermode, among many others."^
V>e, too, choose to relate the ideas about time and history to this
broader framework of a pessimistic critique of man and civilisation.
The time-obsession of the twentieth century is reflected in the
work of some of its principal scientists and philosophers, Bergson,
Einstein, Dunne and Heidegger. Two well-defined categories of theory
may be discerned, and a division established between historical-objective
and personal-subjective time. Henri Bergson's idea of cosmic duree has
had a marked influence on European philosophy and has formed the basis
of a theoretics of historical time supported by e.g., V.hitehead and
lexarxler. In atiere et memoire (1896) and Evolution creatrice (1907),
Bergson expressed the view that tin® was the essential energy of the
universe, and not just one of a number of properties. ccording to his
dualistic philosophy, the world comprises life and matter; the former
is a grand impulse opposed to the inertness of the latter. The life
force's impulse to action constitutes a creative dynamic which he defines
as a continuous becoming and current of energy which has formed the world
through an evolutionary process. Bergson rejected the quantitative
approach of science and mathematics on the grounds that it accounts for
time in merely spatial terms; thee, he argued, is a qualitative reality
and positive flux. Continuing the Hegelian and Romantic view of life
as a genetic process, he offered his theory of elan vital and cosmic
duration as a glorification of Life and Ultimate Creation.
Bergson also constructed a theory of subjective time, but a
more influential attitude derives from Martin Heidegger's Sein und Zeit
ilendilow, Time and the Novel (^ondon: Peter Nevill, 1952).
Keimode, The Sense of an Ending (Oxford University Press, 1967).
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(l927). This has proved to be a key-work on the theme of time and
personal experience. Locke, Hume, Kant and Berkeley had considered
time to be a purely subjective condition and one of the principal cate¬
gories of life; Heidegger conceives of the philosophical appraisal of
the phenomenon of the world and human existence in precise and exclusive
terms of time and temporality. Man's predisposition to experience a
sense of tine, or his temporality, is the sine qua non of his existence,
so that for Heidegger, fto be' is fto be in time'. "Temporality is not
5
at all anything that 'is' in the sense of a 'being'," insists Dr.
Werner Brock and Jean Pouillon accurately adds that "la temporalite
\ 6
n'est pas un etre, mais un caractere de ce qui se temporalise." Accor¬
ding to Heidegger, it is basic to man's ontology and is "the transcen-
7
dental horizon of the problem of Being". In the first section of his
work, the German philosopher defines man's immediate position in the
world by the term Da-sein. which means, literally, "being-there".
Pa-sein is to be distinguished from mere "existence": it is an all-
embracing concept which includes all "existentials", and is ontologic
as opposed to ontic. "Human Da-sein is characterised as Being-in-the
8
world," concludes Dr. Brock. From this general definition, Heidegger
proceeds to enumerate and analyse the specific properties ("existentials")
of man's being-in-the-world. In the second section of Sein und Ze.it.
the author indicates that the phenomenon of the world is to be con¬
sidered as grounded in temporality. All the dominant characteristics
5
Werner Brock, an introduction to Heidegger's Existence and
Being (London: Vision, 1949), p. 95*
°Pouillon, Temps et aoraan (Paris: Gallimard, 1946), p. 156.
7 and 8grock> op.cit..-pp. 36&4O.
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of Pa-sein gain their full significance in the ultimate reference of
temporality: "the central issue of ... Being and Time is to show that,
for a human being as Da-sein "to be" is always "to be temporal" - that
9
the ontological meaning of Being is time." The culmination in
Heidegger's argument is the affirmation of "care" as the fundamental
ontological reality, i.e., as the actual being of Pa-sein. "Care"
has a temporal structure which is a fusion of the conventionally
labelled past, present and future: "The 'Being-in-advance-of-itself'
of Care is grounded in the 'future'. The 'Already-Being-in-the-worId'
of care is grounded in the 'past' ... The 'Being-concerned-with-the-
world-of-one's Care' is grounded in the 'present'."^ Thus for
Heidegger the nature and structure of being is temporal.
Heidegger and 3ergson are figures of interest because their
theories are symptomatic of the present century's philosophical climate:
both thinkers insist on time's status in reality. Heidegger's rele¬
vance is accentuated by the fact that at the root of his metaphysics
is the sense of crisis characteristic of this modem era.
Keyerhoff suggests three factors responsible for man's heightened
concern with time in contemporaiy culture: first, the adoption of a
quantitative metric of time in science, illustrated by the mechanical
demands and effects made on man's socio-economic status by an expanding
technology; second, the loss of faith in history as progress, engendered
by the failure of historicism in the nineteenth century and substantiated
9
Michael Gelven, A Commentary on Heidegger's Being and Time
(New York: Harper and Row, 1970), p. 174.
^Brock, Sxistence and Being.pp. 94-5.
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by the recognition of the fact that time could no longer be blindly
considered a favourable medium for human improvement; and third, "the
sharp decline or virtual collapse of the dimension of eternity" mirrored
in the belief in stability which characterised the medieval world-view,
in it3 philosophical, religious and social aspects.^ William T.
Noon considers this interpretation satisfactory within its own limita¬
tions, but argues that ifeyerhoff's three causes alone are not sufficient
to account fully for the contemporary preoccupation with time. Expan¬
ding on ueyerhoff's third point, he asserts that there is something
else besides Christianity which "introduced a positive orientation
toward time in our Western consciousness". What Meyerhoff omitted
from his scheme was the role played by Reason in the creation of the
modem world-view; he also failed to comment on the significance of
the collapse of that world-view, and on the contribution made to the
same by Kant's Critique of Pure Reason. When, at the end of the
nineteenth century, man came to reject the creed of scientific ration¬
alism which had constituted a temporary revival of optimism, the
process of disillusionment started by Kant was complete.
Noon, whose comments on literature are applicable to the broader
framework of culture in general, thus argues that "the distortion of the
time sense to which our modem literature witnesses owes as much to loss
of confidence in reason, in idea, as it does to lack of nerve in our
12
faith." We, too, believe that the contemporary obsession with time
is a symptom of that negative evaluation of objectively accepted rational
^Meyerhoff, Time in Literature, pp. 87-94.
12
Noon, "Modern Literature and the Sense of Time," in Philip
Stevick's The Theory of the Novel (New York: Free Press, 1967), pp.293-4.
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criteria which has rendered untenable any secular belief in time as a
reasonable, beneficial and dependable property of huanan life and the
world. Time is a fundamental aspect of personal and collective exis¬
tence: it is inextricably related to the critical problems of person¬
ality, essence, continuity and purpose. Since Kant and Hobbes under¬
mined the traditional Western world view and gave rise to a mood of
philosophical insecurity which is reflected, for example, in the works
of Nietzsche and Kierkegaard, these crucial issues have become problematic
dilemmas. A hierarchy of values has collapsed and the modem era is
characterised by "a frantic quest for something to replace the old
13
certainties". It is this spirit of crisis which is at the basis of
the contemporary preoccupation with time.
The doctrine of Universal, Objective, or Transcendent Reason
was proposed by Socrates. Ortega y Gasset affirmed that "S6crates es el
primero en darse cuenta de que la razon es un nuevo universo, mas perfecto
, 14
y superior al que espontaneamente hallamos en torno nuestro." Reason,
conceived of as universal insight, was held to be a comprehensive system
whereby man and the cosmos were integrated in a beneficial, meaningful
and harmonious relationship. "The philosophical system of Objective
Reason implied the condition that an all-embracing or fundamental struc¬
ture of being could be discovered and a conception of human destination
15
derived from it." The unifying force behind the developing world-view
13
Mendilow, Time and the Novel, p. 7.
"^Ortega y Gasset, El tenia de nuestro tiemno. cited, pp. 856-7.
"^Max Ilorkheimer, Eclipse of Reason (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1947), p. 12.
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was exactly this Reason, as Northrop Prye indicates in his critique of
contemporary culture. Referring to the basic elements of any single
Weltanschauunj- as a cultural "mythology", he affirms that a major
principle of the traditional mythology of the West tfis "the correspondence
of human reason with the design and purpose in nature which it perceives..."^
Traditionally, the theory of Objective Reason had an ethical dimension,
according to which it focussed on "the idea of the greatest good, on
the problem of human destiny, and on the way of realisation of ultimate
17
goals." This concept of a beneficial Mind at work in the world
fostered and maintained the philosophical, religious, social and political
stability of the traditional WeEtem world, and was in turn sustained
and illustrated by them. The undermining of this stability was of
a piece with the birth of the modern world. Kant displaced the foundation-
stone of Western culture which Socrates had laid, thereby preparing the
way for a new, modern response to reality. "El horubre antiguo," Ortega
remarks, "parte de un sentimiento de confianza haeia el mundo, que es
para el, de antemano, un Cosmos, un Orden. El moderno parte de la
deeconfianza, de la suspicacia, porque - Kant tuvo la genialidad de
confesarlo con todo rigor cientifico - el mundo es para el un Caos, un
13
Desorden." For Lionel Trilling, the "modem" era starts at the end
19of the eighteenth century; in Northrop Frye's opinion, the traditional
mythology was still standing in that century and was only supplanted in
^ "Northrop Frye, The Modern Century (Toronto: Oxford University
Press, 1967), pp. 109-110.
17
Horkheimer, on. cit., p. 5.
13
Ortega y Gasset,"Kant: Reflexiones de Centenario," Obras. II,
951.
19»Lionel Trilling, Beyond Culture. Essays on Literature and
Learning (London: S nicer and Warburg, 1966;, p. xiii.
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effect by the modern when Charles Darwin published his conclusions
about man and nature: "The modern movement, properly speaking, began
when Darwin finally shattered the old teleological conception of nature
20
as reflecting an intelligent purpose." Robbe-Grillet, too, attests
the survival of positive concepts in the first half of the nineteenth
century: "quelques certitudes importantes avaient cours: la confiance
21
en particulier dans une logique des choses juste et universelle,"
certainties derived from the optimistic creeds of historicism, positivism
and scientific rationalism. Sherman Eoff also refers to the mid-nineteenth
century as "a dividing line between an old world and a new one ". "To
visualise the general course of development embracing both sides of
this line, we may say that in the past two centuries man's outlook has
undergone a gradual change from faith in a world order under divine
control to a world order under human control, with man's consequent
loneliness - not to say hopelessness - in a role that he did not ask
for." off adds that "the eighteenth century outlook inherited from
Descartes and Newton was mechanistic but orderly, meaningful and optimis-
22
tic." The new world sees the substitution of Cartesian dualism and
world mechanism by the monism of, for example, Spinoza and Naturalism.
The fusion of Mind and flatter implies, for Boff, the confusion of Reason
and Instinct. Darwin may be seen to illustrate this in his reflection
of the metaphysical concept of evolution as a blind sequence of events:
the traditional idea of a discriminating Mind at work disappears in
Darwin's system and is replaced by an irrational force to which reasonable,
rational consciousness is something quite alien.
20pjye, The Modem Century, p. 110.
2^-A.Robbe-Grillet, Pour un nouveau roman (Paris: Gallimard 1963),p.37.
22ghenaan Eoff, The Modem Spanish Novel (New York: University
Press, 196l), p. 3.
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The twentieth century bears the full weight of the modem cultural
spirit established, in revolutionary fashion, in the second half of
the nineteenth century. Especially prominent is the recognition of
the obsolescence of the principle of World Reason. "Rous ne croyons
plus aux significations figees toute faites que librait a l'horame
1'ancien ord®e divin, et a sa suite l'ordre rationaliste du XIX siecle,"
23 v
states Robbe-Grillet. Rene Alberes remarks in alarming, yet explicit
fashion that "ce siecle, a 60 ans, est prive de doctrines ... Sa mere
mourut en lui dormant naissance: en 1900 la Raison Universelle qui
avait protege les siecles precedents cessait de representer le role
A J
maternel des idees et des arts." Kuizinga comments on the displace¬
ment of Reason (that is, Hind imbued with ethical sense) by Intelligence
(Pure Intellect): "Reason in its old form, wedded as it is to Aristo-
25
telian logic, can no longer keep up with science." There no longer
prevails that "belief in the world's rationality and in man's ability
to penetrate its secrets" which Georg lukacs emphasises as a necessary
26
requirement for a positive human perspective of life. " Existentialism,
the strongly established mode of thought born of the twentieth century's
anguish-stricken consciousness, "exhibits the pain that accompanies the
exercise of reason in a world order where reason seems incidental rather
27
than supreme". This philosophical system represents the fundamental
23
Robbe-Grillet, on.cit.. p. 152.
^ XLberes, L'Aventure intellectuelle du XXe siecle (Paris: Albin
Michel, 1969), p. 45.
Ar
J. Huizinga, Tn the Shadow of Tomorrow (London: Heinemann,
1936), p. 45.
26
Lukacs, The Meaning of Contemporary Realism (London: Merlin
Press, 1962), p. 43.
^Eoff, The i odern Spanish L'ovel. p. 13.
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psychological and spiritual attitude of the twentieth-century European
Weltanschauung in general: the basic preraise is the disintegration of
world values and the impotence of reason. No longer can it be said
that the world embodies a principle of purposeful, beneficial order.
The evaluation of time and history is an essential element of
a cultural system. In the Cartesian and Newtonian outlook, tiiae and
history were fundamentally stable properties and positive values in a
universe which was under the complete control of a benevolent and
omniscient God. In such an objective system, teleology, with all its
promising ethical connotations, was an a priori implication. "The
23
emphasis was on the ends rather than on means," the principal concerns
being the problem of human destiny and the realization of ultimate goals.
29
The objective system had a prescribed "sense of an ending": stability
and goodness, in immanent terns, God and beatitude in a perspective of
transcendence. But, as George Poulet and Stephen Toulmin have indicated,
the fixed order of the mechanistic universe, of the seventeenth century.
30
for example, implied a static, and therefore limited, conception of time.
ndeed, the notion of history as something developmental and dynamic,
which contemporary culture enjoys, is the consequence of a profound
revolution in man's attitude to time, which only crystallised in the
nineteenth century with the establishing of the theory of evolution.
Kant had, in fact, suggested that cosmic history was evolutionary in his
The General History of ..ature and Theory of the Heavens (l755), but it
23
Horkheimer, . clioso of Iteason. p. 5.
29
The title phrase of Kermode's book, cited, note 4-.
^Poulet, Studies in Human Time (Edinburgh: University Press, 1949).
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was only in the course of the nineteenth century that a dynamic world-
picture was systematically presented with the appearance of a general
consensus. Toulmin remarks that "since 1800, the discovery of unlimited
time has fractured the foundations of earlier world-views even more
irreparably than the earlier discovery of unbounded space. Bit by bit,
31the static framework of the natural world ... has been dismantled."
However, in the process of expanding scientific knowledge the Darwinian
theory struck a disarming blow at the fundamental tenets of the tradi¬
tional world-view, for it contradicted the principle of a Universal Mind
at work in the realization of intelligent and beneficial purpose. In
this it undermined the principle of World Reason which had traditionally
prevailed. It also conflicted with Kegel's historicist doctrine of
spiritual evolution which, even at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, was an egression of human trust in "the unfolding excellence
32
of fact". "The darwinian theory," Toulmin states, "called in question
all teleological interpretations of the History of Nature, theistic and
33
naturalistic alike." According to this theory, reason becomes purely
an organ, and evolution is reduced to a blind sequence of natural events
in chance mutation. As a consequence, Darwinism emphasised means and
refused to accord ends/purposes the consideration that Objective Reason
or Hegelianism had lent them. It has thus contributed to a philosophy
of eternal transition, of perpetual means without end; "the fiction of
31
Stephen Toulmin and June Goodfield, The Discovery of Time
(Ptlican, 1967), p. 327.
George Steiner, In Bluebeard's Castle (London: Faber and Faber,
1971), p. 16.
33
Toulmin, op.cit., p. 278.
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transition," in Kermode's opinion, "reflects our lack of confidence in
34
ends." Time and history without purpose or control are time and
history without meaning, and negative, questionable values.
So, the principle of Reason which underlay the concepts of
transcendence and historical meliorism was radically undermined by the
modem conception of time. Implicit in the loss of faith in Christianity
(Meyerhoff's third cause) and in the decline of a belief in history as
meaningful progress is the collapse of confidence in World Reason. The
resultant view of time and history remains permeated with a sense of
crisis and spiritual disorientation. Attempts have been made at
countering this negative view of time. One significant theory stands
out as a creed of purposive human value: Marxism, adapted from Hegel's
principle of dialectical spiritual evolution, has to a great extent
replaced or reinforced Christianity by secularizing the latter's trad¬
itional belief in time as a rectilinear progression of a positive, teleo-
logical structure. But Marxism, whilst reasserting teleology, is
constructed around the idea of radical social change produced by the
class struggle. It substitutes the forceful imposition of proletarian
power for an organic process of developing class synthesis and it, also,
lies open to the criticism of being an extremist abandonment of the
rational order of man. nother potentially promising theory has failed:
Ortega y Gasset voiced, the need for a historical I^on. Vlt-al. a unitary
creative consciousness which would further human social and political
well-being. His proposition, however, was a naive, historicist view
which, in an era of sophisticated thought, never achieved the wide
"^"Kermode, The Sense of an Ending, to. 100-1.
13.
approval and acceptance necessary to convert it into a positive creed.
Father Teilhard de Ghardin's science of "anthropogenesis", his "science
35
of the unfolding of humanity", relies on a fiction of mystical develop¬
ment similar to, and as questionable as, Ortega's historicism.
The prevalent philosophies of cosmic time have emphasised, with
overwhelming coherence, the futility and enigma of human existence and
history. ochopenhauer's vision of a Life-Force which is material, un¬
conscious and irrational is fraught with sinister and pessimistic over¬
tones: purposeless and relentless, it is a gloomy imposition of inevi¬
tability. Bergson's cosmic duration, though proposed as a creed of
creative advance, can justifiably be considered restless and futile
activity analogous to Schopenhauer's will, for, as G.'W. Cunningham
intelligently objects, "duration is a meaningless conception unless
consciousness admittedly possesses a forward-reaching aspect which gives
to it its unity and continuity." Bergson does in fact deny that "a
36
teleological explanation of the world process is permissible " and
thereby radically weakens his theory. The revived interest in the
theory of cyclical time is a symptom of the same pessimism and lack of
faith in universal meaning. This belief, traditionally held by the
Greeks, was reintroduced into Vestem thought by Vico and more emphatic¬
ally by Nietzsche. It has been adopted by writers and thinkers like
uanilevski, Lpengler, Toynbee, Yeats and Azorin. The theory is of
ambiguous value. In one optimistic respect, it seems to ensure both
temporal continuity and permanence, and to offer a solution to the
**5^5 / /
mariano Picon oalas, The Ignoble Savages (New York: lfred
Knopf, 1965), p. 168.
^Cunningham, The Philosophy of Bergson (New York: Longman's,
Green & Co., 1916),pp. 126 & 133.
14.
problem of finality and individual transcendence, facts which possibly
explain its appeal in an age of declining faith in Christian eternity.
In another respect, it can be a nightmarish metaphor of world futility,
advocating, as it does, eternal recurrence and monotonous repetition.
The theoiy of eternal return contradicts Western thought's fundamental
axiom of progress and may justifiably earn the description accorded it
37
by Karl Lbwith: "a stumbling block and foolishness to modern man .
The twentieth century's great achievement in physical theoiy, Relativity,
has as a basic premise, the curve of time and by definition refutes the
traditional criterion of the absolute value. i-lbefet Einstein belonged
to a generation of natural philosophers for whom "the unchanging 'laws
of nature' that had been the glory of classical physics could no longer
play a single, unambiguous part within a 'God's eye view' of nature.
From now on, the intellectual apparatus of physical theory must be
applied to the real world in a way that was essentially dependent on,
38
or 'relative to', the particular observation system selected."
Pierre Astier, in his panoramic study of the twentieth century novel in
France, refers to the overwhelming influence and importance of Einstein's
thought along with that of Planck, Bergson and Freud at the turn of the
century: these four "propagent maintenant la ruine des traditionelles
conceptions du temps et de l'espace, de la notion de verite ab3oiue,
de la confiance en la raison, de la croyance en l'acces de 1'intelligence
\ n 35
claire a tous les problemes de la vie humaine et naturelle." Hax
37
Lowith, "Nietzsche's doctrine of Eternal Recurrence," Journal
of the history of rdeas. VI, 3 (June 1945), 274.
58
Toulmin, "Struggle of the Master Scientists." The Observer.
Colour Supplement, 21-11-71.
39
Astier, La crise du roman francais et le nouveau realisne (Paris:
Nouvelles Ed.Lebresse, 1968), p. 34.
15.
Planck's Quantum theory, a complement to Relativity, was a momentous
contribution to the purely scientific interest in objective time.
Hitherto, science had argued for a uniformity of physical time by
dividing it into forraalized units of consistent quantity. Planck put
forward the theory that there was no such absolute consistency to time,
contesting that physical phenomena are possibly discontinuous: "La
✓ /
energia ... no es una magnitud continua como se creia hasta Planck, sino
que var£a a saltos y parece estar compuesto, por tanto, de unidades
40
indivisibles." Karl and Kagalaner draw attention to the far-
reaching significance of Planck's discovery: "The new physics, as
demonstrated in part by Planck's quantum theory (l900), merely fortified
man's new role by shattering cause and effect (the basis of any rational
view of the universe) and ty emphasising discontinuity and the seemingly
41
irrational." Such a theory, along with the others enumerated in
this brief conspectus, could not help but contribute to a sense of
instability essential to the collapse of faith in absolute values.
The interest in history, or macro-cosmic time, is complemented
by a similarly precise concern, in contemporary philosophy, for the role
of the individual and his ability to experience time in purely personal
terms. The modem insistence on the subjective experience of time
stems from Kant's transcendental aesthetic which conceives of time as
purely an a priori subjective condition. lthough disputing certain
points of the Kantian theory, Jean-iiarie Guyau represents, in general
principle, the late nineteenth century creed of subjectivism, as do
^(aimundo Panikker, "Max Planck (1858-1947)." Arbor. 24 (nov.-dic.
1947), p. 387.
^"Prederick Karl & Marvin Magalaner, Great 20th Century English
Novels (London, 1959), p. 32.
16.
Henri Bergson and William James. Bergson conceives of time as being
related primarily to the consciousness, whose role it is to experience,
via intuition, the qualitative essence of duration: "la duree toute
pure est la forme que prend la succession de nos etats de conscience
42
quand notre moi 3e laisse vivre." Duration and memory are co¬
extensive in the human consciousness and together provide for the
continuity and permanence of the past in the subject's own psychological
time-scheme. In addition to this account of the physico-psychic ex¬
perience of subjective time is an ontological critique of the human
condition, the perspective generally adopted by Existentialism. The
source of this approach is Soren Kierkegaard's analysis of the human
being's situation and relation to destiny. "Existence," for the
„ 43
Danish philosopher, "is temporality, continuous becoming, a task: . and
at the core of this struggle is the individual's passionate self-will.
Wierkegaard, according to a perspective he shares with Ilusserl, Heidegger,
and Sartre, conceives of man as being in time. For Sartre, "la
temporalite n'est pas. Jeul un etre d'une certain© structure d'etre
peut etre temporel dans l'unite de son etre ... La temporalite n'est
pas, mais le Pour-soi se temporalis© en existant"; so, "le temps de
la conscience, e'est la realite humaine qui se temporalis e comme
totality qui est a elle meme son propre inachevement.Existentialist
time is a human creation constructed around critical decisions. t is
4-2 / /
Bergson, Essai sur les donnees immediates de la conscience
(Paris: Felix lean, 1908), p. 76.
43 .Jean /ahl, ihilosoohies of odstence (London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1968), p. 31.
'^J-P. Sartre, '' tre et le neant (Paris: Gallimard, 1943).
pp. 180 and 196.
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"a faring forward irreversibly into a virgin future from ecstasy to
45
ecstasy", and the immanent structure of personal conscious being.
This philosophical conception of the individual's relation to
time springs from the metaphysic of uncertainty which is characteristic
of contemporary culture. It implies instability and futility, and is
a direct reflection of that spiritual deprivation of absolute values
which underlies the modem attitude to man's position in the world.
Kicolay Berdyaev refers to Heidegger's central and representative
position in contemporary ideology and sensibility1 "The Godlessness
of Heidegger's philosophy, which is very characteristic of the present
day, lies in the fact that from its point of view the present condition
46
of being and the anxiety that belongs to it are unconquerable." This
anxiety is enhanced, to a great extent, by the inability of the Existen¬
tialist creed to satisfy the eschatological denand. For the criterion
of purpose historically central to Western ideology is never accompanied
by a notion of satisfactory fulfilment: teleology is relativised. Of
^artre, Kermode states that "his is a philosophy of crisis, but his
A1
world has no beginning and no end." Central to Kierkegaard's
thought is the idea of possibility, which for him is related to the
problem of faith: "lo posible corresponde en todo a lo futuro. ho
posible es lo futuro para la libertad, y lo futuro lo posible para el
tiempo. n ambos," the uanish philosopher concludes, "responde en la
48
vida individual la angustia." But this advocation of an open future
45
"Kermode, The Sense of an Ending, p. 139.
^
Berdyaev, The Beginning and the End (London: (Jeoffrsy Bles, 1952),
p. 212.
Kermode, op.cit.. p. 133.
^Kierkegaard, T I concepto de la arurustia. 7th edition (Madrid:
Espasa Calpe, 1967), p. 91.
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reduces human existence to an eternal, alarming incognito where values
can only be immanent. Such a value is the "project", which implies
the freedom advocated by Kierkegaard, Heidegger and Sartre as the
"pour soi's" patrimony. Like Schopenhauer's continual becoming, the
Existentialists' possibility is endless, i.e. end-less; it is a heroic
attempt at self-transcendence which only succeeds in replacing fulfil¬
ment by potential. To this extent, this philosophy is one of perpetual
transition which promotes means, not ends: reasonable meaning is absent
in this explanation of the world and human destiny.
Kierkegaard, Sartre, Husserl and Heidegger represent what
Horkheimer refers to as the displacement of Objective Reason by subjec¬
tive reason. The lack of any transcendental value perforce results
in the plurality of subjectivities. "The universe has proliferated
49
into a raultiverse " and the sbso lut e has disappeared in the face of
multiple relativism; muthos has supplanted logos, in Huizinga's
50
terminology, or, to adopt Unamuno's expression, unified collective
Reason has been outweighed by fragmented individual truths: "la razon
51
es social ..., la raz&n nos une y las verdades nos separan." The
Existentialists' insistence on individual truth, freedom and respon¬
sibility hei^tens the need for a sound faculty of substantive reason:
but, "it is difficult to enthrone reason on high when contingency runs
52
rampant." Hence the contemporary emphasis on the absurdity of human
49pendilow, Time and the Novel, p. 7.
50
Huizinga, .:n the Shadow of Tomorrow, p. 195.
^Unanuno, Como so hnco una novcla in "bras completes (iadrid:
Afrodisio Aguado, 1958), X, 873.
52Eoff, The hoderyi Spanisjr Novel, p. 13.
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existence and Existentialism's basic premise of man's divorce from the
now mythical logic of the cosmos. i'hat school's attitude to time
is a reflection oi its ontology of unmitigated crisis.
The prevalent conceptions of time, as illustrated in the most
prominent philosophies of the century, may subsequently be regarded
as a united expression of the mood of spiritual disorientation which
permeates contemporary culture.
20.
The intellectual atmosphere of Spain at the turn of the century-
was characterised by an ever-growing recognition of contemporary ex¬
istential sensibility and by an anguished response to a situation which
confronted man with a 3'tark absence of absolute ideals. The role of
diagnosing the symptoms of modern crisis was assumed by an intellectual
minority who constituted the Generation of 1898. These individuals
approached the deep-seated problem from a variety of standpoints, in¬
cluding the economic, the political and the social, but their central
preoccupation was with the philosophico-cultural state of the Spain
in which they had matured. Their active scepticism led these men into
the realms of metaphysical speculation about Ultimate Truth and the
essence of reality, thus bringing them into line with the dominant
traits of critical thought in fin de siglo Europe. Their comprehensive
philosophical survey made the Generation of '98 the first cohesive
intellectual body in twentieth century Europe to analyse systematically
contemporary malaise.
/
Un amino, Baroja and -.zorin were competent men of letters well-
acquainted with modem philosophy and science, including the works of
those figures who made an overwhelming contribution to the modem sense
of crisis: Kant, Kierkegaard, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Darwin and Marx.
_n his retrospective "Final del siglo XIX, y principios del XX, " Baroja
described the cultural climate of that era. The principal character¬
istic of its psychology was its lack of ideas madrefl. those purposive
ideals which should form a coherent framework of values and whose
absence may produce a profound sense of cultural unbalance. "El
optimismo del siglo X X," wrote Baroja, "formado a base del culto de
21
la ciencia, de la libertad, del progreso, de la fraternidad de los
pueblos, se vino tambien abajo por la teorxa de hombres ilustres poco
politicos, coma Schopenhauer, Ibsen, Dostoyevskx, y Tolstoi," He
referred also to specific figures whose ideas had contributed especially
to the sense of crisis! "Sntre Mara y Nietzsche han oscilado las
53
corrientes del final del siglo XIX y principio del XX." To this
list Azorin added the name of Schopenhauer, and Unamuno those of Kierke-
54
gaard and Darwin, Baroja expressly referred, also, to the roots
of the malaise, tracing the trend of sensibility back to Kant, the causa
prima of the loss of confidence in World Reason: "Despues de Kant,
el tnundo es ciejoj ya no puede haber ni libertad ni justifiia, sino
fuerzas que obran por un principio de causalidad en lcsdominios del
espacio y del tiempo ... Kant ba sido el gran destructor de la
/ 55
aentira greco-semitica." It was in graphic language such as this
•that Baroja and his fellow noventayochistas attested the lack of absolute
cultural values in Spain, and, indeed, in Europe as a whole, at the turn
of the century. Included in the philosophical survey carried out by
these thinkers was an evaluation of time and history, and a detailed
concern with the problems of the essence and direction of objective
and subjective time.
Time was recognised in part as a subjective category, according
to idealist philosophy after Locke, Hume and Kant: "la idea del espacio
y del tiempo son necesidades de nuestro espiritu, pero que no tienen
realidad," states Andres Hurtado in Baroja's El arbol de la ciencia.
-"-Wroja, op. cit.. Obras completas (Madrid: Biblioteca Nueva,
1948), VII, 638-3.
54See Unamuno's "Darwin" (1901), in Obras completes. X, 95-7.
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bis. Baroja, Obras coRroletas. II, 508.
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Antonio Hachado was perhaps the member of the *98 most interested in,
and most competent to discuss, the problem of subjective time. In an
article written in 1915, he declared that "Tiempo y espacio como seudo-
representaciones, es decir, como hechos de conciencia sin objeto exterior,
son privilegio de los mas altos grados de conciencia, gonces sobre los
cuales gira el pensamiento, y merced al cual tiene este la necesaria
56
independencia para poder actuar sobre las cosas." Machado also
considered time from the stand-point of ontology, thereby foreshadowing
the tendency which Heidegger and Sartre would systematically adopt.
"En cuanto nuestra vida coincide con nuestra conciencia," Machado wrote,
"es el tiempo la realidad ultima, rebelde al conjuro de la logica,
irreducible, inevitable, fatal. Vivir es devorar tiempo: esperarj
y por muy trascendente que quiera ser nuestra espera, siempre sera
57
espera de seguir esperando." The Spanish poet-philosopher was in
fact expressing the principle that "to be" is "to be in time", a prime
58
tenet of Existentialist theory.
Unamuno emphasised the individual's experience of time as the
essence of human existence: "Lo que determina a un hombre, lo que le
hace un hombre, uno y no otro, el que es y no el que no es, es un
principio de unidad y un principio de continuidad ... en el tiempo."
Furthermore, for Unarauno the essence of life and human temporality
was inseparable from the eschatological debate, or what George Steiner
56
^ Antonio Tiachado, "Heterogeneidad del ser. Apuntes para una
teoria del conocimiento. Espacio y tiempo," in Cbras campletas (Madrid:
Plenitud, 1951), p. 1217.
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Machado, 'Juan de Mairena, ' in Gbras completas. p. 1012.
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See Sanchez Barbudo's interesting study of parallels between
Machado and Heidegger in Estudios Sobre Galdos. Unamuno y Hachado
(Madrid: Guadanftma, 1968), pp. 295-418.
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has termed "the trope of transcendence". "El mundo es para la
conciencia. 0, raejor dicho, este para, esta nocion de finalidad,
y mejor que nocion centimierito, este sentimiento teleologico no nace
sino donde hay conciencia. Conciencia y finalidad son la misma cosa
en el fondo." From this fact, Unamuno derived his most personal
"sentimiento tragico de la vida" characterised by "el ansia de no
raorir, el hambro de inmortalidad i^ersonal" and "el conato con que
60
tendemos a persistir indefinidamente en nuectro ser propio". She
cry for immortality uttered in 1898 by Ganivet in El escultor de su alma
was voiced in equally vehement terms by the tragic Unamuno for whom a
personal sense of temporality was the source of existential anxiety.
Yet he succeeded in finding a possible solution to the metaphysi¬
cal problem of finality and personal transcendence through a technique
of quasi-mystical ccntearjlacion. Foreshadowing Valle-Inclan's
61
esoteric, orientally inspired aesthetic of quietism, Unamuno upheld
the human mind's ability to transcend and abolish the mathematical,
quantitative divisions of time and reach a state of identification with
the essential self. In this way, the contemplative mind could extend
its esemplastic powers of intuition over the whole of the individual's
consciousness and convert that experience into permanent, eternally
59
Steiner, In Bluebeard's Castle, p. 87.
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Unamuno, Del sontlraicnto tra/rico de la vida. in Qbras
cosipletas. XVI, 134, 9 and 163.
u^3ee Ciriaco h. Arroyo's "La ]ar.xoax-a maravillosa y la ecuacion
estetica," in P.am6n del Vallc-Inclan, An Appraisal of his Life and Works..
ed, Zahareas (New York: Lac Americas, 1963), pp. 443-59. The concept
of static time is central to this work by Vallc-Inclan.
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present substance. Unamuno also applied this theory to the objective
world and derived a historical system whose nucleus was the concept
of intrahistoria. According to this creed, Spirit and flatter are one,
as in the Spinozan and Hegelian monistic philosophies. Timelessness,
permanence and substantial essence here prevail in opposition to the
destructive chronology, the transcience and the apparential existence
of history. This theory offered a provisional solution to the meta¬
physical issues of human personality and finality. Confronted with
the dilemma of relentlessly corrssive cosmic and historical time,
Unamuno resorted to an emotionally satisfying counter-theory, knowing,
62
perhaps, that "the riddle of history lay in desire not logic." A
more detailed treatment of the topic of intrahistoria is given in part I
chapter I of this thesis.
/
Azorin's conception of objective time, which he derived from his
readings of Schopenhauer, Taine and Nietzsche, was permeated with melan¬
choly and anguish. s a dialectical, linear or as a cyclical process,
history was a motive for an all-pervasive human discontent: Yuste, in
voluntad. repeats the Schopenhauerian view of history as "la evolu-
cion de los mundos hacia la Nada". . zorin's interpretation of the
Nietzschean creed of Eternal Return involves an equally pessimistic
critique of civilisation and time: any positive hope originally em¬
bodied in Nietzsche's theory of a process of refinement is replaced by
Azorin's desolate vision of life and history as purposeless gyre and
de.ia vu. The reader is referred to part 1 chapter II of this study
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Peter Earle, "Unamuno: historia and intrahistoriain Bleiberg
and Pox's Spanish Thought and setters in the Twentieth Century-, (Nashville,
Tennessee: Vanderbilt Univ. Press, 1966), p. .
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for fuller comment on this theme.
Ortega y Gasset, whose dedication to the subject of history is
63
attested by a number of articles on the theme, expounded a personal
theiwy of historical World Season, "la Rason Vital". Although it
offered an optimistic and challenging perspective of future civilisa¬
tion, this theory nevertheless failed to establish itself as a practical
view of history in an era of sophisticated thought on the subject.
Ortega's system, relying as it did on the presupposition of an epi-
phenonenal force or elan of evolution, may be included in the category
of historicist hypotheses which Karl Popper has refuted so convincingly.
That persuasive author's argument in The Poverty of Historicism is to
reject as a naive fiction the metaphor of a developing Cosmic Mind which
is the dynamic realization of an a priori blueprint of historical
teleology. Popper might have included the name of Ortega alongside
those of Comte, Mill and Marx as representative of that naive or impov¬
erished historical view. Ortega's more fruitful role appears to have
been that of commenting on the current European trends of historical
thought or discussing various aspects of contemporary culture. His
/ / &/L
"El sentido historico de la teoria de Einstein" was a notable contri¬
bution to a debate of European scope, and he referred to Heidegger's
Sein und Zeit only one year after it was published in Germany, albeit
/
only in a footnote at the end of an article entitled "La filosofia de
£53 /
See, for example, Ortega's "El sentido historico," in 'Las
/itlantidasObras oomnletas. pp. 937-43 and "La interpretacion belica
de la historia," Obras. pp. 556-66.
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This essay formed part of the already cited ' 1 tema de nuestro
tieano.
la historia de Kegel y la historiologia " (l928).
Eugenio d'Qrs was a contemporary of Ortega's who contributed
notably to the intellectual debates of the period. His writings
display an interest in the problem of time and history as keen and
exhaustive as that of any of his contemporaries. D'Ors' principal
concern was with refuting historicism and the topical doctrine of
entropy, which prompted his Els fenomens irreversibles e la concepcio
/ f j
entropica del univers. In his doctoral thesis "has aporias de Zenon de
Elea y la nocion modema del espacio-tiempo", he discussed Relativity
and displayed his adherence to Minkowski's interpretation. D'Ors was
also to profess firm belief in the doctrine of cyclical time, about
which he lectured at a conference in Lisbon in 1919. In this paper,
"La concepcion ciclica del universo", he argued for the recognition of
a system of natural rhythms within the successive structure of history,
an argument inspired in the works of Plato, Vico and Nietzsche. Whilst
adopting an outlook of abstraction and philosophical serenity like
Ortega's, d'Ors was conversant with the radical innovations in the
Western system of values and ideas and contributed decisively to the
culturally enlightened atmosphere which Spain enjoyed in the first third
of the twentieth century.
It can be seen, then, that the leading Spanish intellectuals
of that petiod paid special attention to concepts of subjective and
objective time and perceived them in relation to the broad cultural
framework of crisis whose nucleus was the collapse of human faith in
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Included in Goethe desde dentro , (.bras.pp. 1504—22.
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World Reason. In the troubled years which immediately preceded the
Civil War, writers and thinkers alike continued to foster a close
interest in the subject. The work of the authors already mentioned
was supplemented by a number of articles and studies which appeared
in learned journals like the "'ovista do Qccldente (first series, 1923-36)
end Crua y aya (1933-36). The writings of many leading European men
of letters were made accessible to interested Spaniards in the form of
translations. H, Spangenberg's "Los periodos de la historia universal"
appeared in 1925 and was followed by Max Scheler's "La idea del hambre
y la historia" (1926), "El porvenir del hornbre" (192?) and "El puesto del
hombre en el cosmos" (1929),^ Spanish contributions included Bias
Cabrera's "La imagen actual del universo segun la relatividad" (1931),
in which the author discussed a theme already treated by Ortega and the
subject of an editorial comment "La nueva teoria de Einstein" (1929),^
The reviews played an important part in the propagation of current intel¬
lectual material at a time when socio-political disruption was seriously
affecting all domestic affairs in Spain.
'•/hen the civil strife abated and at least the semblance of
cultural stability returned, Spanish men of letters of -the eardy '40s
found their attention drawn once more to the central topoe of time,
Julian Marias continued to expound the theory of historical generations
which the author of La Espana Invertebrada had sought to promote.
Spanish thinkers of this period seemed, however, to be more
/-/•
uuievista de Occidents. X, 192 and 330, XIV, 137, XVII, 129 and
XXV, 1.
67id. XXXIII, 36, and XXIII, 255.
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concerned with the theoretics of subjective temporal experience than
with the problem of historical reality. 'The ontological perspective,
previously embraced by Unamuno and Machado and put forward systematically
on a European scale by Heidegger, was now widely professed by the
intellectual minority in Spain. Ortega y Gasset, 56 years old at the
end of the war, and no longer resident in Spain, considered the problem
of man's temporality from a standpoint of ontology in keeping with
Heidegger's. In an article written in 1934-5 and published by Revista
de Occidente in 1941, he emphasised "la mudanza de todo lo hurnano", and
remarked that this fact should not be lamented, in lamartinian fashion,
for example, because "es precisamente nuestro privelgio ontologico."
In the process of life, "El hombre 'va siendo' y desiendo - viviendo.
Va acumulando ser - el pasado ... El horabre es lo que ha pasado, lo
que ha hecho ... Progresar es acutoular ser.
Amongst the younger generation, Xavier Zubiri, Jose Gaos and
Jose Perrater iiora made a concerted contribution on behalf of Spanish
letters to the general ideological tendencies prevalent in urope. The
influence of Heidegger is again notable. n 1941 Julian liarias thought
it necessary to include an extensive chapter on the German philosopher
/ • ✓
in his Historia de la filosofia. Zubiri had already published " <> Que
es metafisica?", a translation of one of Heidegger's works, in 1933,
and an analysis of the work of Eusseri, Scheler and Heidegger entitled
Eilosofia y metafisica in 1936.Jose Gaos, in his Dos exclusivas del
hombre: la mano v el tiempo (1945), was recognisibly influenced by the
®Ortega y Gasset, Historia come sistema (Madrid: Rev. de
Occidente, 3rd edition, 1958), pp. 50-3.
^Both in Cruz y Rava. vols. VI (1933), 83-115 and XXX (1936), 7-60.
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German philosopher, whose loin und Leit he eventually translated into
Spanish in 1951. Similarly, Perrater Mora owes much to Unamuno and
Heidegger and makes detailed allusion to these figures and Simrnel,
Jaspers and Sartre in his 1 ser y la muerte: bosque.io de una, filosofia
integracionista.
Junior to Jose Gaos and Ferrater Mora by 24 and 12 years
respectively, Luis Martin Santos, a philosophically-oriented psychiatrist
and novelist, made a thorough exposition of Heidegger's work in an
essay entitled "La psiquiatria existencial" (i960), followed by the
publication, in 1964, of .rlbertaa. temporalidad y transferences, en el
psicoanalisis existencial. .1 though Martin Santos was well-informed
of the philosophical implications of ontology, he attempted to construct
a psycho-analytical theory based on the premise of the temporal essence
of human personality. Shunning the abstract notion of Being', he
/
intended to "desbrozar las posibilidades de una Psiquiatria edificada
/
sobre los resultados de la analitica del Lasein," on the results, that
is, derived from Heidegger's theoretics. This would include consider¬
ations on the problems of "el ser-relativamente-a-la-muerte y el estado-
de-resuelto ". "Estas variantes," he added, like the concept of angst.
"no son ajenos a la . siquiatria." Martin Santos' selective critique
of ieidegger's work involves an explicit rejection of "toda opinion
' / 70
metafisica, religiosa o antropologica", but is nevertheless a detailed
expression of the theme of life's temporal structure and essence.
^Luis Martin Santos, pologos ,v otras prosas ineditas. ed. y
prologo de Salvador Clotas (Barcelona: Scix Barral, 1970), pp. 133 &
119.
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n attempt at producing an ordered and synthetic exposition of
the theme of time and existence is embodied in a recent essay by Juan
Benet. rrimarily a novelist, in whom traces of Faulknerian idea and
technique are visible, Benet has also written on extra-literaiy topics.
"Un extempore " (1969) is an emotionally neutral and philosophically
probing discussion of that problematic triad, life, death and time.
For Benet, time, a great abstraction, may be symbolically represented
by an image of "una espiral de papel bianco" which moves mechanically
onwards, regardless of the eventful messages imprinted on it. "Iluestro
tiempo," he comments, "tiene una composicion en cierto modo semejante:
una maquina perrnanentemente conectada a la red, un cumulo de espirales
en bianco que constituyen su produccion habitual y una discreta y
selecta serie de impresiones que, a pesar de su escasez y de la des-
proporcion medida en masa de papel (tiempo) gastado, representan el
unico fin de su existencia." Jan's life is a count-down (cf. "-una
cuenta al reves") and an exchange of potential time for experience:
"Y asi el hornbre - que tiene en su haber su tiempo, que no se lo debe
a nadie, y que no le es dado por nadie - tiene que pagar con el por su
apetito de vivir." From these considerations, Benet derives his
definition that "el hombre es una maquina de transforinar tiempo en
existencia." Time 'is' not until it has been realised by experience,
"lemory plays a fundamental role in human psychology, but it is an agent
of destruction and oppression: "La memoria devora a la existencia ...
La existencia - la transformedon de tiempo en existencia - results ser
una lucha constante contra la memoria, un intento de romper su cerco,
una esperanza le volver a encontrar nuevas formulas de conversion."
31.
Memory stifles vital instinct, and the past imprisons the individual.
Benet is clearly diverging from Proust and Machado on this point, for
he asserts that the human psyche, by being entangled in the past, loses
its creative, purposive faculty. His is a negative conception of life
and time, as this deduction indicates: "Para quien no cree en una
/ / /
marcha del espiritu objetivo hacia su realizacion histories /the Marxist
"T / / /
creed, for example/ sino que confia mas bien en la reduccion de los
/ /
limites del espiritu subjetivo, tal como son vislumbrados en la
pasion, a los datos de la memoria, no puede haber un ardid de la razon";
in this context, the word ''razon" appears to mean 'validity to the
subjective conscience or intellect'. The final section of this essay
introduces the theme of death, a decisive factor in Benet's metaphysical
discussion. Death is an issue which serves to heighten the divorce
between an individual's faculties of passion and reason; it is a
problem which shows man "como el continuo por donde en verdad fluye su
vida carece de una estructura racional a la que se superpone una
ordenacion. : The young author states that man is incapable of percei¬
ving the true nature and structure of his life by intellect alone; he
is "un islote de racionalidad en mi medio absurdo". Benet's philosophy
rests uprni a recognition of the insoluble enigma of life and may be
considered an approximation, in admittedly unsystematic and less
detailed form, to the basic mood of Existentialism. "Un extempore"
ends with a neutral indication of human insufficiency, expressed in
the author's detailed awareness of: "como la memoria es el registro
de una vida que no recuerda, como la experiencia es el rigor del
inexperto, como la pasion se remite a un ayer no vivido y como la razon
32.
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es la mejor muestra de la sinrazon de este mundo... "
Benet's ideology is fully consonant with the general Weltan¬
schauung of the century. It also indicates the persistence, in Spanish
letters from the fin de siglo era to the present day, of an evaluation
of the theme of time strictly subordinate to a broad cultural framework
of metaphysical disorientation. His is a less emotionally anguished
/
posture, but his work, like that of Unamuno, Baroja, Azorin and Antonio
achado, is essentially the expression of a sensibility founded on the
collapse of faith in World Reason and on the premise of man's inability
to discover the meaning of human existence.
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Juan Benet, "Un extempore," in Puerta de tierra (Barcelona:
Seix Barral, 1970), pp. 88-111.
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-wentieth century literature is complementary to philosophy as a
vehicle for expressing the widespread views on time, existence and
reality which, as we have just seen, amount to a major ideological up¬
heaval. Thomas :ann, in The ajcic ountain, H.G. Wells, James Joyce,
Aldous luxley, Virginia oolf and ..'illiam Faulkner, Robbe-Grillet and
Michel Butor, lejo Garpentier, J.L. Borges and G. Garcia arquez, all
explore reality from one essential starting point: the critical con¬
sideration of time. Earlier, Marcel Proust's classic .? la recherche du
temps pordu (l913 and 1927) was singularly symptomatic of the trend of
thought and sensibility in the new century's early years, and constituted
a fitting prefiguration of what has continued to be an issue of cardinal
importance throughout all that growing century's culture. The philoso¬
phical quest at the heart of this masterpiece springs from the existential
problem of time: the source of the author's dilemma is a mood of in¬
security, a metaphysical concern with the continuity of the past and
for the safeguarding of a personal sense of identity with previous,
transient experience. Proust perceived how time could be considered a
nightmare and a hostile property of life, and was fortunate to discover
a system ensuring solution to his dilemma. His was a rare success;
time continued to affect philosophers and literateurs as a Problematik
during and after the triumph embodied in "Le temps retrouve» _ Proust
also illustrated the extent to which time could affect the narrative
structure of the novel. In this he was again representative of the
70
epoch. Lukacs, ..endilow, Castagnino, and Hutchens ~ are amongst those
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critics who regard the novel as a primarily temporal medium whose
internal and external form may be viewed as abstract analogues of time,
73
for "el Tiempo afecta esencia y estructura de lo literario." The
twentieth century "Hovel as Clironamorph" has developed prodigiously
into a liighly sophisticated architectonic fona. Time has become as
constant and deliberate an element on the structural, as it has on ttaar
thematic, level of contemporary fiction.
The novel of the twentieth century is primarily concerned with
experimentation, as, for example, Ramon Buckley Ms observed: "el
probleaa formal se ha convertido en la ranon de ser de gran parte de la
74
novels, de hoy," Ortega y Gasset defined a general tendency illustra¬
ted by the practice of many writers contemporary with him in his asser-
75
tion that "la obra de arte vive mas de su forma que de su material."
The twentieth century novel's experimental character is exemplified
above all in the conception and treatment of plot. Since conventional
plot implies a terminus a quo and a terminus ad quera, that is, an
element of movement and progression through action, it is also inseparable
from the consideration of time and horizontal temporal progression. In
a scholarly work, Frank Kernode refers to the literary plot as "an
organization that humanizes time by giving it form"; the narrative
paradigm is for him an "image of the grand temporal consonance"J
The development of the concept of time is complemented by a revision of
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the notion of plot. Elizabeth Dipple concludes that "no single aspect
of literature has become more subject to re-thinking, philosophical
77
doubt, anthropological disproving and intellectual experimentation."
So, the literary treatment of time, plot and structure is at the core
of the twentieth century mode of technical innovation which has been
promoted by the need and desire to "conseguir formalmente una vision
73
Lei hombrs le nuestro fciempo".
The traditional novel, from Cervantes to Dickens and Flaubert,
was subject to a major formative influence, that of Aristotelian theory
according to which plot was synonymous with order. In the course of
the nineteenth century, at the height of its career, the novel's
prescribed form showed a marked degree of authorial allegiance to the
classical notion of plot. Its prime facet was ordered development
according to the principle of causality and this was mirrored in an
established paradigm of coherence. 'The nineteenth century novel was,
however, the product of a specific socio-economic, philosophico-intel-
lectual and religious environment which generated a theory of literary
realism considered untenable by many writers of this century, but
acceptable to and obediently put into practice by those of the early
and mid-nineteenth. Inherent in that century's creed of realism was
an orthodox view of structure as an orderly and dynamic architecture
of character and action. Time was depicted as an external milieu
and uniform backcloth against which the characters evolved in a linear,
"^l:. Dipple. Plot. in The Critical Idiom collection (London:
ethuen & Co., 1970), p. 43.
^Baquero Goyanes, iroceso de la novela actual (liadrid: Rialp,
1963), p. 203.
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monodimensional and consistent process; the structural role of Flaubert,
George Fliot or Galdos' protagonists was simply that of deroulement.
development or desarrollo in a gradual adjustment to reality which
formed the essence of the Bildungsroman. The characteristic nineteenth
century hero underwent a progressive transformation of character and
destiny effected by the objective passing of time; novelistic structure
aimed at reflecting this in a paradigmatic linear narrative comprising
a dynamic, yet balanced, series of events, neatly interlocking in a
strictly causal and chronological order. Such a plot was a diagram
or pattern of coherence and stability symbolic of that century's cultural
macro-structure. Robbe-Grillet concludes that the schematic and
orthodox structure of these novels was ''lie a tout un systeme rationaliste
et organisateur", a syBtem which generated certain rules of literary
practice: "Tous les elements techniques du recit - emploi systematique
du passe simple et de la troisieme personne, adoption sans condition du
deroulement chronologique, intrigues lineaires, courbe reguliere des
passions, tension de chaque episode vers une fin, etc - tout visait a
imposer 1*image d'un univers stable, coherent, contenu, univoque,
7Q
entierement dechiffrable." Sartre describes that culture as one
"qui n'a pas encore conscience des dangers qui le menacent, qui dispose
/ 80
d'une morale, d'une echelle de valeurs." ' In short, that atmosphere
was inseparable from an ethic and a metaphysic of positive security.
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Robbe-Grillet, four un nouveau roaan.pp. 36-7.
^Sartre, Qu'est-ce que la litterature?(Paris: Gallimard, 1964),
p. 178.
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The society which accepted early and raid-nineteenth century
realism was superseded by one which witnessed the undermining and
incipient collapse of the preceding epoch's stability. By the
beginning of the twentieth century, the crisis of contemporary
European culture was a startlingly present reality. The traditional
foundations of that culture, the absolute of V/orld Reason, had been
radically and irremediably undermined. The disappearance or rejection
of traditional ideals and the consequent rise and adoption of new and
radical ones occurred no less in literature than in any other aspect of
culture. Since it is the novel which especially portrays the problem
of man's situation in the world and his relation to destiny, this
literary genre was particularly affected by the collapse of values.
"As soon as the writer ceased to be a witness to the universal, to
become the incarnation of a tragic awareness (around 1850), his first
SI
gesture was to choose the commitment of his form." The inherited
concept of plot immediately came under critical review in a comprehensive
"modernist assault on forms" which made "new demands on every artistic
medium. No category of space or time, order or chaos, dream or fact,
action or reflection, causality or chance, syntax or raetaphor ... remains
82
after this upheaval of the imagination quite intact." Twentieth century
/
novelists from Azorin to Juan Benet, from Proust to Robbe-Grillet and
from Faulkner to illiam Burroughs have challenged and rejected, in the
interests of realism, the suitability of the neo-Aristotelian plot with
81 /
Roland Barthes, Writing Degree Aero (.London: Gape Editions,
1970), p. 9.
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hab iiassan, The dismemberment of Orpheus: toward a Rost-
Hodem literature (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971), p. 9.
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its careful structuring of events according to an objective logic.
That We11anschauung constructed around the central concepts of Reason,
order and progress seems obsolete now. The prevailing philosophical
view of time as a subjective category relative to experience and the
notion of history as an irrational, purposeless process have conditioned
a new appraisal of temporal reality, and have consequently paved the way
for the creation of a new set of regulations for the literary presentation
f that reality. Virginia Voolf and ndre Gide, among others, made
public, in 1919 and 1925 respectively, their opinion of the conventional
realism, embodied in the nineteenth century novel. They made particular
reference to plot and structure, the artefacts of temporal experience.
"life is not a series of gig-lamps symetrically arranged," argued "Irs.
85
V'oolf, reflecting the contrived arrangements of events in the conven¬
tionally constructed novel. Then Gide criticised the Naturalist school's
attitude to plot: "The great defect of that school is that it always
cuts its slice in the same direction; in time, lengthwise. ihy not in
Oil
breadth? Or in depth? s for me, T should like not to cut it at all."'
These two writers were arguing, with sound critical awareness, for a
revision of the conventional mode of literaxy plotting. The logic which
lay behind that old style was now considered insufficient to account for
a more complex reality which included in its plenitude an essential
contingency requiring to be respected and fittingly portrayed: a mechani¬
cally consistent chronology, a schematic order and a falsely symmetrical,
over-articulated distribution of events are no longer verisimilar as
structural representations of human reality.
^V» Woolf, "Modern Fiction," in The Common Reader (London:
Hogarth, 1929), p. 189.
84; . Gide, ~^os Faux l.onnaveurs (l925), part 11 chapter iii, quoted
by liriam Allott, lovelists on the Hovel (London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, .1965), p. 79.
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The problem of form was an especially polemical issue in fin
de siglo Spain. There, the members of the Generation of '98 were
carrying out a revaluation of literary technique which preceded, by
some fifteen years or more, that of the European figures heralded as
the founders and first major exponents of the twentieth-century modem
novel. part from expressing the epochal sensibility of crisis and
illustrating the newly-born century's fascination with the subject of
time, the '98 also revised the concepts of form and structure.
Unamuno's contribution to the renovation of novelist!c form is
a most important subject of critical study which, until recently,
appears to have been considered secondary to the ideological value of
his work. The approach adopted by Ieon Livingstone, Geoffrey Ribbans
and Ronald Batchelor marks an important departure from the prevalent
35
norm. lthough Unamuno's concern is with the creation of form from
the author's point of view, his theory, entertained in the early years
of the century, of the "oviparous" and the "viviparous" novels implies
a revaluation of novelistic structure in favour of organic fluidity.
There is an emotionally-based rejection of rigorous, systematic formalism
which prefigures the creative freedom advocated by the Surrealists.
Breton, for example, "objected to the novelist's structuring of events
according to an a priori logic, instead of allowing the event to reveal
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Livingstone, "Unamuno and the .'esthetic of the Uovel,"
Hisnania. ELTV (l94l), 442-450. Ribbans, "La evolucion de la
novelistica Unarauniana ," in Niebla y Soledad. spectos de Unamuno v
Hachado ( adrid: Gredos, 197l)> pp. 85-107. Batchelor. Unarauno Lovelist.
European Perspective (Oxford: Dolphin, 1972).
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its own logic." Unamuno's attitude had a resounding impact on the
temporal architecture of his novels. Though painstaking and scrupulous
in his attention to their construction, he aimed at the creation of a
plot, or fictional duration, in which the protagonist's development and
the rhythm of that process would appear quite unrestricted.
similar view of form was expressed also by Baroja. adopting
the premise that the novel is a microstiuctural analogue of history,
i.e., a chronomorph, Baroja defended an approach of compositional and
structural freedom: "una novela es posible sin argumento, sin arqui-
tectura y sin composicion," he argued. "La novela, en general, es
como la corriente de la Hi3toria: no tiene ni principio ni fin, empieza
on
y acaba donde se quiera." Sceptic though he was, Baroja did not
challenge the principle of consistent plot-chronology, but he neverthe¬
less rejected the restrictive framework of the well-planned and
deliberately executed novel.
/
Lzorin's theory of literary plotting is more explicit and
exact in detail. Tn chapter XIV of part 1 of La voluntad. Yuste "el
maestro" discusses novelistic technique with the young zorin in a
conversation which indicates a highly critical attitude to form in the
author. Ytfste reflects on the problem of representing reality in fiction
and contends that ",nte todo, no debe haber fabula ...; la vida no
tiene fabula; es diversa, multiforme, ondulante, contradictoria...;
og
nna Balakian, "Dada-Surrealism: Fundamental Differences" in
Proceedings of the Comparative Literature Symposium, ed. W. Zyla (Texas:
Lubbock, 1970), III, 25.
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Baroja, La nave de los locos, in '.bras. .'7, 326.
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todo raenos simetrica, rigida corao aparece en las novelas."'" His
argument implies a revaluation of the temporal nature of structure in
favour of contingency and fluid process. It will be referred to in
greater detail in due course.
/
Unamuno, Baroja and zorin were thus all highly aware of the
dissonance between the novel's paradigmatic, stereotyped form and the
changed sense of temporal reality prevalent at the turn of the century.
In an appendix to this study, an attempt is made to assess the importance
of Gabriel !iro' s structural technique in an early work, ..a novela o
mi amigo (l90?). It is suggested that Miro was keenly aware of the
relation between time and novelistic structure. The reader is referred
to that section for further comment.
The serious critical spirit of these turn-of-the-century novelists
re-appeared in the creative work of Ramon Perez de yala and Ram on
Gomez de la Serna, two prominent members of the following generation of
Spanish intellectuals and writers. In two novels in particular, Perez
de Ayala renewed the mechanics of structure with brilliantoriginality.
In Belarmino y "polonio (l92l), the author rejected the notions of an
unambivalent reality, an absolute chronology and a single perspective
and replaced them with the principle of the relativistic multiplicity
of dimensions. In this novel, Don ;maranto urges the narrator to
adopt a painter's vision and technique of depicting reality: "la vision
propia del hombre, que es la vision diafenomenal, como quiera que, por
enfocar el objeto con cada ojo desde un lado, lo penetra en angulo y
88 ^ t \
zorin, La voluntad. Obras comnletas v,v&drid: Aguilar, 1959),
1, 864.
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recibe dos imagen.es laterales que se confunden en una imagen central,
es una vision en profundidad. El novelists, en cuanto hombre, ve las
cosas estereoscopicaraente, en profundidad, pero en cuanto artista, esta
desprovisto de medios con que reproducir su vision. No puede pintar;
unicamente puede describir, enumerar." Don Amaranto explains that
"iescribir es como ver con un ojo, paseandolo por la. superficie de un
piano, porque las imagenes son sucesivas en el tiempo, y no se funden,
ni superponen, ni, por lo tanto, adquieren profundidad." The novelist-
cura-narrator is consequently advised: "Busca la vision diafenomenal.
/
Tnhibete en tu persona de novelists. Haz que otras dos personas la
vean (la Rua Ruera) al propio tiempo, desde angulos laterales, contra-
puestos. Recuerda ... como ese mismo objeto, la Rua Ruera, suscita
duplicidad de iraagenes e impresiones en dos observadores de gendocon-
89
tradictorio..." Tn this theory of relativity, spatial criteria are
accounted for more than temporal factors; on the practical level,
however, plrez de Ayala translated the hypothesis into temporal terms.
He devised a three-dimensional structure of counterpoint for Belarmino
y .polonio. the action of which refers to two historically separate
temporal spheres which the author eventually fuses in a final vision
sub specie aetern.itatis. The formal depiction of time's multidimen¬
sional nature was still Perez de Ayala' preoccupation in El curandero
de su honra (1926), a novel which represents an adventurous solution to
the problem of the presentation of simultaneity. Confronted with the
need to depict the separate yet concurrent experience of two characters,
' /
Perez de -yala, Belarmino y Apolonio, in Obras Completas
(Madrid: guilar, 1969), IV, 35-5.
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Tigre Juan and Herminia, the author resorted to a shrewd manipulation
of the novel's physical medium. He divided the pages of his text into
two vertical columns, the one on the left referring to "La Vida de
Tigre Juan", the one on the right to the developments in "La Vida de
90
Herminia". What appears to be a simple manoeuvre in form may be
considered conscious endeavour in the cause of realism and the develop¬
ment of structural technique. Perez de . yala came to terms with the
problem of noveli tic structure as temporal analogue with appreciable
creative responsibility.
Gomez de la Serna, a sensationally innovatory figure, reiterated
/
Azorin's repudiation of consequential linearity in the structure of the novel,
basing his objection on similar philosophical premises. His humorous
recognition of the metaphysical void and the absurd led him to assert
that a true representation of life would be incomplete without an
acknowledgement of those forces of chaos, incongruence and mystery which,
in his defiant opinion, were the predominant components of reality. The
disruption embodied in human experience would acquire expression through
a disjointed stiucture of fiction exemplified in his novel, or anti-
novel, HI incongruente. The narrator says of Gustavo, the protagonist:
" i de la novela de esta raisma epoca ni de la de despues se pueden
seguir con cierta cronologia las peripecias. Tiene que ser una




Perez de Ayala, ,1 curandero de su honra. op.clt., pp. 709-740
and p. 749.
^Gomez de la Serna, "1 incongruente (Madrid: Calpe, 1922), p. 11.
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Ramon Maria del Valle-Inclan also incorporated certain elements
in the structure of his novels which correspond to temporal concerns.
In Tiraao Banderas (1926), he adopted the technique of successive
alternation to solve the problem of how to depict two concurrent
processes of reality. Jean Franco lias interpreted the structure of the
two novels in El ruedo iberico (1926-3) as concentric form, a practical
correspondance with Valle-Inclan's mystical phylosophy of time as ex-
]Op
pressed in la lampara maravillosa (1916)#
So, in the first three decades of the twentieth century, these
leading Spanish novelists made a significant contribution to the
innovation of structural technique. A large number of positive
creative moves were made towards the development and sophistication
✓
of the novel as chronomorph. Furthermore, the fact that Asorin and
Perez: de Ayala, for example, carried out their experiments with time
and structure before Proust, Joyce and Aldous Huxley is a point of his¬
torical importance which must not be overlooked in the critical estimation
of modern Spanish letters. The Generation of '98 and its successors
occupy an advanced position in the vanguard of twentieth century
European literature.
The issue of Hie continuity between pre- and post-Civil War
novels of Spain is a complex and problematical one which involves various
92 ✓
Jean Franco, "The Concept of Time in the tuedo iberico."
Bulletin of Hispanic Studies. XXXIX (1962), 177-^37. See also, Harold L.
Boudreau, "The Circular Structure of Valle-Inclan's Ruedo iberico."
Publications of the Modern Language Association of America. LXXXII, 1 (1967),
128-39. and Verity Smith's analysis of Tirano Banderar, (London; Grant and
Cutler Ltd., 1971), pp. 12-19. "
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extra-literaiy factors and which must, to a large extent, be considered
independent of the argument offered in this thesis. A deliberate
selection of works may, however, serve to illustrate the existence of
certain coherent and consistent trends throughout the course of the
twentieth-century Spanish novel. R. Bosch has commented on the matter
in general terms. The spiritual coincidence between the Spanish novel
of the thirties and the present day novelists," he argues, "would autho¬
rise the use of the concept of 'continuity', although there was an abrupt,
violent break between the two groups, caused by the Civil ar and its
outcome, which forced the writers of the thirties to go into exile.
The present renaissance of the novel has taken place, therefore, without
the influence of the novelists of the thirties, but in complete harmony
93
with their spirit and work." Post-Vfcr writers continue to show
great interest, in the theme of time and in the problem of finding an
appropriate fictional form. They have, naturally, had more philosophical
theory and literaiy precedents at their disposal than did the great
innovators of the first three decades. If this view is accepted, it
would follow that their technical achievement is that of emphasising,
by a process of consolidation and refinement, the principles introduced
by their predecessors. The formal experimentation promoted by Perez de
yala and Joaquin Arderius, for example, has continued to be realised,
with increasing confidence and success by those writers who first pub¬
lished in or soon after 1942-3 and by subsequent generations of novelists
in Spain.
•^Books ..broad (Winter 1965). p. 14, footnote 1.
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Sanz Villanueva devotes a section of his work to the techniques
adopted by various authors in relation to time and structural expression.
He mentions temporal compression, disruption of chronology and stream of
94
consciousness. Torrente Ballester, however, finds a critical short¬
coming in the general attitude to formal experimentation held by post-War
Spanish authors. rguing that they have no coherent and common source
of novelistic tradition on which to draw, he refers to the dangers in¬
herent in imitating European and merican practice: "el novelists de
la postguerra se encuentra, sin embargo, con que la novela europea y la
americana han hallado nuevos raodos de narrar y describir y que esos modos
nuevos aparecen, las mas de las vecas, expresados por medio de tecnicas
muy visibles cuya sustancia es, generalmente, la ruptura del orden
cronologico de los hechos y de su encadenamiento causal." He concludes
that "el fenoaeno consists, sencillamente, en que se ha dado a la
tecnica un valor sustantivo y de que se la considers como instrumento
transportable, olvida la elemental verdad estetica de que el tenia
, / '
determina la tecnica; de que la tecnica no se justifies por si misma,
sino por las posibilidades expresivas que libera. Los resultados son,
no formas que traducen estructuras, sino estructuras al descubierto;
95
no organismos, sino mecanismos." Torrente Ballester's comments are
perceptive and valuable, and may be applied to a large number of Spanish
9/1
Santos Sanz Villanueva, Tendencias de la novela esnanola
actual (Madrid: Edicusa 1972),pp. 225-35.
95G. Torrente Ballester, Panorama de la literature esnanola
contemnoKaiea (- adrid: Guadarrama, 1965), p. 438.
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novels of the post-War period. Yet there are exceptions to his dogmatic
syste ' of notation. C'amilo Jose Cela's a colmena. for exaiple, is
an organic, if not technically original, work: the fragmentation, one
of whose purposes is to present the simultaneity of multiple personalities
in a social collectivity, is a fitting formal counterpart to the book's
social theme. ina Maria Matute's structures of symphonic mood and Juan
Goytisolo's streams of consciousness are forms wholly suited to expressing
the powers of association inherent in a temporally elastic or fluid psyche.
Hector Vazquez zpiri's reinstatement of the Ayalan parallel texts in
Fauna is an act of imitation, but this is nevertheless a fitting form
for the reality he wishes to depict. Ramon Buckley defends Miguel
Delibes' La ho,1a roia. Martin Santos' Tiemno de silencio and Sanchez-
96Ferlosio's Ml Jarama as formal exercises of positive literary value.
To this in no way exhaustive list may be added the name of Juan Benet,
whose recent novel Un yia.ie de invierno justifiably incorporates a
meandering Faulknerian structure of labyrinthine time wholly in keeping
with the enigmatic minds and the contingent reality it portrays.
The authors and works included in this list reflect a general
tendency amongst the Spanish writers of fiction in the post-war era to
create novels whose structure is essentially chronomorphous. The
contemporary Spanish novel has few internationally recognized obras
maestras. but there are a definite number of works whose positive
artistic value derives from the successful choice of a form organically
concord.u t with that novel's content. Cela's Pabellon do rcposo.
^ /
Buckley, Problernas formales en la novela esnanola contemporanea.
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Luis martin Santos' Tieapo de Silencio and ldecoa's Parte de una
historia may be included in this group. By concentrating our attention
on these three novels we do not mean to overlook the general importance
of such worics as :.a colmena. ".1 Jarama. Los bravos. and Tormenta de
verano. which have gained both peninsular and international recognition,
le have chosen these post-Civil War novels in particular because they
may be regarded as continuing on a more sophisticated level a thematico-
structural tendency established by earlier twentieth-century Spanish
writers, the most prominent being Unamuno, Lzorin, P^rez de Ayala and
Valle-Tnclan.
The purpose of this thesis is to relate the constant trend in
97
structural, or "architectonic", innovation and the replacement of the
inherited paradigm in the twentieth-century Spanish novel to that era's
new, contemporary philosophical notions of time. These notions are
considered inseparable from their broader cultural context. The
collapse of faith in World Reason has engendered various profoundly
pessimistic conceptions of time, both in relation to collective-historical
and individual experience. These may be incorporated into a particular
novelistic form with a view to creating a structural vehicle for expres¬
sing that general pessimism. Paz en la auerra. La voluntad. ua novela
de mi amigo. Pabellon de rgposo. Tiempo de silencio and rarte de una
historia will subsequently be analysed as organic forms, and have been
selected on two accounts. First, they are examples of the consistently
97
Sharon Spencer's Space. Time and Structure in the . odem Level
(New York: University Press, 1971) refers to, "the architectonic novel".
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developing chronomorph in Spanish prose fiction: their structural
complexity merits closer attention than has been afforded by existing
criticism. They have been selected on a second and complementary
account because the fundamentally temporal nature of their structures
is related to a general thematic interest in the problematic role of
time in human existence. Ho conclusions are drawn about the purely
aesthetic effects which may be achieved by this manipulation of the
medium of narrative. attention is focussed primarily on structure as
the embodiment of problematical idea.
Our insistence on the temporal nature of novelistic structure
does not imply a denial of the relation of structural functions to other
factors. .a colmena. for example, whilst illustrating temporal con¬
currence, also depicts spatial multiplicity. Joseph Frank does in
98
fact argue for a spatial evaluation of form in literature; it is an
argument which few critics, however, have cared to support. Structure's
primary function is to depict categories of time, as iukacs suggests
in his assertion that "a*est seulement dans le roman, dont tout le
contenu consiste en une quete necessaire de 1'essence et dans une
\ / 99
impuissance a la trouver, que le temps se trouve lie a la forme."
number of critics have already suggested the temporal function
of the structures of some twentieth century Spanish novels. Jose
Ortega and Jimenez iartos have discussed 7'1 Jarama from this viewpoint,
/
whilst laria Lozano Alonso, Albert Barrera Vidal and Eduardo Godoy
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Gallardo have made interesting contributions to the debate in their
respective studies of Peres de Ayala's Belarraino y Aoolonio. Cela's
100
Pascual Duartc and Sender's Requiem nor un canposino esuanol. Fewer
have related tlie said structural patterns to those metaphysical issues
which form the idealogical core of this study. Leon Livingstone's
thorough analysis of Azorin's novels takes into account the awareness
of crisis which is illustrated in that writer's works, but subordinates
101
metaphysical considerations to the problem of aesthetic form. Jean
Franco's interpretation of El ruedo iberico's concentric structure as a
counterpart of Valle-Inclan' s mystical leaning in philosophy is a
valuable account of the correspondence between "novelistic structure and
102
a certain metaphysical conception of time". Paul Ilie lias made some
equally illuminating remarks about certain novels by Cela, and Gomez
103
de la Serna's El incongruente.
It is hoped in this thesis to amplify this small body of criticism.
The structural forms analysed in subsequent chapters are interpreted as
the concordant expression of certain notions of time which are symptomatic
of the crisis of values in contemporary culture.
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PART I
The Novel of the Early 1900's in Spain
The very first instances of deliberate chronomorphic technique
in the twentieth-century Spanish novel are to be found in the work
of Unamuno and Azorin. In this respect the two authors occupy a
precise position of historical importance, for their innovatory use of
tense- and structural paradigm established a pattern on which subsequent
writers could base their practice and experiments.
52.
CHAPTER I
Time, Tense and Theme in Unamuno's
Paa en la guerra
Miguel de Unamuno's first major novel Paa en la guerraj
published in 1897 after eight years' preparation, has been justly set
in critical perspective by Carlos Blanco Aguinaga's intuitive and in-
2
cisive El Unamuno contemnlativo. Blanco Aguinaga's thesis amends the
widely held but incomplete view of Paa en la guerra as simply a historical
novel written in the mould of the nineteenth-century realistic chronicle.
Justifiable as Surgenio de Nora's comments on the author's occasional
artistic clumsiness may be, his virtual dismissal of Paa en la guerra
as a "cronica novelesca realista, concebida segun loe procediraientos de
3
un arte narrativo ya entonces declinante" must be considered a super¬
ficial generalization which overlooks seme important aspects of both the
work's form and its content. Three points of critical interest emerge
from Nora's appraisal, two of which are central to this study. These
are: first, the presentation of reality and the problems connected with
it, and second, the element of plot or structure in the novel. We shall
not be focussing our attention especially on the third point: the
question of the narrator or author's point of view.
We consider that this novel, seen in its context within the
history of fictional technique, contains much that merits it the
^Reference will be made throughout to the Afrodisio Aguado
edition of Unamuno's Obras coiapletas. volume II, published in Madrid in 1958.
2
Blanco A^-uinaga, El Unamuno contemplative) (Mexico: HEFH.
Publications, 1959).
^Eugenio de Nora, La novela esoanola contemporanca. vol, I
(Madrid: Gredos, 1958), p. 17.
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description of 'experimental' in view of the unique correspondence
between its thematic and narrative structures. The work is difficult
to classify, and might be considered as complying with the Barojan
definition "un saco en que cabe todo". At times it is formally untidy,
the expression occasionally being repetitious and undisciplined; its
content is varied and sometimes diffuse. On one level, Paz en la guerra
constitutes a historical document in social and political terms - (here
it must be admitted that Blanco Aguinaga is a trifle dogmatic in his
exclusive refutation of its chronicle quality). Its outstanding themes
are, in this respect, the opposition between city and country life, in
conjunction with the sub-theme of the pastoral myth; the conflict between
Liberalism and Carlism; and the socio-political solution to these
conflicting values. On a more abstract level, the novel may be con¬
sidered as an ideological tract presented through a selection of charae-
ters of varying mental, emotional and intellectual dispositions. Subor¬
dinate but complementary to the overriding concept of the dichotomy between
historia and intrahistoria are the themes of childhood, time, death and
finality, faith, anguish and contemplation, vitalism and ataraxia.
These ideas are expressed in accordance with Unamuno's vision of life
in terms of sueno. agonia and the antitheses of accion-idea. lucha-
renoso. myth/legend-reality and razon-verdad.
Characterisation is thematically motivated in Paz en la guerra.
Just as a variety of themes makes the novel extremely rich in ideas
recognisible as tonoi of fin de siglo and twentieth-century thought, so
many of the characters are stock contemporary fictional figures. A
simple approach would separate those who are emotionally and those who
are intellectually orientated. The former group would include Ignacio
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Iturriondo and his father Pedro Antonio; a second group might include
don Joaquin, 'gnacio's Tio Pascual and don -iiguel ,.rana,with Pachico
Zabalbide as its prime representative. gnacio is basically a histori¬
cally orientated activist, but with leanings towards a heroico-mythical
experience of intrahistoria. His father also shares the dual histori¬
cal and intrahistorical inclination, but in inverted proportions:
Pedro Antonio is predominantly a quietist, living, at the beginning of
the novel, in a peaceful community, contentedly married. But he
enthusiastically recalls the activity of his youth and is consequently
anxious for his son to emulate his former dynamic vitalism. Yet it
is Pachico Zabalbide whom we choose to consider as the character of
greatest significance, in agreement with Blanco 1 .guinaga who stresses
his central function in the novel's ideological dimension: Pachico he
describes as "el peculiar personage que sin estar en el centro de la
4
novela presenta su tesis de manera discursiva...."
Pachico may be most plausibly seen as the forerunner of ugusto
Perez in Unaaiuno's own ITiebla. if not as a prototype for the twentieth
century anguished fictional 'hero' in general. In this respect he is
a fitting companion, though on a smaller scale, to Ganivet's Pio Cid,
probably the first fully-fledged Spanish fictional hero in the novel
of the '98. Yet Pachico offers another facet of personality in addi¬
tion to his vital experience of angst: he exemplifies a possible
solution to the existential dilemma, a solution he attains through the
contemplative faculties which allow him to penetrate the essential,
mystical dimension of life, defined by Unamuno as intrahistoria.
^Blanco . guinaga, El Unamuno contemplativo. p. 67.
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Tt is with this dual nature of human personality in mind that
we intend to approach the thematic and narrative structures of Pax en
la yzerra. The fundamental basis of the work's content is Unamuno's
concern with the metaphysical dilemma. He exemplifies the twentieth-
century search for the absolute, symptomatic of the collapse of con¬
fidence in science and World Reason. The novel's form incarnates the
possibility of human attainment of transcendence, as illustrated in
Pachico's personal development.
Unamuno defined his own dual nature as early as 1897: "es de
5
saber que hay en nosotros dos hombres," an opinion he restated in
"Nicodemo el fariseo", which he published in 1899: "Hay, Nicodemo, en
nosotros todos dos hombres, el temporal y el eterno, el que adelanta o
atrasa en las cambiantes apariencias y el que crece o mengua en las
inmudables realidades.These two passages express three antitheses
from which three important critical concepts may he deduced: (i) that
the "agonic" aspect of Unamuno's personality and ideology is opposed
and yet complementary to the "contemplative", (ii) that these two
character-functions correspond to respective frameworks of historia
and intrahistoria and (iii) that agonia and historia are related to
"lo temporal", whilst contemolacion and its perceived reality, intra¬
historia. have as their object and context of temporal experience
"lo eterno".
Life, death, finality, time and anguish are, for Unamuno,
inseparable aspects of one synthetic problem: human existence. "La
5
Quoted by Aguinaga, 11 Unamuno contemplativo. p. 53-
^"Nicodemo el fariseo", Gbras completas. Ill, 133*
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idea del transcurrir vital, en el comun de los mortales, se asocia con
la angustia frente al tiempo biologico, con la meditacion acerca de las
fronteras de la temporalidad o con el enigma del Tiempo," states Raul
7
Castagnino; Unamuno is no exception to the rgentinian critic's rule.
/
-At the core of the Spaniard's agonia - his postura vital which is a
temperamental and ideological reaction to the metaphysic of discontent
and vulnerability - is an awareness of time, and especially of the
temporality of human existence. Some substantial allusion to"Hicodemo
el fariseo"will illustrate this radical, sine qua non aspect of Unamuno's
thought. Tn the prologue to this work, which constitutes a fictitious
dialogue between Christ and Nicodemus, Unamuno states laconically that
/ / /
"Ho hay en realidad mas que un gran problema, y es este: A cual es el
3
fin del universo entero?"(p. 124). As Prank Kermode has declared,
the metaphysical problem, in Western philosophy in general, is in¬
separable from a criterion of purpose and that central to any existen-
9
tial attitude must be a "sense of an ending". The problem is to find
finality within the ephemeral, irreversible linearity of time: "En
el tiempo, la linea que va siempre en la misma direccion, del pasado
/ / /
al porvenir, & donde esta el cero que marca el limite entre
lo positivo y lo negative?""^ Tn the dialogue proper, Jesus poses
Nicodemus the awkward questions: " <i Has meditado alguna vez, Nicodemo,
^E. Castagnino, Tiempo v expreslon literaria. p. 9.
8 / ,
Cf. Francois ifeyer, La ontologia de "Iguel de Unamuno (.Madrid:
Gredos, 1962), pp. 46-59.
%ermode, The Sense of an hiding (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1970).
^Unamuno, Del sentimiento tragico de la vida ^ Obras. XVI, 430.
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con el corazon, en el tremendo misterio del tiempo irrevertible? Alias
sentido penetrar hasta el tuetano de tu alma esta verdad de que el
pasado no vuelve ya jamas, jamas, jamas? A Has considerado esta solerane
y unica realidad del presente entre el infinito del pasado y el infinito
del porvenir, esta solerane realidad del presente etemo, siempre presente
y fugitive siempre?" (p.l^O). If life is ephemeral and a process of
continual loss and deprivation, human action becomes stripped of
/
meaning "asi que te produces en el tiempc, a lo irrevertible e
irreparable del tiempo se somete tu accion" (p.135).
Only through Christian faith in Cod and Htemity can the dilemma
of the Irreversible flux and the eternal void be solved: "Cuando la
razon me dice que no hay finalidad trascendente, la fe me contests que
debe haberla, y como debe haberla, la habra" (p.124). Only through
active faith can experience of, and fusion with, eternal Truth and Good
be secured, and this within life itself. "ATe lias parado a mirar la
eternidad en el seno del siempre fugitivo ahora y no abarcando pasado
y futuro?" Jesus inquires of Nicodemus. "Porque e3a eternidad que
te iraaginas se extiende desde lo insondable del ultimo inasequible ayer
a lo insondable del ultimo inasequible manana, es una eternidad muerta
en su quietud, y has de buscar la eternidad viva sustentando el movimiento
actual, en las entranas mismas del presente, cual sustancia de este,
/
como raiz de la permanencia de lo fugitivo, en Dios para quien ayer y
manana son 3iempre hoy" (pp,130-l). Fusion with God implies fusion
with permanence and eternity, so he who believes in Him will be
released from the torments of time.1"1'
113ee Serges' "Historia de la eternidad", Obras completas
(Buenos ires: Emece, 1954), vol. II for a comparative study of theories
of eternity.
This is a christianised, or "a lo divino" version of the theory
of intrahistoria promulgated in "La tradicion eterna", the first essay
in the collection entitled En torno al casticismo. which Unamuno had
published in 1895. Here, Unamuno stated in secular fashion that
"lo que pasa queda, porque hay algo que sirve de sustento al perpetuo
flujo de las cosas" (p.184). "Las olas de la historia ... ruedan sobre
un mar continuo, hondo ..." (p.185); "en este fondo del mar, debajo de
la historia, es donde vive la verdadera tradicion, la sterna, en el
presente, no en el pasado, muerto para siempre y enterrado en cosas
nuertas. En el fondo del presente hay que buscar la tradicion etorna,
en las entranas del mar, no en los tempanos del pasado ..." (p.186).
This doctrine of "la armonia siempre in fieri" (p.l9l) of universal
substance is reminiscent of the philosophy of history as infinite
organism propounded by Spinoza and Hegel; Francisco Fernandez Turienzo
indicates Unarauno's indebtedness also to the krausista conception of
12
external and internal levels of historical reality. In terras of an
individual's personal experience,Unamuno asserts that "la tradicion
eterna es el fondo del ser del hombre mismo. El hombre, esto es, lo
que hemos de buscar en nuestra alma" (p.187). He argues that man needs
to perceive eternity within present time by communicating with the
universal substance of humanity in the "intra-conscious" depths of his
soul.
How is he to do this? Unamuno proposes two methods, in keeping
with his dual agonic-contemplative nature. Tn'Uicodemo el fariseo"
1 O
In torao al casticismo. estudio y edicion de F. Fernandez
Turienzo (Madrid: lcala, 1971), pp. 26-8.
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Jesus states the taxing condition that "sentir y ver el mundo etemo,
llegar a la verdad 4e todo, no ya solo a su razon, no es dado mas que
a la fe" (p.l4l). Through faith, "comunicanse las eternas honduras de
nuestra alma, con 1& hondura eterna de la creacion que nos rodea, con
hios que hahita en todo y todo lo viTifica, con hios, en quien como en
mar comun, soraos, nos movemos y vivimos. Guando hios ... se te
muestra en tu conciencia ... te ves perdido en el mar inaenso, sin
propia conciencia temporal?en esplendente conciencia eterna ..." (p.134).
Yet without faith, the only conscious certainty is the anguish of doubt
and the only reality that struggle of conscience that Unamuno knows
/
ks agonia: "Es, en efecto, una cosa terrible ... cuando se llega a
la dolorosa obsesion del desierto, que nos hace raatar las horas, y que
nos sume en la tristeza de la inutilidad de todo eBfuerzo; cuando,
extinguido el apetito de vida, se vive como por necesidad, por rutina,
por cobardia o por terror a la muerte" (p.139).
V.hat the Unarauno agonico fails to achieve through a lack of
faith, the u'namuno contemnlativo may succeed in attaining at this early
stage of his spiritual career through mystical transcendental perception
or intuition. In this respect, contemplation may be regarded as an
analogue, and more critically as a substitute, for faith. Yet, the
contemplative inclination is constant throughout his work and is as
/
plausible an ideological-cm-spiritual attitude as agonia. although
the pangs of agony are to recur with tremendous compulsion after
Unamuno's crisis of 1897 and thenceforth up to the end of his life -
San Manuel, the last fictional protagonist, is a mortally perturbed
individual for whom the technique of contemplation provides no con¬
solation whatsoever for a corrosive malaise -.Pachico is fortunate to
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find an authentic antidote for his anguish in the perception of intra-
historic reality. This poetic insight affords a solution to the problem
of time as temporality, probably its greatest service and value to
Unamuno.
Paz en ia guerra is a fictional presentation of the three dual
ideas central to Unamuno's ieItanschauung. Far from being merely
a historico-realistic novel, it deals progressively with the author and
main character's basic Pfoblematik, treating the dichotomies of history
/
and intrahistoria. agonia and contemplation,and temporality and eternity.
In addition to the literal value of the plot which relates the conflict
between bureaucratic Liberalism and collective Carlism and its effect on
the lives of individuals, the structure has a symbolic dimension dependent
on the representative value and function of the three characters to
whom a measure of prominence is given: Pedro Antonio, Ignacio - who
dies over half-way through the novel's linear development - and Pachico.
The three are linked thematically, each representing a different facet
or degree of emphasis of the main themes: historia-intrahistoria.
✓ /
agonia-conteanlacion. and temporality-eternity. Their relation to
the vital problems of death and time is their common link. The novel's
title-words "pas" and "guerra" thereby come to acquire symbolic signifi¬
cance, naz being analogous to emotional or spiritual calm and guerra
to its opposite: dissatisfaction in Ignacio, emotional turbulence in
/
Pedro Antonio and metaphysical despair and agonia in Pachico. Guerra
is related to history, paz to intrahistoria: similarly, eternity's
principle attribute is peacefulness, whilst commotion and disruption
are temporality*s prime characteristics. Throughout the development
61.
of Paz en la guerra the three characters' emotional or spiritual evolution
runs complementary to the historical progress of the realistic chronicle.
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detailed study of Pachico's spiritual evolution reveals how
exclusively it is conditioned by metaphysical factors. hen he
portrays Pachico as one who experiences time and life as one synthetic
function, Unamuno anticipates Heidegger by affirming that time is the
sine qua non of human existence. Fundamental, too, is the notion of
Hegelian process, on which Unamuno commented in his article "Paz en
la guerra" (- .bras, ', 901.), emphasising the "linea lialectica" of time
and life. On this dual structure he then superimposes a religious
problematic which aligns him with Kierkeguard and Spinoza, among others.
For Pachico, whose existential motivation is ideo-spiritual,
emergence from an intrahistoric state of peacefulness* embodied in
childhood is at one with his falling prey to intellectual dilammas.
By his initiation into metaphysical discontent, Pachico becomes aware
of the temporal aspect of his existence - the acquisition of awe-
inspiring knowledge to which his only possible reaction is the agony
of doubt. He is supported in this respect by the secondary figure of
don iguel rana who also conceives of life, time and death in "agonic"
terms of transience, finality and doubt (p.310). Of the non-ideologi-
cally motivated characters, Rafaela is a thematic counterpart for Pachico,
since she feels the tragedy of human transience, but without an aware¬
ness of the metaphysical, problematic issues at stake (p.283).
. fter a physically and emotionally delicate childhood, during
which his devout uncle Joaquin imposed a rigid Catholic dogma on him,
Pachico underwent a complex character development: "entro en la
*We choose to translate paz by the word "peacefulness" since
we consider that Uhamuno is referring to a quality.
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virilidad pasando por un periodo de misticismo infantil y de voracidad
intelectual" (p.129). t the age of eighteen, having spent the early
years of puberty under the guidance of Jesuits, he went to adrid to
continue his studies; "era la epoca en que con el krausisrao soplaban
vientos de racionalisrao" (p.131). s a consequence of his acquaintance
with contemporary ideas, Pachico came to reappraise the value of his
/ , ,
religious faith: "Seguia a la vez trabajando en su fe?preocupandole mas
que otra cosa el dogma del infierno, el que seres finitos sufrieran
penas infinitas. La labor de racionalizar la fe ibala carcomiendo,
despojandola de sus formas y reduciendola a sustancia y jugo informe."
The most definitive philosophical influence was to originate fro
Pachico's coming into contact with "la brusca invasion ... de mil ideas
vagas y resonantes, de retazos de Hegel y de positivisrao, recien ilevado
a fadrid, y que era lo que mas le penetraba" (p,13l). These theories
undermined the ideological basis of Pachico's existential outlook and
eventually caused him to suffer a series of spiritual crises. He could
find no theory or system of ideas to form a sound foundation for his
Weltanschauung, for, as he explained to Juanita and Ignacio, "los dogmas
/
habian sido verdaderos en un tiempo, verdaderos puesto que se produceron,
pero que hoy no son 3ani verdaderos ni falsos, por haber perdido toda
sustancia y todo sentido" (p.137). Pachico was especially susceptible
to the philosophical preoccupation with time: "ator:entabale el terrible
misterio del tiempo. / prendida o hecha una cosa, 6 que le dejaba?
iQue era el mas que el dxa anterior? f Tener que pasar del ayer al 'nanana
sin poder vivir a la vez en toda la serie del tiempoi" These considera¬
tions eventually led his thoughts on to the delicate subject of death
and human finality, the "agonic" Unamuno's chilles' heel: "Tales
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reflexiones le llevaban en la oscuridad solitaria de la noche a la
enocion le la uerte, emocion viva que le hacia temblar a la idea del
momento, en que le cojiera el suono, aplanado ante el pensa icnto de
que un dia habria de dormirse para no despertar. Era un terror loco
/
a la nada, a hallarse solo en el tiempo vacio, terror loco que ... le
hacia sonar que ... caia continuamente y sin descanso en el vacio eterno,
con terrible caida" (pp. 155-4). Tn few, if any, other contexts have
the Inajiuno ap:onlco' a concerns been expressed so succintly and so
graphically.
Such is the condition from which Pachico begins his spiritual
evolution, as it is depicted in Pae en la guerra. In this first stage
he is anguished - or "agonic" to comply with Unamuno's personal vocabulary -
and in the throes of a personal "guerra" of ideas and sentiments. This
may be regarded as an initial 'thesis', to adopt Hegelian terminology.
n analysis of the next stage in Pachico's spiritual development
shows a less troubled youth who has acquired the habit of communing with
nature instead of laying his vulnerable soul open to the attacks of
destructive reason. Whereas at the beginning of the novel Pachico had
been physically incapable of strenuous activity - when Ignacio and
Juanito went mountain-climbing, "Pachico se fatigaba en trepar la falda,
haciendo que se detuvieran de cuando en cuando para tomar aliento" (p.155) -,
/
he would now go off into the heart of nature. "Tbase ... a vagar solo
por los alrededores del pueblo .... Gustabale detenerse en sue correrias,
en un promontorio que dominaba al mar" (p.557). He could now attain a
state of spiritual equilibrium through the acquisition of a technique
/ /
of intrahistoric contemplation: "Sumiale la vision de la inmensa llanura
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liquida y palpitante, en la oscura intuicion de la vida pura, de la vida
sin c::rii:oni'Io rayor que la vida misma, y en el extrano sentimiento .e la
innovilizacion del fugitivo instante presente." The contemplative trance
/
would afford him distraction from the motives of existential agronia
while the ability to perceive introhistoria gave him insight into eter¬
nity, a Pantheo-Christian blend of eternity. "besde alii arriba, las
ondulaciones de la vasta extension acababan sugiriendole el espectaculo
dc mopiracion o la laturaleza dormida en profun to sueno, sin
ensuenos. A sentir otras veces entre mar y cielo el poderoso iinpulso
/
del viento que levantaba a las olas y barria las nubes, recordaba al
/ /
Espiritu de bios incubando sobre las aguas, y se fingia que de un
momento a otro apareciese en augusta sombra el Omnipotente .Anciano ..."
(pp.357-8). In this intermediate 'antithetical' stage he could now
objectivize about his previous traumas, the psychological conflict which
made his former condition the exclusive patrimony of guen-a. "Recogido
/ /
luego en si, recorria en su conciencia los combates de ideas que en ella
se libraron durante su epoca de crisis intelectual," those ideas which,
"disciplinadas en columnas de arguraentos dialecticos, sometidas a la
tactica formal de la logica, y guia das por la razon, habian llenado su
mente con batallas, marchas, contramarchas, encuenti'os, emboscadas y
scrpresas" (p.358). He now realised that, to adopt an intrahistoric
analogy, the waves of agony were but the apparential surface of the
tranquil essence embedded in the depths of the sea: "Sobre la quietud
tranquila de este raundo mental de imagenes sencillas no resultaban ser
aquellos coabates mas que juego distraido, divertida contienda ....
<* Que eran aquellas pretendidas angustias de la crisis intiraa, cuando se
calmaban, como por ensalmo, al ponerse el a comer, por ejemplo? .;era
sugestion, ilusion pura, comedia pux-a (p.359). But these surface waves
and this comedla are still none the less real. There is a measure of
ambiguity in Unamuno's presentation of Pachico at this point, for the
young man is not yet definitively free from intellectual crises: "El
/ / /
ejercito de sus viejas ideas, que parecia vencido y deshecho, se rehacia
a las voce:.:, volviendole a la carga con impetuoso arranque" (p.358).
His contemplative experiences are a real relief and the essential basis
of his temperament: an undercurrent of intrahistoric contemplation
transcends - (would unaauno say 'intra-scends'?) - the surface waves of
historical agon!a. But, equally real are the pangs of spiritual
bewilderment which recurred when Pachico learnt of Ignacio's death.
"AUna vida perdida? A Perdida ... para quien? A Para el, acaso, para el
pobre .gnacio'd "dodo el resto del dia se lo paso ^achico7 raciocinando
sobre la muerte de su pobre amigo. A la noche empezo a verter al papel ..
las reflexiones del dia; y aunque, al expresarlas hacia fuera, volvio
a sentir nudo de angustia en la garganta y en los ojos lagrimas, del
hervor de sus sentimientos solo brotaban ideas escuetas, que al surgir
al papel se cristalizaban ..." (p.360). Pachico is thus at a dualistic,
antithetical stage in his spiritual development where equilibrium and
peacefulness predominate, but not to the exclusion of anguished concern
for metaphysical issues. His contemplative nature outweighs, but does
not annihilate, his "agonic" self.
Tie third and ultimate stage in Pachico's development consists in
his attaining complete spiritual equilibrium and naz. In the Hegelian
sense it is the synthesis of previous opposites, the reconciliation of
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antithetical elements and the dialectic resolved. For Pachico (Unamuno)
the reaching of a state of ideological and spiritual paz constitutes a
solution to the agonizing problem of time as history and temporality.
The lack of precision and balance in the expressions Unamuno
used to describe Pachico in his seoond, ambiguous or dualistic stage is
manifested in the narrator's recognition of the continuing existence of
the problems the author claimed Pachico had by then already resolved.
/
He now states that "Se le va curando, aunque lentamente y con recaidas,
el terror a la muerte, transforraado en inquietud por lo estrecho del
porvenir; siente descorazonamiento al persar en lo corto de la vida y
lo largo del ideal ... 'as se sacude pronto del 'o todo o nada' de
la tentacion luciferina" (p.ill). Pachico has matured emotionally and
13
intellectually and now has a coherent, if poetic, vision of the world,
ature he sees as an ordered, well-balanced cosmic function, an essentially
darwinian idea imbued, nevertheless, with an idealistic ethic again
reminiscent of Hegel: "Contempla Pachico las quietas y apacibles forraas
de aquella lucha silenciosa, viendo en la paz del bosque la alianza del
grande con el pequeno .... La guerra misma se encierra en paz" (p.412).
This equilibrium he also finds in ran, his experience of life and his
relation to the world. Tn socio-political terms, Pachico sees war as
occupying a rightful place in the universal scheme. It is a purposeful
historical reality and a conflict between opposite interests, "choque
que produce vida, como el de los hielos del Polo y los calores del
Tropico en el oceano. luestrasele fa Pachico/ la Historia lucha
13 '
Sanchez-Barbudo considers it to be an ultimately specious
solution. .^studios sobre Unamuno. Galdos v lachado. cited.
perdurable de pueblos, cuyo fin, tal vez inasequible, es la verdadera
unidad del genero humano; lucha sin tregua ni descanso" (p.414). The
ethical aspect of this attitude offers a possible analogy with the
concept of history in Hegelian idealism, although Hegel's claim that
history is a becoming that is rational, conscious and explicable does not
appear to be substantiated by Unamuno's theory, with its insistence on
the unconscious intrahistoric process. What may be indicated with
certainty is the optimistic nature of Pachico's intuitive view of history,
for he sees the events of the war, a war organised by the central bureau¬
cratic Liberal government in Madrid, as an acceptable stage in society's
development towards an egalitarian community of mankind. Here Unamuno
touches also on the .Marxist creed and, in effect, correlates the intra¬
historic traditionalism of Carlism with the collective idealism illus¬
trated in the communist ethic. Pachico's vision is a fervent expression
of the interests of collective humanity, a vision of the intrahistoric -
Carlist or communist - essence which lies behind or within the external
14
for of history - the oppressive Liberal regime.
Revelatory contemplation and the intuition of intrahistoric
reality have a fundamental effect on Pachico's experience of life in
/
that respect which was central to his agonia: the problem of time.
14 / '
See R. Perez de la Dehesa's Politica y sociedad en el primer
Unamuno (Madrid: Ciencia Nueva, 1966) and especially "la concepcion
social y econ6mica de Unamuno y la creacion de Paz en la guerra." pp. 167-74.
Jehesa considers Unamuno's novel to be the expression of a specific view
on politics and history held by the author at that early stage of his
career. See also in this respect J.W. Butt*s"Uetenninisra and the,
.Inadequacies of Unarauno's Radicalism."Bulletin of Hispanic Studies.
ihVl (1969;, 226-40.
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By living in the intrahistoric dimension of life, man may, not so much
possess as, be possessed by eternity and be freed from the fatality of a
finite existence. In his mystical union with the One, Pachico "suinerge
su mente en la infinita idea de la paz .... Tendido en la cresta ...
bajo el insondable azul infinito, el tiempo, engendrador de cuidados,
parecele detenerse." These"cuidados" a recurrent word in Unamuno's
consciously selected vocabulary which also figures prominently in
15
Heidegger's philosophy implying human existential "care", are to be
interpreted as symptoms of an "agonic" consciousness or existential
awareness. In Pachico's intrahistoric-contemplative trance, a vision
sub specie aeternitatis. "todo se le presents ... en piano inmenso y tal
fusion de terminos y perspectivas del espacio llevale poco a poco en el
silencio alii reinante, a un estado en que se le funden los terminos y
/
perspectivas del tiempo. Olvidase del curso fatal de las horas, y en
un instante que no pasa, eterno, inmovil, siente en la oontemplacion del
inmenso panorama, la hondura del mundo, la continuidad, la unidad, la
^ /
resignacion de sus miembros todos, y oye la cancion silenciosa del alma
de las cosas desarrollarse en el armonico espacio y melodico tiempo."
(pp.414-5). Agonic consciousness disappears: "se le acallan y aquldtan
las ideas; los ciudados se le borran" (p.415), and his personal,
historico-tempora.1 self is fused with the cosmic, eternal Transcendence.
"Hespiertasele entonces la comunion entre el mundo que le rodea y el
quo encierra en su propio seno; llegan a la fusion ambos, el inmenso
panorama y el, que libertado de la conciencia del lugar y del tiempo,
lo contenpla, se bacen uno y el misrao, y ... goza de paz verdadera, de
una corno vida de la muerte." Time as temporality has been overcome
and the "agonic" desire for immortality assuaged. This is the climactic,
15
P. Meyer, op.cit.. wisely advises against over-ambitious com¬
parisons between Unarauno and Heidegger, Sartre and other Existentialist
thinkers whom he precedes.
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oracular moment for Pachico, when he sees the true nature of the world,
nan and eternity. Time is revealed to him as the ephemeral form of
eternity: "Fs la guerra. a la paz lo que a la eternidad el tiempo: su
forma pasajera. Y en la Paz parecen identificarse la luerte y la Vida"
(p.41S). ithin Ultimate Peacefulness there is no death, as a separate
finite reality, nor is there any after life, for life and death are fused
in eternity.
The terminology used here to describe the symbolical intrahistoric
structure of existence is identical to that adopted in En torno al
casticisno for the purpose of expressing the literal nature of intra-
historia. "Asi como la tradicion es la sustancia de la historia, la
etemid?vl lo en 3el tieiapo, la historia ec la forms do la tra lioi^n como
el tiempo la de la eternidad" (p.186). As guerra is to paz. so time
is to eternity and history to tradition and intrahistoria. Peacefulness
is the underlying (would Unamuno say 'intra-lying'?) substance, the very
essence of war, as is eternity that of time. Time, history and guerra
trsiiS""
only exist as the forms of ^n^.ra scendental substances: eternity
tradition and paz. Contemplative insight into the nature of these
metaphysical essences thus provides a solution to the dilemmas prompted
< 16
by agoma.
When Pachico descends from the mountain-top, his spiritual con¬
dition is optimistic, strong and resolute: "hasele fundido en la montana
✓
la etema tristeza de las honduras de su alma con la temporal alegria de
vivir, brotandole de esta fusion seriedad fecunda." Once more in the
city street, "al ver trajinar a las gentes y afanarse en sus trabajos,
ieyer stresses the naivety of this poetic solution to anguish.
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asaltale, cual tentacion, la duda de la finalidad eterna de todos aquellos
empenos temporales" (p.416). But since he is now in possession of the
truth, i.e. his personal "verdad". as a result of his mystical, contempla¬
tive intuition of absolute values, he is now immune to the agony-provoking
issues which beset his troubled conscience before. "Alii arriba, vencido
el tiempo, toma gusto a las cosas etemas, ganando brios para lanzarse
luego al torrente incoercible del progreso, en que rueda lo pasajero
sobre lo permanente. Alii arriba, la contemplacion serena le da resig-
nacion trascendente y etema, madre de la irresignacion temporal, del no
contentarse jamas aqui abajo ..." (p.417). He derives a sense of
historical purpose from his experience of intrahistorical timelessness;
he finds a solution to the problems of transience, finality and temporal
consciousness, and time, in all eespects, ceases to haunt him as an
oppressive nightmare.
It may prove useful to comment briefly here on some similarities
and distinctions between Unamuno's theory of intrahistoria and Bergson's
duree, a relation to which many commentators of the Spaniard's ideology
have drawn attention. Both thinkers profess a belief in an internal,
metaphysical organism of the world. They conceive, too, of timelessness
in opposition to time, thus alligning themselves with the fundamental
tendency of twentieth-century time-philosophy exemplified by the Relativists.
Bergson's principle of creativity is paralleled by Unamuno's timeless
creative renewal and both theories focus on the structures of human reality
in terras of the historicist conception of politico-social development.
Yet beyond this general analogy there are some essential points of diver¬
gence between the two theories. Unamuno must reject a doctrine which
sees an absolute in time itself, since this implies an impersonal,
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a-conscious process. The lack of intentional Mind in duree deprives it
of purpose or dynamic imagination, whereas from intrfahistoria's indis¬
pensable element of consciousness derives its forward - looking as well as
onward-moving, capacity. A further difference resides in each thinker's
appraisal of motion. hurle's quality of dynamic, serial process dis¬
tinguishes it from the durability of intrahistoria which allows for a
paradoxical blend of stasis and motion, essence and appearance. Ultimate
essence, consciousness and purpose are issues which affect Unamuno on a
spiritual and ideological plane: they are metaphysical issues of anguished
concern to him. "Rien n'est plus etranger au philosophe selon Bergson
que l'angoisse metaphysique," states \ndre Robinet,^ recognising a
fundamental characteristic of the French philosopher's attitude. The
spiritual and emotional basis of Unamuno's nostura vital preconditions
his irreconcilable divergence from Bergson and ensures that his approach
to any philosophical problem will necessarily be in metaphysical terms.
So it is that Pachico's concern with tine and timelessness is
subordinate to his comprehensive ideological and spiritual critique of
the world.
Andre Robinet, Bergson et les metamorphorses de la duree.
(Paris;. Seghers, 1965), p. 177.
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Having tried to indicate the thematic depth of Paz en la rruerra
with specific reference to metaphysical problems, we shall now attempt to
establish the formal implications of this special content for the novel's
structure.
With regard to its form, Paz en la guerra may be criticized for
its slow rhythm and possibly over-ambitious attempt to combine so many
interpretations of one basic theme in the vertical structural dimension
of the novel. Rafaela and don Miguel, for example, share some charac¬
teristics of temperament, one being their attitude to death; neither
character is superfluous, but two sets of characteristics could possibly
have been combined and attributed as a synthesis to one character, in the
interests of artistic economy. In its horizontal dimension, however,
the structure is most noteworthy. For it constitutes, in 1897, an
early, and we consider successful, attempt to produce an organic inter¬
dependence between ideological development and plot-form, i.e., a specific
correlation between the novel's thematic and narrative, infra- and supra-
structures.
The thematic structure of the novel, representing a development
through historia to intrahistoria. is faithfully correlated to, and
expressed by, the narrative structure, and this effect is achieved through
the use of a deliberate sequence of tenses. Tense, likewise, is to be
considered as having a temporal nature and function and as being more
than a mere rhetorical device related to the aesthetic problems of
narrative presentation and verisimilitude. Tense form, as Roy Fascal
18
has indicated, may also be an analogue of human experience, and in
18




particular of a "lived experience of time". The predominant use in
Paz en la guerra of the preterite tense, from the point in the plot where
the action becomes non-descriptive and dynamic up to the last two sections
of the novel which describe static human experience, may be interpreted
as a structuro-stylistic expression of the thematic development traced in
the novel. The preterite corresponds to the experience of history and
ggierra, be it socio-political or metaphysical and ideological. The
introduction of a sustained and virtually exclusive sequence of present
tenses may correspond to the attainment, at the end of the novel, of a
state of intrahistoric peace. Finally?the use of the imperfect tense
may also be considered a thematically motivated aspect of the novel.
Whilst its function is, in part, that of narrative description, in
accordance with traditional technique of fictional presentation, it is
also employed to express the routine, intrahistoric aspects of reality
and experience. The intrahistoric dimension of existence includes the
monotonous details of daily life, as Unamuno stated in "La tradicion
eterna". "Todo lo que cuentan a diario los periodicos" is nothing more
than "la historia toda del 'presente momento historico'" (p.185); this
is a one-sided presentation of historical reality, for "al hablar de un
/ '
momento presente historico se dice que hay otro que no lo es, y asi es
verdad" (p.184). Unamuno defines the dichotomy of history through the
analogy of a sea-plant which floats on the surface of the water while
rooted in the stable sea-bed: "los periodicos nada dicen de la vida
silenciosa de los millones de hombres sin historia que ... se levantan a
19
This phrase derives from Jan Kiel's "Temporal Form in the
Novel," Modem Language Notes. 84 (l969), p. 919.
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una orden del sol y van a sus campos a prosecpir la oscura y sileneiosa
labor cotidiana y eterna, esa labor que como la de las madreporas suboceani-
cas echa las bases sobre que se alzan los islotes de la historia" (p.185).
The adoption of the imperfect tense in certain contexts of Paz en la
guerre serves to account for this silent, unobtrusive dimension of
reality, the essential 'infra-structure' around and above which is situa¬
ted the formal super- (extra-) structure of history. "Gracias al
imperfecto nos adentraraos imaginariamente en la continuidad invariable
de un modo de vida "eterno" o "intrahistorico"...," writes Blanco guinaga
with specific reference to San Manuel Bueno. rnartir. in his "Sobre la
complejidad de San Manuel Bueno.martir," (Nueva Revista de Filologie
Hispanica. XV (l96l), p. 180).
A superficial glance at the tenses used throughout the novel
reveals the existence of this tripartite pattern:
(1) an initial predominance of imperfects is supplanted by
(2) (i) a prevalance of preterites, autonomous active tenses
incorporated into the actual plane of the plot, with
(ii) an undercurrent of imperfects, which is in turn
succeeded by
(3) a predominance of present tense-forms.
Further analysis may lead to a possible explanation of this structural
feature, according to which the tense-forms are thematically conditioned.
A preliminary survey of the development, throughout the first
chapter, of the novel's four principal structural elements, i.e. the
characters: Pedro Antonio, Tgnacio, Pachico together with politico-
social circumstance, will serve to illustrate this proposal. The
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introductory two sections, from pages 75 to 85, serve to present Pedro
20
. ntonio and, from the point of view of narrative functionalism, may
be considered the static description of circumstantial detail. f,
however, tense is also regarded as an autonomous function within the time-
structure of a created, but convincingly living, fictional world, the
initial predominance of imperfect tenses can be seen to reflect the
temporal essence of Pedro nntonio's life, i.e., an organic condition
and lived experience. Pedro Antonio's modus Vivendi is one of intrahistoric
qualities, unconscious, peaceful and rich in memories: "en la monotonia de
su vida gozaba ... de la novedad de cada minuto, del deleite de hacer todos
/ / /
los dias las raismas cosas y de la plentitud de su limitacion. Perdiase
en la sombra, pasaba inadvertido, disfrutando, dentro de su pelleja corao
/
el pez en el agua, la intima intensidad de una vida de trabajo, oscura y
3ilenciosa, en la realidad de si mismo, y no en la apariencia de los demas.
/ / /
Fluia su existencia coino corriente de rio manso, con rumor no oido y de
que no se daria cuenta basta que se interrumpierai' (p.7S). The symbolic
motifs of water, rain, darkness, shadow and silence, used to describe Pedro
Antonio's peaceful existence, are stylistic elements consistently found in
Unamuno's depiction of intrahistoria. and are catalogued by Blanco Aguinaga
in his analysis of this facet of Unamuno's literary personality. Pedro
, ntonio's intrahistoric peacefulness is disrupted by two definite events,
the outbreak of social strife in 1848: "hescargo la gran tormenta revoluc-
ionario del 48" (p.84) and the birth of his son in June 1850. "Enjunio ...
tuvieron un hijo a quien llamaron Ignacio ..." (p.85). The introduction
20
In her nie Lo^ik der Dichtung (Stuttgart, 1957), Jr. Kate
Hamburger stresses the aesthetic function of tense form as its principal
purpose.
of the preterite thus reflects the alteration in the substance of his
existence constituted by the intrusion of history.
Tgnacio's childhood is also described mainly in the imperfect
tense, because childhood is per se an intrahistoric condition. Ignacio
was fascinated by legends and tradition, being as yet unsullied by history,
and his consciousness was that of pure innocence: "A la evocacion de los
relatos de su padre dibujabanse en el alma de Ignacio eztractos de hombres
y de cosas ... y se alzaba en su pecho clamoreo de viejas luchas, brotando
en su interior el mundo, su nwndo, el mundo de la verdad ... ' (p.95). -he
world of heroic myth, "lleno de sombras que no paran un momento ...,
/
descendia silencioso y confuso, como una niebla, a reposar en el lecho de
su espiritu para tomar en este carne de suenos, e iba enterrandose en su
alma sin el darse de ello cuenta" (p.99). The seal of intrahistoric
hermeticism is, however, shattered by the assumption of juvenile or pre-
adult responsibility and by the loss of sexual innocence; these are
homologues of warlike disturbance. The section beginning "Era un domingo
de priaavera ..." (p.105), and which subsequently embodies a sequence of
definitive preterites, relates Ignacio's initiation into the ways of
the flesh and his implied emergence from a state of intrahistoria.
His life will thenceforth be one where the historical dimension, and
consequently the preterite event, prevails. His sub-dominant intra¬
historic distractions will, however, be embodied in imperfect verb-forms.
For example, when tanptation, in the form of a mu.ierzuela. ceased to
torment Ignacio, he returned to the contemplation of nature, a source of
, /
peacefulness: "volvio a sus antiguas correrias por los montes, que le
daban paz. Envolviale en ellos la calma del campo" (p.112). "Ignacio,
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sin conciencia de sx mismo, dejabase penetrar por las voces del valle.
Snajenado en lo que le rodeaba, con el alma fuera y abierta al fluir de
/
las impresiones fugitives, asistia al desfile por ella de pilas de trigo,
de gritos infantiles ..." (p.113). Similarly, his visit to the pastoral
context of his cousin's village (pp.l48-16j) enabled him to regain intra-
historic experience. But in the main, Tgnacio's energetic, vitalistic
temperament and his fascination with war and Carlism condition his
preference for an historic more than intrahistoric life-style.
Pachico is accorded a minimum of independence in the first chapter:
his introduction is patently the presentation by an omniscient narrator.
21
He appears actively only once throughout the first chapter, so that a
specific analysis of the expression, through tense form, of his "lived
experience of time" can be postponed for the moment.
Tn addition to embodying the development of three characters
throughout the course of the fictional duration portrayed in it, Paz en
la guerra is a documentary-like account of the socio-political circum¬
stances in which the characters live. The novel therefore depicts a
sequence of events which belong to a purely historical (in the Unamunian
sense) dimension of reality or history. These events are effects of
> 22
"la historia del presents moraento historico", of the super-, or
extra-, stricture of temporal reality. Pedro Antonio's peaceful exist¬
ence is disrupted hy the outbreak of "la gran tormenta revolucionaria" (p.84)
21
Indeed, Pachico's physical, quantitative presence in the novel
is surprisingly little for one who is the key-figure in the thematic
stricture. This anomaly is one illustration of the novel's artistic
imbalance.
^En torno al castici3mo. p. 185.
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in 1848 and the plot continues to embody similar details as its external
form or supra-structure: e.g. the revolutionary proclamations of 1867
and the actual revolution of 1868 (p.123) etc. These purely historical
events also attain expression through the preterite tense-form. But, as
Unamuno claims in "La tradicion eterna", below or within the external form
of history is the eternal essence of intrahistoria. The troubles of 1868,
including the Queen's abandoning Spain, ape a motive of thrilling excite¬
ment for Juanito and Ignacio, but underneath or inside the commotion of
history there remains, Uhamuno suggests, the essential, imperturbable
peacefulness of intrahistoric nature. "Ettonces sintio Ignacio un
apreton y oyo la voz de Juanito, que exclamaba alegremente: 'j hora se
respira!' El aire estaba igual que siempre" (p.210). The affirmation
of intrahistoria is embodied in the narrator's immediate, qualifying
assurance that nature remained impassive to the throes of socio-political
reality. Similarly,an image of intrahistoric supremacy is contained
in the depiction of a rural community which Ignacio visits, with the
purpose of attending his cousin's wedding. The people here described are
the exact fictional equivalents of "los silenciosos" portrayed in En
torno al casticismo (pp.185-6): history functions above or outside the
/ ✓
limits of their existence. "El dia de la Gloriosa habia sido para
ellos corao los demas dlas ... Viviendo en trato intimo y cotidiano
/ / /
con la naturaleza, no comprendian la revolucion; la costumbre de haber-
selas con aquella, que procede sin odio y sobre todos llueve lo mismo,
/ / /
les daba resignacion ... Bependian de su tierra y de su brazo, sin mas
mediador entre aquella y este que el amo, cuyo derecho de propiedad
acataban sencillamente, cual un misterio mas ..., a el sometidos como al
yugo sus bueyes, borrada en su conciencia colectiva la memoria del
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arranque de la historia ..." (pp.155-6). Not only do these silent
activities occur as imperfect in a past context, they are an eternally
present function too: "Lahran su vida, y sin desdoblarla reflexivamente,
dejan que la fecunde el ciela. Viven estancados. por la resignacion,
inconcios del progreso, con marcha vital tan lenta como el crecimiento
de un arbol, que se refleja, inmovil en aguas, que no siendo ni un
znomento las misiaas, parecen muerto espejo sin embargo" (p.156). This
strange combination of tenses is explicable in part by the influence of
the stylistic convention of narrative presentation, but it may also be
considered a stiuctural function subordinate to thematic considerations
of the nature of lived experience.
Thus, by the beginning of the chapter two, the predominant
pattern of tense-forms has been established, as has the dual and variable
nature of the human experience of time in the novel's fictive world. A
combination of imperfect and preterite tense-forms, with the latter
prevailing, has replaced the initial sequence of imperfects. Within the
thematic structure of the novel, intrahistoria has been disrupted and
overtaken by a predominant historical level of reality; this dislodged
intrahistorical dimension continues to exist persistently, yet unobtrus¬
ively, 'behind the scenes' of history.
This dual experience of time, and its fictional expression through
selective use of tense forms, constitutes the basis of the subsequent
plot material up to the final two sections, where a state of intrahistoria
is regained in its plenitude. This may be seen in Pedro Antonio's
23
development during the central part of the narrative.
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Considerations about Pedro Antonio's experience of time may also
be applied to Ignacio and the politico-social circumstances. In order to
avoid repetition, no reference will be made to these structural elements.
Pedro Antonio invested a large proportion of Ms savings in the
Carlist cause, exhorted his son Ignacio to enlist in Charles' arrned
forces and eventually left Bilbao for the countryside (p.244). The
death of their only son came as a severe blow to him and his wife, but
the passing of time helped then lose the tragic, historical consciousness
of their grief. Through resignation they both lapsed into a modus vivendi
of stagnant routine: Josefa Ignacia "iba difundiendo poco a poco su pena
en los actos toios de su vida y en los mas humildes sucesos de ella ...
Interim Pedro Antonio abandonabase a todo, dejandose mecer en el vaiven
suave de los habituales sucessos cotidianos, mientras en el hondon de
su alma germinaba poco a poco el dolor ... Pensaba en su pobre hijo de
/ /
continuo, mas con pensainiento tan lento, tan lento, que parecia inmovil,
en divagacion difuminada, y en vaga visi6n que penetraba sutil en sus
pensamientos todos" (pp.361-2). He could obtain relief in the midst
of the prevailing historical disturbance by frequenting "los rincones de
su nines''(p.362), the recapturing of childhood through memory being a
principal aspect of contemplative-intrahistotic ideology: "A donde iba
/
Pedro Antonio era a pasearse por el vallecito nativo, a cunar su espiritu
en la contemplacion del contorno" (p.37l). He was then shaken out of
this state of lethargic nostalgia by an event of collective historical
importance, Charles' taking the oath in Guernica on 3rd July 1875s
/
"arrancado a su ensimismamiento por el ambiente de la muchedumbre, parecia
despertar de algun letargo" (p.385)* Pedro Antonio in this central
section, fluctuates between history and intrahistoria. the final event
of the section being his wife Josefa Ignacia's death. This was an event
of definitive personal Mstorical importance, which paradoxically paved
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the way for his ultimate immersion in intrahistoric contemplation at the
close of the novel.
The experience of history and intrahistoria has special signifi¬
cance for Pachico, since it is inextricably hound up with metaphysical
issues. Ignacio, in whom the vitalistic temperament prevails, is a
physically and emotionally motivated character; the socio-political
circumstance has no innate, autonomous ideological quality: it is only
Pachico, alongside the secondary characters Rafaela and don Miguel, for
whom history, time, transient life and etemity have ulterior significance.
In the substantial central section Pachico appears only once, pp.356-61.
His life is predominantly one of routine, including peaceful communion with
nature, but the news of Ignacio's death is an eventful surprise to him:
"Cuando supo ... por una carta la muerte de Ignacio, diole un vuelco el
corazon; se dijo ] pobrecilloJ y fuese a casa ..." The re-awakening
of historical consciousness acquires expression in a preterite verb-form;
a sequence of seven preterites illustrates the vividness of Pachico's
torna de conciencia: "supo", "diole un vuelco", "se dijo", "fuese",
"se encerro", "descubrio" and "perdiose", five of the verbs referring to
the activity of the human consciousness. Only through fusing his over¬
active and troubled mind with nature was Pachico able to regain spiritual
calm: "A1 dia siguiente fuese a la orilla del mar, donde las olas se
/ / /
rompian ... contando la etema monodia de su vida sencillo, y alii, ...
/ /
bajaronle los pensamientos de la vispera a reposar en el fondo fecundo
del olvido" (p.36l). Immersion in forgetfulness is tantamount to
fusion with intrahistoria.
The second section of Paz en la guerra thus incorporates a dual
experience of lived time, manifest in the alternation of imperfect and
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preterite tense-forms. Pedro ntonio and Pachico's fluctuations between
history and intrahistoria. and, analogously, between disturbance and
peacefulness, acquire formal expression through this structural procedure.
The thematic duality or antithesis prevalent throughout the novel's
extensive middle section is resolved in the final section, beginning on
page 408, where the plot-development involves a change of tense-form.
Theme and structure are thus of a piece at this crucial turning-point
where a state of intrahistoric plenitude is attained, a lived experience
of temporal permanence embodied in the present and rendered by the present
tense.^
iedro Antonio finally settles in an intrahistoric dimension of
existence after the death of Josefa Ignacia, his wife. .vith the loss
of the last element of his personal historical circumstance, he can now
fuse his personality, reduced to its purest substance, with nature. His
life had consisted of a series of affective personal events: the birth
of his son (p.85), the same gnacio's death (p.347) and the loss of his
wife (,p.407). His historico-social personality is thus reduced to the
minimum of his self and he can, consequently, live exclusively in the
eternity of the present: ''Desde que enviudo Pedro ■ntonio, 30I0 en el
raundo, vive tranquilo y sin contar sus dias. gozandose en despertar cada
manana a la vida sin sobresaltos ni congojas. Su pasado le derrama en
el alma una luz tierna y difusa; siente una paz honda, que hace brote de
sus recuerdos esperanza de vida eterna. Como ha preservado limpia la
temporal, es su vejez un atardecer como una aurora" (p.408). Time's
24
Blanco guinaga also relates the present tense to the experience
of intrahistoria, 1 Cnaniuno contenplativo. pp. 64-5-
85.
linearity and transience are refuted in the coexistence of past and
present, present and future. Significantly, the only experience which
shatters the repose of Pedro ntonio's intrahistoric existence is Pachico's
reminding him of gnacio. "Cruza a menudo en sus paseos con un joven
que le saluda respetuosamente. Un dia tuvo ocasion de hablar con el,
con Pachico, y recordaron a Ignacio, 'un alma hermosa'. El padre se
separo conaiovido" (p.41l). The three preterite verb forms, referring
to this intrusion of history, are the only ones in what is otherwise an
exclusive sequence of present tenses expressing Pedro Antonio's experience
of lived time as eternal presentness.
nalogous to Pedro ntonio's emotion calm is the ideological and
spiritual peacefulness which Pachico at last attains at the end of the
novel. Pachico has found the solution to the metaphysical dilemma in
the contemplation of intrahistoric reality. The fusion of life and
death in ultimate Peacefulness removes the nightmarish problem of finality
and eternity: "Es la guerra a la paz lo que a la eternidad el tiempo: su
forma pasajera. Y en la Paz parecen identificarse la Muerte y la Vida"
(p.416). Eternity is, for the Unanuno contemplative, a durable evej>-
presentness, fchich resides "en el fondo del presente "• so Pachico's in¬
tuition of eternity and his contemplative peacefulness are an experience
in, and of, the present. This lived experience is rendered structurally
and stylistically by the use of the present tense from p.411 to the end
of the novel on p. 417.
As Blanco guinaga indicates, Pachico's assumption of a positive
intrahistoric bias is a conscious intellectual experience, in response to
the visionary trance in diich he intuits eternity, whilst for Pedro Antonio
it is an unconscious experience. "Pedro Antonio, un intrahistorico, no
sabe nunca que vive en la inconsciencia, en tanto que Pachico, un racional
/
anaiitico consciente de su historicidad, sabe, a la vuelta del trance, que
ha vivido, enajenado, la inconsciencia de lo eterno" (ml Unamuno contem-
plativo. p.58). -s regards the ideologically oriented Pachico, "a su
conciencia del hecho historico ha anadido ya definitivaments su conoci-
miento dirccto y positivo de que mas alia de la ciudad esta la daturaleza,
bajo la distoria la intrahistoria, bajo la conciencia la inconsciencia,
bajo la guerra la paz, y que todos estos contrarios se funden y armonizan
en una continuidad ultima en que lo vivo es lo eterno, lo accidental todo
lo que depende del Tiempo" (p.72). The same critic might well have
pointed out the difference in motivation between the two characters,
Pachico the rationalist susceptible to philosophical guerra. and Pedro
.jatonio the emotional quietist, vulnerable on an unconscious sentimental
level. Par, while they share a basic concern for life, time and death
as concrete aspects of human existence, the nature of this concern is
radically different.
..e have emphasised Pachico's importance in the novel's thematic
structure because of this difference, for his concern is conscious and
rational and with the problematical implications of human experience of
time. Pedro Antonio's developing experience and ultimate attainment of
calm (paz) and equilibrium serve as both a thematic and structural com¬
plement to Pachico's. it is, then, for this reason that we have con¬
sistently referred to a character who, per se. has no direct relation
to the essential metaphysical and spiritual theme. ..hen seen in the
perspective of Pedro .ntonio's more simple experience of life and time,
and his less dramatic reaction to the human problems of transience and
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flinality, the ideological basis of Pachico's attitude to life is stressed
in comparison, and with it his basic agonja.
solution for Pachico's agonia. and for Pedro .ntonio's emotional
unrest, is found at the end of the novel. The characters' temporal
experience culminates in the attainment of an intrahistoric presentness.
The tense form is the internal structural homologue of this thematic
dimension of human existence depicted in Paz en la guerra. It expresses
the variation of what iiichel Butor has termed "le temps de l'aventure"
25
of a novel, and both illustrates and justifies Paul Goodman's empha¬
sising "the importance of the experience in the internal structure"of a
26
novel. For Pachico, this experience is temporal in form and metaphysi¬
cal in content, an experience which is the first fully-developed fictional
embodiment of Unaauno's cardinal themes: life, death, time, finality
(the data of existence), conscious agonia and unconscious contemplation
(the two possible reactions) and history and intrahistoria (the two
possible frameworks of human experience).
With the aid of the conclusions reached in this interpretation of the
form and content of Paz en la guerra. with particular reference to the
"teraps de 1'aventure" which constitutes the novel's horizontal structure
and its relation to the central theme of the human adaptation to time,
history and intrahistory, a schematic plan can be designed to represent
the correspondence between human experience and its formal expression
through a coherent system of verb-forms:
^Michel Butor, Essais sur le roman (Paris: Galliraard, 1969), p. 112.
Paul Goodman, The Structure of Literature (University of Chicago
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xaz en la guerra may as a result be construed, in contrast to
Eugenio de Nora's view of it, as a novel of ideological content. ^e
have tried to indicate a correspondence between the thematic and narra¬
tive structures, emphasising the role of the theme of time and histoiy.
We have at the same time made particular reference to the nature of the
human experience of time and have suggested that in Pachico, Unamuno
has depicted the reaction of an anguished human being to a specific aspect
of the existential dilemma, that is, to the problems of time's transience
and finality. While commenting on the possibly unsound basis of poetic
intuition upon which r achico's solution to agonia is grounded - the
ending of the novel is naively optimistic and idealistic in tone -3we
have nevertheless stressed the authenticity of the contemplative attitude.
In aesthetic terns, attention has been drawn to a basic formal anomaly in
the novel and to the resultant lack of balance from which it suffers on
occasions. >ve have not, however, allowed this recognition of these
technical flaws to prejudice our view of the work's structure as an
ambitious experiment in the correlation of form and content, and a note¬




zorin's La voluntad: the Structural Expression
of metaphysical distraction in Tine
'7Que es la vida? <JQue fin tiene la vida? d Que hacemos aqui
abajo? <JPara que vivimos? No lo se; esto es imbecil, abrumadora-
mente imbecil. Hoy siento mas que nunca la eterna y anonadante tristeza
de vivir. No tengo plan, no tengo idea, no tengo finalidad ninguna.
Mi porvenir se va frustrando lentamente, friamente, sigilosamente. j Ah,
mis veinte anosl ADonde esta la ansiada y sonada gloria?" So begins
/
the first chapter of zorin's fliario cle un enfermo. which he published in
1901. The passage is a startling exposition of the author's existential
anguish at a time when it was an overpowering reality defying solution.
With the acquisition of a more mature temperament and philosophical out¬
look, .zorin was eventually to find a solution to the metaphysical
dilemma through rt. iario de un enferao (l90l), la voluntad (1902),
. aio / zor:i - (l903) and KT-fesionos u- 7'ogueno Til's ofo (1904),
contain ideas which prefigure that aesthetic mode. However, they also
include much which is ultimately incompatible with the final serene and
humoristic attitude. Doris King />r jona convincingly states that "in
Azorin appears more starkly than in the other individualists {of the '98/
the dreary philosophical background of the end of the century," and that
/
"in the nihilism of /zorin the pessimism of his epoch reaches its
2
extreme." The existential dilemma must be considered the principal
1A11 references will henceforth be to the .guilar edition of the
Obras oompletas (/ladrid, 1959), volumes I and II.
2
Doris King • r jona, "La voluntad and abulia in Contemporary
Spanish deology," Revue Kisoanique, LKXIV (1928), 632 and 640.
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factor v.hich conditions the content, tone and fori,: of rt orin's initial
works.
The cam© chapter of -iarl^ un onfor./-' continues with a central
statement of the theme of time in relation to human existence, a funda¬
mental aspect of zorin's anguish. "Dentro de mil millones de siglos,
4 existira siquiera el tiempo?" the Sick Man wonders, pessimistically
reflecting thereafter on the transient instability of all forms of life,
"i.ada es eterno; todo cambia, todo pasa, todo perece. Cuando pase la
Tierra, y pase el Universo, y pase el Tiempo, el mismo implacable Tiempo
que lo hace pasar todo," what will there be left of human life': These
sombre considerations lead him once more to the precarious uncertainty
of analysis: "4Que es la vida'r <t Para que venimos a la tierra unos
despues de otros, durante siglos y siglos, y luego desaparecemos todos
y desaparece la Tierra? 4 Para que?" Such thou^its can only produce
a condition of desperate scepticism, the frame of mind in which the Sick
,;an completes that day's entiy in his diary: "Mi tristeza se pronuncia
de una manera dolorosa. Estoy jadeante de melancolia; siento la
angustia metafisica" (Obras. I, 694).
The problem of time, as critics have consistently indicated, is
at the veiy core of zorin's philosophy. Daniel Pageaux, for example,
refers to it as a "tyrannique, obsedant, angoissant" element of his
3
vital concern; Ana Krause comments: "Time and eternity - the supreme
✓ 4
preoccupation of ... zorin." it is essential to qualify these
3 ^ /
rageaux, -a confrontation du passe et de l'actuei chez jjaorin,"
odern Notes. LXXVII (1962), 210.
^. na Arause, serin. The ,-ittie .Mlo»"pher ( [nquiiy into t] •
irth of a literary Personality;. Berkeley, University of California
Publications in Aodem Philology, vol. XXVIII, no. 4 (1946).
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generalising judgments with the reservation that Azorin's attitude to
time altered significantly during his life-time, in line with the overall
development of his -eltanschauung. Azorin's critics have hitherto over¬
emphasised the aesthetic nature of his concern with time. Leon Living-
stone claims that "las novelas de Azorin ... se desarrollan alrededor de
/ 5
un tema basico: la naturaleza del arte y en particular de la novela."
Ihe American critic lias as his central concern zorin's "estetica de
6
reposo"" as first expressed in Diario de un enferao. and approaches the
problem of time from this standpoint: "El enfoque del problems en estos
✓ / / /
terrninos de tiempo-sensacion refuerza la wonviccion de que para Azorin
el conflicto entre las exigencias de la realidad y la aspiracion mistica
a lo ultrarreal no es esencial ni primordialmente filosofico ni religioso,
sino pura y simpleriente un problems estetico" (p.34). " c must insist
on the dogmatic and over-simplified nature of this assertion. It is
true that Azorin does eventually find a source of beauty in time and
temporal experience, but this in no way holds good for La voluntad.
The validity of Livingstone's deliberate emphasis on "la indole esencial-
mente estetica de la constante preocupacion azoriniana por el tierapo"
(p.115), is called seriously into question if one accepts Doris King
Arjona's interpretation of the early novels.
ma Krause, the authoress of zorin .the Little .L: sophcr.
makes two valuable contributions to the essential topic of Azorin's
interest in the temporal aspect of the human condition. The first
^Livingstone, Teraa y forma en las novelas de Azorin, (Madrid:
Gredos, 1970), p. 13.
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refers to the relation between the Spaniard's thought and that of Jean-
/ *7
Marie Guyau, a rapport first recognised by Carlos Claveria. Mrs.
Krause concludes that the main thesis of Guyau's study is "an invitation
to imitate the poetic orocede of memory which transforms by beautifying"
(p.238). This is indeed the foremost point of contact between the two
writers, but the critic fails to mention the alternative interest of
Guyau's work. Although it is quantitatively only a secondary aspect
of his theory, there is in fact a marked element of metaphysical content
in u u's . ose de l'llee lo tc nr. .'his point is a valuable
contribution to our argument and will be dealt with in detail at a later
stage of this study. Second, Mrs. Krause refers to the appearance in
Azorin's work of the Nietzschean idea of eternal recurrence. point
of interest lies in the interpretation of the theory of Eternal Return.
Cesar Barja, whom Ana Krause recognises as the first critic to have
mentioned the Nietzschean idea in relation to zorin's work, is of the
opinion that "in Azorln one finds the poetical rather than the philoso-
phical implications of the concept."1 This claim must necessarily be
qualified in keeping with the argument of this thesis. In Dona Ines
(l925), the principle of Eternal Return is indeed a factor of poetical
value, but it must be emphasised that the concept of recurrence as
expressed in La voluntad responds to a motivation on the author's part
which is primarily philosophical.
Ana Krause also discusses the question of the structural
7 ' /
Carlos Claveria, "Sobre el tema del tiempo en Azorin," in
Cinco estudios de literature espanola moderns (Salamanca, 1945),
pp. 49-67.
8 '
Ana Krause, . zorin, the .-ittie Philosopher, p. 230.
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application of the Nietzschean idea and states that it is in Las Con-
fesiones de un pequeno filosofo that "Eternal recurrence finds its first
expression as a literary motif"(p.236). We believe that there is
already a pattern of repetition and recurrence in the structure of La
voluntad which was written 2 years before Las confesiones .... and that
the novel's action is, in fact, a metaphor of time and temporal exper¬
ience, or, in the words of Eleanor Hutchens, a "chronomorph". Some
explicit statement about the nature of literaxy plotting by the author
of ..a voluntad substantiates this view. We shall refer to this in
the second section of this chapter.
Time as a general theme is formally presented as Problematik
/
in this early novel: it haunts, perplexes and defeats Azorin the
protagonist. en analysis of the content, tone, rhythm and structure
of La voluntad. with secondary reference to three other early works,
/
Diario de un enfermo. Antonio zorin and Las confesiones.... will indi¬
cate the subordination of all these aspects of the novel to the chrono-
morphic principle.
ntonio -zorin's Weltanschauung is formed by his education at
the hands of Yuste, a sombre, dooi -predicting sexagenarian "de palabra
energies, pesimista,desoladora, colerica, iracunda ..."(p.814). Yuste's
own thought is reminiscent of Schopenhauer, Wietzsche and lontaigne, to
name the most prominent figures that /zorin the author mentions. At
the heart of both master and disciple's pessimistic We11anschauungen
and metaphysical uncertainty is the excess of analytical reason which
Schopenhauer bewailed in his assertion that "Spiritual pain is condi¬
tional upon knowledge ... The reason man's life is more full of
95.
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suffering than the animal's is his greater capacity for knowledge."
Azorin and Yuste have both tasted the poisonous and indigestible fruit
of the tree of knowledge, and thus represent the contemporary philosophi¬
cal distemper. "Soy un hombre de mi tiempo," exclaims zorin: "la
inteligencia se ha desarrollado a expensas de la voluntad ..." (p.968).
In this respect, he is a tailor-made illustration of what J. Huizinga
has called "the pivotal point of the present crisis of civilisation: the
conflict between knowing and being, between intelligence and existence"."1"
/
Azorin simply fails to synthesise the two faculties in harmonious unity.
The happiness of the innocent mind is denied both him and Yuste. On
his death-bed, the master protests "{All, la inteligencia es el mal! ...
Comprender es entristecerse; observar es sentirse vivir ... Y sentirse
vivir es sentir la inexorable marcha de todo nuestro ser y de las cosas
que nos rodean hacia el oceano misterioso de la Nada" (p.898). The
aged man of letters dies in excruciating spiritual pain, whilst outside
the farm labourers, "hombres sencillos", calmly pursue their task of
tending the land: the fruit of the tree of life makes them "homhres
felices".
In this declaration Yuste explains for the last time his much-
voiced conviction in time's unceasing erosion. For Schopenhauer, time
is implicit in the force which tyrannises the material world, "ill:
9
Schopenhauer, .soavs and phorisms. selected by d. Hollingdale
(Penguin, 1970), p. 46.
^.luizinga, In the Shadow of Tomorrow, p. 81.
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"Not the least of the torments which plague our existence is the
constant pressure of time, which never lets us so much as draw breath
but pursues us all like a taskmaster with a whip.""''"1' luste constantly
repeats that change, loss and decay are absolute in the world: "Todo
pasa, Azorin; todo canbia y perece," he tells his disciple (p.814).
ran occupies a helpless position in this cosmic scheme, "fundados en
la concausalidad inexorable 'en el ciego determinismo de las cosas"
(p.824). Azorin professes a similar attitude to the world and time:
"Todo pasa brutalmente, inexorablemente" (p.94l), he muses, while walking
through adrid. He describes himself as "un determinista convencido",
believing that "El Universo es un infinito encadenamiento de causas y
concausas; todo es necesario y fatal ... Los atomos son inexorables.
Ellos llevan las cosas en combinaciones incomprensibles hacia la Nada"
(pp. 932-3). The convinced nihilist comes to the conclusion that
action is a fruitless pursuit in the midst of nature's intractable process
of futility, for the medium crushes the individual's attempts at self-
assertion or self-realization. Life, and the temporal present, is
thus deprived of its dynamic and reduced to a monotonous condition of
passivity.
Within the temporal structure of human life, man, with his
subjective experience and responses, is pitted against relentlessly
/
transient objective externals. One of Azorin's characteristic preoccupa¬
tions, in line with the Ileraclitean theme of irreparable transience, is
the disheartened sense that "siempre es tarde." The author of the
LlSchopenhauer, Assays and Aphorisms, p. 42.
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donfesiones ... inquires: "i?or que es tarde? tPara que es tarde?
IQue empresa vaiaos a realizar que exige de nosotros esta rigurosa
contabilidad de los minutos? <JQue destino secreto pesa sobre nosotros
que nos hace iesgranar uno a uno los instantes en estos pueblos estaticos
y grises? Yo no lo sej pero yo os digo que esta idea de que siempre es
tarde es la idea fundamental de mi vida; no sonriais. Y que si miro
hacia atras, veo que a ella le debo esta ansia inexplicable, este apre-
suramiento por algo que no conozco, esta febrilidad, este desasosiego,
esta preocupacion tremenda y abruroadora por el interminable sucederse
de las cosas a traves de los tieapos"(ed. cit., IT, 43). .zorin
laments the relentless transience of life and time and its effect on
the personality. The Sick oan complains of the exaggerated and oppres¬
sive effect of metropolitan life: "La personalidad, incapaz del esfuerzo
grands y sostenido, se -isuelve. Todo es rapido, fuga , lomentaneo ...
Noe falta el tiempo" (Liario....pp. 701-2). "Siempre es tarde," the
Little Philosopher might add. Since the present is ephemeral and the
future an unknown quantity, only the past is accorded stability and
definition: but the past is separate from the actual plane of exper¬
ience. The divorce of the past, implying lack of continuity, is a
motive of distress for the individual who is concerned with attaining
full and coherent experience of life and time. Tine provides and then
dispossesses within a vicious circle: past fulfilment and sufficiency
immediately become present necessity and deficiency. Gchopenhaurian
Will tortures man with "el dolor del deseo incumplido", but " mas
/
angustioso todavia," Azorin decides, is "el dolor ... del deseo satis-
fecho..." (p.940). Uothing is reliable or stable in the flux of time:
the past is irreparably lost, a motive for human disenchantment.
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Azorin's visit to the transparently symbolic Rastro illustrates his
utterly negative appraisal of the past: "siente cierta vaga tristeza
en este inmenso y lumoroso cementerio de cosas, que representan pasados
deseos, pasadas angustias, pasadas voluptuosidades" (p.994).
The future is as oppressive a nightmare as the past. A funda¬
mental, agonising problem caused by the collapse of faith in God,
progress or any absolute is the issue of finality. "jEsta vlda es una
cosa absurdaI 6Cual es la causa final de la vida?" Azorin remonstrates
in -a voluntad (p.694). It is an anxious concern he shares with Unamuno,
Ganivet and many subsequent writers like Borges and Sartre, but it is a
concern which is only human. Puche the priest sombrely acknowledges
that •*en el ansioso afan del mundo, la inquietud del memento future nos
consume .... .a Humanidad perece en sus propias inquietudes" (p.81l).
zorin, as protagonist, impatiently claims that man brings torture upon
himself through excessive concern with the future: "si la Humanidad se
deciliera a renunciar a este estupido deseo de continuacion, viviria
siquiera un dia plenamente, enormemente.... Solo entonces esto que
llamaba Schopenhauer la volunta-l cesara de ser, cesara por lo menos en
su estado consciente, que es el hombre" (p.974). But Humanity cannot
renounce its 'forward-reaching' faculty without destroying its basic
psychology. Finality remains a problematical but necessary concern.
Three teleological possibilities are suggested in La voluntad.
whilst death is admitted as the one categorical certainty. Puche, in
oracular strain, upholds the Christian apocalyptic view that "tiempo
vendra en que la justicia suprema reine implacable.... La colera divina
desbordarase en castigos enormes. s{, la angustia do los soberbios
sera, indecible. Un grito de inmenso dolor partira de la Humanidad
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aterrorizada... y los iundos, trastornados de 3us esferas, pereceran
en espantables desquiciamientos.... Y del siniestro caos, tras la
confusion del juicio ultimo, inanara serena la luz de la Yerdad nfinita"
(p.812;. Yuste, the vehement atheist who rejects both a first and a
final cause for the world, foresees no such cataclysmic hay of Judgment
and ensuing beatific Eternity: "La eternidad no existe. Donde hay
oteir.idal no puele haber vida. Yida es sucesionj sucesion es tie.npo.
Y el tiempo, cambiante siempre, es la antitesis de la eternidad, presente
siempre" (p.815;. On his death-bed Yuste repeats his sinister assurance
that roan and phenomena are destined to go on moving towards Nothingness.
Yuste also sceptically suggests that the world and time might function as
a cyclical process, in perpetual transformation and renovation: "Todo
pasa. -,u sucesion vertiginosa de los fenomenos no acaba. aos atoraos,
en eterno movimiento, crean y destruyen foraas nuevas. . traves del
tiempo infinito, de las infinitas combinaciones del atomo incansable,
acaso las formas se repitan; acaso las formas presentes vuelvan a ser,
o estas presentes sean reproduccion de otras en el infinito preterito
creadas" (p.815). zorin draws on Nietzsche's theory of the Eternal
12
Return though not without subjecting it to certain alterations, the
main of which consists in the substitution of the idea of repetition
for that of return. "La repeticion monotona e inexorable de las nismas
")T
j
cosas con distintas apariencias" satisfies Azorin's search for both
identity and variety within time, since pure return would imply undif¬
ferentiated, identical and therefore static immutability. The theory
See Gonzalo Sobejano, Nietzsche en Esnana (Madrid: Gredos, 1967).
13 /
nderson Imbert, "El pasado literanio de /vzorin," ITosotros.
n.:: (1930), 278.
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of cosmic cycles affords a terminus ad quem to temporal evolution.
But this is only the semblance of finality, for the lack of ultimate,
transcendent purpose is as much a characteristic of a cyclical, as it is
of a linear, process of time. Although it assuages the human desire
for immanent continuity, the theory of eternal return may also be the
source of anguish, as it offers no solution to time's implacable on-
rushing process. "Lo doloroso es que esta danza durara millares de
siglos, millones de siglos, millones de millones de siglos. Sera
eterna." The author of La voluntad refers to the "sentimiento de
inmenso entusiasmo, mezclado de un indecible horror" (p.935) which
Nietzsche felt upon the discovery of the principle, for the very pos¬
sibility which had seemed an antidote to metaphysical anguish now
threatened to magnify and prolong that anguish to infinity. For a
theory of infinite temporal recurrence implies a total negation of
potential and progress, two concepts so central to the Christian world
of the test. Karl Lbwith has described the idea of eternal repetition
as "a stumbling block and foolishness to modern man""^ because of its
negative historical and spiritual value. No less awe-inspiring is
the third teleological possibility expressed in La voluntad. the
prediction of a definitive entropy-process leading towards total
/ /
holocaust. Azorin speculates on cosmic physics: "los atomos se
combinan de otra manera y dan nacimiento a un mundo flamante. 4 Y
asi hasta lo infinito? Parece ser que no; un fisico aleman ...
/ / z
opina que la materia perdera al fin su energia potencial y quedara
14,K. Lbwith, "Nietzsche's Doctrine of Eternal Recurrence,"
cited, p. 274.
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inservible para nuevas transformaciones." E. Tritium Fox credibly
suggests that Azorin is in fact referring here to an Austrian scientist,
Ludwig Boltzmann, who "introdujo la nocion de la probabilidad en la
entropia (una teoria originalmente termo-dinamica), asi sugiriendo la
/ / 15
perdida de energia." Whereas Christian apocalypse paves the escha-
tological way for a beatific after-life, and the Vuelta Eterna affords
the means of infinite continuity, this scientific theory of entropy
is a brutally definitive reductio ad nihil. Yet perhaps some parado¬
xical consolation might be drawn from its prediction of this utter
finiteness: "Bigno reraate. [Espectaculo sorprendentel La materia
gastada de tanta muchedumbre de mundos permanecera (idonde?) eterna-
mente como un inmenso monton de escombros .... Y esta hipotesis,
/
digna de ser axioma.que se llama la entropia del universo, al fin es
un consuelo; es la promesa, un poco larga, jayl, del reposo de todo,
de la muerte de todo." (p.975). Small consolation, though, for Western
civilisation with its traditional teaching of purpose and end: as
Huizinga remarks, "a fundamental feature of culture is that ... it
16
is directed towards an aim ..."
"^Tnman Fox, ed. La voluntad (Madrid: Clasicos Castalia, 1968),
p.276. Entropy is also mentioned in pt. 1, chapter 3» of the novel.
^JEuizinga, In the Shadow of Tomorrow, p. 27. Michael Harring¬
ton, in his The ccidental Century (Pelican. 1967). points out that
"The West has marked itself off from other cultures precisely by its
confidence in the future. The religious form of this faith is most
readily identified with St. Augustine, who, breaking with the cyclic
theories in which time was thought of as a great wheel turning around
on itself, asserted the pilgrimage of histoxy towards the City of God.
The secular version of the same hope dAtes at least from the Renaissance
and culminates in the capitalist and socialist visions of progress"
(p.219). The socialist vision does in fact appear in La voluntad.
but from the status of an incipient ideal it deteriorates, perhaps
predictably, into one of the many "iniciaciones paralizadas, audacias
JJrustradas" (p.995) of Azorin and Yecla's histozy. See pages 822, -26
and -95 for examples of worthy plans doomed to failure.
The general view of life and time expressed in La voluntad
is profoundly pessimistic: the past is lost, the present precarious
and the future ominous. This negative judgment derives primarily from
Schopenhauer and Taine, but its origin may also be found in the melan-
/
choly works of Jean-Marie Guyau whom Carlos Claveria, Ana Krause, Leon
Livingstone and Incan Fox, inter al.. have recognised as a fundamental
/ 2.7
influence on Azorin's attitude to time. Guyau's theory of memory
and time-consciousness is reflected in Azorin's later novels where the
aesthetic mode predominates, but there are also correspondences between
his ideas and the Spaniard's concern with the metaphysical aspects of
time. "L'idee du temps, a elle seule, est le commencement du regret,"
\ / 18
3tates Guyau in his treatise La genese de l'idee de temps. "Le
regret, le remords, c'est la solidarite du present avec le passe ..."
(p.82), he continues. 'The general regret and remorse to which Guyau
here refers in the clinical mood appropriate to a scientific treatise
prove to be sentiments of a most notable nature when expressed in
poetic form. In his poem "Le Temps", included in Vers d'un Philosophe.
Guyau relates the theme of time to a framework of metaphysical discon¬
tent. We reproduce the text here in full.
17
See bibliography.





Rous ne pouvons penser le temps sans en souffrir.
En se sentant durer, 1•homme se sent mourir:
Ce raal est ignore de la nature entiere.
L'oeil fixe sur le sol, dans un flot de poussiere,
Je vois passer la-bas, en troupe, de grands boeufs;
Sans jamais retourner leurs tetes en arriere,
lis s'en vont a pas lourds, souffronts, non malheureux;
lis n'apercoivent pas la longue ligne blanche
De la route fuyant devant eux, derriere eux,
Sans fin, et dans leur front que sous le fouet se penche
Kul reflet du passe n'eclaire l'avenir.
Tout se mele pom- eux. Parfois je les envie:
lis ne connaissent point l'anxieux souvenir,
Et vivent sourdement, en ignorant la vie.
L'autre jour j'ai revu la petite maison
Que jadis j'habitai la-haut sur la colline,
Avec la grande mer au loin pour horizon.
J'y suis monte garment: toujours on s'imagine
Qu'on aura du plaisir a troubler le passe,
- le faire sortir, etonne, de la brume.
y
Puis, pensais-je, mon coeur ici n'a rien laisse:
J'ai vecu, voila tout, j'ai souffert, j'ai pense,
Tandis que, devant moi, l'eternelle amerturae
De la mer f»eniissante ondoyait sous les cie'ux.
Je ne portais, cache dans mon sein, d'autre drame
Que celui de la vie: en saluant ces lieux,
Pourquoi done se fondit soudain toute mon ame?
C'etait moi-meme, helas, moi que j'avais perdu.
Oh! comme j'etais loin! et quelle ombre raontante
Deja m'enveloppait a demi descendu
Sous le lourd horizon de la vie aecablante?
Des profondeurs en moi s'ouvraient a mon regard,
Vivre! est-il done au fond rien de plus implacable?
S'ecouler sans savoir vers quel but, au hasard,
Se sentir maitrise par l'heure insaisissable.
Nous aliens devant nous comme des exiles,
ITe pouvant pas fouler deux fois la meme place,
Gouter la meme joie, et sans cesse appeles
Par 1'horizon nouveau que nous ouvre l'espace.
Oh! quand nous descendons au fond de notre coeur,
Gombien de doux chemins a travers nos pensees,
De recoins parfumes ou gazouillent en choeur
Les vivants souvenirs, voix des choses passees!
Comine nous voudrions, ne fut-ce qu'un moment,
Revenir en arriere et, frissonnants d'ivresse,
Parcourir de nouveau le meandre charmant
Que creuse en s'ecoulant dans nos coeurs la jeunesse!
Mais non, notre passe se feme pour toujours,
Je sens que je deviens etranger a ma vie;
Lorsque je dis encor: - raes plaisirs, mes amours,
es douceurs, - puis-je ainsi parler sans ironie?
Que d'impuissance eclate en ce raot tout humain!
Se souvenir! - se voir lenternent disparaftre,
Sentir vibrer toujours comme l'echo lointain
D'une vie a laquelle on ne peut plus renaitre!
Tout ce monde deja perdu que j'ai peuple
Avec nion ame meme au hasard dispersee,
vec I'espoir joyeux de mon coeur envole,
En vain j'y veux encor attacher ma pensee:
Tout par degres s'altere en ce mouvant tableau.
Je m'echappe a moi-meme! avec effort je tente
De renouer les fils de ce doux echeveau
Qui fut ma vie helas! je sens ma main tremblante
Se perdre en ce passe que je voulais fouiller.
Quand, apres un long temps, je revois le visage
Des amis qui venaient s'asseoir pres du foyer,
Je m'etonne: mon ame hesite et se partage
Entre ses souvenirs et la realite.
Je les reconnais bien, et pourtant je me trouve
rnquiet aupres d'eux, presque desenchante;
Peut-etre eprouvent-ils aussi ce que j'eprouve:
Tous, en nous retrouvant, nous nous cherchons encor.
Entre nous est venu se placer tout un monde;
Nous appelons en vain ce cher passe qui dort,
Nous attendons, naifs, qu'il s'eveille et reponde;
Lui, sous le temps que monte a jamais submerge,
II reste pale et mort; tout est encor le meme,
Je crois, autour de nous; en "hous tout est change;




Un matin, je partis, seul, pour gravir un mont,
La nuit voilait encor la montagne sereine,
ilais on sentait venir le jour; pour prendre haleine,
Je retoumai la tete} un gouffre si profond
Se creusa sous mes pieds, dans 1'ombre plus lirnpide,
Qu'une angoisse me prit, et, dornpte par l'effroi,
Sentant battre mon coeur au vertige du vide,
Jo restais a sonder le gouffre ouvert sous moi.
Enfin, avec effort, je relevai la tete.
Partout le roc a pic pendait comme un mur noir;
Mais la-haut, tout la-haut, lointain comme I'espoir,
Je vis dans ce ciel pur monter le libre faite.
II semblait tressaillir au soleil matinal;
Portant a son cote son glacier de cristal,
II se dressait rougi d'une aurore sublime.
■lors j'oubliai tout, l'apre roc a gravir,
La fatigue, la nuit, le vertige, l'abirne
Au fond duquel, dormant corame le souvenir,
Un lac vert s'allongeait environne de glace:
D'un elan, sans quitter la montagne des yeux,
Sentant revivre en moi la volonte tenace,
J'escaladai le roc, et je croyais, joyeux,
Voir ma force grandir en approchant des cieux.
Vide profond et sourd qu'en nos coeurs le temps laisse,
.bine du passe, toi dont la vue oppresse
Et donne le vertige a qui t'ose sonder,
Je veux, pouc retrouver ma force et ma jeunesse,
Loin de toi, le front haut, marcher et regarder!
Jours sombres ou joyeux, jeunes heures fanees,
fivsnouissez-vous dans 1'ombre de3 annees;
Je ne pleurerai plus en vous voyant fletrlr,
Et, laissant le passe fuir sou3 moi corame un reve,
J'irai vers l'inconnu seduisant qui se leve,
Vera ce vague ideal qui point dans 1'avenir,
Cirne vierge et que rien d'humain n'a pu ternir.
Je suivrai mon cherain, marchant ou me convie
Ma vision lointaine, erreur ou verite:
Tout ce que l'aube eclaire encore, a la beaute;
L*avenir fait pour moi tout le prix de la vie.
Me semble-t-il si doux parce qu'il est tres loin?
Et lorsque je croirai, lumineuse esperance,
Te toucher de la main, ne te verrai-je point
Tomber et tout a coup te changer en souffrance?
Je ne sais ... C'est encor de quelque souvenir
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Que me vient cette crainte en mon coeur renaissante;
Quelque deception d'autrefois m'epouvante,
Et d'apres mon passe je juge l'avenir.
Oublions et rnarchons. L'homme, sur cette terre,
S'il n'oubliait jamais, pourrait-il esperer?
J'airae a sentir sur moi cet eternel mystere, -
L'avenir, - et sans peur je veux y penetrer;
Le bonheur le plus doux est celui qu'on espere.
i'here are some close similarities between "Le temps" and certain
/
passages of Azorin's Liario de un enfermo. La voluntad. and Antonio
/
zorin. .. common initial premise, and one that is reminiscent of
Schopenhauer, is that man has a potentially tragic awareness of life
and time as a result of his intellect, whilst animals would be spared
this preoccupation: "Ce mal est ignore de la nature entiere," Guyau
/
writes. The young Azorin discovers a dog in a cafeteria and decides
that "este perro sin nocion del tiempo, sin sospechas de la inrnanencia
o trascendencia de la causa primera, es mas sabio que Aristoteles, Spinoza
y Kant ..." (p.920). Subsequently, Azorin could find an illustration,
in Guyau*s works and in this specific poem in particular, of the follow¬
ing themes: the void of temporal existence, the past as separate exper¬
ience and life as successive fragmentation} human susceptibility to
disquieting memory and terror of the future; and the individual's senses
of loss, deficient continuity of personality, personal perplexity and
self-alienation.
Guyau stresses man's tragic susceptibility to "l'anxieux souvenir"
(l. lj). through his awareness of the past, man becomes conscious of
vital change and transience and, inevitably, "en se sentant durer, 1'homme
se sent mourir" (l. 2). The poet-philosopher then illustrates this
point by describing how he revisited "la petite rnaison que j'habitai
la-haut sur la colline" - a situation strikingly similar to that in
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which Azorin imagines he might "volver a un lugar (una casa, un paisaje)"
(p.94l). The poet realised upon his return that there was a mysterious
void between his past and his present circumstances: "c'6tait moi-m&ne
que j'avals perdu"(l. 28). The central image of the "vide", the
"ab:Lme" and "le gouffre ouvert sous moi" suggests an analogy with the
Symbolist toT)03 of the dread-inspiring void, a primarily philosophical
notion. In "Le temps", Guyau is dealing with problematical issues
which affect the human race and the individual being. An individual's
experience of time entails a grave problem of personality, for transience
and destitution are of a piece: "le moi 6chappe a nos prises comme une
illusion, un reve; il se disperse, il se resout dans une multitude de
sensations fuyantes, et nous le sentons avec une sorte de vertige s'en-
gloutir dans l'abime mouvant du temps" (La genese de 1'idee.... p. 84).
'Lfeitrise par l'heure insaissable"(l. 35), man discovers the crumbling
illusion of a coherent personality: "nous allons devant nous comme des
exiles"(l. 36); "notre passe se ferme pour toujours, /je sens que je
deviens etranger a ma vie"(11. 48-9). Conscious of his discontinuous
personal reality, Guyau the poet concludes that "tout est encor le meme
/... autour de nous; en nous tout est change"(ll. 77-8), and that the
past is but a "vide profond et sourd qu'en nos coeurs le temps laisse"
(Pt. II, 1. 24).
The influence of Guyau, or a simple analogy, may be detected
also in relation to the question of teleology in Azorin. The French
philosopher is in fact mentioned in Anfconio Azorin with reference to
the problem of human finality and purpose: "El mar - decia Guyau ... -
el mar vive, se agita, se atormenta, perdurablemente sin objeto. Noso-
tros tambien - piensa Azorin - vivimos, nos movemos, nos angustiamos,
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y tampoco tenemos finalidad alguna"(pp« 1091-2). "S'ecouler sans
savoir quel but, au hasard"(l. 54) is a distressing thought for the
French philosopher. Uncertain and ominous, will not the future be
fruitless and destructive?
Ft lorsque je croirai, lumineuse esperance,
te toucher de la main, ne te verrai-je point
toniber et tout a coup te changer en souffranee?
(Pt.II, 11. 41-3).
Yet Guyau boldly but conditionally sets aside his fears. For hope to
survive and flourish, man must forget the trials and torments of time
with which he has become acquainted through experience: "L'horame, sur
cette terre, /s'il n'oubliait jamais, pourrait-il esperer?"(11.48-9).
By forgetting, Guyau claims, man may yet find some positive value in
the future: " ... Oublions et marchons ... /he bonheur le plus doux
est celui qu'on espere"(ll. 48 and 52). There is a welcome element
of determined optimism countering the time-inspired feelings of dread
which Guyau shares with Azorin. It will be seen in due course that
Azorin fails to match this positive act of faith, but this is the only
instance in which his attitude diverges significantly from Guyau's.
As a general rule there is a remarkably close convergence of opinion
between the two writers.
Let us now turn our attention to the protagonist's particular
existential practice, as portrayed in the action of La voluntad.
The fluctuations of Azor-Ln's lived experience of time, embodied
in the novel's structure, illustrate the pessimistic conception of human
individual life as an unstable, disjointed, lethargic and aimless pro¬
gression within the framework of nature's inexorable transience. His
experience of time is of a piece with the condition of his will-power,
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the central subject of interest from which the novel derives its title.
This approach comprises a study of Azorin's developing temperament and
is consonant with Jean Pouillon's general claim that "ce que le roman
veut exprimer, c'est le developpement temporal d'un personnage saisi
dans sa realite psychologique.
Subject to the pressures of the environment in which he has been
raised - "el medio conforms nuestro caracter"(p.935) - and to the
intellectual and social limitations of his circumstances in Yecla,
Azorin, "mozo ensimismado y taciturno"(p.814), spends his time at the
beginning of the novel studying or conversing with Yuste. As he will
confess towards the close of La voluntad. this exaggerated propensity
to abstract thinking results in the displacement of "el hombre-voluntad"
in any individual by "el hombre-reflexion". His surrender to reflection
results in the negation of activity and positive, purposive action.
This consequently deprives the individual of a dynamic whereby to
measure time and movement, since, as Guyau states, "en desirant et en
agissant dans la direction de nos desirs, nous creons a la fois l'espace
et le temps." It is, perhaps a happy coincidence that the Frenchman's
terms^will ("desirs") and action ("activite'^are those used by Azorin to
define his character's nature. If, as Guyau suggests, "c'est le
mouvement dans l'espace qui cree le temps" (La genese.... pp.46-7),
then a life spent, as is Azoxin's, in thought and conversation must
inevitably be monotonous and passive. His will is frustrated, his
activity (cf. esfuerzos) inchoate and time a negative, sterile category
of his existence.
"^Pouillon, Temps et roman (Paris: Gallimard, 1946), p. 31.
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The yardsticks by which .zorin can measure the activity-quotient
of his life are provided by the vicissitudes of emotional, mental and
spiritual development. Only in chapter XI does he break the morose,
aboulic inertia of his reflexive distraction depicted in the proceeding
ten, when he discovers that Justina, the girl, he hopes to marry, is to
enter a convent at Puche's instigation."Es indudable que con toda su
/
impasibilidad, con toda su indiferencia, Azorin siente por Justina una
pasion que podriamos llamar frenetica"(p.S48). Upon hearing Yuste's
proposal that he should assume an attitude of prudent self-control,
/
nzorin angrily retorts, in vitalistic vein: "fLa rebeldia pasival Eso
s
es absurdo: habria que ser como la piedra, y aun la pledra cambia, se
agrega, se disgrega, evoluciona, vive, lucha ... i La rebeldia pasiva!
JEso es un ensueno de faquires! i Eso es indigno! iSso es monstruoso!
... (Y yo protesto!"(p.852). This isolated instance of fiietzschean
self-assertion is, however, a mere show of will. .n the subsequent
chapters j.zorin does nothing to impose hiraself on the unfavourable
circumstances, nothing to convert that indignation into positive action,
nothing, therefore, to create a temporal dynamic for his life. The
environment of Yecla ultimately overwhelms and crushes him, "como un
ambiente angustioso, anhelante que nos oprime, que nos hace pensar ...
en la inutilidad de todo esfuerzo"(p.835). Tzorin's resulting abulia
deprives his experience of lived time of continuity: his life is a
series of fits and starts, totally lacking in coherence. Thus, when
/
the time comes for Justina to take her vows, Azorin makes no attempt to
prevent her being shut away. The two separate sadly, yet smoothly:
"y llega lo irreparable, la ruptura dulce, suave, pero absolute, defini-
tiva"(p.868). This event is followed by a period of inactive monotony,
spent in discussions withYuste, Padre Lasalde and el Abuelo at El
Pulpillo. The routine inertia of reflexion is then disrupted by Yuste's
illness and death in chapters XAY-VI, the second major formative event
/
in izorin's spiritual development, which immerses him in "un estupor
/
doloroso". "Azorin siente una angustia abruaadora .... Yuste ha
muerto; el padre Lasalde se ha marchado al colegio de Getafe; Justina
ha entrado en un convento. Y Azorin medita tristemente, a solas, en su
cuarto, mientras de.ja el libro y toma el libro"(pp.900-l). His lack of
will-power and spiritual equilibrium is manifest in his experience of
time as a purposeless, disjointed property of his existence: "en un
/
estupor doloroso, Azorin permanece horas y horas sentado, vaga al azar por
la huerta, solo, anonadado, como un descabellado romantico"(p.902). The
first part of na voluntad closes with a scene in which the disoriented,
malaise-stricken young protagonist reflects on the nature of reality,
in a dimly-lit room at El Pulpillo. "ha imagen lo es todo - medita -.
La realidad es mi conciencia." By closing his eyes, he can shut out
light and colour, but time cannot be removed from the sphere of human
experience; it is an inescapable persecution, the sine qua non of
existence: "La luz se apaga; en la oscuridad, los purpureos grumos de
la pavesa reflejan sobre la dorada lamparilla ... El afanoso tic-tac de
un reloj de bolsillo suena precipitado"(p.91l). Part 1 thus closes on
a depressed note of vivid temporal awareness.
The action of part II of the novel is separated in time from
that of part I by a period of 10 years. Justina has since died and
Azorin has come to Madrid, where "su pesimismo instintivo se ha consolidado
su voluntad ha acabado de disgregarse en este espectaculo de vanidades y
miserias"(p.912). Hie lived experience of time is defined in the
/ /
following pessimistic picture: "su espiritu anda avido y perplejo de
una parte a otra; no tiene plan de vida; no es capaz del esfuerzo
sostenido; mariposea en torno a las ideas; trata de gustar todas las
/ z
sensaciones, Asi, en perpetuo tejer y destejer, en perdurables y esteriles
arnagos, la vida corre inexorable, sin dejar mas que una fugitive estela
de gestos, gritos, indignaciones, paradojas"(p.913)• Azorin's present
is disoriented, frustrated and disjointed, and action is relegated to
shadowy aspirations. Since his future is an unknown quantity and the
past is immediately destroyed in the flux of transience, his life is
reduced to a deficient process. Time is an irremediable condition
which deprives .zorin's world of any equilibrium or ulterior value.
Consequently, his progress throughout the second part of La voluntad
is sluggish and arbitrary. The only activity he can perform is spasmodic
and contingent: al azar ha recorrido varias calles"(p.920), and "en el
silencio de las calles desiertas, vaga al azar"(p.925). ..'hat appears to
be an outburst of Nietzschean rebelliousness is, in reality, no more
/
than a show of juvenile drunken indignation: "Azorin, en pie, ha gritado:
t Viva la Iinagen! [Viva el Error! [Viva lo Inmoral! Los camereros,
/
como es natural, se han quedado estupefactos. Y Azorin ha salido
soberbio del cafe." The narrator comments with gentle, but firm and
precise irony, that "no es posible saber a punto fijo las copas que
/
Azorin ha sorbido. Verdaderamente, se necesita beber mucho para pensar
de este modo"(p.930). In chapter VII, caught once more in the trap
/
of self-analysis, Azorin meditates on his condition: "mi pensamiento
/ / /
nada en el vacio, en un vacio que es el nihilismo, la disgregacion de la
voluntad, la dispersion silenciosa, sigilosa, de mi personalidad..."(p.940).
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Two subsequent excursions, one to the Rastro and the second to -arra's
grave, convince him of the futility implied in transience and heighten
his sense of determined fatality. Part II of .a voluntad culminates in
the decision, symptomatic of his "fracaso irreparable", to leave Madrid.
/ . / S
"<! i donde va? Geograficamente, Azorin sabe adonde encamina sus pasos;
pero en cuanto a la orientacion intelectual y etica, su desconcierto
es mayor cada dia"(p.959). Caught in a state of limbo, his will-power and
strength of reason undermined and ineffectual, the disconsolate zorln
wavers between inertia and agitation, in a process of consistent deterior¬
ation.
The third part of the novel begins with the author's confident
assertion that movement of any kind is better than no movement at all:
"puede ser que el camino que recorre Azorin sea malo; pero al fin y
al cabo, es un camino. Y vale mas andar, aunque en malos pasos, que
estar eternamente fijos"(p.96l,). One suspects, however, that this would
be of little comfort to the person involved in that aimless trajectory.
Returning to the provinces, - zorin's experience of time is characterised
by the two constants already outlined: the disruption between past and
present, ar ' the discontinuity between present and future. The psycho¬
logical equivalents are the senses of incoherence and aimlessness, and
the metaphysical issues those of personal continuity and purpose. After
a brief and specious recovery of spiritual calm through ataraxia (p.964),
✓
zorin realises that his innate lack of temperamental equilibrium is an
inescapable trait of his personality: "todos los esfuerzos por llegar
a un estado de espiritu tranquilo resultan esteriles ante estos impen-
sados raptos de fiereza. Yo soy un rebelde de mi mismo"(p.9S7-8).
The young man lacks above all that quality of autotelia which the author
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defines as "cualidad de un ser que puede trazarse a si mismo el fin de
sus acciones"(.Jitonio . zorin. p.1105). When Azorin eventually marries
j
Iluminada, J. Martinez Ruiz visits hini in Yecla, and writes to don
Pro Baroja of the circumstances in which he finds their mutual friend.
These letters form an epilogue to the three parts of the novel. Referrimg
/ /
to Azorin as "un lamentable caso de abulia", Martinez Ruiz describes him
as "un hombre sin acabar" subject to the same defect as his preceptor
Yuste, "a quien le faltaba la continuidad en el esfuerzo, y por eso no
pudo nunca hacer ningun trabajo largo, ninguna obra duradera"(pp.991-2).
/
That Azorin should be destitute of a 'forward-reaching' ideal is in large
part due to his self-professed creed of determinism. "Soy un determinista
convencido," he confesses in chapter V of part IT (p.932)} "las cosas
nos llevan de un lado para otro fatalmente; somos de la rnanera que el
medio conforms nuestro caracter," he thinks a while later (p.935).
Throughout the novel ..zorin is depicted as being imprisoned and over¬
powered by the environment, be it natural or social. But the very fact
that he admits submission to externals is indicative of his weakness of
will, if as George Pouillon contends, "le destin ... n'est que la
manifestation de la psychologie d'un personnage donne." Azorin passively
accepts that his life-process ("camino") is the result of the environment
in which he has lived: "el mio es el de ese pueblo donde he nacido,
donde me he educado; donde he conocido a un hombre grande en sus debi-
lidades; donde he querido a una mujer, buena en su fanatismo; donde
acabare de vivir de cualquier modo, como un vecino de tantos..."(p.969).
Following Bouillon's premise that "c'est dans la psychologie d'un individu
20
y Inman Fox, op.cit.. p.38-9, discusses the artistic relevance
of ..zorin's decision to introduce historically verifiable, and therefore
extra-literary, data into the novel's structure.
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qu'il faut chercher le sens des enchainements d'evenements qu'il seirible
21 /
subir," the reader concludes that .zorin's fatalism and ultimate
subraissiveness is the product of a deficient psychology.
The circumstances in which the protagonist is left at the end of
/
-.a voluntad illustrate -.zorin's marginal departure from Guyau's conclu¬
sions about life and time. The French poet had made a gesture of deter¬
mined hope: "oublions et marchoris "("Le temps", II, 1. 48). There seems
V /
no likelihood that Azorin, or Antonio Azorin in the novel of the sane
name, would be able to adopt such a hopeful, affirmative attitude towards
the future, for they ultimately lack the spiritual capacity to make a
positive act cf faith like Guyau's. Viere the two protagonists even
able to "forget" on Guyau's terms, this would only be a preliminary step
towards solving a far more complex metaphysical problem inherent in
/
their basic abulia and lack of autotelia. zorin, in La voluntad.
/
is determined by a static environment, whilst Antonio Azorin, though
more active than his predecessor, is unable to direct his activity
toward a future goal, being bound in and by a perpetually monotonous
present. Resignation, submission and lack of prospective purpose
together augur for a depressing, utterly negative future for the two
men, whose fate symbolises, at the level of particularity, that of the
world, the "evolucion de los mundos hacia la Nada"(p.917). Deprived
of a coherent experience of time and reduced, at the end of the novel,
/
to a truncated form of consciousness, Azorin vegetates instead of living.
Martinez Ruiz thus laments the fact that "Azorin vive como una cosa"(p.985)
in temporal paralysis and suspended in a hopeless void which is the dreary
culmination of his wasted life.
21
Pouillon, Temps et roman. pp. 211 and 158.
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, /
Azorin's critical awareness of the technical problem of form
makes him an especially apposite case for attention in our thesis.
In chapter XIV of ..a voluntad. Xuste discusses contemporary novelistic
/
technique with the young Azorin in a conversation which indicates a
highly conscious attitude to form in the author. Yuste reflects on
the formal correlation between life and fiction and contends that " nte
todo, no debe haber fabula ...; la vida no tiene fabula; es diversa,
multiforme, ondulante, contradictoria ..., todo menos simetrica,
geometrica, rigida, como aparece en las novelas"(p.864). These comments
may be compared with Virginia Y/oolf's equally corrective assertion that
"we suspect a momentary doubt, a spasm of rebellion, as the pages fill
theraselves in the customary way .... Life is not a series of gig-lamps
symmetrically arranged," according to its presentation in conventional
22
fictional structures. Implicit in these general considerations of
form is an evaluation or, in historical perspective, a revaluation of
the temporal nature of structure. If "la vida no tiene fibula", then
its direction is indeterminate and its actual structure "ondulante,
contradictoria", variable and arbitrary. Yuste praises the Goncourt
brothers, "que son los que ... se han acercado mas ad desideratum, no
dan una vida, sino fragmentos, sensaciones separadas", and in this and
other pre'ceding comments gives a working definition of Azorin's fictional
practice in a voluntad and subsequent works.
/
The young Azorin's lived experience of time is expressed in the
novel's form by four structural procedures. The first property of La
voluntad's structure is its causal seriality: we deliberately avoid
using the term "linearity" because what appears to be a process of linear
22.
V. Woolf, "Modem Fiction," in The Common deader, p. 189.
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seriality may ultimately reveal a pattern of parallel repetition, to be
23
referred to in due course. The novel's four parts succeed one another
in a chronological sequence of cause and effect in accordance with
Azorxn's belief in a universal "infinite encadenamiento de causas y
concausas"(p.932). Time is regarded as an abstract property inherent
in the world process, "la corriente eterna de las cosas"(p.997): "vida
er, sucesion; sucesion es tiempo" (p.815). The cosmic function, inde¬
pendent of man but manifest in nature, implies temporal development,
as is suggested in Guyau's ideology: "selon nous, le temps n'est qu'une
des formes de Involution; au lieu de la produire, il en sort. Le
temps, en effet, est une consequence du passage de l'homogene a l'hete-
rogene; e'est une differenciation introduite dans les choses; ... le
temps est la for.ule abstraite des changements de l'univers"(La genese ....
p.119). For , sorin, time is embodied in natural transience, in the
varying cloud-formations for example: "las nubes son la imagen del
OA
tiempo. La voluntad opens with a pictorial evocation of natural
transience. Day-break in Yecla is described in the first four paragraphs
as a gradual process of natural light and colour transformation, which the
author-narrator sensitively records in five movements: "El cielo comienza
a clarear indeciso ... ( 10-line interval refers to the atmosphere of
the sleeping town). Poco a poco la lechosa claror del horizonte se
tine en verde palido (5 lines of circumstantial description). El campo -
claro ya el horizonte - se aleja ... (2? line interval). El cielo, de
verdes tintas, pasa a encendidas nacaradas tintas (l5 line interval).
23
Lee belcw, pages126_^#
Oa.stilla', Obras completas, 11, 709.
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El cielo se extiende en tersa boveda de joyante seda azul"(end of fourth
paragraph). Change and transformation - "todo pasa" - are absolute
characteristics of the natural world, and time the abstract consequence:
/ s 25
"vida es sucesion; sucesion es tiempo." Imprisoned within the
temporal framework of continuous cosmic transience, man lives his life,
subject of necessity to the universal principles of succession and
change. As in a traditional biographical novel, Azorin undergoes a
series of experiences constituting,in his case, a consistent trajectory
of personal deterioration. Due to his passive, lethargic nature, this
serial pattern is slow and monotonous, lacking the dynamism embodied in
a biographical novel by Dickens, Gald6s or Clarin. This, however, is
deliberate structural practice, faithful to the demands set out by Yuste
in his decree that "la vida no tiene fabula; es diverse, multiforme,
ondulante, contradictoria..."(p.864).
Although the novel's structure is basically serial, it is also
discontinuous and fragmented. This is the second structural attribute
of La voluntad and it reflects the arbitrary fluctuations and vicissi¬
tudes of the protagonist's vital experience. The technique of structur¬
al and temporal fragmentation has become consistent literary practice
in twentieth-century fiction, as illustrated in such novels as Aldous
Huxley's Eyeless in Gaza. Dos Passoe' Manhattan Transfer. Juan Rulfo's
■.'Giro iaramo ; Gomez de la Serna's .1 incongruente. As an embodiment
of theory, this technique contradicts the traditional ideals of a
coherent historical reality, the continuity and unity of the human
25
Gf. the depiction of natural rhythm and time in Aldecoa's
Parte de una historia. studied in part II, chapter III of this thesis.
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personality and the underlying principle of cause and effect. Fragmen¬
tation may be interpreted as a literary form illustrative of existential
fracture and, consequently, of hupan alienation. The denial of temporal
continuity shatters the notion of absolute personality and reduces
consequence to sequence, process to series and identity to relation.
"Separation, diversity - conditions of our existence11 }writes Aldous
2r-
Huxley, in a sentence particularly relevant to a culture which has
come to emphasise social division, scientific fragmentation (cf. Planck)
and metaphysical disunity. Man is conceived of as divided from his
fellow-man, from his own 'self' (a controversial notion), and from any
absolute, transcendental power or ideal. Such is Antonio .zorin's
condition in La voluntad. Disconnection operates on four levels in
the novel: a large time gap is unaccounted for between parts I and II}
the sequence of chapters is sometimes discontinuous; within a single
chapter a number of sections may be juxtaposed in linear isolation;
finally, a single paragraph or grouping of sentences may incorporate a
number of fragments. Yuste favoured the Goncourt brothers for depicting
/
"no ... una vida, sino fragmentos, sensaciones separadas"; Azorin
accordingly portrays an individual whose life is lacking in cohesion
and continuity. An ineffectual, eroded will deprives Azorin, as it does
the whole population of Yecla, of the ability to follow any project
through to an aimed-for end; any movement or activity begun remains
inchoate. His life is consequently "toda esfuerzos sueltos, iniciaciones
paralizadas, audacias frustradas, paradojas, gestos, gritos ..."(p.995).
The separation between past and present and the discontinuity between
2^
"A. Huxley, yeless in Gaza (Penguin, 1963), p. 397.
present and future make Ms life a disjointed process, portrayed through
a technical procedure of disconnection. "La secuencia fragmentada
caracteristica del metodo novelistico de .zorin, producto directo de
su sensibilidad basica, descoyunta la realidad para transformarla en
27
una serie de momentos aislados," Livingstone observes.
The ten-year interval wMch separates parts I and II mirrors the
empty and incohesive form of Azorin's vital progress through time: "en
perpetuo tejer y destejer ... la vida corre inexorable"(p.91?)• He has
achieved nothing since leaving Yecla and fails to settle in Madrid,
where he is to be found stagnating at the beginning of the "Segunda parte".
The lack of cohesion in his life is consistently represented also in the
overall fragmented pattern of the novel's 50 chapters. The disjointed
presentation of chapters in La voluntad may be attributed in part to the
disparate nature of the material with which the novel deals. Some
refer to Justina, the clergy and to minor figures like Quijano the in¬
ventor, whose experience may not be directly related to .. zorin's. There
is, however, a clear and predominant disruptive pattern in the sequential
process of the young protagonist's experience. The breaks between
chapters XI and XIV, part I, may be taken as examples to illustrate this.
When Yuste calmly advocated patience in the face of Puche's decision to
separate Justina from him definitively by sending her to a convent,
•zorin suffered an outburst of anger and indignation which suggested he
might do something positive to prevent it. When he next appears, in
chapter XTTI with Quijano and then in XIV with Yuste, the Justina-topic
is conspicuously absent from the content of those two chapters: continuity
27
Livingstone, Tenia y forma.... p. 235.
"en el esfuerzo" is denied Azorin. Similarly, in part II, chapter V
follows the pre c e ding one with no element of consequence: event succeeds
event in continual isolation. As a result, chapters frequently open
abruptly and in xeclias res. The description of a conversation between
/
.zorin and Yuste in chapter XIV, part I, is followed by that of the young
man's sight-seeing tour of Yecla's monuments with Justina. Between the
two chapters there is a necessary formal sequence, but it is not con¬
sequential: chapter .7, its abrupt, definitive opening suggests, relates
a unit of experience separate, i.e., discontinuous, from those previous:
/
"i oche de Jueves Santo. A las diez, izorin ha ido con Justina a visiter
los monumentos"(p.865). Chapters VI and IX of part II embody a similar
presentation of the action in ;aedias res, although in the latter, the
fragmentary nature of experience is conveyed by a variation in tense-
form. The present tense predominates throughout the novel, but it is
displaced at the beginning of chapter IX, part II, by an emphatic use of
the preterite: "Y este grupo de jovenes entusiastas decidio celebrar
el aniversario de Larra"(p.95l)• Such isolatory procedures suggest the
contingent, incoherent nature of the young protagonist's vital experience.
In a voluntad there are some textual gaps between sections, in
addition to those which separate chapters. Pages 812, 839, 863 and 955
illustrate this formal procedure, the purpose of which seems to be the
evocation of an awkward sense of disjuncture. The pause - "larga pausa"
(p.847) - and moments of terminative silence also separate events and
units of human experience, while conveying at the same time the seise
of natural transience. The dialectic of man's circumstances in the world
/
is thus illustrated. 'Zorin's reply to Yuste, separated by a gap in the
text, is delayed accordingly by a "larga pausa". "La lluvia continua
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persistente. El agua desciende por los tableros de espanto de las
ventanas"(p.863>). Man's contingency is contrasted with nature's un-
equivocality. The pause or temporal interval is at times also suggested
by the use of suspended points, whose importance resides in their evoca¬
tive quality of ellipsis. Those on page 974 (see also pages 821, 825
and 955) correspond formally to the concept expressed in the sentence
they fail to bring to a close: "Yo creo que la vida es el mal," zorin
muses, "y que todo lo que hagamos para acrecentar la vida es fomentar
esta perdurable agonla sobre un atomo perdido en lo infinito ..." Fin¬
ally, fragmentation is present in the syntactical presentation of simple
/
paragraphs or sentence-groups, corresponding to the discontinuity zorin
experiences between even minimal periods of time. Chapters normally
refer to one day in la voluntad. (part I, XV, IX, XXII, part II, IX etc.),
whereas one paragraph may incorporate the event or activities of the
moment. So the disoriented young man's restless agitation is expressed
through the rapid disconnection of the paragraph's syntax: "En dias
como £ste yo siento ansia de esta inercia. Hi pensaraiento parece
abismado en alguna cueva tenebrosa. Me levanto, doy un par de vueltas
por la habitacion como un automata; me siento luego; cojo un libro;
leo cuatro llneas; lo dejo; torao la pluma; pienso estupidamente ante
las cuartillas; escribo seis u ocho frases; me canso; dejo la pluma;
torno a mis reflexiones ..•"fcp.975-6).
An analogy has been drawn between Azorin's technique of discon-
28
nected presentation and early cinematic method. An approach to the
visual, plastic value of much of zorin's writing must be considered a
28 /
ntonio Bestard, "Azorin ante el cinema," Cuadernos Hisnanoa-
menbanos. 226-7 (oct.-npv.1968), pp. 413-22.
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valid, if partial and secondary viewpoint. He in fact published two
books towards the end of his life on the subject of cinema, HI cine v el
momenta (1953) and ::i efi . .oro cine (1955); in the latter he i^ade the
significant comment "como no me habia de atraer el cine, que es el
tiempo en concreto." n accomplished novelist and film-maker, Robbe-
Grillet, has this to say of the inherently temporal nature of the two
art forms: "Le film et le roman se presentent de prime abord sous la
forme de deroulements temporels .... Film et roman se rencontrent en
tout cas aujourd'hui dans la construction d'instants, d'intervalles et
29
de successions ..." The film is the temporal medium par excellence,
30
. . Rendilow agrees. The basis of its form is the separate image,
varied and multiplied to produce a successive structure in time. The
film, through its differentiated multiplicity of images, is a formal
counterpart of that great abstraction, temporal transience. Fragmen¬
tation and disconnection are especially characteristic of the film-form
for, as Robbe-Grillet remarks, while it constructs instants, pauses and
succession it is a necessarily divisive practice: "1*instant nie la
continuite." This analogy, as implemented here, serves as a means of
comparison to enable the reader to visualise the fragmentation in .xorin's
fiction in less abstract terms than the simple act of reading may suggest.
The movement from chapter to chapter may be conceived of as a shift from
scene to scene and from one visual unit to another. Chapter III of part I
opens with a description of Yuste's house vivid in pictorial quality, and
the first nine chapters include descriptive tableaux which set the scene,
29
. Robbe-Grillet, Pour un nouveau roaan. cited pp. I63, 4 and 8.
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accounting for circumstantial detail in a manner which recalls cinematic
technique. The intervals between chapters or events and their fictional
equivalent, units of experience, may resemble those between shots or
images, between which no link of continuity is necessarily required.
Gaps, pauses and suspended points may be conceived of as breaks in a
visual sequence.
The third principal structural attribute of La voluntad is its
inconclusiveness. "La estructura arquitectonica de las primeras novelas
en las que los elementos de una intriga convencional estan presentes pero
quedan intencionalmente sin deserrollar ... produce un tipo de trama
lineal, horizontal que va rematandose sin nunca tener un termino"
(Livingstone, Tern v forma .... p. 210). zorin will subsequently use
the open ending for aesthetic reasons: it is his love of "la belleza de
lo inacabado" which leads him to deliberately deprive La isla sin aurora
(l944), of a conclusive denouement. In the early novels, however, the
open ending is to be seen as conditioned by the author's metaphysical
motivation. In 1914, Uhamuno was to produce a remarkable example of
inconclusive structure in his profoundly philosophical liebla. A
/
similar intention is illustrated in Azorin's La voluntad. where the open
ending correlates to the problems of natural transience, human purpose
and finality.
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The open ending as formal counterpart of vital insecurity may
be found in leading contemporary Spanish novels like Cela's La colmena.
Goytisolo1 s -■a • ivi I ic.jio. aux donae Juii^,:. Aldecoa's xAuAo 00
una historic, and Martin Santos' Tierrpo de ailencio (see below, part II,
chapters 2 and 3). These authors may be seen as the h^irs and refiners
of a thematico-structural convention deriving from Azorin.
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At the formal level, the plot of ha voluntad is denied a definite
/
conclusion. Azorin, in the last chapter of part III, writes in biogra¬
phical vein of his attraction to Tluminada and of the way in which she
manipulates him, as if he were a puppet: "En el fondo, yo siento cierta
complacencia de este automatismo, y me dejo llevar a su antojo"(p.98l).
The chapter ends with the insulting remarks of Ortuho to which Azorin
makes no challenge or reply. What hope can there be for him in the
future? Yet this is not the end of the novel. The author tacks on
a three chapter-long epilogue consisting of three letters from J.
/ '32
Aiartines Ruiz who subsequently visited Azorin in Yecla. This man
re-opens the case-book of Azorin's life and discovers a submissive
individual in the midst of domestic stagnation. Convinced that he is
predetermined, and lacking in purposive imagination and will-power,
Azorin is imprisoned in a present itself deprived of any positive future:
/
present inertia stretches before him ad infinitum. In Antonio Azorin
the protagonist is left in a similar state of limbo. Suffering from a
total deficiency of autotelia. Antonio leaves Petrel for Paris at the
end of part II, but only manages to reach Madrid where he is depicted
at the close of the novel, writing his daily contribution to a newspaper
in which he has no faith. The reader recognises the rejection, in the
interests of fictional realism, of the conventional happy ending, parti¬
cularly in a biographical novel which concludes in marriage. Of the
luckless .zorin Aartinex Ruiz writes: el no hace nada; no escribe ni
/
una linea; no lee apenas ... La mujer es la que lo dispone todo, y
da cuentas, toma cuentas, hace, en fin, lo que le viene en mentes.
The appendage of an epilogue is also found 12 years later in
Unamuno's Hiebla.
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Azorin deja hacer, y vive, vive como una cosa ..."(p.985). Martinez
Ruiz is, surprisingly, not devoid of confidence about Azorin's future.
Such hopes, however, cannot but strike the reader as transparently
specious. The tone of the visitor's closing remarks is totally incon¬
gruous with that which characterised Azorin's own expression, for example
in part III. The element of optimism lies in the narrator, not the
protagonist. The reader is thus left uncomfortably sure that the future
holds nothing good in store for the young Azorin, who remains "un hombre
sin acabar"(p.99l).
A fourth, although only partly developed, characteristic of
La voluntad's structure is an inherent pattern of cyclical recurrence and
repetition. The notion of time and history as cycle is expressed at
the thematic level by both Yuste and Azorin. In addition to Yuste's
much-quoted theory of finite atoms(p.815) and Azorin's questioning
reference to Nietzsche(pp.933-5), there are two other instances in La
voluntad where this particular idea of temporal process appears. hhile
talking to Lasalde shortly before his own death, Yuste proclaims: "Todo
es igual, todo es monotono, todo cambia en la apariencia y se repite en
el fondo a traves de las edades; la Humanidad es un circulo, es una
serie de catastrofes que se suceden identicas, iguales. Esta civili-
zacion europea ... desaparecera como aquella civilizacion romana ..."
(p.888). Then, Azorin applies the Spengler-like theory of cycles to
his contemporary culture and decides, during the visit to Larra's grave,
that "el desolador pesimismo del pueblo griego, el pueblo que creara la
tragedia, resurge en nuestros dias"(p.954). The idea of cyclical
recurrence is insinuated, albeit seminally, in La voluntad's serial
structure. Livingstone (Tema y forma.... p. 210) defines the plot as
linear and horizontal; we prefer the adjective "serial" since it may
account for the possibilities of both linearity and circularity within
a developing structure. Although it is not the obviously fundamental
conditioning factor, as in Dona Ines. the cycle-principle is illustrated
by four instances in the plot, three of 11*0.ch entail the actual repeti¬
tion of similar circumstances. At the end of chapter XT of part I,
when he has heard of Puch4*s refusal to let him marry Justina, the
hitherto reflective and subdued /.zorin suddenly becomes enraged, "nervioso,
iracundo, ... tremulo de indignacion"(p.85l), as a result of Yuste's
blithely advocating self-control and patience in the face of such
adversity. This isolated outbreak of Nietzschean self-affirmation is
the only punctuation of the otherwise monotonous period described in
part I. In the less extensive, but texturally similar second part -
part II is 47 pages long, less than half of the first part's 104 pages, -
.. zorin again breaks the monotony of his predominant, submissive depres¬
sion with a similar outburst of self-assertion. The scene occurs in
"el cafe de Revuelta", where the young journalist has been steadily
getting more and more intoxicated with the aid of a bottle of aguardiente.
Pondering on the mediocrity and stupidity of Castilian provincial life,
he comes to the conclusion that "Hay que romper la vieja tabla de valores
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morales, como decia Nietzsche. Y Azorin, en pie, ha gritado: i Viva
la Imagenl [Viva el irror! [Viva lo Inmoral!"(p.930). There is a
similar emotional foundation to both protests, as there is a common
philosophical basis, that of Nietzschean individual will-power. A
/
second instance of repetition involves Yuste and ^zorin. In chapter V
of the first part of the novel, Yuste receives a cultural review con-
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taining an article written by a previous colleague of his who has failed
to mention his name in the credits: "en este estudio ... Yuste ha visto
omitido su nombre, maliciosamente, envidiosamente ..."(p.823). This
/
makes the master reflect on the frivolous egoism of social man. Azorin
finds himself in identical circumstances some years later, when a fellow
journalist, reporting the dinner celebrated on the occasion of the pub¬
lishing of Olaiz's latest novel, deliberately suppresses any reference
✓ /
to .zorin's presence there because he, Azorin, had forgotten to greet
/
him recently in the street: "Azorin ve con sorpresa que se nombra a
todos los que en la comida hablaron, a todos sin faltar uno, menos a el,
al propio Azorin"(p.93l)• His reaction is similar to Yuste's; he
draws the conclusion that "hay en todos una susceptibilidad, un orgullo
y un egoismo extraordinarios"(p.932). Azorin does in fact recall a
precedent for this event, probably those very circumstances in which
Yuste was slighted: ::Yo recuerdo que hace anos, en un periodico en que
dominaba un literato tenido por insigne, se copiaban los surnarios de una
/
revista literaria, y al copiarlos suprimian el nombre de un escritor,
colaborador de esta revista, que tiempo atras habia molestado con su
satira al literato insigne"(p.93l)• It is significant, perhaps, that,
after comparing his situation with that of the satyrist of "hace ahos",
Azorin immediately and in the same chapter thinks of cosmic determinism
and the Nietzschean proposal of the Vuelta Kterna (p.933-5). He may
feasibly be relating this theory to his recent empirical experience.
At the end of part X, when Yuste has died and Justina taken her
/
vows, the lonely /-.zorin is occasionally visited by Iluminada. This
robust, jovial and energetic young woman exercises a fascination over
/
Azorin, who sees in her a compensation for his own lack of will-power.
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He considers that "Hay en el mundo personas destinadas a vivir la mitad,
la tercera parte, la cuarta parte de la vida; hay otras, en cambio,
destinadas a vivir dos, cuatro, ocho vidas," and includes himself
among the former category. A realistic appreciation of his personal
deficiencies leads him to the conclusion that "vivo media vida, y es
probable que sea Iluminada quien vive una y media, es decir, una suya
y media que me corresponde a mi ... Asi me explico la sugestion que
/ /
ejerce sobre mi ..." Azorin then proceeds to entertain a thought which
must strike the reader as poignantly ironical in retrospect, for he
imagines being married to Iluminada, thus unwittingly predicting the
adverse circumstances in which he is to find himself when the novel
closes. He hopefully proposes that "si yo me casara con ella, la
unidad psicologica estaria completa; yo continuaria viviendo media vida,
como hasta aqui, y ella me continuaria haciendo este favor inmenso, el
mas alto que puede darse, de ayudarme a vivir, de vivir por ml"(p.902).
More than ten years later, after leaving Madrid where he worked as a
journalist (part II), J.zorln returns to El Pulpillo where Iluminada
lives. In the scene of their reunion he discovers that she has lost
none of the power which so attracted him to her: "la veo ante mi
fuerte y jovial"(p.979). He eventually marries her, although the
circumstances of their union are not as prosperous, nor the "favour"
she does him so "immense", as he predicted years before. Hen-pecked
/
and bullied by a scheming and authorative wife, "Azorin deja hacer y
vive como una cosa"(p.935). His return to Yecla and Iluminada illus¬
trates a process of temporal cycle and recurrence. An admirable
commentary of the circumstances is afforded by a passage in .Diario de
/
un enfermo which might serve as a detailed glessary of Azorin and
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Iluminada's relationship. "Hay fuerzas misteriosas, poderosas fuerzas,
que atraen irresistiblemente a dos seres - hombre, rnujer - que se ven
/
por primera vez en la calle, en un teatro, en un tranvia ... Pasan
los dias, pasan los meses, pasan los anos ... Una tarde, una nanana,
una noche, rapidamente, al cruzar una plaza, al pasar en un coche, se
renueva el encuentroj y vuelve, andando, el tiempo a renovarse ... AQae
fuerza misteriosa las impulsa una hacia otra?" (where "las" refers to
the vidas of the man and woman in question) (p.699). Mysterious deter¬
minism and temporal 'renovation' are as much characteristics of Azorln's
experience with Iluminada as they are of the situation described in the
Sick Man's diary, although a sense of tragedy replaces the romanticism
of the diazy scene.
A fourth example of the repetition of similar circumstances is
suggested at the very end of La voluntad. Martinez Ruiz considers the
possibility that a second volume of Azorin's biography might be written,
/
under the title of La segunda vida de Antonio ..zorin. "Esta segunda
vida sera como la primera: toda esfuerzos sueltos, iniciaciones para-
lizadas, audacias frustradas, paradojas, gestos, gritos ..."(p.995).
Although time cannot return as an exact reproduction of itself, this
being precluded by the absoluteness of transience, it can repeat situa¬
tions formally similar to previous ones. This will be illustrated on a
grand scale in Dona Ines. in which the heroine undergoes experiences
bearing a surprising resemblance to those lived centuries before by
dona Beatriz, but not without variations on the original form. It is
/
in this sense of repetition, not return, that Martinez Ruiz suggests a
cyclical continuation of zorin's life-pattern. The general metaphysi¬
cal implications of the theory of cyclical recurrence are ambiguous: it
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ensures continuity, but prolongs all cosmic mediocrity ad infinitum.
With specific reference to La voluntad. cyclical tin®, with its promise
of continuation, offers the frightening prospect of perpetuating the
mediocrity central to zorin's first "life". For, if nothing good came
of the first, what guarantee is there that any advantage will be gained
from the second? The idea of world development in a process of cycles
is thus as metaphysically disheartening as that of an open-ended universe.
The four dominant structural characteristics of La voluntad
/
express at the formal level Azorin's critical experience of life as an
essentially problematical reality. With particular reference to the
temporal dimension of existence, to which he is especially sensitive,
/
zorin's vital disorientation is illustrated by the relentless, disjointed
and purposeless stricture of his progressive experience. In organic
correspondence, the novel's form and content constitute a sound represen¬
tation of the author's predominantly time-centred, pessimistic Weltan¬
schauung. Although an escape from the dilemma would be realised in
later novels through abstraction in Art, La voluntad is an intense exer¬
cise in the expression of human insecurity and distraction through the
medium of the chronomorph.
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PART II
The Hovel in the Poet-Civil War Period,
A central feature of the post-Civil War novel in Spain is the
continuing manipulation and consequent refinement of chronomorphic
technique. The expression of newly acquired or adopted ideologies
entails the selection of an appropriate form itself equally novel or
sophisticated. This process of technical consolidation and amplification
continues to manifest itself in the novel of the present day.
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CHAPTER I.
Cyclical and Relative Time in
Camilo Jose Cela's Pabellon de Renoso.
albert Einstein's Theory of Relativity is an outstanding example
of the radical reappraisal of the subject of time and motion which has
taken place in the twentieth century. As such it is a singular
illustration of contemporary science's general rejection of traditional
beliefs and values.^ A writer who wished to account for this particular
shift in thought lias had at his disposal a formal medium most suited to
the purpose since it is probably through the framework of the novel, a
chronomorphous structure, that the theme of time can be most concretely
expressed. The principles of Relativity have indeed been reflected in
certain forms of the novel. Shermann Eoff lias ambitiously sought a
correspondence between the scientific theory and philosophical premises
2
of the Relativists and literary artefact and ideology in Unamuno's work.
The present study will attempt to illustrate a similar correspondence
with Einsteinian theory in Camilo Jose Cela's Pabellon de reposo.
Cela's second novel Pabellon de repoeo. written in 1943 and
3
published in the following year, has attracted considerable critical
notice. Eugenio de Nora and Juan Luis Alborg refer to it cursorily,
whilst Jose . laria Sanchez Silva, Zamora Vioeate and Victorino Polo
^See above, pages 14-15, for fuller comment.
2
Eoff, The hodern Spanish Novel, pp. 136-212.
3Reference will be made to the Destino edition of Pabellon de
roposo. published in Barcelona, 1952.
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Garcia deal with the novel in greater depth.^ The most penetrating and
illuminating criticism of Pabellon de reooso has been advanced by David
Foster and Paul Ilie, both of whom direct systematic attention to the
5
formal technique employed by the author. In fact, this novel can be
considered from one point of view as a formal experiment, in accordance
with Cela's own prefatory declaration: "Pabellon de reposo es un intento
...de desenmarcacion de la circunstancia del tiempo que la constrine y del
espacio que la atenaza. in el la accion es nula y la linea argumental
tan debil, tan sutil, que a veces se escapa de las manos" (p. 9).
Paul Ilie has most perceptively observed the relevance of Cela's
deliberate "preocupacion tecnica" (p. 9) to the correlation between the
novel's unusual structure and the requirements of internal chronology:
"Consideremos...Pabellon de reposo." he writes, "donde la accion es
virtualmente inexistente, y donde hay una considerable uniformidad de
tono con tan solo una variacion parcialmante discernible en las actitudes
de los personajes. Se trata de un grupo de personas sin sitio a donde
ir, sin posibilidad de caminar, sin nada que hacer, y confinados en su
mayor parte en soledad. Es evidente que no cabe hablar de "accion" o
traaa. Esto supone la ausencia de una sucesibn de acontecimientos, lo
que a su vez provoca la proscripcion del tiempo cronologico." Since the
absence of a consecutive structure implies the negation of linear time,
Ilie suggests that "Cela esta mas interesado en (esta) simultaneidad que
^ora, La aovela espanola contemooranea. 11, 2 (Madrid: Gredos,
1958). Alborft, Hora actual de la novela espanola. 1 (Madrid: Taurus,
1953). Sanchez Silva, "C.J. Cela: Pabellon de reooroArriba. Madrid,
9 de abril, 1944. Zamora Vicente, Canilo Jose Cela (Acercamiento a un
escrltor)(Madrid: Gredos, 1962). Polo Garcia, Un novel!eta contemporaneo
(Mureia: Universidad, 1967).
^Foster, Forms of the Novel in the Works of Camllo Jose Cela.
(University of Missouri Press Studies, XUII, 1967). I lie.' La novulistica
de Camil-- Jere Cela (Madrid: Gredoe, 1963).
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en la secuencia" of events. In this he is supported by Poster, for
when it is a possible conclusion that "Cela's novel is a series of
momentary realities that the structure of the novel attempts to make
7
appear simultaneous J' Foster also proposes that the seven chapters of
each part of the novel be read in inverted order and deduces a theory of
reversible time: this we reject as ultimately unfounded.
The aim of this study is to offer some additional explanation of
the novel's formal arrangement. We suggest that there is a fundamental
principle of composition deriving from and reflecting a time-value which
is part of the pattern of life depicted in the novel: a cyclical process
of time. If this is accepted, the form ceases to appear arbitrarily
mechanical and may be regarded as a necessary and organic correspondence
with the subject matter. We shall also attempt to relate the expression
of time to the broader context of life in the sanatorium by considering
it as a symptom of and response to the lack of a metaphysical absolute
in the patients' world.
A key to the understanding of Cela's method of composition in
Pabellon de reposo and its relation to chronology is to be found in the
final section of the "Inteimedio", which expounds a theory concerned with
the relativity of history, time, space and events. The narrator's
cousin Anton expresses the belief that "ai corriesanos mas que la luz
podriamos ver la Historia" (p. 119). The narrator accepts the
suggestion as plausible: "Pues si", and proceeds to elaborate on Anton's
proposal. Two conclusions emerge from the ensuing page of theorizing.
6 '
Hie, La novelistica.... pp. 60 and 83.
7
Foster, Forms of the Hovel.... p. 43.
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First, movement forward at this hypothetical velocity through history,
time and space would eventually lead interested parties to witness
circumstances which have already occurred, according to a cyclic principle
/ , /
of temporal recurrence: "aprotariamos el paso para correr mas y mas, y
tiempo Hegaria en que, aun mas adelante, nos encontrariamos con dias
mas antiguos." The second conclusion is not explicit but a logical
deduction. The narrator imagines that "si pudieramos gabpar aun mas
< /
de prisa que la luz..., saldriamos de hoy e iriamos corriendo hacia
/ / ✓
adelante, pasando en nuestra carrera los dias que aun andan unos detras
de otros, como siempre, cosidos a su destino, por el espacio." As a
result of travelling at a greater speed than that with which the events
of history occur, "our" perception of those days and events would be
modified according to the relativity of the two systems of reference:
the faster "our" motion, the more slowly the events would appear to move.
In the same way, they would appear to get closer together until, instead
of distinguishing any horizontal order of motion and succession in their
occurrence, "we" would see them all vertically superimposed, over-lapping
or piled statically one on top of another. "Our" impression, that is,
would be that the events were the simultaneous parts of a whole motionless
process, in addition to their forming part of a cycle.
The relativity of the point of view or system of reference is a
principle which applies to the reader of the novel and Cela's experiment
demands serious and imaginative participation from him. Paul Ilie has
/ /
commented on "esta fascinante teoria, adaptacion imaginativa de la
/
fisica einsteiniana," and convincingly asserts that "ayuda considerable-
8
mente a comprender lo que ^Jelg7 ha hecho en esta novela." To adopt
ie, La novelistica.... p. 82.
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the terms of Anton's and. the narrator's hypothesis, the reader, like
Anton, is in a frame of reference where time for him moves faster than
it does in the sanatorium. Since his standpoint is relative, life there
appears slow, even static, to him: what may be dynamic in one system may
appear static to the observers situated in an outside, more-quickly moving
system. With this idea as our starting point, we can regard (i) cyclical
time and (ii) the relativity of events as they appear to external witnesses
situated in a different frame of reference as fundamentals of the life¬
style depicted in Pabellon de reposo. They are also factors of great
importance to the novel's composition since they refer to and affect the
reader's point of view.
Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity was published in 1905 and
has subsequently became an integral part of twentieth century physical
theory. The Special Theory comprises the author's laws of motion, his
basic principles of the relativity of distance, time and mass, and his
deductions from these principles. Yet it is a universal law of science,
derived from Copernicus and adapted by the Belativists, which must first
concern us here: that the structure of the Universe is to be conceived
of in terms of rotation and orbit. For Einstein, our universe is
finite and spherical; the concentration of matter in it produces a
curvature of space and time. "The combined distortions produced by all
the incomputable masses of matter in the universe cause the continuum
/Einstein's 4-dimensional world/ to bend back on itself in a great closed
cosmic curve," comments Lincoln Barnett, thus defining the fundamental
9
explanation of the macrocosmos. So, the earth rotates daily about its
g
Lincoln Barnett, The Universe and Br. Einstein. The Meaning of
Time. Space and Matter (London:Collins, 1956), p. 100.
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axis, at the rate of 1.000 miles an hour, and annually about the sun at
the rate of 20 miles a second, two basic cosmic functions.
Cela adopts this theory in the scientific hypothesis offered by
Anton, and fuses literary fiction and principles of physics in + abellon
de reposo. Shermann doff has proposed that some of Unamuno's experiments
with the form of the novel may be related to the theory of Relativity.
If we remain constantly mindful of the tenuous nature of the links between
the scientific and the artistic disciplines, we may accept more readily
the suggestion of a correspondence between that theory and literary form
in Ceia'o novel, with its clear and incontrovertible exposition of those
ideas by Anton, than in Unamuno's work, about which doff offers a highly
imaginative but somewhat controversial thesis. ^ Cela's novel, which
contains in its very text the theoretical substantiations of its
structure, is, one suspects, a conscious, and therefore more confident
and less experimental exercise in literary creation. It is, indeed,
11
this clarity and poise, pace Torrente Ballester, which characterises
the technical practice of post-Civil War novelists who have both
assimilated the ideologies and acquired the means of formal expression
which the thinkers and writers of the pre-iar period (1900-36) had
sought to promote in a wave of collective innovation. The influence
of the theory of Relativity on the novel in Spain must ultimately remain
a matter of conjecture, but it may be confidently assumed that after
10
doff, The Modern Spanish Hovel. The analogy which doff
postulates between Baroja and 3ergson seems similarly recherche.
11
Torrente Ballester, reference cited above, page 46.
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the War this relation was perceived with clarity. In Pabellon de
renoso Cela explicitly respects the essential premise of the universe as
sphere. He correctly refers to the earth's rotations: "el mundo,
impasible a la congoja, sigue dando vueltas por el espacio, obediente
a las complicadas leyes de la mecanica celeste" (p. 210). This sentence
occupies a key-position, at the very end of the novel, to remind the reader,
as it were, of the actual world's basic property. On one other occasion
an inmate, number 11, muses on how "el cielo refleja en sus honduras el
claro misterio de la complicada y alboratada mecanica celeste" (p. 177),
an idea central to the novel's content. Fourteen years later, in a
few-Year edition of Papeles de Son Armadans. Cela expressly indicates
the temporal implication of the cyclical cosmic process: "volvio a
girar la rueda del ano mudadizo, volvio a crujir...el isocro.no taladar
del tornillo del tiempo" (PSA. IV, 10 £\95TJ , 3). His at least
summary acquaintance with the laws of physics is attested by these
references and Anton'b proposal.
The notion of cycle in the theory of Relativity differs from
that expounded by Aaorin, for example, in its inclusion of considerations
of both time and space. The view of the world as a time-space continuum
- (the hyphen is of paramount importance in this phrase) - aims at an all-
embracing explanation of physical reality which is more complete than
/
Toynbee or Aaorin's exclusively time-concerned attitude. Cela accounts
for temporal and spatial factors in Anton's theory. He employs the
basic principle of world-rotation in his depiction of the world in
^2In 1959, for example, Tomas Salvador published a well-substantiated,
sophisticated science-fiction novel, entitled La Nave, portraying the
abstract nature of temporal reality and experience in macrocosmic space.
It too suggests a cyclical principle as a fundamental property of physical
time and space. Shim, the space-ship's principle man of letters, writes:
"diriase que estoy dando vueltas a una rueda sin fin..." (Barcelona: JJestino,
1959, p. 82).
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PabrHon de reposo, and then expands it with Ms cousin's hypothesis of
spatio-temporal relativity. The Relativists' fundamental assertion,
that there is no such tMng as a fixed interval of time independent of
the system to which it is referred^is reflected in Anton's claim that by
moving at speeds superior to the velocity of light, (i.e. to those in an
established system), our perception of events in that system from our
new frame of reference would consequently vary. The hypothesis that
Cela proposes is scientifically impossible, but, he hopes, imaginatively
conceivable. What he does is to invite the reader to imagine the
relativity of the microcosm of the "Pabellon" to the macrocosm of the
outside world, from which it is distinguished, and likewise to appreciate
the relativity of his, i.e. the reader's, 'public' system of reference to
the sanatorium-inmates' 'private' system.
/ /
^ /
Tio Pablo, in Azorin's Dona Ines. had already expressed a
hypothesis of the relativity of the world's motion and temporal medium
in 1925. In one of Pablo's dreams, God, referred to as "el Senor" or
"el literno", informed him that man's world is but like a speck of sand
falling from his hand through space and that the two or three seconds
required for the sand to fall are for roan a thousand years or more:
"esos dos o tres segundos son vuestros millares de siglos..." (Qbras....
IV, 806-7). Cela gives renewed expression to the essential idea of
time being relative to the frame of reference, but also translates it
into the medium of the novel's form in an attempt to create a balanced
and internally coherent work. Pabellon de reposo may, in short, be
seen as an artefact which is meant to account in its various structural
dimensions for the multiple aspects of the theme or idea it purports to
express. The novel appears as a most complete embodiment of the
principle of cosmic relativity.
An analogy has frequently been drawn, usually in imprecise and
uncritical terms, between Cela's Pabellon de repo s.o and Thomas Harm's
The -.untie ;iounta_n: Paul I lie is the only critic, to date, to have
supported his assertions with detailed allusion to both texts. Certain
basic promises on which the argument of this chapter is based may appear
to be further substantiated by some material in liana's novel, with which
1*5
Pabellon de reooso bears a remarkable, if not suspect, resemblance,
Time is the essential theme of The .Sflgic Mountain and ilaas Castorp the
14
hero's favourite subject of philosophical inquiry. The young
intellectual draws two conclusions which are decisively relevant to our
intenpretation of Cela's novel. Time and motion, he decides, may be
interpreted in dual terms of circularity and imobility. "Now is not
then, here not there," Hans reflects, "for between them lies motion,
3ut the motion by which one measures time is circular, is in a closed
circle, and might almost equally well be described as rest, as cessation
of movement - for the there repeats itself constantly in the here, the
past in the present" (p, 437), As has been indicated, "time", "circle"
and "cessation of movement" are three aspects of that complex of
reality which characterises the tuberculosis centre in Cela's novel, A
further point of analogy is provided by the general comments which the
narrator makes in The Magic fountain. He, or l\ana the author at one
remove, explains the novel's underlying principle, just as Cela does in
the "Intermedio" of Pabellon de reooso. Harm inquires: "If today's
1\he question of plagiarism falls outside the scope of this
study,
14
deference is made to H,T. Lowe Porter's translation of Mann's
novel (London: Martin Seeker, 1927 )
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now... was not easy to distinguish from yesterday's, the day before's
or the day before that's, which were all as like each other as the same
number of peas, was it not also capable of being confused with the now
which had been in force a month or a year ago, was it not also likely
to be mingled and rolled round in the course of that other, to blend with
it into the always?" To this discussion of the ideas of temporal
synthesis, eternity and timelessness, the narrator adds a hypothesis
based on the theory of Relativity:
It would not be hard to imagine the existence of creatures
perhaps upon smaller planets than ours, practising a miniature
time economy in whose brief span and tripping gait of our second
hand would possess the tenacious spatial economy of our hand
that marks the hours. And, contrariwise, one can conceive of
a world so spacious that its time system too has a majestic
stride, and the distinctions between "still", "in a little
while", "yesterday", "tomonW are, in its economy, possessed
of hugely extended significance. That, we say, would be not
only conceivable, but, viewed in the spirit of a tolerant
relativity...might be considered legitimate, sound, even
estimable (pp. 688-9).
An appendage to this idea of spatio-temporal relativity is offered by
Hans' probing enquiry into "the whole order of tilings, for instance the
size of the earth, the time it takes to revolve on its own axis and about
the sun, the division between day and night, summer and winter - in short,
the whole cosmic rhythm" (p. 525), notions which are also fundamental to
Cela's novel. These passages from Mann's chef d'oeuvre serve to sub¬
stantiate the ideas of temporal cycle, stasis and relativity upon which
our interpretation of Pabellon de reooso is based.
A preliminary survey of the inmates' existential positions
provides a general context in which to consider the sanatorium's time-
pattern. The novel is a portrayal of the patients' experience of life
in the hospital and of the critical circumstances in which they find
themselves. Their existence is characterised primarily by the
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prevalence of mind over physical action. Confined (cf. "echados",
p. 209) to beds and chaise-lon/gue3. their lack of physical mobility is
compensated by a surrender to the arabesque-like, spiral forms of mental
distraction. They are acutely conscious of their physical condition
and are imprisoned in a vicious circle of experience since their
individual infirmities serve to heighten their psychological awareness
of pain and suffering in general. Within their world of impressions,
sensations and meditations, a sense of wistful nostalgia predominates,
distracting the mind from the present predicament and affording relief
in an escape to the past. Number 52 exclaims: ";Que gusto ir
acordandonos de todoi", and would like "una memoria tan amplia y tan
lisa como una bahxa" (p. 26-7). 'B', in chapter VII, writes his
letters while resting in bed, "y esta paz me fcrae a la memoria lejanos
/
y dulces sucesos de mi juventud, cuyo recuerdo perdiase ya en la
lejania de los anos" (p. 107). But memory is merely an escape from the
ineluctable psychological reality of the present: "uno vuelve, a lo
mejor de repente, como sin darse cuenta, a la realidad" (p. 29). This
reality is illness, suffering and "la cruel presencia de la muerte"
(p. 151). Number 11 writes to his fiancee: "la vida del sanatorio me
pesa como una losa en la espalda" (p. 30), using an image suggestive of
death which also appears on pages 40 and 118. His attitude is typical
of the inmates' response to conditions in "el lento y desesperanzado
1 R
'Pabell6n'." Their reactions to this claustrophobic imprisonment
range from subdued boredom, melancholic resignation and impatience to
morbid perplexity, frenzied frustration and hysteria, but the essential
15 yCela's own comment in "Nota a esta edicion "of the novel,
p. 11.
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psychological note is of defenceless anxiety and fear in the face of the
ultimate reality: death, a transcendental threat, overpowering and all-
encompassing, an inexorable and inescapable pressure.
Potential spiritual remedies or consolations such as hope,
courage, mutual human understanding and compassion are all shown to be
ultimately ineffectual, temporary measures. The lack of any human,
relative and immanent value to counter the patients' anguish suggests
the need for an absolute in which they might confide, a transcendental
moral ideal. Unhappily, they can find no rational acceptance of their
fate, they can subordinate themselves to no justifiable world-plan:
the inmates' dread is as inexplicable by reason as it is insoluble and
they are continuous prey to their consciousness of this irrationality.
They are thus indignantly reproachful in denouncing their lot: what is,
should not be, Number 37 protests that "a los muertos no se les debiera
enterrar: es cruel" (p. 43) and number 11 directs his criticism towards
God: "<iPor que, Dios mio, no nos dices lo que hemos de durar; no nos
/ / /
envias un angel mensajero que nos dijese 'tienes aun por delante quince
<+* * / /
anos, o quince meses o quince dias tan solo, o no mas que quince horas'?"
(p. 31).
The traditional absolute of Christian faith at first seems a
likely source of comfort. God's existence is acknowledged by all seven
/
inmates. Number 52 recognises that "Dios me castigaria si yo intentara
este cambio con el pobre cocinero" (p. 30) whose good health he envies.
However, He is not presented as a benevolent power but rattier as a
detached authority, reluctant to intervene in His children's favour, even
heavy-handed. Number 40 frenziedly clings to the precious seconds of
life "con una furia que Dios me quiera perdonar" (p. 67)J number 103's
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wish to believe in divine goodness is insecurely founded on an underlying,
intrusive suspicion that God's benevolence is just a fiction: "Quiero
pensar que Dios es aun muy bueno, infinitamente bueno. Quiero pensar
/ / / /
que Dios...hara llegar algun dia a esos ojos abstraidos la sinceridad,
la evidente sinceridad de esta sonriente y complicada mirada mla que
galopa camino de la tierra...Por lo menos, prefiero pensarlo" (p. 92).
/ /
In part 1, number 11 declares that "Dios existe, amada mia de ml corazon,
y esta de nuestra parte. Tengamos confianza" (p. 78), but the continued
experience of life and death in the sanatorium eventually wears down his
optimistic faith, until in part II he can only tell his beloved that
"Existe Dios...pero no esta de nuestra parte" (p. 178). Two textual
references even suggest that it is notGod who supervises the world's
activity but that all is subject to an impersonal, impassive, mathematical
formula. Number 11 refers to "la complicada y alboratada mecanica
celeste" (p. 177), an image which also closes the novel on a note of
helplessness: "el mundo, impasible a la congoja, sigue dando vueltas
por el espacio, obediente a las complicadas leyes de la mecanica celeste"
(p. 210). As we have suggested, this theory is borrowed from modern
Western physics and translated into the literary medium.
The inmates are thus deprived of any solid, stable link with
creation or the wider conscience of the universe. Theirs is the dilemma
of modern man alienated from the Other and reduced to his insufficient
Self (Astronomy and physics even suggest that there is no Other)» "Como
caminantes sin rumbo" (p. 27), the patients have no vital purpose or
secure sense of direction; their life is reduced to 'being' since they
have nothing to 'become'. The only future certainly in the 'Pabellon'
is an absurd and finite barrier, death, a realization which reduces life
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to a negative condition. Number 37, doubting and confused, wonders
"iSera la Gloria un extasis, -una contemplacion como creemoe los
cristianos? I Sera una ampliacion de los tremendos placeres de la tierra,
/
como suponen los aahometanos? <! Sera un hacerse Nada y encontrar en la
negacion la ansiada felicidad, como piensan los indios?" (p. 145).
Number 103 imparts the bare, inhospitable truth that "una se muere
lenta, pero inexorableniente, como la humanidad entera. No hace falta
estar enferma; basta con haber nacido" (p. 91). Such pessimism
illustrates Nioolay Berdyaev's statement that "Being which inclines
towards death is anxiety, and anxiety is being which inclines towards
16
death." It is such emphatic fatalism and tragic consciousness which
prompts us to consider as quite misguided J.L. Alborg's opinion that
"el relato no se desarrolla...dentro de un clima de dramatlsmo o
desesperacion sino en un remanso de suavidad y de lirismo."^ On the
contrary, the patients' tubercular condition and anguished obsession
with suffering and death are fundamentally pessimistic, as is the
novel's tone, in keeping with the author's description of its
18
"pretendidamente mantenida angustia".
The inmates' experience of time is a primary source of their
desp&ir. weighed down by memory and bereft of a positive vision of the
future, their existence is reduced to a prevalent condition of tension
combined with inertia and temporal stasis which they experience in "las
16
Berdyaev, The Beginning and the i&td (London: Geoffrey Bles,
1952), p. 212.
17
Alborg, hora actual de le novela esnanola. p. 88.
18 /
C.J. Cela.P&bellon de reposo. " Nota a esta edicion",
p. 12.
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horas eternas, lentas, treniendas del pabellon" (p. 33). The critical
question of time is foremost in their ideology: "se hallan enfrentados
con la terrible realidad de la existencia del tiempo a despecho de la
/ 1Q
ausencia de cronologia." Lacking any objective, and deprived of any
hope in the Christian after-life, they cannot experience time as a
Linear process, nor is time ever presented as such in the novel. We
have proposed that this fictional world's basic time pattern is the
cycle of eternal repetition.
We may now refer in detail to the cyclical features of life in
relation to the sanatorium. Outside, there is the cycle of nature as
/
one month follows another,The novel begins in "los primeros dias de
julio" (p. 23)."el mes de julio que llega trayenaonos hasta aqui su
poquito de calor" (p. 25). This is the natural season when "el ganado
se va, escapando de la sequia" (p. 23). The motif of drought and heat
appears on two other occasions, as an indication, possibly a symbol, of
nature's dynamic progression : in chapters III of each part, number
14's agent informs him first, that "la sequia esta arruinando la
cosecha" (p. 57) and second, during autumn, that "la sequia ha arruinado
la cosecha" (p. 159). The second part of the novel begins in autumn,
"mala epoca el otono" (p. 128), and closes in "los primeros dias de
noviembre..,, los meses de invierno" (p. 209-10). This is the time
when "el ganado vuelve (cur stress), escapando de las nieves" (p. 209).
The novel finishes with the arrival of winter, that is, at the end of
nature's annual cycle. Nature's daily cyclical repetition is described
by number 40 who looks out at the city in the distance and remarks on
the routine sequence of night and day: "aquellas /Juces/ han muerto poco a poco
con muerte vulgar, lenta y cotidiana, todas las noches igualmente exacta,
19
Ilie, 0£. cit., p. 84.
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identicamente repetida" (p. 65). .-lien the narrator subsequently
accounts for number 40's last days alive, he refers to the same natural
✓ /
environment: "Pasaron algunos dias. El sol siguio saliendo cada
V / / /
manana, timido a veces, asustado del invierno, siguio poniendose cada
tarde, vencido por la prisa; la horas pasaron lentas, unas detras de
las otras, por riguroso turno" (ourstress) (p. 167). Nature's cycle
of lunar and solar rhythms is a tangible consequence of that cosmic
geometrical process which governs the earth's endless movement along
its orbit: "el mundo...sigue dando vueltas por el espacio..." (p. 210).
Within the sanatorium there is a second time-pattern related to
the patients* mental world, which iB a variant on the cycle. Berdyaev
divides the functions of time into three categories: cosmic, historical
20
and existential; the inmates' temporal reality is of the third
category, situated within a framework of the first. Some significant
phrases are used to define the characters' psychic activity. Their
conversation "por regla general gira sobre el eterno e inagotable tema
de la enfermedad" (p. 118): the patients are fated to spend "toda una
vida dando vueltas alrededor de un sintoma" (id.), i.e. that of
tuberculosis; 'C.' writes to his fiancee "sigo dando vueltas en mi
mente a la idea...de nuestra boda." The predominant mental dimension
of their existence functions in spiral form. Number 40 sadly confesses
/
"es dificil andar y andar, como sin rumbo, girando eternamente en
redondo, como una peonza maldita, condenada al mareo para la etemidad"
(p. 172). Is it mere coincidence that she refers to the sanatorium as
"este Centro" (p. 171) when both the author and number 14 make use of
the seminal phrase "centro del mundo"? "Que ningun enfermo,,,se crea
20
Berdyaev, The Beginning and the End, p. 206.
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el centro del mundo" warns the author, while interrupting chapter VI of
part I, and the patient sometimes wonders "si no sera egoismo nuestra
postura, si no sera que todos nos creemos un poco el centro del mundo"
(p. 157). The patients' psychological existence is thus described as
a revolving process within nature's macrocosmic cycle, i.e. as one
cycle within another.
The circle/centre thane illustrates the idea of relativity. The
relevance of Anton's hypothesis may be perceived here in relation to
the dichotomy of private and public contexts of life depicted in the
novel. In relation to the world outside, the inmates' pattern of
experience will appear slow, if not static. To the doctors, nurses
and independent observers - including the reader -, the patients'
existence may appear immobile when viewed from a frame of reference where
time moves more quickly. Although both systems may be rotating, one
may appear to the other to be moving slowly.
The inmates' experience of time within the sanatorium is twofold.
First, they are subject to a fearful, sometimes frantic awareness of time's
inexorable transience: "Y el tiempo, esa cosa que nadie sabe lo que es,
pasa fatalmente sobre nosotros. Ahora soy ya mas viejo, estoy ya mas
muerto que hace s6lo unos segundos, cuando escribia la 'Y' con la que
empieaa este parrafo" (p. 133). These thoughts, number 52's, are
analogous with number 103's anguished complaint that "en mis azules
venas leo el designio de fatalidad del raudo agotarse del calendario"
(p. 186). Number 40 sees a symbol of time's objective transience in
the faded colour of her clothing: "el 40 de mis panuelos...es ahora de
/
un rojo desvaido, como roes;; parece como si hubiera pasado por una
grave enfermedad" (p. 163). Second, and more common]y, the patients
experience time as a dead-weight, static and immobile: "el tiempo se
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ha parado definitiv&nente sobre nosotros" (p. 127) and "el mundo esta
parade como un muerto" (p. 177). Their own abulia and passivity are
highlighted at the very beginning of the novel, set in deliberate
contrast with nature's vital dynamism: "el ganado se va, escapando...y
se lleva lejos." The verb forms used to describe the patients indicate
their indolence: "Siguen echados en sus 'chaise-longues', mirando para
el cielo, tapados con sus mantas,...pensando en ai enfermedad" (p. 23).
A sense of monotony and tedium pervades the sanatorium's atmosphere,
creating "un ambiente dulce y pausado" (p. 107); "el aire no se mueve
y hasta las moscas parecen estar aletargados" (p. 38). Aware as they
may sometimes be of concrete temporal transience, the patients eventually
succumb to the environmental apathy and experience time as something
abstract, imprecise and lethargic. Number 52 keeps a four-year old
newspaper in a coat-pocket, a symbol of persistence and immobility (p. 27).
Also, he originally enters the hospital to spend only two months there,
"estos cortos dos meses que nos esperan" (p. 30); the more he thinks about
them, the less precise his idea of calendar chronology becomes: "dos
meses solamente, dos meses, como dos libros, dos sillas, dos naranjas,
como nos decian en la clase de Aritmetica" (p. 31). By the time autumn
/
arrives, he confesses "aquellos breves dos meses que nos habiamos marcado
como meta de nuestra cura se han esfumado ya en el saco triste y
rebosante de los malos recuerdos. jQue le vamos a haceri" (p. 12y).
Mental henaeticism thus deprives time of its dynamic chronology, as
21
measurable by the calendar. While number 11 notices time's passing,
21
Cela reminds the reader that division by the calendar is itself
only relative and approximate: preface to .Irs, Caldwell habla con su
hi.jo (Barcelona: Destino, 1953)» p. 11.
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time itself is deprived of its specific progressive nature: "el calendario
que tengo ante mis ojos se ha parado en el ultimo dia del verano. Cuento
el pasar de los dxas de la semana y he olvidado, despues de hacer tremendos
esfuerzos por conseguirlo, el transitar de las fechas, eslabones de
cadena que me tira de los pies para sumirme en el despenadero sin fondo
del olvido y de la muerte" (pp. 179-30). The uniformity and monotony of
the patients' lives confers a strange quality of eternity on their
existence, in "lashoras eternas, lentas, tremendas del pabellon" (p. 33)
which are symptomatic of the sanatorium's anaesthetized temporal
atmosphere. Number 40 laments her lot, "girando etemamente en redondo
..., condenada al mareo para la eternidad" (p. 172), and defines the
peculiar blend of transience and permanence which characterises the
general sense of time in the tuberculosis-centre.
So the inmates experience life and time as a monotonous cycle and
giddy eternity. Their own experience complements the process of the
natural world outside: macrocosm and microcosm, natural (cosmic) and
human (existential) time, correlate in one general principle of
circularity.
We may now consider the special relevance of a principle of
cyclical space-time to the inmates' condition in the centre and their
relation to natural life outside. S.G.F. Brartdon, in his scholarly
22
History. Time and Deity. attests the existence of the ancient religious
belief in cyclical time in Paleolithic, Stoic and many spheres of
/
Oriental thought. Mircea dliade has statedihatthedastern conception of
the cycle as a unified process of regeneration transcending history
^Manchester University Press, 1965.
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derives from an optimistic perspective of man and the cosmos. It is
based on a rejection of the values of this world in favour of the after¬
life; the world beyond personal death will afford liberation from the
baseness of the actual world and ensure the individual personal con¬
tinuity post-mortem. Number 37 in Cela's novel actually mentions the
Islamic and Hindu conceptions of die after-life on page 145. The
modern adaptation of the concept of cyclical life and time to Western
ideology was a most critical process. For when Nietzsche had completed
24
this delicate transfer, after an initial moment of jubilation he
soon realised with horror that he had been caught in a trap of his
own making. The concept of cyclical return or recurrence in its
original Eastern form conflicts with at least two of Western culture's
fundamental tenets especially vigorous in nineteenth century thought:
the valuing of this life and fear of that which is to come, and the
teleological philosophy of historical progress and linear time derived
from the Judaeo-Christian doctrine and represented in modern thought
25
by, for example, Darwin, Lamarck, Marx etc. Nietzsche was in fact
promulgating a theory of world purposelessness and of "life as a dreary
26
repetitive process." Thenceforward, in writers like Spengler and
Azorin the theory of eternal return would be a symptom of world pessimism.
23 ' / {
Mircea Eliade, Le mvthe de l'eternel retour (.Paris: Gallimard,
1969),
24The notion of recurrence had, of course, been present in Vico's
philosophy, but it was given a new role by Nietzsche in keeping with the
new cultural sensibility of the age. Unamuno, writing in 1913, ridiculed
Nietzsche's discovery: "ahi teneis a Nietzsche, que invento matematicamente
(ill) aquel remedo de la inmortalidad del alma que se llama la vuelta
eterna y que es la mas formidable tragicomedia o comitragedia" ( Del
sentimiento tragico de la vida . Obras..., XVI, chapter 5,pp. 227-3).
25„
>->ee above, the introduction.
, History. Time and Deit.v. p. 5.
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And so it is in Cela's Pabellon de renoso. where existential
despair and the awareness of stasis and monotonous lack of purpose are
symptomatic of the superimposition of the foreign theory of cyclical
time on a vestigial Christian ethic. The impersonal cosmic space-time
pattern is thus consistent with the metaphysical dimension of existence
portrayed in the novel.
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The theory of cyclical time is illustrated as much by Pabellon
de reooso's structure as it is by textual definitions. The novel opens
and closes with a description of nature immediately outside the hospital.
In the opening chapter of part one "el ganado se va, escapando de la
/ /
sequia que ya empieza a agostar los campos...Son los primeros dias de
julio"(p. 23), and in the final chapter of the second part "el ganado
vuelve, escapando de las nieves que ya empiezan a cubrir los campos...
Son los primeros dias de noviembre" (p. 209). Structurally, therefore,
the novel se muerde la cola. This provides a basic framework, a
primary circle within which the secondary circles of mental and
physical activity will rest. There is more than just aesthetic balance
in this pattern (cf. Clarin's La Regenta): the form reflects the
macrocosmic functions depicted in the novel and corresponds, also, to
the human situation: as nature's cycle comes to a close so does the
life-cycle of the seven patients.
The novel is also divided into two symmetrical parts, with seven
chapters placed in identical order and pattern in both. The characters
appear in the same order: in chapter I, number 52, II, number 37, III,
number 14, IV^number 40, V,number 11, VI,number 103 and in chapter VII
B., or number 2; the material relevant to them is presented in the same
form: memoir, diary, memoir, memoir, letter, memoir and letter. Several
phrases, even whole sentences, are repeated in the same structural
context. A comparison of both chapters II may show how detailed the
procedure of repetition is (See separate sheet).
It is David Foster's view that "the two parts represent two
segments of time and two states of mind rather than the progression of
27
time and the development of a state of mind." Paul Ilie relates
27
Foster, Forms of the Novel.... p, 38,
BothchaptersII:anexerciseinsymmetry.
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the formal symmetry to Cela's treatment of a temporal depth dimension:
it is as if the two segments were floating in timeless juxtaposition in
a vacuum; he also attributes this method to a deliberate technique of
' 28
"primitivismo artistico". Sugenio de Nora detects development in
the second phase, that of "insoslayable enfrentamiento con la muerte",
/
as distinct from the first segment, "un momento todavia esperanzado" in
29
the inmates' lives. We prefer to interpret the systematic pattern
of structural parallels as representing the permanence and repetition of
essential qualities, allowing nevertheless, for slight modifications in
attitudes or conditions: the procedure may thus account for both
transcience (or its semblance) and uniform stasis, the two properties of
cyclical recurrence. With reference to fictional content, basic feelings
expressed in part I reappear in part II, but in a more intensified form.
Weariness and frustration mount, as in number 11's case. "Hoy veo las
cosas, si no con mas optimismo, si con mas aplomo y serenidad. Hojr me
encuentro mejor"(p. 181), he writes in the first part. The parallel
text indicates some alteration in his temperament: "Hoy veo las cosas
con mayor pesimismo, con menos aplomo y serenidad. Me encuentro cada
vez peor" (p. 181). His essential dilemma is the same in both time
segments as are the (semantic) terms in which he conceives of and
responds to it; the difference or modification in his attitude is one
of emphasis, not essence. The same consideration applies to number
103's obsession that "una se muere lenta, pero inexorablemente, como la
humanidad entera" (p. 91). In part II she appears to continue from
28Ilie, La novelistica .... pp. 81-3 and 92-3.
29Nora, La novela esnanola contemporanea. p. 117.
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where she left off, albeit in different vocabulary: "Insisto. La muerte
liana, uno a uno, a todoe los hombres y a las mujeres todas, sin
olvidarse de uno solo..." (p. 185). Her idee fixe is constant, although
its degree of intensity has varied, according to a principle of
recurrence combined with gradual deterioration. The image of the circle
is thus applicable to the patients1 mental activity, a repetitive and
*ZQ
obsessive function like that of the world in which they are situated."
The fundamental lethargy and absence of progress implied in
temporal circularity also acquires formal egression in the novel's
studied tempo lento, an essential contribution to its general aesthetic.
The tempo, which is a structural feature ultimately inseparable from
the novel's cyclical attributes of form, is, for the most part, a
reflection of the patients' psychological experience of temporal stasis.
It is further enhanced, in the act of reading, by our relative frame of
reference.
The novel's tempo is a formal counterpart of the very nature and
rhythm of life in the sanatorium. Pabellon de reposo is "una novela
donde no pasa nada"and one in which "la accion es nula."^2 Since,
as Marvin Hudriclc claims, "the unit of fiction is the event,a total
absence of "action" implies an essential quality of monotony which may
be reflected in a uniformity of tempo and rhythm. The inmates' only
30The patients' very thought processes function in spiral form,
as has been indicated on page 148 of this study.
31
Cela, ilrs. Caldx-?ell habla con su hi.io. op. cit.. p. 11.
5^C©la, Pabellon de reposo. p. 9.
Mudrick, "Character and Event in Fiction," Yale Review. 4
(1961), 202-18.
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activity is psychic and temperamenta1: number 73, a sailor, used to
dream of the sea from his couch, "desde el inmovil bote, perennemente
anclado, de su 'chaise-longue'" (p. 95). Nostalgia, private oboessions
and flights of imagination are the stuff of the patients' existence;
their conversation revolves around the topics of illness and suffering,
romance, painting, time and poetry which the narrator defines as
"temas inacabables" (p. 113). Number 14 meditates on the insidious
theme of death 4®. 151-3) in a slow monotonous, protracted passage in
chapter III of part II. The chapter's first seventeen lines deal
exclusively with death, either as an idea or as represented by images
34
like "tumba" or "caja". These considerations then lead him through
a labyrinth of reflection to the associated themes of old-age, youth
and memory. Such concerns are, however, strictly subordinate to his
central and overriding preoccupation with death and serve only to
reinforce his awareness of mortality. The passage closes with an
inevitable return to the central thematic note on which it began: "la
muerte no es espanto • es alivio tan solo. Y el no poder vivir es
desalivio y lucha que se pierde." Whereas a causal sequence of ideas
contributes to the text's horizontal, or plot-, dimension, the poetic
association of a number of motifs, as in number 14's musing, creates a
spiral effect within the novel's dimension of psychological depth.
Number 11 gives rein to his lyrical thoughts: "Dios mio...pienso por
/ /
que no me hicisteis liviana nubecilla de estio, que vive unos minutoe
tan solo, o ingravida libelula voladora que hace tremolar al viento su
aerea vestidura de gasa y de velocidad, o reptil que duerme al sol sobre
*?/>
Other symbols of death are the "losa", the "ataud" and, especially,
the coffin-barrow, pp. 62-3.
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el ruinoso muro..., o hierba vonenosa, ortiga o cardo que kiere al ser
/ * ,
acariciado o ...Dios aio, I por que ancestral pecado que hoy me toca
purgar me hlcietels hornbre?" (p. 177)* The semantic repetition
creates an arabesque or spiral effect which coincides exactly with the
endless cycles of the patients' psyches; at the same time, the
syntactical accumulation or sequence - motion - is balanced and
complemented by the absence of semantic change and progress, thereby
creating an impression of immobility.
Pabellon de renoco's deliberate tempo lento derives also from
the fact that Cela employs certain purely rhetorical or syntactical
devices; these have been comprehensively studed by Qlga Prjevalinsky
/ 35
and Victorino Polo Garcia. First, the deliberate use of symmetry
is an obstacle to the reader's appreciating the novel's 'action' as
some tiling linear or horizontally dynamic: Cela substitutes a fixed and
closed pattern for conventional structure. The control of the length
of sentences and paragraphs is another method of slowing down the novel's
progress. Series of short, crisp phrases, like those which abound in
La colaena. are notably and understandably lacking in this earlier novel,
their place being taken by extended paragraphs and sentences comprising
uniform clauses. Sometimes a paragraph comprises one cole, lengthy,
rambling sentence; numbers 11, 40 and 103 frequently express themselves
in this manner (pp. 74, 66 and 89 respectively). The consistent use of
reiteration is a third central characteristic of the novel's syntactical
form and a decisive influence on its rhythm. An adjoctive is commonly
repeated with an accompanying adverb, producing a break, a temporary
02ft Pr.ievalinakv. dl sistesaa estotico de C.J, bela (Valencia:
Castalia, 1960^. Polo Garcia, Un novelists conteaooraneo.
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suspense, in the narrative progress: "lo unico que me preocupa, que me
preoeupa intensamente, abrumadoramente, es ir viendo mis panuelos, mis
combinaciones, mis blusas..." (p. 61) declares number 40, insisting on
her obsession. The accumulation, in a certain passage or chapter, of
identical syntactical elements has a similar effect on the reader's
apprehension of that passage. The structural insistence on a
reiterated, central leitmotif, for example, the idea of Heaven on pages
131-2, may slow down the action so that the reader's impression is that
he is witness to an anaesthetized, abstract world:
La senorita del 37 ha muerto. Es eepantoso.
...Ahora, desde el alto cielo, ya no llorara cuando a lo
lejos divise las luces de la eiudad encenderse cada noche.
Ahora, desde el hermoso cielo, cuando vaya a acostarse ya
no apretara contra su pecho, hasta caer invadida por el llanto,
aquella fotografia de su novio, que tanto y tan amablemente le
atosigaba y le hacla sufrir.
Ahora, desde el lejano cielo, ya no contara a nadie casi
misteriosamente sus tristes cuitas, ni ya a nadie preguntara
con su mejor sonrisa sobre el origen remoto de aquellos
frecuentes e inquietantes esputos rojos que tanto le preocupaban;
ya a nadie interrogara con sus ingenuas razones de colegiala
enferma, timidas y encantadoras como violetas recien nacidas...
Ahora, desde el clemente cielo, ya no tendra que mostrarse
pensativa ni hacer esfuerzos inauditos para llegar a convencerse,
ella tambien que aquella sangre salio, efeotivamente, de la
garganta.
<iSera feliz nuestra senorita del 37 en el cielo?,,.
There are three points worthy of note in this example. First, the
passage se muerde la cola and is thus a reflection in miniature of the
whole novel's structure. Second, the differentiation in length between
the central four paragraphs provides a rhythmical progression of
spiralling intensification, reaching its peak at the end of the third,
penultimate paragraph. Third, and as a compliment to these two
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considerations, an impression of stasis is conveyed by the semantic and
syntactical repetition. Pour consecutive paragraphs are constructed
on the following syntactical pattern, except for the inversion, in the
second paragraph, of the third and fourth primary elements:
Paragraphs: 1. 2. 3. 4.







preposition, desde id. id. id.
definite
article, el id. id. id.
adjective , alto hermoso lejano clemente
noun. cielo id. id. id.
,temporal
adverb„ ya id. id. id.
negative















varying. • • • • • • _
The resultant impression is of insubstantial, inevitable and purposeless
neutrality.
Cela deliberately manipulates verb-forms to create certain
aesthetic effects. An impression of immobility is conveyed by the
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predominant use of present and past tenses. Since physical motion is
denied the bed-ridden patients, their only source of present activity is
in their minds: such 'activity' must bear an a priori stamp of in-
authenticity as a result of its limited capacity of eventful dynamism.
Much of the reflection or conversation embraces general topics, "el
eterno e inagotable tema de la enfermedad" and "los temas inacabables:
del amor, de la pintura, del tiempo, de la poesia..." (p. 118). Number
11 generalises: "los hombres sanos, los hombres que andan por la ciudad,
que van y vienen a sus negocio s...nada saben de lo que es amar" (p. 73),
as does number 40, who makes the sweeping statement that "los hombres
y las mujeres no nos entendemos...A un hombre y a una mujer los une un
beso, una mirada tan solo" (p. 64). A lack of personality, illustrated
by the fact that Cela refers to the inmates by numbers, as if they were
spectral non-characters, distinguishes their thoughts. Thought, in
fact, assumes ritualistic proportions for the patients; they seem to be
expressing themselves sub specie aeternitat3s. They refer in the present
tense also to that which is foremost in their minds: their state of
health, as a momentary condition and a gradual process of deterioration.
So, they speak of actual circumstances: "estoy decaida, no tengo fuerzas
para nada" (number 37, p. 39); "mi salud marcha mal, amigo mio" ('BJ',
p. 200). It is the generalising tendency, however, which prevails, so
that the present tense is stripped of its actualising potential and
reduced to accounting for detail or fact of a solely virtual nature:
ritualistic thought lies in the realms of pre-activity.
The future verb-form is notably lacking in the language of
Pabellon Ae reposo. This is symptomatic of the 'characters" reluctance
to face the future, their furious or desperate clinging to the present and
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their otherwise claustrophobic imprisonment in the same. Any instances
of the use of this tense are indicative of human misfortune. Only
number 37 thinks at any length about the future, but her concern with
what awaits her after death is a fascination bordering on the
pathological: "Una duda me asalta... A Sera la Gloria un extasis, una
contemplacion como creemos los cristianos? A Sera una ampliacion de
los tremendos placeres de la tierra, como suponen los mahometanos?
A Sera un hacerse Nada y encontrar en la negacion la ansiada felicidad,
como piensan los indos?" (p. 145). Number 52 does show a vein of
optimism at the beginning of his stay in the centre: "despues de dos
Aeses...nos volveremos a los paisajes conocidos" (p. 25). Yet the
parallel passage in part II suggests no such hopeful prospect: in fact,
it introduces same brutally definitive preterite tense forms which
indicate the lamentable and irreparable transience of human life and
fortune. Number 52's declaration that "paso ya el tiempo hermoso del
/
ruisenor; los dias tibios y casi alegres de sus conciertos desde lo
/
alto del tiloj las horas amables y beatificas de las noches del verano"
(p. 128) is tantamount to a Machadian lament of tragic mutability. The
same patient sadly realises that "solo con la imaginacion podre ya
desped-irrae de aquellos sitios a los que tan ardientemente ame" (p. 129).
The imperfect tense is used to define the activities of
nostalgic memory which serve to foster the patients' almost obsessive
concern with the past. Number 14, in a prolonged sequence of escapist
retrospection (pp. 50-3) jubilantly exclaims about his youth: "jAhi
/
Yo me sentia patriots, yo ansiaba para mi dulce pais las duras glorias
guerreras que jamas tuvo, aunque yo me obstinara en atribuirselas; yo
/ /
me sentia poeta.,.yo componia largos y toscos poemas...; yo era un
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apasionado amante de la Antiguedad...; yo era...un muchachito palido..."
et seq. The monumental importance of memory to the inmates is attested
in the wide use of the imperfect tense throughout the narrative.
The conditional tense, as used in Pabellon de reposo. is
perhaps that most imbued with pathos, for it conveys those dreams and
hopes which are utterly unrealisable in the future, being doomed to a
perpetual state of pre-existence in the past of the human psyche.
Number 11 waxes lyrical and imagines himself and his fiancee in a
romantic idyll: "Tu serias una joven rana verde, bella y brillante
/
como las hojas del 'holly'...To te galeantaria con esa voz de bajo
/ /
profundo que tienen las ranas mayores. ..tu ...me contestarias toda
ruborizada..." He wistfully confesses ",Que lejano esta todoJ" as
his thoughts return to harsh reality (p. 75).
The monotonous, "eternal" tempo is further enhanced by an
impression of the imperceptibility of time's passing which is conveyed
by the insertion of parenthetical suspension points between two separate
narrative elements. Without these points on page 126, the monologue
of one day would be indistinguishable from that of the previous. Number
52 writes:
Me voy a volver loco de tristeza al verme claudicar...
Sobre la mesa tengo el Kempis.
Tu eres la verdadera paz del corazon. Tu el unico descanso.
Fuera de Ti todo es desasosiego e inquietud. tin esta paz eterna
...dormire ...y descansare...
Amen.
• • • • • • • • • • • 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
El medico me dice que lo de ayer fue un ligero vahido sin
importancia.
"Lo de ayer" refers to that which was related in the preceding section}
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the points replace a hypothetical calendar phrase like 'and the next
day' and impose a quality of abstract uniformity or elasticity on the
'action'.
Lastly, Cela accentuates the novel's property of slow-motion by
placing at the end of each chapter of part II a single fragment of a
unified, consistently developed passage already inserted in full in
part I (pp. 62-3). This is the death-cart scene and it constitutes
an insistent memento mori throughout the novel. The method of
presentation is comparable with the cinematic technique of montage.
The fragments appear in accumulative counterpoint with the narrative and
in a consequential order which illustrates the theme of irreversible
human progression towards death. The material of the chapter which
separates any two consecutive units of the cart-sequence gives the
impression of having been subjected to a process of ralentissement or
elongation in time and space. Each chapter then assumes the appearance
of an extended, tragic pause and delaying mechanism between the two
consecutive moments of a fatal sequence.
In Pabellon de reposo Gala has created an autonomous world
consonant with its denomination. In the "0ota a esta edicion" (p. 11)
he had written that "el reposo es un mundo deleitoso y lento en el que
la ansiada meta se confunde con el diluirse." The book's content, tone,
structure and rhythm proceed to fulfil the terms of this definition.
V/e have considered the properties of life in the sanatorium with
particular reference to the inmates' experience and conception of time;
we have also directed our attention to the spatio-temporal relation
between the hospital-centre and the macrocosm. The conclusions which
impose themselves are that time is presented as a cyclical process, and
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that, in accordance with Anton's (Cela's) hypothesis of relative
motion, time in the sanatorium pursues a slow, monotonous course and
may appear static to outsiders and to the reader in his secure, 'public*
system of reference. The lack of direction, purpose and progress
implied in this disheartening temporal scheme is consistent with the
patients' Weltschauung: their experience that "la ansiada meta se
confunde con el diluirse" is accordant with the nature of temporal
stasis and circularity, where the end and the means are undifferentiated.
We have also shown how the novel's foim reflects the principles of time's
stasis and cycle of recurrence by referring to its overall structural
pattern of repetitive symmetry and to certain syntactical procedures
consistently put into practice by the author. Inspired by the notion
of relativity, Cela has produced a complex and sophisticated chronomorph,
a novel in which form and content are hermetically fused. In this
structure he lias found the appropriate medium for depicting a futile
world whose central metaphysical principle is the eternal return and
uniformity of existential circumstance.
CHAPTER II
167.
Tiempo de silencio by Luis Martin
Santos: Existential Time and the
Patterns of Experience and Consciousness
Martin Santos1 novel Tiempo de silencio'* has been acclaimed by
critics both inside and outside Spain as one of the foremost fictional
works to appear in that country during the post-Civil War period. The
author's powers of innovatory linguistic expression and his spirit of
social commitment have attracted attention, but the novel's philosophical
content appears to be a greatly emphasised point of interest. Mary
Scale,Shermaxm Eoff and Jose Schraibmann, in particular, perceive in
Tiempo de silencio a portrayal of the absurdity of the human condition
3
in line with contemporary Existentialist thought. Salvador Clotas
/
ventures a comparison between Martin Santos and Kafka, and in the
prologue to Apologos y otras prosas ineditas draws attention to the
novel's "atroz pesimismo, pesimismo no solo respecto a Espana y a su
* Since completing this study, I have received a copy of Gemma Roberts'
Temae existenciales en la novela espanola de oostguerra (Madrid:
Gredos. 1973). Her interpretation of Tiempo de silencio confirms
the approach adopted in this analysis, but does not include an account
of the specific theme of time and its structural embodiment at the
novel's formal level.
^All references will be to the 8th edition, published in
Barcelona by Editorial Seix Barral in 1971. The novel first appeared
in 1962.
2See Ramon Buckley, Problemas foxmale3 en la novela espanola
contemporanea. p. 197 and Jacqueline Chantraine de Van Prang's praise of
Martin Santos' "lenguaje insolito y refinado" in "Un malogrado novelists
contemporaneo," Cuademos Americanos. XXIV,5 (1965)» 269-75. Juan
Ignacio Ferreras emphasises the novel's social content in his Tendencias
de la novela espanolaactual 1931-1969 (Paris: Ediciones Hispanoamericanes,
1970), pp. 187-9©.
Seale, "Hangman and Victim: an Analysis of Martin Santos'
Tiempo de silencio" Hispanofila. 44 (enero 1972), pp. 45-52. Eoff &
Schraibmann, "Dos novelasdel absurdo: L'Etrarger v Tiempo de silencio."
Papeles de Son Armadana. 168 (1971), pp. 213-41.
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/ / 4
realidad social sino tambien a toda dimension humana y existencial."
Mary Seale asserts that "the national theme is subordinate to the
existential and generic ones which situate the individual within a hunt
in which, as his own hangaan, he is of necessity his own victim," For
her, the work figures prominently amongst those philosophically inspired
contemporary novels which are symptomatic of the general atmosphere of
metaphysical disorientation and the collapse of ideological and spiritual
certainties: "Tiemno de silencio is a contribution to the exploration
of the individual man's ditanma ,,.in a world whose nature seems to
5
preclude the fixed law and the absolute." Shermann Eoff and his co¬
author Jose Schralbniann finds grounds for comparing the Spaniard's novel
/
with Camus* L'Stranger, choosing alienation as their central theme. We
shall return to his notion later.
Any general review of the novel's content must strongly echo
these already established views. Our specific aha here is to relate the •
idea of the human condition as it is expressed by Martin Santos in the
novel with certain Existentialist considerations, paying special
attention to the subject of time and including reference to Kierkegaardian
and Heideggerian thought in this connection. Secondly, an attempt will
be made to account for the novel's structural attributes through the
postulate of a correspondence between these and the temporal factor of
the protagonist'a experience,
'Jithin the general context of the twentieth century's time-
obsession Eartin Heidegger's 3cin und Zeit must surely stand as one of
^The Apologos,,.. a posthumous publication, edition cited, p, 9,
5
'nary Seale, _2£. ci£. p. 52.
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the most thoroughly systematic and critical approaches to the
philosophical problem of man's experience of time as a fundamental
property of his position in the world. Heidegger argues that the very
meaning of human existence is to be found in the fact of man's
6 /
temporality. Luis Martin Santos, in his revealing series of essays
published under the title Apologos y otras prosas ineditas. devotes
7
a substantial article to the analysis of Heidegger's Sein und deit.
Prom the novelist's explanations of this work emerges a soundly
perceptive and sympathetic interpretation. Recognising that "la obra
de Heidegger pretends ser declaradamente metafisica" (p, 117), he
proceeds to emphasise the topics of Dasein. temporality, anguish and
the temporality of "care". He adopts as fundamental two of Heidegger's
/
existential propositions: that "todo ser-ahi tiene su propia mundanidad;
/ / /
he aqui un hecho aprioristico, estructural" and that "Todo ser-ahi tiene
un encontrarse} he aqui el a priori" (p, 135). These propositions,
that is, refer to being in relation to others, and being in relation to
oneself.
/
Martin Santos' translation of Heidegger's basic definitions of
the human condition and his own conclusions can be seen as closely
relevant to the human situation and its developing stages as they are
depicted in Tiempo de silencio.
The novel itself is rich in psychological and ideological
insights. Its theme is that of the classical novel: "el plantamiento
jFor further reference to Heidegger see be low
^ Introduction.
7
In a questionnaire sent to him by Janet Winecoff-Diaz and dated
21st June, 1962, Martin Santos clearly stated that he was particularly^
interested in Heidegger's philosophy. See Winecoff Diaz's "Luis Martin




que el hombre hace de cu propio destinePedro's successor in the
/ /
posthumous and as yet unpublished Tiearoo de deetruccion. Agustin, has a
similar transcendental purpose: "la realizacion del destino" (Apologos....
p. 143). Tiemoo de silencio is a novel about hicnan personality, destiny
and the tragic deterioration of both. The plot shows a pathetically
inadequate character who is at the mercy of circumstances and unable to
cope with situations outside his limited field of reference. Pedro, a
cancer research specialist, is a man of great intellectual calibre and
an expert scientist, but, as the police inspector Similiano observes,
intelligence is not synonymous with human sufficiency and rational
competence: "Ustedes, los inteligentes, son siempre los mas torpes.
Nunca puedo explicar por que precisamente ustedes, los hmmbres que
tienen una culture y una educacion, han de ser los que mas se dejan
enredar" (p. 203). This existential insufficiency is the decisive
characteristic of the protagonist whose progressive alien ation and
unhappy destiny Martin Santos sets out to portray.
In a letter to Ricardo Domenech the author of Tiemno de
silencio defined the creed of "realismo dialectico" which it was his
intention to apply in that novel: "Creo que hay que pasar de la simple
descripcion eetatica de las enajenaciones, para plantear la real
/ 9
dinamica de las contradicciones en actu." bhat he hoped to depict in
the novel was "una figura interior, la forma de un movimiento
espiritual" UpoIo/tos p. 145), a purpose consonant with Jean
Pouilion's claim that "ce que le reman veut exprimer e'est le developpement
3J. Bloch-Michel, La "Nueva ITovela" (Madrid: Guadarrama, 1967),
P. 33.
9 / / . .
R. Domenech, "Luis Martin Santos," Insula. 203 (marzo de 1964),
P. 4.
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temporel d'un personnage saisi dans sa realite psycho logique."10 This
theory lias a close relevance to the interrelated themes of time and the
rhythm of human experience, as expressed in Tiempo de silencio. These
are two central themes on which Mary Seale has commented in her
interesting, though in places debatable, article: "Tiempo de silencio
is a contribution to the exploration of the individual man's dilemma
coming out of the nineteenth century idea of biological continuity and
of life as the realization of a vital force as modified by the twentieth
century's subjective awareness of the individual as a lone figure in a
world whose nature seems to preclude the fixed lav; and the absolute."^1
Now this is exactly the object of the Existentialists' consideration,
Shermann Eoff, drawing attention to the conception of time and history
in Existentialism, states that "Evolution in the spatio-temporal world
is accepted as a matter of fact, but it is scorned as a source of
knowledge concerning man's essential nature,,. Human existence is
visualized not as a process but as situation, in which relationships are
A
horizontal rather than vertical," He adds that for Sartre in L'Etre
et le neant_"the temporalization of consciousness is a flat movement,
not a vertical process toward a cause," and concludes that "origin and
destiny, therefore, cannot be signified as meaningful background or
12
purposeful direction." Set within the physical bounds of historical
time is another existential category of temporality whose articulations
may only be gauged by situational experience, Jean V/ahl comments on
the special significance of time in Existentialist ideology, A basic
Pouilioner/os ct ronan. p. 51,
11Mary Seale, og. £it., p. 52,
12Eoff, The Modern Spanish Novel, p. 214.
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presupposition is that "Existence is temporality, continuous becoming,
a task," and a becoming that "grows out of choices and decisions..."
Using a revealing comparison, Wahl continues that "the Kierkegaardian
notion of becoming, and the existential notion in general, are
different from the Hegelian notion of becoming. For time, as Hegel
sees it, is a continuous becoming, a becoming that is rational and
explicable. Kierkegaardian time, on the other hand, is a discontinuous
becoming, made up of crises, advancing by leaps and bounds; it is an
inexplicable becoming, containing irreducibly novel elements - the
upshots of our decisions. Time, for Hegel, is the becoming of the
Idea. For Kierkegaard, it is the becoming of the human individual
himself."13
The nature of time in Tiemno de silencio is inseparable from the
rhythm of Pedro's experience. The author illustrates in practical
terms his assertion that "la unica posibilidad de captar la realidad
dialectics en su devenir constituyente la logra el hombre cuando el
mismo va incluido en el proceso" (Apologos,... p. 138). To adopt
Berdyaev's triple classification, cosmic and historical time — the
realms of chronology — are but minimally represented in the novel.
Time is rendered, rather, as an existential category dependent on
the individual's experience of temporality. Chronological 'time as
backcloth' is accounted for in the novel, but on the most superficial
of levels; the action takes place over an apparent period of five days
whose fragmented segments are clearly linked through an obvious night-day
13
J. Wahl, Philosophies of Existence, pp. 31 and 50.
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action sequence. The essential subject-matter of Tiempo de silencio
relates to Pedro's very being and his capacity for self-realization in
the course of his destiny. The "becoming" that the action depicts is
none other than that of "the human individual himself". Consequently
it is analogous with Kierkegaardian time as"a discontinuous becoming,
made up of crises, advancing by leaps and bounds" (cf. Wahl).
Paced with the task of giving the appropriate formal expression
/
to this subject-matter, Martin Santos was in a position to construct a
technically advanced chronomorphous novel in the early 60's as a result
of the development which the Spanish novel as a whole had undergone in
this respect.^ Experiments with structure had by now reached a level
of sophistication unattained in the works of Gomez de la Serna and
Perez de Ayala, however audacious and innovatory. Currents of ideology
had also been firmly assimilated into the mid-century body of Spanish
letters. The ontological view of life and time first professed in
Spain by outstanding figures like Unamuno and Antonio Machado was now an
established attitude amongst thinkers like Jose Gaos and Jose Ferrater
15 /
Mora. Martin Santos' formal expression of the trope of temporality
in Tiempo de silencio illustrates the level of refinement now attained
in the creation of structures which would undermine and replace the
fictional paradigm adopted by novelists of the mid- and late nineteenth
century.
Time for those writers is the time, for example, of Galdos'
Episodios nacionales. Taken for granted as dependable and chronologically
14See below, Introduction.
^Thie theme is dealt with in Le temps et la mort dans la
philoeophie ecpaafaole contemporaine. cited.
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consistent — historical, in an uncomplicated sense — it was merely
accepted as part of a comprehensible outer reality, a continuous external
medium or context. Such a view of time was unhesitatingly adopted even
/
by Baroja, notwithstanding his general scepticism. Unamuno and Azorin,
as we have seen, reveal a more modern consciousness of time's com¬
plexity. In this respect Augusto Perez's hypothesis in Uiebla of a
time which goes both forward and back (in contrast to the on-going time
of historla and the timelessness of intrahistoria) marks an important
step forward, but one which, unlike Azorin's equally significant
cyclical theory of time, does not find expression in the structure of
Unamuno's novels. It remains, that is, a mere concept in the mind of
an individual character with no impact on the novelist's practice.
/
Martin Santos, in keeping with the new sensibility represented
principally by Kierkegaard, Heidegger and Sartre, goes beyond the over¬
simplified nineteenth-century view and offers an ontological perspective
of temporal reality hinted at by Unamuno but not developed in the
medium of fiction. In terms of situational sequence and development,
Pedro's experience of time may be defined by an abstract formula
illustrative of a dialectical process. Pedro moves from potentiality
through actuality to ultimate tragic authenticity. This is represented
at the plot level by his progressing from the neutral "mundanidad" to
the anguish ot "care" which results from his professional indiscretion
and which is highlighted in the prison sequence, and finally to the
moral and spiritual castration of the closing phase. This process of
deterioration is also described in implicit symbolic terms as a
relentless cancer. In short, the author's opinion that "para nosotros
proceso dialectico significa que, a partir de un conflicto entre
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contrarios en lugar de una simple anulacion o sustraccion, se origina
una nueva totalidad" (Apologos...P. 137)» is illustrated in detail by
Pedro's destiny.^
This is in no way the first time that a Gestalt of this nature
appears in the Spanish novel of the twentieth century. As we have
seen, Pachico Zabalbide undergoes a Hegelian course of spiritual
development and the structure of Augusto Perez's destiny bears a close
resemblance to Pedro's as a movement from potentiality through actuality
to ultimate tragic authenticity. It is Martin Santos' more complex and
thorough structural expression of this notion which merits our attention
here. Pedro's Gestalt. or his ontologically determined dialectic, is
a structural whole which, as such, is at least the sum of its parts.
His total development is the synthetic result of those specific crucial
events which befall him. The pivotal points of his behaviour and
experience, commensurable with those Kierkegaardian "leaps and bounds",
are his performing the fatal abortion without due legal discretion, his
frightened escape into hiding, the capitulation under stress of
interrogation and his failing to take note of Amador's advice to leave
Madrid. These "decisions", made in specific "situations", form the
framework of his discontinuous becoming which terminates in existential
collapse.
Let us now examine the development of Pedro's circumstances
and fortune. There are five phases in the individual destiny portrayed
in the novel:
16 /
Jose Ortega studies this topic in his article entitled "Realismo
dialectics de Martin Santos en Tiempo de 8ilencio."Revista de Estudios
Hispanicos, III, 1 (abril 1969).
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1. Pages 7 - 60, the initial neutrality of his situation.
Description of his professional and social
positions: isolation.
2. Pages 61 - 114, an articulation towards complexity. Contact
with sordid reality: the brothel and
Florita's abortion.
3. Pages 114 - 167, psychological development. Crescendo of
uneasiness illustrated by gauche social
behaviour and accentuated by the order for an
autopsy. Bewildered escape into hiding, then
detention.
4. Pages 167 - 206, crisis. Imprisonment, confession under
pressure. Defenceless feelings of guilt.
5. Pages 206 - 240, Pedro's private, frustrated apocalypse. Loss
of grant and job; Dorita is murdered; Pedro}
dejected and nonplussed, leaves Madrid.
To adopt Heideggerian terminology, Pedro, at the beginning of
the novel, is necessarily "en la mundanidad del mundo" (Apologos...
p. 120). He is a cancer-research specialist and lives in a pension
with three protective women: this is his context of life. But how
limited are his mentality and experience. In the novel's opening
scene Pedro appears as a man wrapped up in his profession but divorced
from, and apparently uninterested in, the outside world. The precise
motive for his not answering the telephone, in the very first sentences
of the book, is not disclosed but it could be fear, reluctance, in¬
difference or ineptitude: he hands the telephone over to his assistant
Amador and then returns to his microscope, a concrete symbol of his
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limited field of vision. A few moments later, "suena otra vez el
telefono. La olvido." When he eventually acknowledges its existence,
it is only as a scientific object whose purpose is purely professional:
"detente, coge el receptor - emisor negro, ordena al Ministro del ramo,
dile que la investigacion, oh, Amador, bien vale un raton" (pp. 7-8).
This restricted mentality and behaviour are illustrated by many
instances in the opening phase of the novel's action. For example,
while Pedro and Amador are walking along the streets of Madrid, Amador
/
eyes passing girls with enthusiasm; don Pedro, however, "hacia caso
omiso de estas actividades marginales de su secuaz &... imagino
las posibles consecuencias de la degeneracion a que la cepa M.N.A.
/
debia haber llegado motivada tanto por la casi inevitable poeibilidad
de un cruce espurio en lugar del eugenico eetrictamente incestuoso,
cuanto por el ambiente en exceso diferente del illinoico original..." (p.
28). Natural human sexual responsiveness is replaced by the mere
academic interest in animal reproduction. Similarly, when his landlady
mentions the war, Pedro, unconcerned, politely replies: "desgraciadamente
/ /
... yo soy pacifico. No me interesan mas luchas que las de los virus con
los anticuerpos" (p. 39). Isolated in an ivory tower of scientific
research, Pedro's actual relations with other human beings are limited
in depth and expression: his %o is vulnerable and his circunstancia
restricted. His is a routine existence of "el ser cotidiano": "la
determinacion ontologica del ser cotidiano es el estado de caido,
/ / /
Tiene el sentido de que el ser-ahi ha caido de si mismo y se ha dejado
absorber por el mundo..." (Apologos..., p. 124). This is represented
by the colourless neutrality of his initial circumstances.
The second phase of Pedro's developing course of destiny comprises
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a confrontation with basic reality, as represented by the cafe, the
eccentric painter, the brothel and, especially, by the horrors of
abortion. The ontological significance of this conflict with previous
experience is overwhelming. Leaving the hermetic security of a
laboratory where his activity was based on theory and research, Pedro
is thrown into the deep end of life in all its economic and social
squalor. In the cafeteria he is perforce in - the - world, albeit
reluctantly: "En cuanto entra, comprende que esta equivocado, que
/ / /
venir a este cafe era precisamente lo que no le apetecia, que el
/
preferia haber seguido evocando fantasmas de hombree que derramaron sus
propioe canceres sobre papeles blancos (Pedro being the prime example}.
/ /
Pero ya esta alii y la naturaleza adherente del octopus lo detiene...
Ya esta incorporado a una comunidad de la que, a pesar de todo, forma
parte y de la que no podra deehacerse con facilidad. A1 entrar alii,
la ciudad ...de el ha tornado nota: existe" (p. 65). Pedro fails to
cope with the situation in the brothel and runs away, "intentando dar
olvido a lo que de absurdo tiene la vida" (p. 92), but it at least
awakens him to critical self-awareness, analogous to what Heidegger
calls "care": "Cura se refiere a una esencial manera de ser necesaria
y fundamental del hombre mediante la cual este se cuida de los seres o
cosas del mundo y del mundo en su totalidad y de su situacion en el
/
mundo y de si mismo en cada memento como base a toda otra posible
actitud" (i-pologos pp. 125-6). It is the final event of Saturday
night and Sunday morning which violently shatters the previous artificial
peacefulness of Pedro's "being". The obligation to perform an abortion
is a test-situation which he is unable to master and conclude satis¬
factorily, Having done the best he could, "don Pedro solto al fin la
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pieaa niquelada manchada de rojo y ealio andando rapido, como perdido,
queriendo estar muy lejos de aquella noche y de las andanaar locas en
que la noche le habia sumergido..(p. 114). Significantly he thinks
of himself as the object-victim of circumstance: he lias not engineered
any cause; instead, events and effects have befallen him. Pedro has
now reached a further point of alienation, since he denies himself any
positive influence on his destiny: he recognises his own powerlessness
and the dominance of externals, but does nothing to remedy them.
In the third stage his existential malaise assumes ever-growing
proportions. His is not the overtly expressed and reverberating
anguish of Uhamuno, or the sinister Schopenhaurian pessimism of the
early Azorin, but the restrained doubt and bewilderment of Kafka's K.
/ 17 '
or Joaquin in Sender's El fugitivo. Hie companion Matias tries to
distract Pedro's attention from the disaster's critical aftermath by
affording him social activity. Pedro's behaviour is, however, un-
confident and gauche. He is increasingly alienated, both from
/
externals and from himself: "no habia hablado apenae Pedro en el
/ /
trayecto hasta caea de Mafias deede las lobregas miseries de su alcoba
mancillada. El repaso de los hechos acaecidos no se le presentaba
/ /
todavia como sucesion coherente y ordenada, sino como ese conjunto de
apuntes e instantaneoa que un reportero imaginativo tiene extendidos
sobre su mesa de trabajo miBntras que espera que la inspiracion creadora
le insufle el sentido todavia no del todo transparente de la hietoria"
(p. 123). The recent series of events appears arbitrary to him and
17
Shermann Eoff's chapter on Sartre and Sender, "The Challenge of
Absurdity," in The Modem Spanish Novel, cit.. provides much illuminating
information applicable here.
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lacking in continuity; this fragmentation is a primary dimension of
13
alienation, according to Albert Levi's painstaking definition.
Alienation has a further, social, dimension: isolation, Pedro's un-
relatedness to his social context is depicted in a succinct image which
describes his movement around the room: "eu deambular de boya sin
amarras por el sal6n lleno de desconocidos" (p. 138). Shortly after
this scene the narrative's third stage ends with the news of the
autopsy and Pedro's detention.
The fourth stage of his development, imprisonment and interrogation,
constitutes the most ontologically critical situation of his destiny. His
is a solitary confinement which may be considered symbolic of estranged
man's position in the world; the Existentialists' primary themes of
situation and test, responsibility and self-sufficiency, freedom and
choice and dread, are all represented in this allegorical tableau, a
twentieth-century Ba.lada a log infiernos or Cueva de ffontesinos.
Claustrophobic emprieonment and the naked, inhospitable fact of being-
there (Dasein) are the basic material of many works illustrative of the
existential theme. In Sender's novel, Joaquin the fugitive perches
precariously in a belfry whilst his pursuers scour the town searching
for him; the characters of Huis Clos are similarly hemmed in; K. waits
to be called to trial and Camus' Meursault writes the account of his
enigmatic fate from a prison cell, like Pascual Duarte. A situation
like this forces a demanding toma de conciencia on the confined
incumbent: without God, man is reduced to his own resources and must
18
A. Levi, "Existentialism and the Alienation of Man," an
invaluable introduction to this most important subject, in Phenomenology
and Existentialism, edited by Lee and Mandelbaum (Baltimore : John
Hopkins Press, 1969), pp. 243-65.
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prove himself or be lost. Don Pedro belongs to the luckless category
of the losers. "La toma de conciencia se acompana de un haceree
cargo responsable. En el hacerse cargo se inicia la desenajenacion,"
writes Martin Santos in his essay Dialectics, totallzacioxi y concienciacion
(Ap6logos.... p. 139). Pedro fails the test and remains alienated. A
defeated man, he is perplexed about "la metamorfosis por el mismo sufrida,
de la que no tenia total conoEimiento" (p. 168). When one of "los
omnipotentes habitantes de las oficinas" (p. 169) begins questioning him,
Pedro's "incapacidad para compression de preguntas sencillas" (p. 168)
is painfully manifest in his bewildered non-answers, on which the author
comments with pointed precision:
- As! que usted... (supoeicion capciosa y sorprendente)
- No. Yo no... (refutacion indignada y sorprendida) /
- Pero no querra usted hacerme creer que...(hipotesis inverosimil y
hasta absurda)
- No, pero yo... (reconocimiento consternado)
- Usted sabe perfectamente ... (logica, logica, logics)
- Yo no he ... (simple negativa a todas luces insuficiente)
- Tiene que reconocer usted que ... (logica)
- Pero... (adversativa apenas si viable)
- Quiero que usted comprenda ...(calidamente humano)
- No.
etc. (p. 169).
He is then led through a labyrinth of corridors to "su ubicacion
definitiva en este infierno" (p. 171). In the cell Pedro yields to the
most frenzied mental activity and self-analysis; he is confronted with
his conscience and his mind is in turn divided and confronted with itself.
He talks to himself in both first and second person form. To this
probing question "<iPor que fui?" hie immediate reaction is "No pensar.
No hay por que pensar en lo que ya esta hecho. Es inutil intentar
recorrer otra vez loe errores que uno ha cometido ... Estas bien, estas
bien. No te puede pasar nada porque tu no has hecho nada... Tu no la
mataste. Estaba muerta. No estaba muerta. Tu la mataste. Por
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que dices tu? - Yo" (pp. 176-7). This grammatical device tangibly
expresses the dispersion of his personality, the division or fragmentation
of alienation.
Much of his thought reflects problematic Existentialist themes:
"Si estas aqui serenamente no es un fracaso. Triunfas del miedo. El
hombre imperturbable, el que sigue siendo imperturbable, entero, puede
decir que triunfa, aunque todos, todos, todos crean que esta cagado de
miedo... Si guarda su fondo de libertad que le permite elegir lo que
le pasa, elegir lo que le esta aplastando" (p. 177). He returns to
the theme of freedom at the end of this sustained passage of interior
monologue: "Tienee libertad para elegir el dibujo que tu quieres hacer
/on the cell-wall/ porque tu libertad sigue existiendo tambien ahora.
Eres un ser libre para dibujar cualquier dibujo o bien liacer una raya
cada d x a que vaya pasando como han hecho otros..." (p. 180).
But this is a grotesque parody of existential freedom or choice, and a
deliberately ironic treatment of his character by Martin Santos, whose
prime concern is to depict an individual with no powers of decision
or self-affirmation. This is highlighted by the principal interrogation.
The detective, Similiano, in a manner obvious to the reader but unnoticed
by the gullible prisoner, lulls Pedro into a false sense of security,
confuses him with a devious progression of coherent logical ploys and
bullies him into making a confession of homicide: "Pedro sintio la
vardad que demostraban en su perfecta concatenacion las circunstancias
rigurosamente concordeB como los eslabones de una cadena de silogismos.
/
...Y era verdad que, por todo ello, sentia una culpabilidad abrumadora,
una culpabilidad cierta y tremenda" (p. 198). Pedro is so confused
that he accepts an ultimately false explanation of his conduct merely
183
because he feels it is a coherent account. The testimony he signs is
/
not a faithful representation of the circumstances: but, "oia caer
/ /
estas palabras con interno asentimiento. Efectivamente asi habian
ocurrido las cosas. No tenia ningun objeto empezar a gritar que no ..."
He feels convinced of his guilt and sure that "gracias al castigo el
equilibrio se restableceria en este mundo poco comprensible donde el
habxa estado dando saltos de txtere con la oabeza llena de huao
mentiroso" (p. 199). Such is the paradox of his position. He is
bewildered, defenceless and alienated, both from himself and the
circumstantial world around him. We see him as illustrating on the
particular level Northrop Fiye's opinion that "the root of this
^psychological/ aspect of alientation is the sense that man has lost
19
control, if ever he had it, over his own destiny."
Heidegger contends that dreadful experiences make man
authentically aware of his being; by "dread" is meant an irrational
fear of something unknown. "We are thrown in a world. Dread brings
2D
us face to face with this thrownness." Pedro's situation in jail
/
is an unadorned condition of "ser-ahi", and his reaction one of painful
/ /
authenticity. "Todo ser-ahi tiene un encontrarse," writes Martin
Santos (Apologos.... p. 133)s Pedro's monumental confrontation with
himself is that "encontrarse especial, el de la angustia... En la
angustia el mundo pierde todo su significado. Aparece el ser-en-el-mundo
/
en cuanto tal. El ser-ahi se encuentra ante una radical inhospitalidad
..." (Apologos.... p. 125). Pedro "is" because he "cares", and he
19
Northrop Frye, The Modern O'enturv. p. 24.
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Michael Gelven, A Commentary on Heiderarer's Being and Time
(New York: Harper and How, 1970), p. 118.
"cares" because he cannot see life's coherence or unifying logic and
sense "en eete mundo poco oomprensible" (p. 199). Differing from K.
in his awareness of guilt, he nevertheless suffers the same oppression;
like K's, his is a nightmare of un-reason. It is left to someone else,
therefore, to secure his release; Pedro is allowed to go free when the
dead Plorita's mother informs the police of his innocence.
The fifth section is an eventful one. Pedro loses his research
grant but integrates into the family life at his boarding-house, becoming
Dorita's unofficial fiance. On an evening out at a kermesse, however,
the dead Florita's chulo. Cartucho, avenges what he considers to be her
murder by stabbing Pedro's own Dorita to death, at the moment when Pedro
is most confident of happiness. The novel closes, as it began, with
an extended monologue. This is a second, cruel encontrarse with which
Pedro's destiny confronts him. He sees Cartucho's twisted motivation,
but there is still a vast element of cosmic injustice which prevents him
from accepting the fateful course of events in their totality: "pero
no me parece comprensible que las cosas hayan tenido que ocurrir de esa
manera, esta misma noche ya, sin esperar un poco" (p. 233). A blind
force of destructive fate seems to Pedro to have singled him out for mis¬
fortune, misfortune so great that it leaves him ultimately a broken man:
"Yo el destruido, yo el hombre al que no se le dejo que hiciera lo que
/
tenia que hacer, yo a quien en nombre del destino se me dijo: "Basta'
y se me mando para el Principe Pio ..." (p. 236), whence, like Baroja's
Andres Hurtado, some 50 years before, he will take a train to his medical
post in a provincial back-water town. His spiritual condition is
utterly negative. An ominous neutrality of temperament (pp. 233-5)
encloses an overwhelming feeling of nothingness: "Y yo, sin asomo de
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desesperacion, porque estoy como vacio, porque rae han pasado ana gamuaa
y me han linpiado las viscerae por dentro... " i Y por que no estoy
desesperado? Es conodo ser eunuco, es tranquilo, estar desprovisto de
testiculos, es agradable a pesar de ectar castrado tomar el aire y el
sol mientras uno se amojama en sileneio..." (pp.237-8). Existence in
contemporary civilisation acquires a pessimistic definition: "por aqui
abajo nos arrastramos y nos vamos yendo hacia el sitio donde tenemoe
que ponernos silenciosamente a esperar silenciosamente que los anos
vayan pasando yq.ue silenciosamente nos vayamos hacia donde se van
21
todas las floreciliac; del mundo" (p. 238). To Kierkegaard, silence
represented God's abandoning man; here, with only a minimal change of
emphasis, it refers to man's isolation in an alienated and mechanized
22
world lacking in absolutes.
At this juncture, Pedro's awareness of himself and the world -
his "cura" - reaches its most detailed point of analogy with Heideggerian
theory. No ontological scheme would be complete without a consideration
of death; only with this may a total perspective of Being be attained.
Dasein is being-in-the-worId; Sein-zum-tode. being-tawards-death, is the
source of dread, and 'dread is the ultimate symptom of Dasein 'a being,
"care". Pedro's numb, emotive-spiritual void is an indication of the
completely negative tenor of his attitude. His abstraction from the
content of his own life, illustrated by his impassive self-analysis:
"<?Pero yo, por que no estoy mas desesperado? i Por que me estoy dejando
capar?" (p. 237), is the ultimate in self-alienation. He senses the
21
A pun is probably intended in the word "florecilla", since the
girl who died from the abortion was called Plorita.
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Ihab Hassan offers ten interpretations of the phenomenon of
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Modern Literature. (New York, Oxford University Press, 1971).
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dispersion of his own "being and the division and distance between his
actual and virtual selves. His personality has been destroyed and his
destiny removed from his sphere of action or control. He is so over¬
powered by abulia. so bereft of any unifying moral strength, that he
cannot even commit suicide, the positive act of protest made by Andres
Hurtado and, we suppose, by Augusto Perez. As an heir to the rneta-
physic which characterised the fictional heroes in the novels of the
'98, Pedro may also be compared, at this final stage of his development,
with the ultimately static Antonio Azorin.
The protagonist's dialectical development, then, from neutrality
through disruption to catastrophe is complete. His disjointed destiny
is a process of alienation which has been realized through the indifferent
medium of time: "and because outside ourselves - beyond the 'in-me' or
the 'for-me' in which man recognises himself - no values or archetypes
exist, or because man's own adventure and compromise alone can establish
23
them, life becomes fragmented into discreet situations." Pedro's own
"adventure" has failed, his alienation lias beeone progressively more
severe and his life has been deprived of coherence, continuity and
ultimate meaning. Luis martin Santos has complied with Pouilion's
definition by expressing "le developpement tcaaporel d'un personnage
saisi dans sa realite psychologique," ^ a development and a reality
whose fragmentary structure is but the reflection of a defenceless
individual's continual failure to dominate circumstances.
07
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Pedro's temporal awareness develops in line with his process
of destiny. The early stage of neutrality is comparable with the
Heidegger's concept of the "estado de caido", where the individual's
actual self is separated from its potential self. "El elemento
/ /
temporal que hace posible la caida es el presentar. Cuanto mas impropia
es la existencia, tanto mas huye ante su-propio-poder-ser, tanto nas se
cierra sobre el presente y crece mas su olvidar" (Apologos..., p. 131).
Pedro, in this pre-authentic stage, lives in Heidegger's "tiempo
vulgar", in "el tiempo concebido como sucesion de ahoras y numerado
por algun ser-ante—los-ojos que se caracteriza por su ritmicidad...
El tiempo vulgar como infinito dentro del que transcurriria la
existencia del hombre en sus sucesivos ahoras es el que corresponde a
la existencia cotidiana que asi determinada no solo es un 'aspecto del
ser' sino un 'modo del ser' diferente de la existencia propia"
(Apologos..., p. 133). The limitations of Pedro's life-style, as
distinct from his existence or being, have already been indicated}
they are reflected in his curtailed experience of time at this stage
of his development. His thoughts are rooted in one major topic, mice
and cancer-research, a limited mental horizon excluding any future
dimension of existence. It is only after the abortion that Pedro
forsakes the neutrality of being for actual ontological authenticity.
Firstly as a fugitive from justice, and subsequently when committed to
prison, he is haunted by the guilt attached to the immediate past and
worried by ominous premonitions. Reduced to his own mental resources,
he tries to concentrate on the present, but his mind slips backwards and
forwards into the realms of further discomfort:
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Estaba borracho. Yo.
No pensar. No penear. Mirar a la pared. Estars© pasando
el tiempo, mirando a la pared. No tienes quo pensar... Estas
aqul quieto, tranquilo, Tu ores bueno, til has querido hacerlo
bien ... Tu no tardus nisguna mala idea. Lo hiciste lo niejor
que supisto. Si otra vea tuvieras que volver a hacerlo,,.
;Imbecill
No pienses. No pensar. No pensar. Estate tranquilo. No
va a paear nada. No tienee que tener miedo de todos. Si paea
lo peor. Si te ocurre lo peor que te pueda ocurrir. Lo peor.
Si reahaente creen que tu lo hiciste. Si te ertan esperando
para aplastarte con el peso de la pena mas gorda que puedan
inventar para aplastarte. Ponte en lo peor... Cpp. 178-9).
The fluctuation of hie thought, as the tense-structure indicates, is
purely temporal in nature: from such consciousness "care" derives.
It is anguish, for Heidegger, which releases man from the narrow confines
of "el ser cotidiano": the jail sequence confronts Pedro with himself
in the anguish of self-analysis and vulnerability.
It is bewilderment, too, about the metaphysical logic of life
which permeates his final thoughts, distinctly reminiscent of Baroja:
"dEl hombre lobo para el hoabre?...Pero no me pareee comprensible que
las eosas hayan tenido que ocurrir de esa manera..." (p. 233). The
third but negative part of his dialectical development is a tragic
condition of anaesthetized silence and castration. Though morally
negative, it is nevertheless, an ontologically authentic state of
being, since Pedro's awareness and "care" lave been acute]y awakened.
He declares in philosophic and fatalistic mood his belief that man is
obliged to drift through a life of tedium and natural indifference to a
senseless goal, where he will wait in silence before being condemned to
go "hacia donde se van todae las florecillas del mundo" (p. 233).
Such critical awareness constitutes the highest degree of ontological
experience of temporality. The future is the primal dimension of time
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for Kierkegaard and Heidegger, and death its certainty; man's anguished
consciousness of Ms "ser-para-la muerte" (kpologcs.... p. 127), is
ultimate proof of Being.
The Existentialist emphasis on time and situation is reflected
in Tiempo de silencio. The author-narrator refers to and analyses
human temporality in terms akin to those used by Heidegger and Sartre.
In addition to the notions of project and becoming, derived from
Kierkegaard, and to that of Gestart. the concepts of the ecstasy, the
/
instant and the situation also appear in Luis Martin Santos* novel.
/
The author describes Pedro and Mafias' "peor momento" of inebriated
discomfort with the unlikely and ironical aid of pMlosopMcal
terminology:
Pero incluso el peor momento nunca es mas que eso: un
momento. [ Hasta tal punto es 11mitada la naturaleza humanal.
Aunque en un dado momento el hornbre parece que va a escapar
a su proplo ser ya sea en el salto del atleta, ya en el giro
de la bailarina, ya en el extasis que le pone en contacto
directo con la diviMdad, ya en la simple inebriedad en que
se constituye a si misrao como pura euforia desprovisto de
temporalidad, estos destellos de algo eterno se rauestran
defectivamente caducos y transitorios...
Paso, pues, tambien para ellos el mal moraento con su
carga de eternidad y llego el instante en que...comenzaron a
sentirse menos necesitados del mutuo apoyo antigravitatorio
(pp. 77-3).
"El rnal momento con su carge de eternidad" recalls Kierkegaard's concept
of the instant as the encounter of time and eternity. On another
occasion, Similiano, the detective, defines the ontological significance
of the critical situation and instant in purely Heideggerian terms:
/ / /
"la situacion limite, el borde del abismo, la decision decisive, la
primera vivencia. i El instantel La crisis a partir de la cual cambia
el proyecto del existente. La eleccion. La libertad encarnada" (p. 159).
"The instant, for Heidegger, is the moment when with resolute decision we
take ourselves upon ourselves and, uniting our origins and projects,
25 (
accept the responsibility of what we are." Martin Santos' thought
and terminology are here fully within the Existentialist mould.
The most succinct example of existential temporality in relation
to the critical situation is afforded by the sequence of Pedro's
experience while he is imprisoned. The narrator describes the jail's
general properties: time appears homogeneous and monotonous, elastic
and elongated, and totally divorced from lunar or solar chronology, since
in the cells "la luz es eterna. No se apaga ni de dxa ni de noche"
(p. 173); an extended and uniform silence prevails "en este infierno en
el que jXhe prisoners^" guardan un profundo silencio que tan solo rompen
con intervalos de varios anos-luz para solicitar, ya la gracia de una
miccion, ya la de una cerilla..." (p. 171). Enclosed in a temporal
vacuum, the prisoners can only measure time according to daily routine:
"Llegada la noche se da una rnanta parda al detenido. Llegado el dia se
le retira exigiendolc sea doblada por bus pliegos. Estos acontecim-
ientos y los mas banales del rancho o de la orina dan una forma de
calendario a un tiempo que, por lo demas, se muestra uniformemente
constituido de aagustia y virtudes teologales" (p. 175). Thus, when
Pedro is eventually removed from his cell to the interrogation room, he
cannot judge exactly how long his stay in the cell has lasted: he is
/ / / /
moved "despues de un numero de horas o de dias o de noclies dificilmente
calculable" (p. 195).
Pedro's specific experience of time in the prison is a pure
reflection of his very being, since there is nothing external to which he
25
Wahl, op. cit.. p. 56. ASartre, too, writes that "l'inetant
est insecable et intemporel..."L'Btre et le neant. p. 176.
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might relate himself, Confined in stark isolation and subject to
the ever-increasing activity of his own consciousness, he is confronted
with the prospect of indefinite reclusion. His initial reaction is to
/
adopt an attitude of resignation: "Estar aqui quieto el tiempo que sea
necesario. No moverse, Aprender a estar mirando un punto de la pared
hasta ir, poco a poco, concentrandose en un vacio sin pensamiento" (p.
175). Particularly significant is his use of the reflexive verb at
one stage of his monologue: "estarse pasando el tiempo" (p. 178), which
indicates that time is indistinguishable from the self's experience. He
continues: "No pasa nada /here in jaij/. Solo un tiempo. Un tiempo
que queda fuera de mi vida, entre parentesis. Puera de mi vida tonta."
His experience of time renders his sense of being inordinately acute:
"La vida de fuera esta suspendida con todas sue comas tontas. Han
quedado fuera. La vida desnuda. El tiempo, solo el tiempo llena
este vacio de las cosas tontas y de las personae tontas. Todo tiene
/
que resbalar, resbala sobre mi, no sufro nada absolutamente. Cualquiera
peneara que ertare sufriendo. Pero yo no sufro. Existo, vivo."
Heightened temporal awareness and supreme ontological experience are
one and the same for Pedro: "El tiempo pasa, me llena, voy en el tiempo,
nunca he vivido el tiempo de mi vida que pasa como ahora que estoy
quieto mirando a un punto de la pared... Solo aqui, que bien,me parece
que estoy encima de todo. No me puede pasar nada. Yo soy el que
paso. Vivo. Vivo." (p. 179).
There are various grounds for comparison between Tiempo de
/
silencio and Camus' L'Etranger. but we may here isolate for present
attention the depiction, in both novels, of temporal experience in
prison. Meursault's predicament implies one major problem: the need
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to kill time. "Toute la question, encore une fois, etait de tuer le
temps...J'avais bien lu qu'on finissait par perdre la notion du temps
en prison. Mais cela n'avait pas beaucoup de sens pour moi. Je n'avais
pas compris a quel point les jours pouvaient etre a la fois longs et
X
courts. Longs a vivre sans doute, mais tellement distendus qu'ils
finissaient par deborder les uns sur lee autres. lis y perdaient leur
nom. Les mots hier ou demain etaient les seuls qui gardaient un sens
26
pour moi." Pedro, too, is in a void-like temporal vacuum where his
presence and responses are the only criteria of temporal reality: "eres
un ser libre para dibujar cualauier dibujo o bien hacer una raya cada
/ /
dia que vaya pasando como han hecho otros, y cada siete dias una raya
mas larga, porque eres libre de hacer las rajastodo lo largas que
quieras y nadie te lo puede impedir..." (p. 130). Objective chronology
is supplanted by factors of experience determined by the relative
situation.
Reference is made to the Gallimard edition of L'Etran#er.
(Paris, 1957), pp. 116 & 118.
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In some general notes on the contemporary novel, Paul Ilie
rhetorically asks No cabe asegurar que la gran crisis filosofica del
siglo XX esta en el analisis del problems del Ser con su contrapartida
/ / 27
artistica en la experimentacion de la forma?" Tiempo de silencio
illustrates both assumptions of his proposition. Time, which is a
fundamental of the novel's content is also a factor of central importance
to its formal structure. On a simple level, the continuity of cosmic
nature is attested by the incorporation into the novel's external
structure of an alternating night and day sequence. The opening pages,
for example, refer to the end of a working day at the research laboratory,
page 26 depic.ts "la iaanana...page 60 the "noche de sabado" etc. This
superficial structure has little relevance, however, to Pedro's lived
experience of time. As has been suggested, the importance of time in
the novel is rhythmic and existential, and is principally reflected in
23
the internal structure.
Pedro's character develops in time with his experiencing a
critical sequence of situations which confront him. We have compared
the presentation of Pedro's destiny in the novel's internal structure
with the general Existentialist conception of temporal experience as
"a discontinuous becoming, made up of crises, advancing by leaps and
29bounds ", and have attempted to define his temporal becoming as a
27 /
Paul Ilie, La novelistica de Camilo Jose Cela. cited, p. 230.
23
The cosmic continuum is emphasised in Aldecoa's Parte de una
historia as a positive value in human experience. Pedro's life is one
of irremediable conflict and disvalue.
29
J. Wahl, Philosophies of Existence, p. 50.
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rhythmical pattern, of experience deriving from his encounter with
certain taxing situations. The articulations of his spiritual
development may be expressed at a mechanical level of the book's
structure by a relation between the critical events of the plot and
their distribution throughout the 24©-page text. The five structural
sections referring to the stages of Pedro's evolving destiny stand
together in a coherent relationship in terms of rhythmic form. The
quantity of each section, measured in groups of pages, is as follows:
53, 53, 53, 39 and 34.
To this physically determined graph which depicts a simple rhythmic
structure of decline may be added another whose purpose is to illustrate
the correspondence of critical events or horizontal junctures to their
place in the text as a vertical medium. A second rhythmic pattern is
established by the counterpointing of Pedro's interior monologues, in
which circumstances he is isolated and subjected to a toma de conciencia.
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This second rhythmic structure reflects a Geetalt which is derived in¬
extricably from Pedro's very experience. The temporal articulations of
hie destiny arc governed by ontological factors which relegate external
chronological detail to a plane of minor importance.
The discontinuous quality of Pedro's developing destiny ie
represented at the novel's formal level by fragmentation. However, in
order to avoid repeating those considerations already made about die-
continuity and its ideo-structural implications, in the chapter referring
to Azorin, it is preferable to attend, instead, to another essential
temporal function embodied in this novel's structure, the stream of
consciousness.
Kxietentialism departs from the basic premise of man's encounter
with himself. Heidegger and Sartre construct their ontological systems
/
around the focal point of personal awareness, or "care": "el ser-ahi es
un ser iluminado. La luz que lo ilumina es la cura" (Apologos.... p.
131). The nearest material representation in fiction of the ontological
function ie the tableau of human consciousness, the depiction of mind at
work. So it is that passages like Molly Bloom's interior monologue in
Joyce's Ulysses or Benjie'p solipsistic jabberinge in Faulkner's The
Sound and the Fury impress the reader as art-forms which present the
human mind in its naked, essential being-in-the-world. Robert
Humphrey's authoritative Rtream of Consciousness in the Modern Novel
offers some invaluable definitions of the terminology, nature, purpose
and philosophical implications of this literary phenomenon. The
creation of human consciousness in fiction, Kumphrpy states, "is a
modern attempt to analyze human nature...The realm of life with vjhich
stream-of-consciousness literature is concerned is mental and spiritual
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experience." The great achievement of Dorothy Richardson, James Joyce,
William Faulkner and Virginia Woo If lies in the fact that "they have
created a fiction centred on the core of human experience." The
etreaa-of-coneciousnees novel has as its subject matter the consciousness
of one or more of its cliaracterc; this is rendered by certain technical
devices, the foremost of which is interior monologue. Although it is not
a major part of his argument, Humphrey concludes that a fundamental
difference between Zola and Dreiser on the one hand, and the stream of
consciousness writers on the other, is that philosophical distinction
it "30
between "a broad materialism and a generalized existentialism • A.A,
Mendilow adds to this argument by stating that "Heidegger's principle
of indeterminancy has its equivalent in their /the novelists^/ technique
of the stream of consciousness;...they strive to express their sense of
life as a sequence of non-causal impressions in which direction can be
"51
predicted only of the larger units, never of the smaller components."
Stream of consciousness literature thus deals specifically with man and
his inner awareness: implied in this awareness may be the metaphyseal
considerations of Existentialist thought.
The distinction which Humphrey draws between Zola and Dreiser and
the stream of consciousness writers throws some interesting light on our
✓
discussion of Tieqpo de silencio: for Martin Santos, in fact, portrays
a dual conflict in which Pedro is involved. He is struggling both
against external forces of the social and material environment - the
brothel, the chabolas. the police and Cartucho - and against the internal
30
It, Humphrey, Stream of Consciousness in the Modern Novel
(University of California Press, Berkeley & Los Angeles, 1954), pp. 6, 7,
22 & 8 respectively.
31
Mendllow, Time and the Hovel, p. 8.
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phenomena of his conscious mind. In accounting for both these levels
of internal and external action, Martin Santos offers a synthetic vision
of human reality and achieves a measure of structural equilibrium
hitherto absent from the twentieth-century novel of Spain. His use of
the stream-of-consciousness technique in Tiempo de silencio is an
illustration of the marked degree of refinement now attained in the
formal development of that novel. It is, once again, with Unamuno that
a diachronic comparison may be made. It was he who first broke with
the traditional mode of narrative presentation characterised by a
differentiation and distancing between the narrator's external account
and the protagonist's involvement in the action. Psychological conflict
and interior action figure prominently in Unamuno's novels with the
consequent reduction in importance of external factors. Although none
of his novels would merit the description of 'stream-of-consciousness'
in accordance with a rigorous application of the definition, the role
of interior monologue in their structure is of fundamental value to
the full development of the stream-of-consciousness technique in
subsequent novels by, for example, J. Goytisolo, Matute, Sanchez Espeso
/
and Martin Santos. In Tiempo de silencio reference to objective,
external factors, the material par excellence of the nineteenth-century
novel, is complemented by the detailed structural account of that
purely subjective reality of consciousness.
On certain occasions in the novel Pedro appears in his pure
capacity of a reflective human being: "el hombre es un animal
meditativo" the author writes in a short article (Apologos.... p. 38).
Pedro's existence implies awareness of himself ani of his context; the
corollary is also true, that his awareness renders his existence authentic.
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Significantly, the novel starts with a eolioquy and ends with an interior
monologue, both by Pedro, a fact which suggests the ontological pre¬
eminence of consciousness. This is substantiated also by the author's
deliberate technique of alternation between first and third person
presentation as a means to emphasise the critical encounters of the self
with itself. Pedro's soliloquies are proof of his existence. His
awareness is modified throughout the course of his destiny, assuming
the mature characteristics of "care" in that critical encontrarse in
prison. This passage, (pp. 175-9), is a paradigm of direct interior
monologue. "Interior monologue is ...the technique used in fiction for
representing the psychic content and processes of character partly or
entirely unuttered, just as these processes exist at various levels of
conscious control before Alley are formulated for deliberate speech...
Direct interior monologue is that type of interior monologue which is
represented with negligible author-interference and with no auditor
32
assumed." The following extract offers an interesting illustration:
/ /
El destino fatal. La resignacion, Estar aqui quieto
el tiempo que sea necesario. No moverse. Aprender a estar
mirando un punto de la pared hasta ir, poco a poco, concentrandose
en un vacio sin pensamiento. Relajacion autogena. Yoga.
Estar tendido quieto. Tocar la pared despacio con una mano.
Relax. Dominar la anguEtia. Pensar despacio. Saber que
no pasa nada grave, que no hay mas que esperar en silencio,
que no puede pasar nada grave, hasta que el nudo se deshaga
igual que se ha hecho. Estar tranquilo. Sentirse tranquilo.
Llegar a encontrar refugio en la soledad, en la proteccion de
las paredes. En la misma inmovilidad. No se esta mal. No se
esta tan mal. Para que pensar. No hay mas que estar quieto.
No pensar en nada. Llegar a hacer como si fuera un deseo
propio estar quieto. Como si el estar quieto, escondido,
fuera un deseo o un juego. Estar escondido todo el tiempo
que quiera. Estar quieto todo el tiempo necesario. Aqui
mientras estoy quieto, no me pasa nada. No puedo hacer nada;
luego no puedo equivocarme. No puedo tomar ninguna resolucion
erronea. No puedo hacer nada mal. No puedo equivocarme.
Humphrey, 0£. cit., pp. 24-5.
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No puedo perjudicarme. Estar tranquilo en el fondo. No
puede ya pasar nada. Lo que va a pasar yo no lo puedo
provocar. Aqui estoy hasta que me echen fuera y yo no
puedo hacer nada por salir.
iPor que fui?
/ ✓
No pensar. No hay por que pensar en lo que ya esta
hecho. Es inutil intentar recoirer otra vez Iob errores
que uno ha cometido. Todos Iob hombres cometen errores.
Todos los hombres eeequivocan. Todos Iob hombres buecan
su perdicion por un camino complicado o sencillo. Dibujar
la sirena con la mancha de la pared. La pared parece una
sirena. Tiene la oaballera caida por la espalda. ...
Siempre he sido mal dibujante. Tiene una cola corta de
pescado pequeno. No es una sirens corriente. Desde
aqui, tumbado, la sirena puede mirarme. Estas bien, estas
bien. No te puede pacar nada porque tu no has hecho nada.
No te puede pasar nada. Se tienen que dar cuenta de que
tu no has hecho nada. Esta claro que tu no has hecho nada.
iPor que tuviste que beber tanto aquella noche? APor que
tuviste que hacerlo borracho, completamente borracho? Esta
prohibido conducir borracho y tu^. .tu.. .No pienses. Estas
aqui bien. Todo da igual; aqui estas tranquilo, traneuilo,
tranquilizandote poco a poco. Es una aventura. Tu
experiencia se amplia. Ahora sabes mas que antes. Sabras
mucho mas de todo cjue antes, sabras lo^que han sentido otros,
lo que es estar ahi abajo donde tu sabias que habia otros y
nunca te lo podias imaginar. Tu enriqueces tu experiencia.
Llegas a conocer mejor lo que eres, de lo que eres capaz.
Si realmente eres un miedoso, si te aterrorizas. Si te
pueden. Lo que es el miedo. Lo que el hombre Bigue
siendo desde detras del miedo, desde debajo del miedo, al
otro lado de la frontera del miedo. Que eres capaz de vivir
tranquilo todavia, de estar aqui serenamente. Si estas aqui
serenamente no es un fracaso. Triunfas del miedo. El
hombre imperturbable, el que sigue siendo imperturbable,
entero, puede decir que triunfa, aunque todos, todos,todos
crean que esta cagado de miedo, que es una piltrafa, un
gusarapo. Si guarda su fondo de libertad que le per¬
mits elegir lo que le pasa, elegir lo que le esta aplastardo,
Decir: quiero, si, quiero si, quiero, quiero, quiero estar
aqui porque quiero lo que ocurre, quiero lo que es, quiero de
verdad, quiero, sinceramente quiero, esta bien asi. aQue es
lo que pide todo placer? Pide profunda?profunda eternidad.
Tu no la mataste. Estaba muerta. No estaba muerta.
Tu la mataste. iPor que dices tu?-Yo. (pp. 175-7)
The underlying subject-matter of this passage is the content of Pedro's
psychic consciousness, its form that of his mental process; implied are
the qualities of rhythm and temporality. The rhythm of his thoughts
and mood derives from the development of certain motifs. Resignation
and patience are the principal elements of his temperament, interwoven
with fear and guilt} they develop in a series of fluctuations, acquiring
greater dramatic intensity. Pedro assures himself at the outset: "estar
aqui quieto el tiempo que sea necesario". "Estar tendido quieto", he
repeats, conscious of the insinuating need to "dominar la angustia".
Awareness of destructive doubt prompts him to comment "Para que pensar.
z /
Ho hay mas que estar quieto"Aqui mientras estoy quieto no me pasa
nada" he insists. A rhythm of uneasy repetition has by now been
/
established and Pedro realises that "No puedo hacer nada por mi mismo.
Tranquilidad. No puedo hacer nada . . His desire for patient
resignation reasserts itself: "Estar tranquilo en el fondo" , but
Joyce's "agenbite of inwit" intrusively breaks down his mental defences:
"IPor que fui?" Next, the previous theme of self-analysis reappears:
"No penear. No hay por que pensar en lo que ya esta hecho." He makes
the excuse that "todos los hombres cometen errores." His attention
then shifts to his physical surroundings, to the "mancha de la pared",'
but eventually the inevitable anguish of insecurity returns and he is
obliged to tell himself "Estas bien, estae bien. No te puede pasar
nada porque tu no has hecho nada." The mobile nature of his train of
thought is illustrated by the immediate fall into violent self-recrimination:
"<iPor que tuviste que beber tanto aquella noche? d Por que tuviste que
hacerlo borracho, completamente borracho?" This he can only assuage by
abstract comment on the general implications of his circumstances: "Es
una aventura. Tu experiencia se amplia..." The fourth paragraph
closes on a protracted consideration of the Existentialist concept of
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freedom, which is only undermined and replaced by the resurgent pangs
of guilt: "Tu no la inataste. Estaba muerta. No estaba muerta. Tu
la mataste. i Por que dices tu? - Yo." This passage displays
the workings of the human mind as bare, unrepressed, fluctuating process
and disjointed development and attests the ontological supremacy of
consciousness.
A frustrated, acutely self-conscious mind's response to time is
likewise portrayed and incorporated in the pessimistic monologue with
which the novel closes (pp. 233-240). The following extract is taken
from pages 238-9, which depict Pedro's leaving Madrid on the train.
The interior monologue is directly presented without the author's inter¬
vention; it shows Pedro's private consciousness in its unspoken yet
sophisticated state; the flow of thought is continuous and variable.
We ehall comment pari passu on the structure of this extract of the
monologue in order to indicate the mechanics of its rhythm, the agent
of temporal progression:
Pero no me siento suficientemente Initial statement of basic
desesperado, theme.
siento un placer muelle en este Circumstantial reference,
arcaico instrumento que galopa, shift of attention from
galopa, galopa como un animal the exclusive self.
con su traqueteo ruidoso de
efecto hipnotico
que hace coincidir su ritmo con Association of ideas
el del electroencefalograma y springing from the essential
que por un sistema de acomodacion concept of rhythm.
identico al que emplean los negros
en las tribus primitivas, con sus
tam-tam en las noches de fiestas
bailando, bailando consiguen -
ellos, si, dichosos - llegar al
famoso extasie,
mientras que aqui ni aun el Particular and contrasting
sueno se consigue. awareness of self and context.
Si llegara al extasie, Continuation of established motif,
si cayera al suelo y pateara Hypothesis of associated theme,
ante la misma cara del predicador
20?.
viajero podria convertirme, atrave-
sar el lavado necesario del cerebro
prevaricador y quedar convertido en
un cazador de perdices gordae y
aldeanas eumisas.
Pero no somoe negros, no eomoe
negros, los negros saltan, rien,
gritan y votan para elegir a sus
representates en la ONTJ. Nosotros
no somos negros, ni indios nl paises
subdesarrollados. Somos mojamas
tenaidae al aire purisimo de la
meseta que estan colgados de un




se puede formar un ritmo,
es cuestion de darle una forma, una
estructura gestaltica, puede conse-
guire un ritmo distinto segun la
postura en que uno se ponga a
eecuchar un ritmo cada dos, un
ritmo cada tree, un ritmo cada
cuatro y luego repetir, o bien
otro ritmo como en las figuras
opticas se puede ver una copa o
el perfil de una cara.
Racionalismo morbido, que me
importan a mi los ritmoe, las
figuras y las gestalten si me
estan capando vivo.
i Y por que no estoy desesperado?
Es comodo ser eunuco, es tranquilo,
estar desprovisto de testiculoe, es
agradable a pesar de estar castrado
tomar el aire y el sol mientrae uno
se amojama en silencio.
iPor que desesperarase si uno sigue
amojamandose silenciosamente y las
rosas siguen sien...las rosas?...
ajjj.
Podras cazar perdices, podras
cazar perdices muy gordas cuando los
sembrados esten ya... podras jugar
al ajedrez en el casino.
A ti siempre te ha gustado el
ajedrez, si no has jugado al
ajedrez mas es porque no
has tenido tiempo. Acuerdate que
antes sabias la defensa Philidor.
El ajedrez es muy agradable y ademas
al no estar deeesperado, que facil
sera acostumbrarse si uno esta
desesperado.
Third and culminating
movement of the 'extasis'
theme.
Attention to the context, i.e,
the train.
Initial idea.
Expansion of and insistence
on theme.
Violent self-awareness and
introduction of the metaphorical
castration theme.
Reassertion of primary mood & idea.
Association and expansion on
theme.
Forceful return of principal
strand, outburst of impatience.
Shift of thought to the future
i.e. possible activities in the
provinces.
Expansion of chess theme which
eventually develops into and
fusee with the dominant theme of
despair.
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The passage lays bare the content and mechanics of Pedro's mind. A
principal idea or train of thought (the theme of despair) is established
and developed; it is temporarily replaced by associated mental threads
(the notions of extasy, rhythm and castration), before reappearing
forcefully in conjunction with the idea of chess. The mind is
portrayed at work in time.
Stream of consciousness depicts the realities of inner awareness,
including the reality of subjective time, since a primordial characteristic
of the movement of consciousness is its ability and tendency to find its
own time sense. Pedro recognises that experience of time is subjective
when he sees the need to "estarse pasando el tiempo" (p. 173). Con¬
sciousness may be aware of itself because it is actively existent:
Dasein's authenticity is proved by the actuality of "care". So Pedro,
in his unadorned condition of "being there", is aware of the painful
reality of his existence because of the irrepressible process of con¬
sciousness as something that is. His monologues are illustrations
of the consciousness of his being and their prime modality is the
present tense, the most authentic rendering of Dasein. "El presente
de indicativo es el tiempo del solipsismo, de la extraneza y de la
soledad" states Jean Bloch-Michel, a definition which shows the
aptness of this tense to Pedro's alienated and isolated being. Roland
Barthes perceptively comments that "when the Narrative is rejected in
favour of other literary genres, or when, within the narration, the
preterite is replaced by less ornamental forms, freslier, more full-
blooded and nearer to speech (the present tense or the present perfect),
literature becomes the receptacle of existence in all its density and no
77
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longer of its meaning alone.The vibrancy and vitality of Pedro's
being are conveyed by the use of this tense at crucial moments of his
destiny. In the train-scene at the end of the novel he says to
himself:
Aqui estoy. No se para que pienso. Podia dormirme. Soy
risible. Estoy desesperado de no estar desesperado. Pero
podria tambi6n no estar desesperado a causa de estar
desesperado por no estar desesperado. A que viene aqui
ahora ese trabalenguas. Parece como si me gustaria
decirlo a alguien. Alguien me tomaria todavia por
ingenioso y no tendria que preguntarme de donde viene mi
ingenio, porque para qu£ iba a preguntarme de donde viene
mi ingenio. A Y que demonios puede importarle a nadie si
yo soy ingenioso o no soy ingenioso o si era ingeniosa la
puta que me pario? i Imbecill Otra vez estoy pensando y
gozo en pensar como si estuviera orgulloso de que lo que
pienso son coaas brillantes...ajj, (p. 240).
/
Pedro's radical presence in the inhospitable world, his ser-ahi. appears
most forcefully in the passages depicting his exposed and actual con¬
sciousness.
The facts that the form of Pedro's thoughts is syntactically
coherent and that their structure exhibits a sophisticated level of
verbalization may illustrate a distinction between Pedro's own and the
more spectacular forms of interior monologue, as exemplified in Juan
Goytisolo's la reivindicacion del donde Don Julian or Hector Vazquez
Azpiri's Fauna. These two authors are portraying, in the novels cited,
the workings of a mind confused with drugs or drink, a comparatively
uninhibited mind whose realm of activity is nearer the primitive source
of the unconscious. The sophisticated form in which Martin Santos
has Pedro meditate complies with the private characteristics of his
intellect and personality, just as Cartucho's interior monologue
(pages 45-8) illustrates, in its idiom and syntax, that character'o
coarser intellectual fibre.
34
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To portray the internal workings of the mind with plausible
accuracy the author of a piece of stream of consciousness fiction will
be required to respect the structural attributes of a private thought-
process before it attains verbal expression in an established syntactical
form. In the following example Martin Santos has attempted to portray
the inner articulations of Pedro's mind and especially his frenzied
reaction to Dorita's murder at the brutal hands of the vengeful
Cartucho:
✓ /
No, no, no, no es asi. La vida no es asi, en la vida no ocurre
asi. El que la hace no la paga. El que a hierro muere no a
hierro mata. El que da primero no da dos veces. Ojo por ojo.
Ojo de vidrio para rojo cuevano hueco. Dieiite por diente.
Protesis de oro y celuloide para el mellado abyecto. La furia
de los dioses vengadores. Los envenenados dardos de su ira.
No siete sino setenta veces siete. El pecado de la Cava hubo
tambien de ser pagado. Echo el rio Tajo el pecho afuera
hablando al rey palabras de mane-tecel-fares. Cuidadosamente
estudio el llamado Goethe las motivaciones del sacrificio de
Ifigenia y habiendolas perfectamente comprendido, diose con
afan a ponerlas en tragedia,, El que la hace la paga. No
Eiempre el que la hace: el que cree que la hizo o equel^de
quien fue creido que la habia hecho o aquel que consiguio
convencer a quienes le rodeaban al envolverse en el negro manto
del traidor, palida faz, amarilla mirada, sonrisa torva.
j IIombre o lobo? 1 El hombre lobo? .2 El lobo que era hombre
durante las noches de luna llena? <± El lobo feroz cuya boca
es cuatro veces mas ancha que la de un hombre? i El hombre
lobo para el hombre? i la batida contra las alimanas daninas
que descienden al valle y estragan los rebanos? (pp. 232-3).
Here Pedro's thought process comprises four stages: the statement of
the theme, variations on it through mythic and literary analogies,
restatement of the initial theme and a second variation comprising the
"hombre-lobo" motif. Free association, covering a broad cultural
spectrum, and discontinuous rhetorical accumulation, manifest in the
syntactic and semantic variation on the primary theme of "el que la
hace la paga" together convey the private structure of Pedro's personal
consciousness. The lack of verbs suggests the rapid articulations of
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hie troubled mind} the repetition suggests the obsessive insistence on
the theme of vengeance. The passage as a whole emphasises the importance
of a detailed correspondence between a literary content and the syntactical
form which is required to express it.
In the general framework of Tiempo de silencio's internal
structure, the passages of interior monologue are an essential contribution
to the creation of an internal time pattern. They illustrate the
ontological supremacy of mind, its rhythm and situation in time and portray
the basic structures of the psychic process. The primacy of stream of
consciousness over biological progression is a symptom of the novelist's
concern with the inner realities of mind wliich have become a fundamental
part of the twentieth-century fictional experience. He pays particular
attention to existential temporality and relegates historical chronology
to a level of minor importance in an effort to portray the essence and
rhythm of Being and the very stuff of human existence. The novel's deep-
seated rhythmical structures embody the dialectic or Gestalt of Pedro's
vital project and the interaction of his subjective, ontological reality
with the objective factors of social and human reality. Martin Santos
has assimilated and transcended the technical resources of his Spanish
predecessors in the present century and has created a novel whose soph¬




The Continuous Present in
Ignacio Aldecoa's
'arte de- una historia.
1
Roy Pascal, in a probing article entitled "Tense and Hovel",
discusses the function of tense form in fiction. The starting point
for his argument is Dr. Kite Hamburger's Die Logik der Dichtuns;. of
2
which he offers first a synopsis and then a corrective evaluation.
The German critic denies the temporal nature and importance of tense,
considering its purpose to be bound up primarily with the fictional
work's relation to the reader: it is a technical and aesthetic factor
connected with the literary notions of fictitiousness, i.e. fiction qua
fiction, and dramatic immediacy. Pascal shows the limitations of this
bias. He concedes that Dr. Hamburger "is right in discerning that a
general aesthetic problem is involved, that of the nature of the
fictional experience altogether," but argues that she "has not recognised
that their function in fiction /I.e. that of tenses/, cannot be judged
out of context and that they take their meanings from the context."
Consequently the present tense may have a definite "present" temporal
implication when used in certain contexts instead of the preterite foum
of conventional narrative technique.
In June 1967, Ignacio Aldecoa's fourth major novel was published.
Entitled Parte de una historia. its primary formal characteristic is the
^Cited above, p. 74.
2Ibid.
3
All references are to the Noguer edition of Parte de una historia.
(Madrid & Barcelona, 1967).
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use throughout of the present tense. This can be regarded as a
structural representation of the main character's psychology, which, as
we shall attempt to demonstrate at a later stage in this chapter, con¬
centrates on and functions in his present, actual circumstances. As
a result, the temporal situation of the action is a continuous present.
In his scholarly Time and the Novel, Professor A.A. Mendilow dedicates
an entire chapter, "Duration and the Continuous Present", to explaining
4
the temporal implications of this particular tense. His point of view
is therefore opposed to Dr. Hamburger's and concordant with Pascal's.
It is in alignment with Professor Mendilow's conception of tense and
form that we propose to approach Aldecoa's Parte de -una historia with
the presuppositions that (i) tense is necessarily temporal in that
novel and that (ii) it is the organic counterpart of the subject-matter.
The novel's central theme is the fluctuation and insecurity of life,
with special reference to its temporal dimensions a continuous present.
The evaluation of time as a present continuum has certain
metaphysical implications which illustrate in detail the general con¬
siderations already outlined in the introduction of this thesis. The
reduction of temporal perspective to a contracted, concentrated present
is generally accepted as symptomatic of contemporary sensibility, Hans
Meyerhoff suggests that "the temporal perspective in the lives of
individuals has become so foreshortened in our age as to condemn them to
5
live in a perpetual present." For Bergson this present is indeed
perpetual and a process of continuous fluctuation; Borges in fact,
accepts only the present as real; other thinkers like Vyndham Lewis deny the
mendilow, Time and the Hovel, pp. 213-20.
5
Meyerhoff, Time in Literature, pp. 109-10.
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element of temporal duration and continuity and view the present as
composed of separate, static fragments. All these writers, however,
agree on the essential point, the supremacy of the present. Critics
of contemporary culture reach similar conclusions. Heller discusses
culture in terms of immanence and transcendence, describing in detail
the lack of metaphysical certainties or transcendental ideals which is
the outstanding characteristic of contemporary Western civilisation.
Modern man's philosophico-spiritual dilemma is "how to cast eternity
from the new mould of absolute transience, and how to achieve the mode
of transcendence within the consciousness of pure immanence." Heller's
conception of contemporary man's "marginal situation...in the border-
districts of immanence" is supported by Frank Kermode's conclusions about
our age'E temporal perspective. Kermode attests the presence of
apocalyptic thinking in seme twentieth-century writers and thinkers, and
suggests that "although for us the End has perhaps lost its naive
7
imminence...we may speak of it as immanent"; we have no prospective
"sense of an ending", no positive, absolute ideal. This is echoed by
George Steiner's grim recognition of the spiritual fact that "we have
lost a characteristic elan, a metaphysic and technique of 'forward
dreaming'
century man, situated in a perpetually precarious and aimless present in
the midst of a flux of futile transience. This conception of modem
man is a natural continuation of nineteenth century thought, and may be
traced to two Western philosophers in particular whose influence on the
From these statements one may deduce a view of twentieth-
, The Disinherited Mind (Penguin, 1961), p. 144.
7
Kermode, The Sense of an Endin/c. p. 6.
0
Steiner, In Bluebeard's Castle, pp. 53-9.
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contemporary ./eltanschauuna is indisputable: Schopenhauer and Nietzsche.
For Schopenhauer,"the vanity of existence is revealed in the whole form
existence assumes: in the infiniteness of time and space contrasted
with the finiteness of the individual in both; in the fleeting present
as the sole form in which actuality exists;...in continual becoming
without being..." His considerations of life and time involve an
insistence on the actual present. He adds that "our existence has no
foundation on which to rest except the transient present," and reduces
9
life to "a succession of transient present moments". But, since "the
present is regarded as something quite temporary and serving only as the
road to our goal," it follows that no end can be attained: to live ad
interira is to live a perpetual means, a "continual becoming". The
same lack of purpose is expressed by Nietzsche, whom George Dteiner
quotes and translates in his study: "Are we not wandering lost as
10
through an unending void?...Are we falling continuously?" The
vocabulary and grammar are significant. Nietzsche's use of the present
tense and words like "unending" and "continuously" implies a notion of
incessant, purposeless movement comparable with Schopenhauer's theory
11
of "continual becoming" and Bergson's "perpetual becoming". The
idea of a continuous present is firmly established in contemporary
Western thought.
12
If "the present is the locus of reality" and contemporary man
9
Schopenhauer, Assays and Aphorisms, pp. 51-5.
^Nietzsche, La Gaia Scienza. in Steiner's work, cited.
^Bergson's "le perpetuel devenir", Essai sur les donnees immediatee
de la conscienco (Edition du centenaire, Presses Universitaires de France),
P. 120.
12
Mead, G.H.. The Philosophy of the Present (Chicago, 1932), chapter 1,
p. 9.
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experiences it in an intensified form, the effect may he to infuse in
those who experience it a confirmed "sense of the transience of all forms
13
of life". In this transience Mead perceives an element of continuity,
receiving the impression of a series of "presents sliding into one
another". Professor Mendilow replaces Mead's metaphor of a sliding
process with that of the flux. Speed, the keynote of modern existence,
implies change for him: "out of the flux that has superseded the com¬
parative fixity of the past new forms rapidly crystallise, only to
dissolve once more into the flow of things." The metaphors are
Bergeonian, and we here give prominence to this interpretation of time
because there are certain features of the temporal dimension of Aldecoa's
novel, "arte de una hlstoria. which are markedly Bergsonian in character
and which reflect the theories mentioned above on the significance of the
present: its intensity, duration, transience and purpose.^
We may now proceed to a study of the human situation portrayed
in the novel, focussing our attention primarily on the two themes of
existential disorientation and temporality.
Parte de una historia is a story about human insecurity.
Throughout the novel the main character reamins anonymous and surrounded
by an air of recognizable but impenetrable mystery fostered by Aldecoa's
deliberate technique of understatement and allusion. He appears as a
13
Mendilow, Time and the Novel, p. 6.
14The negation of the past's connection with the present (see
pages 64, 102 and 135) is contrary to Bergson's idea of duration, but
the principle of temporal flux derives from him. It is not our
contention that there is complete similarity between Aldecoa's and
Bergson's conceptions of time.
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vulnerable, enigmatic person with a weight on his conscience and a
secret to hide. This air of inscrutability is reinforced by the
narrator's affirmation that "nadie puede entender el fondo de un
hombre" (p. 104).
The novel begins in mediae res, on an immediate note of actuality.
With no explanation as to the identity of the first person narrator or
to how his past is relevant to the island, the reader is presented with
a concrete human being in a defined set of circumstances: "Ayer, a la
caida de la tarde, cuando el gran acantilado es de cinabrio, he vuelto
a la isla" (p. 7). The next page of text illustrates the protagonist's
familiarity with certain of the island's features, and he expressly
/
states: "he reconocido todo y todo me ha sido familiar despues de
/
cuatro anoe largos, asi que he saludado a los amigos como siempre, ccrno
si no me hubiera ido..." (p. 7). The explanation of his absence will
never be disclosed, but there is something mysterious, uneasy and, in
fact, suspicious about his return. It produces a number of reactions
in the interested islanders: "Saben que estare solamente una temporada
entre ellos, y los ojos de Luisita me interrogan desde su amarga
lejania: A For que has venido? A A que has venido donde nada hay? 4 Que
buscas?" (p. 10). The main character soon intimates to Roque, a bar-
/
tender and his host, that it is "a long story": "Despues de cenar es
cuando Roque decide hacerme la pregunta para la que he esperado
calmosamente. No quiere sorprenderme, sino forinularmela como si fuera
/
una banalidad de la conversedon. La pregunta, tarde 0 temprano, me
la haran todos los amigos, como ya me la ha hecho con su mirada Lucita.
✓
- 4 Que te trae por aca esta vez?
000
- Ya te explicare, Es largo- le he contestado" (p. 13).
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The primary characteristic of the protagonist's temperament is
a feeling of insecurity and vital disorientation. Roque notices his
nervous disposition: "No estas Men, cristiano..The main character
lias to admit to himself that "no estoy bien... Roque tiene razon" (p. 14).
Although no explanations have been offered as to the explicit nature of
his discomfort or indisposition, it soon becomes clear that it is not
merely a question of health or personal happiness. On the evening of
his third day on the island, the main character analyses his actual
circumstances: "Estoy otra vez en la isla y de huida. i De quien
/ /
huyo? d No sabria decirmelo. Todo es demasiado vago. ATengo alguna
razon? <£Por que y de que? No, no sabria decirmelo. d Y estoyaqui
/ / /
porque es aqui donde puedo encontrar algo? No sabria decirmelo. Huir
acaso explica la huida" (p. 35). The problem is abstract but the nature
of his disorientation becomes more recognizable. He is rootless,
vulnerable and a fugitive from something which is ineluctably real but
rationally irdefinible. He asks himself what is this insubstantial
menace from which he feels compelled to flee, but three times he has
/ / . /
to admit that "no sabria decirmelo." The question "d Tengo alguna razon?"
poses the same problem and receives the same answer. The protagonist
is a fugitive from an absurd threat, a vague, Kafkaesque pressure,
perhaps a modern equivalent of the Greek hounds of fate. The world
for him, embodies no beneficial principle of accomodating Reason. Like
/
don Pedro in Luis -lartin Santos' Tiempo de silencio, he is an example
of human existential alienation, haunted by a feeling of incompatibility
with his surroundings and a prey to the human dilemma of seeking a
purpose in a medium which itself affords none. His life is an esc¬
ape, a perpetual means with no tangible end: "huir acaso explica la
huida."
The island is a suitable harbour of protection, for "todos mis
/ /
riesgos estan fuera de esta isla, y aqui en este regazo es donde se
desencadenan otros riesgos que no me alcanzan" (p. 42). The islanders'
hard-working, rude, natural life-style provides him with admirable
material for distraction: "Entro en las preocupaciones de la isla, me
/ ^
deshago un poco de mi mismo pensando en las posibilidades de manana,
participo de la inquietud deepertada por el riesgo de los que estan en
la mar..." (p. 45). The main character sorely needs a common cause
with which to identify, acutely aware, as he is, of his social
prominence on the island. Ultimately an isolated individual - (the
novel is presented from the singular point of view of a first person
narrator) - he is, as it were, intruding in a small pastoral community.
On the first night of his return to the island, the main character
mentions that he has come from a city environment and that he is now
confronted with the need to adapt to a change in circumstance. Roque
underlines the fact as he suggests that it is time for all his customers
to retire for the night, "pero es muy pronto para un hombre que vive en
la ciudad, acostumbrado a la noche" (p. 15). The protagonist is a
fugitive from city-life and an illustration of the alienation implied
in that artificial style of existence. "Today almost everyone living
in the urbanized centres of the Western World feels intuitively a lack
15
of something in life," writes S.H. Nasr. At times, the narrator in
Parte de una historia achieves identification with the island's
environment. On the morning of his trip with Roque to the Isla Mayor
he finds an irresistible cham and attraction in the dawning of a new
15S.H. Nasr, The Encounter of Han and Nature (London: George Allen
and Unwin Ltd., 1968), p. 17.
day: "estos rainutoe crepurculares... reconciliaa loo eentidor - a vecee
hirvientes, a vecee deaaayados en ecta latitud - con la naturaleza" (p.
115). But he is ultimately alienated from these contented folk and
their surroundings. The root of this alienation is a psychological
fear. What he fears is the terrible spectre of solitude, not the
physical isolation of, for example, the shepherd-girl he sees the day
after his arrival at the island, but the spiritual destitution of the
individual with no cause or ideal. The shepherdess* condition "no
es una eoledad. La soledad es de lop insolidarios, de los de abatido
coraaon" (p. 24). The solitude which he finds so-abhorrent is a
condition of the soul. The afternoon following the shameful drinking
bout which he is desperate to forget, the protagonist is subject to an
irrational feeling of moral confusion: "Y yo siento un extrano vacio
dentro de mi, coma si - no hay razon alguna para confirmarlo - la soledad
tesaida de otras veces ya me hubiese empapado y se hubiera evaporado muy
repentinamente" (p. 104). Collapse of moral conscience, spiritual
emptiness and solitude are all of a piece for him. The concept of a
spiritual void in fact appears consistently throughout the novel. The
narrator describes a disheartening attempt at reading which ends in
uneasy distraction: "es la derazonante hora en que si tcxao un libro me
pierdo en cads pagina, como si leer fuera algo enigmatico y mis Incapaces
ojos patinaran por las palabrae sin lograr aprehenderlas. La lectura
no entendida, sin transcurrir como la eteroidad, y una eeneacion de
flotar en el vacio, me agobian y diaainuyen" (p. 16j).^
In addition to diverting the narrator's attention from his inner
problems, the island also offers his the peace and. quiet in which to analyse
1^See pages 35, 45, 1G4» 129 & 163 for references to "el vacio".
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himself with a measure of detachment. The day after the American's
ship-wreck, the protagonist is standing on his own in the sand-dunes
considering his situation: "Ahora rememoro, encontrando una suerte de
compasion gozosa, todo lo que ha sido encastillado desastre y orgulloso
cansancio de mi mismo, ...Ahora rememoro, estando a muchas milias de
mar, a muchos quilometros de mi tierra, la ciudad de desasosiego que he
abandonado. Aqui, en eeta isla y en esta manana brunida, comienzo a
/ /
comprenderme distanciado de la imagen que tengo de mi, alia, lejoE, como
en una historia sucedida a otro." The island's simple, close-knit
community is a thoroughly beneficial environment for this disturbed
exile from the city.
The second paragraph of this chapter indicates how fundamental
the experience of time is to his spiritual malaise: "Apacible^enmimianadOj
siento transcurrir anos naufragos, meses delirantes, semanas llenas de
gemas empolvadas, dias de estiercol y aun horas, minutos, segundos,
milesimas de segundos o simples fulguraciones de mi vida, que no se si
alcanzan a ser contadas en tiempo. Pero en todo solamente hay amargura e
insolidaridad" (p. 64). His conscience and awareness of the past are
major elements of his psychology and he is profoundly disturbed by time.
While taking a siesta one afternoon, he finds his memory awakening, a
probable consequence of his inactivity and greater mental detachment:
"Acumulo extranos datos..., instauro objetos significativos, que me
abruman con su permanencia en el tierapo, y no logro armonizar esta
desmayada realidad con el eaanante recuerdo que, turbio y calido, me
anega. Busco, durante extensos minutos de fuga y rememoracion, lo que
/ /
este arabito y esta hora tienen de su±il vinculo con el pasado y me
fatigo y nada encuentro. Pero alguna chispita 0 lucecilla delirante
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debio de encenderse en un momento para que $ro iniciara mi viaje a la
✓ ✓ /
memoria y que esta me transmitiera la sensacion de entar lejos de aqui
y de mi y en otro dia" (pp. 134-5). On another occasion, when "los
ingleses" are inquiring about a sea-storm, the English woman'e
physiognomy has a strange pother of suggestion and an appealing
fascination for the main character: "Todo lo que transcurre en la
mirada de ella esta fluyendo a lo remoto. Todo lo que dice esa mirada
es de no estar aqui, en esta isla, sino en la desolacion del horizonte....
Ha habido como una emigracion a lo pasado y ya estoy otra vez en el
presente" (p. 43). But for his conscious mind, the past stands in
negative relation to the present and separated from it. It is the
/
past from which he is fleeing. So, "aqui, en esta isla...comienzo a
/ /
comprenderme distanciado de la imagen que tengo de mi alia lejos, como
en una historia sucedida a otro" (p. 64). It is also the past which
uncomfortably stirs his conscience. On the morning after his drunken
night he claims "no quiero acordarme de lo que paso anoche, porque
si no me acuerdo no ha existido ni existira para desasosegarme y
/ /
envileccrme..Pero la memoria mas profunda e incontrolable ira
reconstruyendo pieza por pieza el rompecabezas y temo que a medida que
/ /
mi turbacion pase y lucidez sea mayor mi penitencia crezca.... dSera
/
el acicate de mi memoria, obrara de conciencia ami a su pesar? Bien,
/
no ha sido otra cosa que un exceso, no cometido desde hace algun tiempo,
pero siempre temido y capaz de renovar vergiienzas retrospec tivas" (pp.
102-3). Haunted by feeling of guilt, he is concerned only with shunning
the tell-tale past, and consequently takes refuge in the present. On
this occasion he turns his attention to something involving many of the
/ /
islanders: "algo esta sucediendo alii en la playa de las Conchas, junto
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al derrelicto del yate; algo que quiero vivir, en lo que necesito estar
presente" (p. 103).
The object of his concern is significant, for the novel's
central image is that of a ship-wreck. The major events of the action
are the arrival of a number of drunken Americans when their boat is
wrecked on the island's coast-line, and the death by drowning of one of
their party, Jerry. Boats figure prominently, too, in the islanders'
life-style, for they depend on them for their livelihood. In the
novel, the image of a boat is consistently endowed with symbolic
significance. The protagonist draws an early parallel between himself
and a boat, the first example of this symbolism: "estoy aqul junto a
esta barca, humedeciendo las manos en la arena. Estoy otra vez en la
/
isla y de huida...Y estoy aqui junto a esta barca, solo en la noche.
AY estoy como esta barca, rumbo al vacio y para siempre?" (p. 35).
Human disorinutation is consistently expressed in these symbolic terms.
The main character sees himself as a ship-wrecked sailor: excluded on
one occasion from a conversation, he states that "estoy lejos en mi
propio naufragio siendo una presencia ajena" (p. 41). El senor Mateo
commants on the "chords'" vital aimlessness and implicitly contrasts it
with the islanders' honest, purposeful existence. "Los ricos como
estos," he says, "no saben donde van. Son todos naufragos" (p. 202).
The narrator and the "chords", as "naufragos", are the direct antithesis
of the well-integrated and secure islanders whose land and community
represent safety and equilibrium. The ship-wrecked narrator is
attracted to the island and its people but is also intrigued by his
fellow "naufragos", for he can readily identify with them. He is
.interested in Jerry precisely because "ha naufragado - este es el momento
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cuspidal de su existencia para mi" (p. 72). This ie something that
has metaphorical, not only symbolical, significance for the narrator,
who continues thus: "Auaque (Jerry) hubiera corrido todos los
temporales del mundo - del que no excluyo el gran temporal de la guerra,
a manera de metafora - el que me procupa es este, el que yo he vivido
desde la isla y el en peligro, debido al azar ...que lo ha hecho llegar
al igual que a mi - otro temporal, tambien a modo de metafora -..." (p.
72). The main character comments explicitly also on the symbolic
meaning of the "chonis"' wreck: "Cuando me distraigo veo a tres de los
americanos y a las gentes del pueblo pulular en tomo al derrelicto del
yate, y desde la duna de la fardela divido dos mundos: uno a mis
espaldas, el del pueblo, y otro frente a mi, el del barco. Estas dos
consecuencias no son unicamente imagenes proyectadas de lo organizado,
/ /
firme, vital, y de lo desorganizado, anarquico y mortuorio, sino simbolos
contrapuestos y enemigos, entre los que esta mi debate" (pp. 64-5). The
ruin and apathy of his life is represented by the wreck of a ship, just
as the purposeful wholeness of the islanders' is represented by the
island itself. One afternoon, while gazing out of one of Roque's
windows, the protagonist catches sight of a battered but still sea-worthy
/ /
boat, the "Chipirrin", "eaido de estribor y derrotado". Roque confides
that "ese barco es muy duro y aguanta marea y lo que mande Mos." The
protagonist identifies himself with the boat: "la contemplacion del
/ / /
"Chipirrin" me conmueve...Como el "Chipirrin" caido, pero capaz de
/ ^
navegar manana; como el "Chipirrin" hocicando en la entrana arenosa del
vacio, pero capaz de navegar manana; como el barquillo familiar, isleno,
ignorado del mundo, deseo levantar mi corazon y navegar manana" (pp. 44-5).
This analogy illustrates a second thematic implication: the protagonist's
situation in time and his awareness of his own temporality. It shows
him looking forward to the future with an ambitious sense of purpose,
although this or any other note of foresight is never struck again in the
novel, except for the reluctant anticipation of the closing paragraph.
The "Chipirrin" - comparison describes his present confusion and aimlessness
commenting specifically on his life as tending towards the void. The most
powerful and explicit portrayal of his experience of time is afforded by
/
an earlier comparison: "dY estoy como esta barca, rumbo al vacio y para
siempre?" (p. 35). The central ideas are of movement, lack of direction
and perpetual presentness. The boat's situation in time is precarious,
pointless and unremitting, for it floats in the midst of a flux of unceasing
aimless transience.
The contrast between the 'ship-wrecked' narrator and the islanders
is especially marked in relation to their experience of time. The urban
experience of time as a quantitative, disruptive process has contributed
to the narrator's alienation. In contrast with this negative experience,
rural or pastoral existence appears to offer a positive perspective, for
man can here identify with nature's process and qualitative temporal
infinity. In Parte de una historia. time for the islanders is multi¬
dimensional, On a personal level, they live in the present of human
activity and behaviour, occupied with their daily work, observations
and leisure pursuits. But insistence on the present does not imply a
rejection of the past for the islanders: they are aware of it and many
of them, especially the older ones, recall past events of their lives and
the island's history with a sense of nostalgia and fond self-identification.
"El senor Mateo," for example, "tiene una patina de anos de trabajo...
Pero la voz del senor Mateo desafia a los desastres del tiempo y todavia
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ayer eBta en su timbre, cuando recuerda las andanzas, simples, duras,
encantadoras del pasado" (p. 92). Roque is prone to telling "histories
relacionadas con el mar.,.", sometimes of war-time events like that of
the submarine which "paso por el rio de mar una noche de luna llena ...
por el ano cuarenta y uno o cuarenta y doe" (p. 195).
In addition to their recognition of a personal past which links
them together via a sense of collective history, the islanders experience
a meta-historical dimension of time. This is a form of temporality which
transcends the limits of human consciousness or calendar awareness and
which derives from the island's situation in a natural environment.
Human experience is here inextricable from, and subordinate to, the
universal scheme of nature, as Unamuno similarly suggested in his quasi-
mystical conception of intrahistoric reality. In Parte de una historia
the overpowering force of nature is the sea. The island is a hermetic
community whose welfare depends on the effective integration and
participation of all in a true Gemeinschaft. Man's livelihood and
survival depend on his successful mastering of his environment. The
sea governs and organizes the islanders' existence, their work, their
roles, and indeed their overall social structure. Life depends on work,
and work on the sea, for "esta isla es una isla de trabajo" (p. %).
The sailor's life is that of "el hombre midiendose a muerte con la
naturaleza" (p. 40), a theme expressed on a grand fictional scale in
Gran Sol. Aldecoa's third novel. '.fork is thus organized according to
natural conditions, in contrast with urban regulations of labour by the
clock and man-detemined, rationalised chronology. On the island, the
individual is subordinate to the community, which is in turn subordinate
to nature's eternal process. Man's communion with the external
natural forces is through "la cotidiana aventura de la pesca" (p. 105)#
a simple activity enclosing an unspoken ethic of almost religious
proportions. The islanders' experience of time is beyond purely human
or historical limits. Aldecoa's emphasis on the routine nature of
their work suggests that they participate in nature's eternal present-
ness. The sea, and by extension, nature, is an infinite reality, the
source and destination of everything. It includes past events, con¬
serving them as if perpetually present: "no esta la mar calmada,
todavxa resta en ella el recuerdo de lo pasado" (p. 201). "Ia mar
siempre esta ahi, y las aves de paso, pasan" (p. 112), and "lianana,
pasado y al otro y hasta el fin, espera la mar" (p. 164)• In the
midst of nature's plenitude, chronological time, the narrator's burden,
is irrelevant and is replaced by fluid temporality. The shepherd-girl,
like Wordsworth's leech-gatherer, lives "desparramando loe dias de mano
a mano en punados de arena por el breve desierto de esta isla?caligra-
fiando con su varilla las horas mjiertas del pasturaje, entreviendo los
reflejos de las aguas y las casas, que consuelan el aburrimiento" (p.
24). Strict chronology is a property of urban life. The island is
situated in the distant Atlantic, "el ultimo rincon del mundo" (p. 21).
Time exists but only as an abstract experiential quality which defies
/
quantitative analysis: "el tiempo es muy dificil de contar en esta isla"
(p. 9).
experience of a natural eternal present lias two advantageous
implications. First, the future is no longer the centre of attention
that it tends to become in the city, nor is it a source of human
anxiarty. The future is inherent in Nature's process and no longer a
nightmare. The islanders exhibit no fear of death, but accept it
with a matter-of-fact serenity. Enedina, hard-working and practical,
has a simple conception of her role in life: "es de came, de leche
maternal5de aromas femeninos,de cobijo, olor de pucheros a la lumbre,
ropas blancas puestas a tender, lagrimas, ocupaciones constantes y
espera de la vejea." The has given birth to four children: "es su
entrega al mundo y es su satirfaccion. Esta preparada para vivir unos
pocos anos mas y darse resignadamente a la muerte. Lo que tenia que
hacer esta hecho" (p. 43-4). On one occasion, the narrator rather
sensationally suggests that sharks may ccme and attack the camel that
'loque is taking to a neighbouring island, tied alongside his boat.
Toque replies: "-Tambien la muerte. - Tambien la muerte, Toque.
-?u6s tranquilo" (p. 123). The islander is unperturbed by the problems
of death and the finiteness of human individual life.
Second, the past is part and parcel of eternity and may still be
experienced in the present through the repeated practice of traditional
customs, ceremonies and rites. For example, the arrival of a catch
of fish at the harbour is accompanied by a traditional unconscious
ceremony which is in no way theatrical but which conforms to a simple
✓ /
pattern of communal behaviour: "Cuando todos estan aqui, formando un
coro primero y luego una multitud, entregados a los ritos del regreso:
detallando la pesca, calculando las ganancias...; cuando el verbo, por
exceso, se precipita en ruido, y solo los bruscos ademanes, las
/ /
gesticulaciones vacias y una tension obscene... se manifiestan, los
viejos se van" (p. 23). The existence of an all-inclusive temporal
realm of nature which allows for communion with ancient yet eternally
present forces is attested by the use of adjectives such as "primitivo"
(pp. 33 & 103), "elemental" (p. 49), "cosmico" (p. 71), "milenario" (p. 83),
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"mitica" (p. 193)» "cotidiano" (pp. 96 & 105) and "ceremonial" (p. 199)
describing the island and defining the islanders' activities,
The islanders thus experience both a personal-historical and a
collective meta-historical dimension of time. They live, on a simple
personal level, in a continuous present with an awareness and acceptance
of the past, but also collectively and unconsciously in the eternal,
jjast-inclusive present of nature. The narrator's response is a striking
contrast, due to his having been conditioned by life in the city. The
islanders' stable modus vivandi implies a stable relationship with time.
The narrator's existential instability is reflected in his experience
of time as a precarious, aimless, continuous present from which he
struggles to exclude the past and refuses to challenge or face up to
17
"that blind chancy darkness which we call the future".
Temporality and human existential futility, then, are two
principal themes of Aldecoa's Parte de una historia. For the main
character they are two sides of one and the same coin. He concentrates
on the present day - a living enterprise -, shuns his past and postpones
his future obligations. Life is a fluid process for him, a continuous
present and perpetual becoming. Yet it is a negative, or at least
neutral, process since it is a becoming-nething, for, as Schopenhauer
reminds us, "the present is regarded as something quite temporary and
1 s
serving only as the road to our goal."
17
William Faulkner. Absaloa^Absalom!(Penguin. 1971), p. 261.
13
Schopenhauer, op. cit.. p. 53.
The raain character's life-style and his implicit experience of
time are reflected in the novel's structure. The form of Parte de una
historia is singularly coherent, continuous and distinctive in its
temporal aspect. The narrative is linear and endowed with a quality of
dynamic continuity since the first-person narrator is also the principle
character, though he stands more as a spectator than as a protagonist of
the action. The technique of presentation reduces the narrator-
protagonist' s experience of events and time to a continuous presentness:
apart from a limited number of imperfect verb forms, the tense is ex-
19 /
clusively present. Unamuno and Miro, among others, had already
employed the present tense to indicate specifically temporal factors of
psychology and action in parts of the text of certain novels (cf. the
analyses of Paz en la guerra and La nove-la de mi amigo). Aldecoa's
achievement lies in the creation of an organic and coherent chronomorph
through the use of one sole principle of structure dependent on the
protagonist's real experience. There is a point of interest also in
the narrative technique adopted here, for 'yo', as both protagonist and
narrator, plays and fulfils a double structural role. He is
responsible for accounting, via the novel's narrative structure, for
the forms of reality to which he is a witness. There is, in fact, an
inevitable element of artificial i1y in his use of the present tenses he
clearly cannot give a written account of events while they are happening.
Logically the time of writing comes after the events proper, but the
narrator rejects this logical necessity in order to convey an impression
of immediacy and actuality in a structure which may correspond to the
19
The perfect tense is also used, but it is a tense based on the
present and part of the primary sequence.
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continuously transient form of cosmic reality and human experience.
20
The present is "the locus of reality" and for the protagonist
the recognizable content of human perception and sensation. Actual
circumstance and experience are the basic materials of the action, to the
exclusion of flash-backs or retrospective, scene - setting explanations
and descriptions. The story is hermetic, dissociated from any past or
future action and confined to the island. It has the air of an inter¬
lude or parenthesis, a characteristic of the lives of the people
portrayed in the novel. Of Beatrice the narrator wonders "IViajara a
la Isla 'layor, o esta - digo nuestra isla - sera suficiente para llenar
el parentesis de inaccion que se le depara?" (p. 76). Jerry is
described as "regresado de la muerte en el naufragio, reeluido en un
corto espacio, en un tiempo raedido, y regresando a la muerte" (p. 183).
Similarly, the continuous present is a ceaseless means to no end, a
perpetual parenthesis. The main character's experience on the island
is ad interim, the story beginning with his assuming a specious mental
present: "ayer... he vuelto a la isla" (p. 7), and closing on an
identical psychological note: "manana ... dejare la isla" (p. 219).
Between these two events is set the narrator's experience of
life on the island over a period of some fifteen days or more. Up to
chapter 20, the passing of days is accounted for precisely, but liie
final three chapters refer vaguely to "unos dias de calma" (p. 212), for
example, or to a similarly imprecise period. At the outset of the
story the narrator states that "estare solamente una temporada" (p. 10)
with the islanders. His experience during this "temporada" is presented
as a stream-like, fluctuating process and Bergsonian duration in a
20
Mead, The Philosophy of the Present, chapter 1.
continuous present. The events of the action are introduced as
transient episodes of a successive series. In chapter 5 the islanders
rescue four drunken Americans from their boat "Bloody Mary" which has
run aground on the rocky beach. The next day is another context in
/
time, another present, when "casi son recuerdos los peligror del dia
anterior, a los que se refiere como a un gran cansancio" (p. 60).
Transience and a sense of continuity are the essence of life on the
island. Time is an abstract quality, totally lacking in quantitative
rigidity: it is a general sense. The fluctuating present is the supreme
/
context of experience and reality, with only a "su±il vinculo con el
pasado" (p. 135). The virtually exclusive use of the present tense
accounts for both the narrator's and the islanders' experience.
21
The present tense form can be employed ambiguously. It may be
a static, generalising and descriptive form: "Coincido a la hora del
desayuno, alegre y temprano, con los ingleses y americanos en el gran
comedor de la case de Roque. La comida del mediodia y la cena las
hago en la clausura familiar..." (p. 71). Alternatively it may be a
dynamic, active and actuaUsing form, implying actuality, transience and
continuity; this is the subject of Professor Mendilow's chapter
"Duration and the Continuous Present" (op. cit.). The following examples
of a sequence of present tense verb forms illustrate their inherent
quality of sucession and motion, and the impression of a series of events
in their very process of development. On carnival day the protagonist
leaves Enedina'e house and makes his way to Roque's shop. Outside,
"rais ojos se van liaciendo a la luminosidad del mediodia. Descubro a
21
It is partly for this reason that Dr. Hamburger classifies the
present tense as unsuitable for narrative purposes. See Pascal, op. cit.
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las gaviotas aneandose en el vaiven del mar. Una levanta el vuelo
atropelladamente, gira en tomo de la bandada en reposo y, agitando las
alas, eetirando electrizada lae patas, toma de nuevo contacto con las
agues" (p. 154). The sense of continuity is enhanced by the sustained
use of present participles. At the end of the novel, nightfall is
described as an actual process, with verb forms in the present tense:
"Me echo sobre la cama. Montana Amarilla, las playas, Las Conchas del
naufragio, el acantilado, van desapareciendo de mis ojos y solo siento
como va atardeciendo y anochece y ya es de noche y en la ventana todo
es negro" (p. 218). Significantly, the passage of prose describing
night's falling is fluid, continuous, linked by three conjunctions, "y",
and uninterrupted by commas.
It is this experience of continuous presentness which constitutes
the general experience of time. A sense of time is deduced from the
transience of events or phenomena and expressed in the novel as a con¬
sequence of the narrator's being present at, responding to and living
tlirough those events as the protagonist of the action; it is inseparable
from the rliythm of his experience. The novel contains two inherent
rhythmical patterns. The author depicts the infinite and perpetual
process of nature which manifests itself through the variation of the
elements and the alternation between day and night, light and darkness.
An illustration of this natural rhythmical pattern is afforded by the
narrator's description of "el rayo del sol que flecha por la contra-
ventana.... Ondas, nuhes, multitud. Creacion y descreacion de formas
en un calidoscopio enloquecido. Contemplarlo es acercarse al caos.
Variacion permanente, metamorfosis infinita, continua construccion
destruida" (p. 37). The division of the novel into 22 chapters - generally
the beginning of a new chapter signifies the beginning of a new day -
is counteracted by the impression of nature's underlying vital continuity.
Temporal experience is related to the natural context, and especially to
the sea which, like the sunlight and the day-night routine, is part of a
vast, natural process.
It is with this process that the narrator aspires to identify
and 'this reality which he presents via the novel's narrative structure.
Chapter 5 for example documents the events of his third day on the
x /
island: "es mi tercer dia en la isla y eeta atardeciendo. El sol de
invierno tiene caida rapida y a las cinco se enfriara la solaria" (p. 27);
"las sombras de luna vibran y lo iluminMo esta yerto" and "el viento
tiende a aumentar" (pp. 35-6). The following, fourth, chapter relates
to the next day; the reference is only implicit since the new day is a
new present and a new basis of experience. Whereas a third-person narrator
might use an expression like 'the following morning' or 'the day after',
with an implied sense of detachment, the first-person narrator is
inseparably involved with the experience of the action: he relates
that which is, here and now. The connection between that which is,
today, and that which was or has been, yesterday, resides in the variation
of the natural elements between the two situations. The third chapter
ends: "el viento tiende a aumentar", and the fourth begins: "el
viento ha rolado esta noche al este." The arrival of a new day is
indicated by "el rayo del sol que flecha por la contraventana" (p. 37).
Nature's interminable cycle is the novel's rhythmic constant, over¬
riding human behaviour, experience and catastrophe. At the end of
chapter 17, Jerry is drowned, yet the worst of human tragedies can do
nothing to stop the world's incessant natural process, its "perpetual
22
becoming". Next morning, at the beginning of cliapter 18, "el eielo
esta cubierto de nubes...y sopla viento del nordeete. El rio de mar
arbola ...y..,brillan lac rocao platinadar por una lua que ee filtra
pereciente." As in Hiro's La novein de ml mx*>.o (see the appendix
below), human fat© and life seen insignificant in comparison with an
absolute, universal principle of nature.
Yet they are the basis of the novel's second rhythmical pattern.
Life on the island acquires a structure and rhythm in accordance with
the events of human significance which occur there. This is the
variation or oscillation in human fortune (cf, "el latido de su vida"
(p. 50))# mirrored in some of the islanders' opinion of the drowning:
'.dyer, tanta alegria, y hoy, lutos. Asi es la vida" (p, 131). The
relative importance of certain chapters, gauged by their quota of signi¬
ficant human detail in terms of events and action, is a major factor in
the book's formal arrangement; the accompanying graph attempts to
illustrate this. There is in Parte de una historia a consistent pattern
of chapters either ten and eleven, or seven pages in length and allocated
in homogeneous blocks throughout the text; of the book's twenty-two
chapters, twelve are ten or eleven pages long and six are seven pages
in length. The short chapters tend to include passages of commentary,
self-analysis and critical monologue and to be generally static in
nature. Chapter 3, for example, contains no dialogue whatsoever, nor
does it portray any action. The longer chapters deal more with
externals - events -, for example chapters 13 and 16, and comprise
passages of descriptive or dynamic narrative and dialogue. Some
















passages of critical commentary do - appear in long chapters , like¬
wise action is not their exclusive prerogative but, by and large, a
generally consistent pattern does exist, A variation of tempo is thus
established, furthering the impression of transience; continuity is,
however, assured by the very form of this variation which is a pattern
of consistent alternation.
Continuity is provided also by the balance in the novel's
underlying sectional structure. The narrative may be divided into
three symmetrical sections, with junctures between chapters 8 and 9, and
15 and 16; the final section may be considered as comprising two parts,
chapters 16 to 20 and a coda-like final pair. The first section,
seventy pages in length, comprises five long chapters of events,
culminating in the first climax: the wrecking of the American boat, and
three short chapters of commentary and self-analysis by the narrator.
A rhythmical build-up is established, consolidated and realised in a
dramatic event. After the ship-wreck the tempo falls, logically, to
reflect the static aftermath and to allow the narrator-protagonist to
draw his moral, didactic conclusions. The second section, 72 pages in
length, contains no drama at all: two long chapters of every-day events
are followed by two short, one of self-analysis; chapter 13 describes
a long sea-journey, the short chapter 14 is again one of commentary,
whilst 15 is a long account of fairly banal, undramatic activity at
Fardelero's bar. After the static ending of section one there is a
recovery of neutral momentum in section tiro, the counterpart of the
2''For example, on pages 35, chapter III and 45, chapter IV.
moderate pace and style of living portrayed in the action. Chapters
16 - 20 of the bJ page-long third section are a remarkable rhythmical
structure. The opening chapter, sixteen pages in length, describes the
energetic events of the carnival day, and is followed by an eleven pages-
long chapter referring to the events of the night of that same day, when
Jerry is tragically drowned. This is the climax of the action. Yet
the three subsequent chapters are all long and depict moderate activity.
A crescendo is attained, a climax reached, yet the tempo is prolonged.
This we consider to be one of Aldecoa's master-strokes. Instead of
letting the tempo slump, he draws it out and eventually allows only a
neutral pace to resume, after a process of monotonous and gradual slowing
- down. Human tragedy cannot impede temporal transience and continuity:
painfully, Jerry's friends must carry on their lives. So, chapter 18
relates the finding of his corpse and 19 his burial: on his burial day
"pasa lenta la manana" (p. 191); the process is long because the
adverse weather conditions make the task of digging a grave exceptionally
difficult. nfter an interval of two days the English and Americans
leave the island. Aldecoa has prolonged the hitter experience with
extreme technical control in this block of consistently long chapters.
It only remains for him to consolidate the newly-established neutral
tempo in the final pair of short chapters, depicting a return to banal
normality in the island's affairs, to complete the creation of a
rhythmical structure whose function is to reflect both the fluctuation
of human fortune and the continuous, incessant futility of life, a
remorseless succession of transient present experiences.
In his compendium of stylistic and technical devices frequently
employed in twentieth - century writing, Pierre Astier refers to the
24
popularity of the Technique de l'eao hie et nunc among certa:Ln authors.
This is the basic technique of presentation adopted by Aldecoa in Parte
de una historia with its consistent use of verbs in the perfect and
/ 25
present tense forms, and of the two adverbs "aqui" and "ahora". This
technique involves an essential temporal bias, for it urges the reader
to identify with the narrator so that both Ehare the same mental focus,
one simultaneous point of view. This psychological unity is further
enhanced in Aldecoa's novel by the fact that the narrator and main
character are the same person, a single consciousness. The reader,
narrator and protagonist may co-experience the circumstances of the
action with the same temporal perspective, for the reader apprehends an
event or deed in the same instant in which the narrator-protagonist
experiences it. The "yo" of the narrative is the catalyst; it is
through him that the reader can simultaneously share the protagonist's
experience. The reader can thus readily identify his present - his
indisputable locus of reality - with that of the protagonist in the
26
action.
Aldecoa offers an implicit critique of the narrative technique
he has adopted in this novel, demonstrating his refined awareness of the
24
Astier, aq. cat., pp. 202-17.
'"^These adverbs appear consistently throughout the text, for
example pp. 64, 31, 146, 209 etc.
2G / /
The reader's participation is the subject of Jose Maria
Castellet's La hora del lector (Barcelona, 1957).
See below, p. 226 for comment on the deliberate artificiality
of this engaging method of narrative presentation.
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fictive medium's nature. This he does in terms which indicate a
special awareness of the work's temporal dimension.
The title, -"arte de una Listeria, is doubly significant. First
Aldecoa uses the term "historia" ambiguously throughout the novel and
equates fact and fiction by suggesting that story is a metaphor of
existence. Maria Mo liner catalogues the two meanings of the word:
historia may mean i, the "conjunto de los sucesos ocurridos a una
...
persona" or ii, the "narracion particular de un suceso cualquiera".~
In literary terms, it may refer to the protagonist's property or "the
narrator's. The narrator sees himself, qua protagonist, as living an
"historia", i.e. his own life-history and development through time} his
past is like "una historia sucedida a otro" (p. 64). Jerry's tragic
death and the preceding events are also termed an "historia": "Asx la
historia de Jerry, regresado de la muerte en el naufragio, recluido en
un corto espacio, en un tiempo medido, y regresando a la muerte..." (p.
133). But these are also events of which the narrator is giving a
fictional account.
The equivalence of fact and fiction is illustrated by Aldecoa's
definition of the characters' existence as 'story', 'monologue' or
theatrical role. When Jerry is about to drown, "Beatrice, Laurel, Boby
y David van regresando. Vuelven de otro naufragio. Un naufragio
/ / /
antiguo y cinematografico. Los disfraces, tragicos y ridiculos. Un
gran final para esta funcion sonambula que se ha estado desarrollando en
la Isla" (p. 173). The lives of Bnedina, Felix and Beatrice are
Ana Maria Moliner, Diccionario de uso del espanciL (Madrid: Gredos,
1966), II, p. 52.
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accompanied by what the narrator terms a monologue (on pages 25, 40 and
74 respectively). This is a description accorded also to the young
shepherdess whom the main character meets the day after his arrival on
the island: "ingrato destino el de esta chiquilla, nacida para
/ „
iaonologar desparramando los dias de mano a mano en punados de arena por
el breve desierto de esta isla, caligrafiando con su varilla las horas
auertas del paeturaje, entreviendo los reflejos de las aguas y las
casas, que consuelan el aburriraiento" (p. 24). Yet this description is
more than just a portrayal of a young girl's pattern of life. It may
be considered a definition, by analogy, of the narrator's own existence
and of his function as narrator. The first-person form of presentation
is a monologue, and is the narrator not whiling away the empty hours -
/
"deaparramando los dias..., caligrafiando...las horas muertas" - by
relating the events of his experience? The empty hours are a potential
threat since they expose him to the uncomfortable probings of his
analytical conscience, for, as Dostoevshy reminds us, "imagination is
23
fostered by solitude and idleness." v The narrative is a form of
distraction and a way of passing the time. His futile existence may
indeed be called, or compared with, an "ingrato destino" which blends
fact and. fiction together in a perpetual monologue.
The equivalence of private history and fictive 'story' is a
major source of human perplexity, as U'namuno demonstrated in his
i'irandellian novels of anguish. In Parte de una historia the narrator
draws an analogy between Jerry's life - "historia" or "destino" - and the
pattern imprinted on a carpet. He thus compares and confuses reality
r. Doetoevsiy, "white Wights and Other Stories, trans.
Constance Garnett (London: William Heinemann, 1918), p. 17.
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with an insubstantial, abstract representation. "Agacho la babeza,
contemplando el dibujo de la alfombra, siguiendo su laberinto con los
/
ojos, intentando descifrar el enigma de su comienzo y de su fin. Asi
la historia de Jerry, regresado de la muerte..., y regresando a la
muerte, cuapliendo con la ley del laberinto" (p. 183). Jerry's life
is thus reduced to the status of a Eorgesian labyrinth, absurd,
indefinible and defying rational explanation: human insecurity is a
universal patrimony and not confined to the main character alone. This
negative estimation of reality is emphasised in the narrator's fearful
supposition that "al cabo del tiempo...es posible que todo pase a ser
una leyenda, borroneada la realidad por una eadena de versiones fugitives
y quien sabe en que acabara todo lo que la sucedido y esta sucediendo"
(p. 106). This is a complete denial of human and oosmic purpose. The
absence of Reason is a universal principle reflected in the literary
confusion of the levels of reality and fiction, a conscious technical
29
manoeuvre by nldecoa.
There is further significance in the novel - "historia" - story's
purely narrative, fictional quality. The narrator conceives of the
Americans' stay on the island not only as a private history but also
as a fictional account "que cuando sea contada se perdera en el tiempo,
como arrancada de la memoria, o tendra la tangibilidad del presente o
/
de la inmediata vispera, fulgurando con la luz siniestra del naufragio
y de la muerte en el carnaval" (p. 202). This definition is crucial.
20^,
Except for one comment on p. 105 these references are devoid
of playful Cervantine irony and have significance in a spiritual, rather
than an intellectual, frame of reference.
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It refers to the "historia" - sequence of events which constitutes the
novel's action and which the narrator has been relating to the reader,
and to the "historia" - fictional account we have been reading. The
terms of expression are likewise crucial, because they illustrate the
implications of this narrative technique for both narrator and reader.
Two inseparable facts emerge from this definition. When the story is
being told, "se perdera en el tiempo", a reference to the flowing trans¬
ience of narrative expression. Furthermore, "tendra la tangibilidad y
/
perfiles del presente o de la inmediata vispera": the narration will
contain the essence of concrete immediacy and presentness. The combined
effect will then be of flowing, i.e. continuous, presentness as the
reader's experience through the novel's temporal medium will be equated,
even fused, with the narrator's. But the narrator's experience is also
the protagonist'a, because they are the dame person, Any definition of
the narrative is per se a definition of the protagonist's circumstance.
So, the essence of both temporal dimensions, i.e. the narrator's and
the protagonist's, is the flux of continuous presentness. Finally,
since the reader recognises the undisputed transience and undeniable
presentness of his reading process, he will all the more readily be able
to identify with the protagonist's situation and participate in the
general experience of continuous presentness. This general experience
is the result of the deliberately chosen Technique de 1'eA'Q hie et nunc
which represents formally the time-process depicted in the novel, that
process which is the very stuff of the main character's life.
A second point of importance lies in the novel's title, for it
is stated that the "historia" which appears there is only part of a more
comprehensive context. The protagonist's past and future are unknown
quantities and he lives divorced from them in a continuous present. His
experience, as related in the novel, is of a purely hermetic, parenthetical
nature. His temporal situation is a reflection of his existential aim-
lessness: he is living ad Interim, perpetually in the middle of a
labyrinth} his life is a continuous means to no end, it is a mere
parenthesis. That the labyrinth's source and solution, its "comienao"
and "fin", are enigmatically indefinible implies that the only tangible
certainty in life is the actual moment, the middle of the labyrinth and
that this real experience is but a segment of the whole process of life.
So, each chapter is a self-contained part of the novel's action as each
present is an independent experience; the novel's action, in turn, is
only a part of the main character's life in toto.
To resume: there are three aspects of the novel's form worthy
of critical attention. First, the adoption of the Technique de l'ee-o
hie et nunc, with its exclusive tense system, endows the narrative -
as both action and fictional account - with a quality of continuous
presentness. Second, this impression of continuity is coupled with a
sense of transience, the two being reflected in the novel's rhythmical
structure. Third, Aldecoa's internal critique of the technique employed
in Parte de una historia refers deliberately to the temporality of
structure and is a valid, if complex, definition of hie own novel's form.
The novel's material is an "historia", a sequence of events which are
real for the protagonist; it is also a fictional account made by the
narrator for the reader. An equivalence is established between life
fact and fiction: the shepherdess^ life is a "destino", also a monologue.
Jerry's life is termed an "historia" - story, and the protagonist's
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life is a narration. According to the general literary definition
embodied in the internal duplication and commentary, fictional narrative
implies both transience and presentness; thus, the actual narrative in
Aldecoa's novel is invested with these two qualities. But, since the
central figure and narrator are the same person, the protagonist's
experience is also characterised by transience and continuous presentness,
as he explains in that admirable definition of the perpetual interlude
of his current existence: "Sstoy otra vea en la isla y de huida,...
Huir acaso explica la huida" (p. 35).
The technique which Aldecoa has chosen conditions the novel's
form in such a way as to make it a precise and organic representation of
the central figure's vital experience of time. The sophisticated
structure of Parte de una historia is of a piece with the structure of
life depicted therein: continuous, transient and precarious. It
reflects the protagonist's existential aimlessness and shows the
emptiness of a life whose only value is the immanent one of perpetual
effort denied ultimate fulfilment.
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.PPENDIX
Gabriel Miro: a Thematic alternative
Heretofore attention has been focuesed primarily on a number of
novels the tone and content of which renders them markedly metaphysical
and ideological; these works have been selected as being representative
of the twentieth century's climate of spiritual crisis. In so much,
they represent a significant, but by no means exclusive, proportion of
the general production of modern fiction in Cpain: other tendencies
of course exist besides that of the expression of transcendental issues
focussed on the problem of ultimate human values. The aim of this
appendix is to account briefly for another, complementary, style of
'sophisticated' novel in which time is both a predominant theme, in
keeping with the era's sensibility, and an element of major structural
importance in that novel's technical presentation; though it may not
necessarily be developed in an overtly philosophical way. Hiro's La
novela de mi amig.ro (1907) is an apposite case for study. The tone is
critical, but the protagonist's dilemma is one of sensitivity more than
sensibility: feeling prevails over thought in his approach to the world.
/ / /
Miro's work, like that of Ana liaria Matute, Jesus Fernandez Santos,
Antonio Rabinad and Juan Goytisolo a half century or more later, is rich
in ideological elements, but La novels ac mi uah.o. like Los goldadoc
lloran de noche. Las catedrales. llarco en el sueno or La reivindicacion
del Conde Don Julian differs in tone from a novel by, for example, Kafka,
Baroja, Ramon oender or Luis Martin Santos; it differs, that is, from
a novel the concern of which is the existential dilemma, expressed in
terms of an abstract Problemstile which affects the cerebral, rather
than the emotional, aspect of man.
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It is intended in this chapter to attempt an analysis and
interpretation of a consistent body of symbolic expressions which Gabriel
-J
Miro incorporated into La novela de mi amino, and to endeavour to relate
their significance to the protagonist's psychological motivation and
their role in the novel's structure. We suggest that the true nature
of these references is to be understood in terms of time and destiny and
have chosen to interpret the narrative in those terms. For Federico
destiny implies a tragic awareness of the crucial relation of man to
nature, a relation which acquires its fullest significance in the
context of time. The novel's plot may be summarised as follows: a
deeply rooted feeling of guilt, stemming from his accidentally killing
his younger sister at the age of 10, causes Federico Urios* to blame
himself for the death, some 30 years later, of his own daughter, and
drives him to suicide. Federico's development and death may be seen
as a return to a state of cosmic timeless peace and an escape from the
fatal persecution of personal human misfortune. In this way it is
possible to amplify existing criticism which has hitherto explained
Federico's character in terms of family loneliness, lack of emotional
2
stability and underlying nostalgia for childhood, innocence and security.
That standpoint fails to account conclusively for an essential aspect
^References vail be made to the Biblioteca Nueva edition of
Giro's Obras completas. published in Madrid in 1953.
* y
ildmund King mentions that Miro was baptised by a priest called
Mariano Qrios. Cee Gabriel Miro: su pasado familiar," Paneles de Son
ArmaAans■ XXVII, 79 (1962), 77-8.
2
A.W. Becker, in his Ml hombre y su eircunstaacia en la obra de
Gabriel Miro (Madrid: Rev, de Occidente. 1958). includes a summary of
the novel under a section entitled "La falta de amor", p. 157. Vicente
Ramos adopts a similar approach in his Ml mundo de Gabriel Miro (Madrid:
Gredos, 1964).
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both of Federico's character and the novel's structure, i.e. a pre¬
occupation with time which is consistently expressed in symbolic terms.
Although in his panoramic El mundo de Gabriel Hiro Vicente Ramos
includes a chapter on the theme of time, together with an enumeration of
the symbolic references used by Miro, his study does not touch on the
formal application of time-themes or symbolism in any particular novel.
In the available articles and studies of Miro's work there is a marked
lack of thorough structural or formal analysis, apart from L.J. Woodward's
3
"Les images et leur fonction dans 'Nuestro Padre Can Daniel'", R.L.
Johnson's "Style, Structure and Significance in the novels of Gabriel
/ A. /
Miro", and Casalauero's perceptive but arbitrary "Gabriel Miro y el
5
cubismo", R. Vidal's stylistic and linguistic study fails to account
for La novela de mi amigo's symbolism in spite of references to "le style
.image de Miro", in his Le style, les moyens d'expression de Miro.
(Bordeaux, 1964).
The novel in question contains a consistent number of allusions
the purpose of which can be seen as that of expressing certain specific
ideas related to time and consciousness. Symbolic reference to water
or the sea is a literary commonplace, and as such it is frequently used
by Miro. The following instances, taken from later works, show his
consistent use of images connected with water as a means of malting symbolic
reference to time. In Las cerezas del cementerio (1909), the following
scene is depicted: "Cruaaron un puente ...todo se copiaba, dorado y
^Bulletin Hisnaniaue. LVI, (1954), 110-132.
^Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, Los
Angeles, 1971. Dissertation Abstracts. XXXII, 4004-A.
C




tremulo, dentro de las aguas, en las que parecia emerger el pasado"
Cc/bras.... p. 335). El arugel. el mo lino, el caracol del f&ro (1921),
contains an equally apposite description of a trip to sea in a boat:
"Mis ropas, mi pulso, mi piel, mis huesos, el sabor de mi lengua, todo
en mi participaba de la sustancia del mar y de lo que es mar sin serlo,
como su aliento, su retumbo, su sol derretido y roto, los azules y
biancuras, los horizontes, el tiempo, tiempo sin sentir su actualidad"
CObras p. 757).
La novela de mi amigo contains many references to the saa,
waves, rocks, caves and a boat. Federico feels a great sense of
affinity to the sea; his house overlooks it on one side; he refers to
his memories in terms of waves and tides, and he commits suicide by
drowning. An approach to the novel's thematic and narrative structures
based on symbol-interpretation can contribute to explaining the work's
meaning.
It is Federico's psychology and its development throughout the
structure of La novela de mi amino which invites critical attention.
His vital experience and his basic psychology assume their fullest
significance in relation to the problem of time. His psyche is time-
structured: an acute awareness of himself and of time as the dominant
condition of his life is the very essence of his character. His
experience of life is inseparable from that of his own temporality:
time may be a totally subjective experience and Federico the classic
illustration of this characteristically modem idea. His temperament,
as will be indicated, comprises a block of complexes, a hypersensitive
self-awareness overshadowed by insistent memories and forebodings.
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This consciousness of Ms own temporality and of the structure and
direction of his life makes him a distinctive twentieth-century literary
character of the sensitive, rather than the cerebral, category.
Like his anonymous predecessor in Aldecoa's Parte de una
Mstoria (see above, part II, chapter 3)» Federico experiences time as
a continuous present. In a key paragraph from chapter three he exclaims:
"Mi temperamento es un caso prodigioso de fatalidad en el reflejo o
/ /
absorcion de todo. Por mi nada pasa y resbala; sensaciones, visiones,
/ s
ideas, leyes hereditarias ... son fuertes acidos que muerden en lo mas
hondo de mi, dejandome su marca." With reference to his family stock
he continues: "A los hermanos de mi padre, a su linage, debo mis
momentos irascibles y de hosquedad...Y quiero a mi Mja, quiero a mi
Mja. jOh yo que se como la quieroi Es que en ella, dentro de ella,
/ ✓
me parece ver los Mjos de Mjos suyos, es decir mios..., Veo asi como
dicen que Dios contempla lo pasado, lo presente y lo futuro en un
presente continuado" (p. 138). The very essence of Ms emotional
condition is inseparable from an awareness of time as a "presente
continuado". The tempus fugit commonplace is inapplicable to Federico
since nothing is irretrievably transient for him} past experiences
remain ingrained in the deepest part of him. He also foresees the
future as an immanent reality in his subjective time continuum with its
essential property, a Bergsoniaa-like duration,
Federico's personal time scheme transcends the arbitrary spatial
divisions of the horizontal, linear trajectory of past, present and
future, resolving them all into a synthetic block of a depth dimension
analogous with that of duree. Miro depicts the permanence of the past
in Federico's person; he also portrays the flux of Ms psycMc experience
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nnH the development of hie consciousness. The central element of his
temperament is a feeling of guilt which might he adequately described by
Bergson's concept of emotion, defined thus: "Le sentiment lui-meme est
un etre qui vit, qui se developpe..." Bergson refers to "une douleur
d'intensite croissante" or "un desir qui grossit", and gives a definition
of physical sensation quite applicable to Urios' circumstances: "une
sensation, par cela qu'elle se prolonge, se modifie au point de devenir
insupportable. Le meme ne demeure pas ici le meme, mais se renforce
et se grossit de tout son passe.The French philosopher also
stresses that the present is the indisputable locus of reality: "our
7
present is the very materiality of our existence." Federico Urios
experiences time similarly, as a continuous present where the past
perpetpates3and the future anticipates itself as in a pure duree: so it
is that he complains of his "dolor perdurable" (p. 128). His and Bergson's
subjective accounts of temporality thus broadly coincide.
From Federico's response to the existential fact of human time
derive his destiny and development throughout the 41 pages of the novel's
action. This may be divided into two parts. The first comprises his
self-declarations and autiobiographical account; the second relates his
daughter Lucita's illness and death, together with Federico's reactions
which comprise an increase in self-awareness and self-analysis followed
by the decision to drown himself. His daughter's death is the pivotal
point of the narrative since it separates a predominantly static, mnemonic
phase in Federico's development from the dynamic, eventful actuality of
enri Bergson, Essai sur les donnees immediates de la conscience,
pages 100, 26 and 118 respectively.
*-r
Bergson, Hatter and Memory, trans. Paul & Palmer (London: Swan
Sonnenschein, 1911), p. 173.
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his emotional crisis and ultimate suicide.
In the expository first five chapters, Federico is presented to
the reader as a 42 years old artist endowed with a high level of self-
awareness, both psychic and physical, and an exaggerated tendency to
self-analysis and self-recrimination. He is a man haunted by his past,
and in the opening chapter the source of his perpetual nightmare is
disclosed: he is obsessed with feelings of guilt over the death of his
little sister Lucita who died after a struggle between the two children:
anxious to claim a piece of bread for himself5the over-zealous Federico
crushed the burnt crust against Lucita's body, thereby causing her death.
This event had a shattering effect on the young boy and marked the end
of his time as an innocent child. "Desde aquel momento fui ya hombre...,
/ / /
Yo envejeci por dentro para siempre. Me dolia el corazon de
remordimiento por culpa de grande culpa de hombre" (122). "La primera
vez que me estudie y supe de mi mismo," he explains to the narrator, "fue
en la muerte de Lucita" (p. 150). This event opened his eyes to the
adult problems of death, moral responsibility and guilt, and led to the
birth of his awareness of himself in time: "Infancia es igual a
inocencia...mas, fatalmente,... el estado de inocencia pasara a la
/ 8
categoria de recuerdo," comments Vicente Ramos. Lucita's death is
the root of Federico's oppressive guilt-complex, the reason for his
nagging self-analyses, insistent memories and sinister forebodings; for
his mind occupies these three temporal milieux: his self-awareness is
grounded in the present, his traumatic memories in the past and his
fatalistic premonitions in the future. A closer examination of his
psychology may reveal the implications of his guilt obsession.
^Vicente Ramos, o&. cit.. p. 100.
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Federico is persecuted by memory and by consciousness of the
misfortunes which have oppressed him throughout his life since that
brutal awakening from innocence. Bewailing the terrible "virtud que
tengo para resucitar lo pasado" (p. 122), he explains how heavily and
inescapably the past weighs on him: "Soy carne de recuerdos" (p. 125).
This is an especially significant phrase, for memory has a singular
meaning for Federieo. It is not only a psychic, mental or emotional
process but an organic physical faculty as well: "Decia que las memoriae
/ /
no se guardan en mi estrechadas en un lugarejo del craneo sino que ruedan
por dentro de todo mi cuerpo" (p. 120). The memory-image formed by his
brain lias a psycho-somatic effect: "la imagen me da la sensacion de lo
fingido" (p. 121). The weight of his past and of hiE complexes affects
Federico in such a way that his body reflects the state of his soul: "lo
que me intranquiliza con mas intensided es lo pasado, y no se me presenta
con tristeza dulce y palida de cuadro antiguo...sino que atormentan todo
mi cuerpo" (p. 120).
The torment and anguish resulting from his life-long experience
of misfortune and the sense of persecution by the power of the past,
inflicted by memory, have caused Federico to adopt an attitude to life
which is not only pessimistic, but also fatalistic. That a feeling of
oppression should grow into a belief in fate and a corresponding aware¬
ness of fear and death is a tenable psychological theory, but one which
does not flatter the submissive Urios. Federico's deterministic creed
is a telling illustration of his plight and total lack of existential
defence. He confesses that "Soy creyente del sino cuando no me queda
otro remedio" (p. 142), and summarises his life as an "engranaje de
cucesos y fatalidades" (p. 144). To the theme of fate he relates that
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of death and an awareness of death is the culmination of his desperation:
"mi cuerpo con vida sufre constantemente el terror a un trozo de muerte"
(p. 130). His fatalism, or what is virtually a death-wish, is "la
decision imperativa de mi alma y de mi carne... Abrire la boca." he says
✓ / '
to the narrator: "Asomese. En lo hondo vera la descarnadura...Ahi
tengo agazapada a la muerte. Ee una necrosis reducida bravamente.
/
Siento el terror de ese vecino fatidico y todo mi cuerpo se resiste contra
su invasion" (p. 130). "Necrosis" is the physical counterpart of his
emotional decadence and offers a parallel with his complex and attitude.
The narrator comments meaningfully on Pederico's scar, "la hendidura de
/
eus mandibulas, levemente traspillada, como si tascase madera, algo para
reprimir o soportar un dolor perdurable" (p. 123). The essence of this
"dolor perdurable" is his guilt complex, the physical effects of which
Federico graphically describes thus: "Yo soy un cuerpo vivo que tiene
muerto un pedazo de su carne" (p. 130). It can thus be seen that
Pederico's sense of temporality is completely central to his psychological
presentation in the novel: his memory relates to the past and his
fatalism and pre monitions of death to the future. His "necrosis"
suitably represents the effects of this time-awareness on hie body: it
is a reality of the present, produced by consciousness of the past and
oriented towards the future, aid it represents physically, both memory
and fatalism, the two dominant characteristics of Pederico's psychology.
It is no surprise that the powers of life, fate and misfortune
should turn Pederico Urios into the morbidly sad and passive human being
he appears to be in so many scenes of the narrative. Submissive
resignation is not, however, the only reaction of which he is capable.
He claims to have adopted a positive attitude towards existence, in
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spite of the overwhelming forces set against him: "ee-toy aaenazado y
me defiendo, porque amo la vida con toda mi alma y con todo mi cuerpo"
(p. 140). He has tried to exercise and preserve his personal freedom -
within the limits imposed upon him by his temperament - by becoming a
/
man of action, will-power and vitalistic determination: "Yo vivo intima,
intensamente, razonando mi vivir fisiologico" (p. 140). Alluding to his
/
"necrosis", he asserts that "Siento el terrarde ese vecino fatidico, y
todo mi cuerpo se resiste contra su invasion... La mitad del triunfo
es de mi voluntad y eficacia. Yo exclame '*|Ho morirasi' Y no morire,
al menos por ahora. Y ame loca, inmensamente la vida hasta en mi
posterioridad mas lejana. Por eso desde entonces ando, camino, subo
montanas, recorro los penascales y arenas de la casta ... oigo el
estruendo de mi sangre corno un torrents intiao... \ Oh, vida, vida, vida
mial" (p. 130). This wholehearted, frenzied worship of nature enables
Federico to communicate in dynamic, positive terms with the infinite
/
and the timeless in Creation: "se me figura que tengo raices y que
penetran en todo," he claims (p. 140). It is this affinity with the
cosmic forces that enables him to participate in nature's primitivism,
as depicted in the episode of the peasant and his ferocious dog in
chapter II. The narrator and Federico are attacked by the mastiff and
only through Federico's determined aggression is the danger averted.
Having killed the dog, he is ready to deal likewise with its resentful
owner, an aged peasant. "He aparto." the narrator comments: "Ondulaba
su pecho fieramente... Estaba agigantado, escultorico, engrandecido
por el sufrimiento de verse impulsado a la tragedia barbara, homerica...
/ /
Instintos sanguinarios, atavicos resucitaban en el humilde... Viviamos
un retomo de la Humanidad a dias de f'iereza ominosa" (p. 132). This
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communion with the infinite is illustrated also by the visual fascination
which the sea and the sky exercise of Pederico: "Cuando contemplo
lejania3, espacios, o estoy en altitudes, creo ver, dentro de la
transpariencia azulada, una pulverieacion inquieta y tenue" (p. 136).
Looking ilut from his studio windows, "salta como un pajaro mi mirada y
busca la loaania de los arboles y del raraaje trepa al cielo o se entra
en la via del mar..." (p. 144). His mystical insight reveals to him the
infinite depths of the horizon and is a faculty which provides a
provisional solution to the problems of Pederico's existence, since
it integrates him with his natural, or world-environment.
Vicente Ramos defines this worship of Creation and the resort to
' 9
nature as "hilozoiano". In its temporal aspect it suggests an analogy
with the Jungian principle of an eternally present universal consciousness.
According to Jung, man is capable of identifying with certain cosmic
archetypal forces which exist autonomously in a mythical realm of the
world's spiritual order. Although these may appear to the sceptical
pragmatist to be abstract, epiphenomenal fictions, Jung asserts that
they foxm the basis of psychic behaviour, a transcendental source of
human spirituality and a universal soul. "We shall do well," he
argues, "to admit that there is justification for the old view of the
soul as an objective reality" and advocates man's submersion in a common
consciousness, or in what he terms the "collective unconscious". This,
he points out, "seems not to be a person, but something like an unceas¬
ing stream or perhaps an ocean of images..." Pederico Urios fulfils
the principle requirement of the Jungian thesis since he interprets
reality through a system of archetypal imagery. In addition to the
%. Ramos, a£. cit.. pp. 77-30.
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images connected with the sea, Federico's repertoire of mental pictures
includes those relating to wheat, birds, animals and insects. Jung
states that "beyond /£he human intellect/ there is a thinking in
primordial images - in symbols which are older than historical man;
which have been ingrained in him from earliest times, and, eternally
living, outlasting- all generations, still make up the groundwork of the
human psyche."^ Since he is capable of this mental, or psychic,
involvement, Federico can at times subordinate his personal life to
this macro-structure of the spirit by submerging himself vitalistically
in the spatio-temporal plenitude of nature.
Basically, however, this activistic worship of Creation is an
Unamunesque escape from the horrors of personal existence: fate, time
and consciousness. After Lucita's death Federico will confess that
his vitalism was a negative or provisional attitude: "He hablado siempre
glorificando la vida... y solo he querido cobardemente la mia, porque me
horrorizaba la muerte y me espantaba la idea del enterramiento... Y me
di a buscar, delirante, la fuerza de la came; por eso caminaba, y subia
a las cumbres y tragaba el ancho viento del mar... Huia de las
estrecheces del hogar" (p. 157). That it was a deficient attitude is
shown by the fact that Urios' professed positive intentions ultimately
yield in the face of his central debility: an emotional instability
which stems from his childhood and is sustained by his marriage. His
motives are primarily emotional not rational, and his determination
eventually breaks down. Chapter IV offers an example. It begins with
10C.G. Jung, Modern .'Ian in Search of a C'oul (London: Routledge
& Kegan Paul, 1970), pages 211, 216 and 129-30.
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Federico's argument that he is not like the majority of men who submit
aboulically to fate and external forces, but it continues with Federico
in much less forceful mood, bewailing the mediocrity of his life: "fNo
es gran lastima que, siendo yo extraordinario no haya hecho nada de
particularI" He then lapses into sentimental reflections about his
daughter. When the narrator suggests that they take a boat-trip,
Federico replies in world-weary fashion: "Ho, Senor. <A Para que?
Solo ambiciono seguir en vol mismo. Creame, todo es igual. Yo he
viajado y padecido innensamente" (p. 141). His profession of a creed
of Dionysian activism gives way to defeatism and uncovers his weakness.
Federico Urios is a man fatally persecuted by human misfortune who longs
to escape from his despairing, time-ridden existence into the infinite,
timeless peace of nature and the cesmos. Yet as long as he is alive,
that personal misfortune will be an intruding obstacle to him in his
attempts to communicate fully with the transcendent powers of the world.
The second part of the novel, beginning with chapter VI, puts all
Federico's resolutions to the test and deprives him of the existential
supports upon which he has hitherto relied. It proves to him the
insufficiency of his attempts to make sense of life and serves only to
confirm his belief in man's vulnerability and incompatibility with the
world. A striking, surrealistic image of fragmentation illustrates hie
emotional helplessness: "Yo no me comprendo..., yo no me comprendo con
los ojos dentro de un frasco, las piernas encima del tejado, los brazos
en la calle y el cuerpo plantado en un bancal, como una cepa, y siendo
al mimo tiempo yo, viviendo en unidad..." His faith in the human
will is totally destroyed: "Pero i es que resulta que lo que debiera ser
mas de nosotros: la vida, ee precisamente lo inas apartado y ajeno a
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nuestra voluntad?" (p. 151). Lucita's mortal illness reduces him to
complete misery, since even the sky, the land and Mie sea in which he
formally had so much faith, are unchanged by the daughter's death. His
sense of guilt and responsibility is exacerbated by the association
between the dying daughter and the dead sister, her namesake: "y
parecio vagar por la estancia el espectro abrasado de la hermanita
martir" (p. 155).
Chapters VII and VIII record Federico's reaction to Lucita's
tragic death, the result of which is an increase in the force of his
feelings of guilt and an intensification of his awareness of time, fate
and death. His consciousness of past, present and future reaches a
peak. A further crushing blow of providence submits him to the
temptation of beginning a liaison with Isabel, his sister-in-law, a
/
temptation of which he is irritably aware: "\Digame si blasfema mi
/
alma, si tengo derecho a ese goce brotado en la agonia de Lucitai
Lstamos hundidos entre sombras de fatalidad. J Dichosos los que viven
sin notar lasI Soy miserable 6 verdad? J Si que lo soyI ] Pero que
culpa tengo, DiosJ" (p. 156). Federico's problem 1b an excessive
awareness (cf. 'notar') of the "eombras de fatalidad" which imply weight
of the past and imminent doom of the future, and the terrible conviction
that "yo tengo la culpa; yo he matado a mi hija... Yo solo he amado
mi vida...I he matado, he matado...He matado ya doe ninas." "Hundiendose
en sus entranas el insaciable pico de eus pensaraientoe" (p. 155), he
confesses that "ee mi verdddera culpa" (p. 153). His frenzy gives way
to subdued resignation and defeatism: "estoy trabajado; siento el
cansancio de mi eangre." His weariness and deception are complete,
/ /
vitalietic hilozoismo submits to quietist hilozoismo. "He logrado
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amar la poderosa, la verdadera vida," he declares, admitting, neverthe¬
less, that "aun me llegan las ansias y tentaciones de la paeada, de la
ruin." Yet these he chooses to transcend and finally exclaims: "La
santa quietud de todo [ como atrael En lo mas intimo de los arboles,
de la tierra, del cielo, de las aguas, entra nuestra alma...prueba el
sustento de la miel de una sonrisa de generosidad y de unas palabras de
Jesus ... 'Venid...venid a la paz infinita de mi regazo' clama la
Creacion" (p. 153).
His suicide is the climax and consequence of his emotional
exhaustion, the final affliction in a frustrated life of suffering and
oppression. The final event is pregnant with the significance of all
that precedes it and Federico's last moment includes the totality of his
existence in a synthetic continuous present on the brink of eternity.
His death coincides with the culmination of his guilt complex in the
last utterance of the words which have haunted him since his sister's
death: "Lucita..., Lucita..., Lucii...". Simultaneous with the climax
of his psychology is that of his physical life, which also culminates in
destruction: death by drowning puts an end to his "vivir fisiologico"
(p. 140), which reflected and implied all his psychological traumas.
Exhausted by the tribulations of his time-ridden personal existence,
Pederico finds a permanent refuge in the infinite, timeless peace of
nature. Integration with the transcendent powers of the cosmos is,
however, conditional upon the suppression or annihilation of human factors,
which, in Pederico's case, are those problematical issues embedded in his
temporal consciousness. Cosmic timelessness of necessity excludes human
temporality.
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In the light of this interpretation of Federico Urios'
psychological development we may now examine the role played by the
symbolic expressions relating to the sea. These rhetorical elements
prove, on close inspection, to be of primary importance to the novel's
stylistic, thematic and structural levels. The subject of La novela
de mi amigo has been defined broadly as an escape from the persecution
of fate, memory and time and a return to a state of tranquillity and
timelessnees in nature. It will be seen that the symbolism reinforces
this interpretation.
Federico's guilt-stricken conscience and the traumas of his
oppressive memory are constant factors of his existence and belong' to
the essence of his personality. Memory is an organic experience: "los
recuerdos para mi no habitan solo en la memoria sino dentro de toda mi
carne," a statement which Federico further qualifies by symbolic
/ /
expressions: "Vea que raro: Me parece mi cuerpo completamente vacio,
hueco, sin mas entranas que el coraz6n como un penaBCo encerrado en mi
✓ /
osamenta color de sol y muy fuerte...Fijese, fijese en mis costillas:
son enomtes.. .ilia visto usted en los muladares alguna bestia casi
Aevorada? Parece un barco naufrago mostrando la armazon de sue
/ / / /
costadoe... Si, si; mas que de inula, es de navio el esqueleto de mi
pecho" (p. 120). His thorax is like the hulk of a wrecked vessel,
whilst the memories which fill his chest batter hie heart like sea waves
a rock: "... decia que las memoriae... ruedan por dentro de todo mi
cuerpo; es un tronador oleaje de recuerdoe que se rompe en espumas
/ v /
amargas contra mi unica entrana... I La recuerda? HI corazon, y
/ /
llegan a mi frente, salpicandola...lirela que sudada. Es el rezumor
de aquella amargura" (p. 120). The force of Federico's premonitions is
also expressed in symbolic fashion, and his total consciousness
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is defined in one synthetic description: "tengo sensacion de montana
cavada, donde entra un mar que ruge lo pasado y truena vida futura.
Me zuma la piel amargor de olas" (p. 129). Apart from the actual use
of symbols, a point of additional relevance and interest resides in the
vocabulary used to describe this water. It indicates the following
qualities: destructive violence - "naufrago", "troneador", "ruge" and
"truena" - and bitterness - "espumas araargas", "el rezumor de aquella
amargura" and "amargor de olas". With a tragic sense and symbolic
vision not unlike Miguel Hernandez's, Pederico Urios sees himself at
the mercy of a relentlessly corrosive guilt-complex, figuratively
represented by the pounding waves of the salt-bitter sea.
The continual appearance of these images throughout the text
constitutes a structure which reflects the mounting tension Pederico
undergoes on the psychological and emotional plane. In the initial
references, the symbolic comparisons are expository and prophetic:
Pederico describes himself as a marine rock or cave and predicts his
death by drowning. They undergo a modification when applied to his
vitalistic behaviour, that professed activism which is ultimately an
abortive reaction against persecution by the pressures of fate.
Dynamic self-assertion is reflected in this proud description of his
physique: "Es tremendo; proa forrada en cobre de nave triunfadora
para hender la vida" (p. 129), and he defines the feeling of strenuous
activity, "el estruendo de mi sangre", as " un torrente intimo" (p. 131).
The peak of his primitive violence and instinctive vitalism is his
killing the mastiff, an event which Pederico relates in these terms: "es
/
que entonces ese oleaje de recuerdos y amarguras que truena dentro de mi
/ / ^
era de sangre, y no se rompia contra mi corazon sino que de este penasco
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manaba ancendida, gruesa, casi cuajada... Ese viejo hubiera astillado
con su hacha el espolon de mi pecho" (p. 154). The intense waters of
aggression, like those of desperation, are turbulent and forceful and
the energetic Federico is determined to sail triumphantly through the
sea of life. But, as the preceding account lias suggested, there is a
great disparity between this posture and his ultimate fate.
The change of circumstances and the decisive alteration in
Federico'e attitude are reflected by a further transformation in the
embolism. After the horror of Lucita's death, he confesses to having
been an egoist: "es todo vida; es todo, y nosotros la reducimos a la
nuestra y solo pensamos pobremente en ella. Y nuestro grito exultante,
de triunfo y bendicion a la vida, lo dicta un hervor de nuestra sangre"
(p. 159). He sees the falsity of his vitalistic posture, according to
✓
which he "caminaba y subia a las cumbres, y tragaba el ancho viento del
mar" (p. 157). His resultant weariness and self-recrimination are
expressed in his last conversation with the narrator: "Estoy trabajado;
siento el cansancio de mi sangre..." In moods of energetic vitalism he
/
had described his blood as "un torrente intimo", but now the "hervor" of
his blood is quelled and exhausted, his thoughts turn to the "santa
quietud" (p. 153) of Creation. He has always enjoyed the peacefulness
and infinite proportions of the sea and the sky, but now he aspires to
a permanent state of communion with nature. Conquered by life, fate,
memory and time, he longs to merge into the peaceful timelessness of
Creation and he chooses the sea as his ultimate resting place. By
drowning he will escape from his painfully organic, "necrotic" existence,
for the pains of his body are those of memory and fatalism, his mental
afflictions.
160.
That Federico should choose drowning as a method of suicide is
especially significant. The pattern of his destiny, which may be con¬
cisely defined as a process of adjustment between man and nature,
culminates in the ultimate reconciliation of the two. Federico, however,
had prophecied this in line with his creed of premonitory fatalism, and
in symbolic terms. In the very first chapter of the novel, he had
referred to his psychological complex as a barrage of story waves,
adding that "mi muerte ha de ser la quietud de esas olas; despues su
perdida, su filtracion y ... nada mas..." (p. 121). When he drowns, his
fiction is converted into fact as the waters of imagination and con¬
sciousness fuse with those of external nature in a grand structural climax.
The real sea in which he annihilates himself is one of tranquillity and
it differs radically from that of his previous experience, in a manner
consonant with the terms of his prediction. Federico's suicide is
presented as a defeated ship's slowly sinking below the quiet waves:
Su pecho se sumergio como la proa de una nave vencida; hundiose
su cuello; siguio el lento naufragio de la barba, de las mejillas,
de los labios... Las aguas... habian quedado desiertas en llanura
infinita de silencio y de luna... (p. 160).
As stated above, the incident represents Federico's final submission to
fate and his paradoxical escape from it, and time, into infinite, timeless
tranquillity where he will be harassed no more. At this point in the
narrative, the symbolic waters are the last articulation in a structure
which converts prediction into reality, and they represent the realization
of fate, time and destiny.
La novela de mi amigo depicts a dialectics? process of providence
whereby an unfortunate individual moves from despondent and premonitory
anxiety, through frustrated attempts at exhilarating vitalism to an
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apocalypse of defeatism and suicide. Federico Urios' developing
temperament and. activity are accompanied by a dynamic symbolic structure
itself the vehicle and mirror of time and destiny. It is through this
structure that Miro portrays the process whereby Federico's death-wish is
realised. The table cnpage 262 illustrates the poles of that process
by indicating the fundamental differences between the symbolic waters of
life and consciousness and those of death and cosmic transcendence.
With relation to form, the body of symbolic references incorporated
into the work's horizontal, linear architecture makes La novela de mi
amigo a convincing example of 'the novel as chronomorph' or temporal
structure. "A novel," claims Eleanor Hutchens, "is pre-eminently a
time-span shaping a variety of time-products, the pressure of time making
itself felt through the grammar of narrative and the rhetoric of temporal
change, the whole being long and complex enough for this rhetoric to
figure forth the experience of passing time."^ What Miro's novel
presents is the movement in Federico's experience from time to timeless-
ness, in relation to a natural-human polarity. But the development from
prophetic fatalism to fate's very fulfilment is a process which can only
occur within the medium of time. The author is thus obliged to provide
an external framework for the action depicted in the novel: the third-
person narrator's co-presence with Federico Urios is recorded with no
evident concern for chronological precision from "una manana calida y
tranquila de marzo" (p. 125) to the height of summer. This is, however,
only a superficial category of form and one of purely external value.
It is the deterministic nature of Federico's psychology, illustrated and
reinforced by the conscious pattern of symbolic expressions, which instils
11Hutchens, "The Novel as Chronomorph," p. 221.
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in La novela de si amigo its deeply structured internal 'chronomorphism'.
The symbolism also contributes to the work's value qua novel. The
generic theme of the novel, that of human adaptation to destiny, is
expressed in this work with the help of a well-integrated body of
figurative references which are at once an illustration of that temporal
theme and an interesting contribution to the rhetoric of temporal change
so characteristic of the genre.
La novela de mi aaigo. then, is an example of a tightly-structured
novel whose form and content are illustrations of the human concern with
time. It is, furthermore, representative of a class of novel in which
the theme of time is presented according to criteria of human emotion
and sensitivity, as opposed to an approach based on cerebral or rational
considerations. The dilemma portrayed in this novel is tragico-lyrical
in tone and substance, and differs, therefore, from the abstract mood of
those novels of critical ideology studied in the preceding chapters.
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CONCLUSION
The purpose of the six studies offered here has been to illustrate
the prominent role of the essentially chronomorphous novel in Spanish
prose fiction of the contemporary period. Time is a subject of paramount
importance in Western culture, especially from the 1850's to the present
moment; the importance of time is to be noted in the voluminous body of
artefacts which both deal with this theme and translate it into technical
terms of form and structure. The Spanish novel aligns itself with that
major tendency in fiction illustrated by the works of Proust and Mann,
Borges and Carpentier.
The chronomorphous structure is a formal counterpart of that
contemporary sense of reality, the coherent attitude held by many thinkers
and creative writers of the twentieth century which is a reaction against
the Weltanschauung of the preceding period. The structural paradigm
with which the novelist of the nineteenth century chose to account for
the nature of reality has been radically revalued and ultimately discarded
as obsolete by those of his successors whose prime orientation is philosoph¬
ical. Reality, and time in particular, is no longer susceptible to
interpretation as a coherent, unified and organized system or construct
of phenomena which stands in a positive relation to man and his experience.
The critical twentieth century Spanish novelist has deliberately sought a
form which might adequately convey this sense of existential insecurity
caused by man's negative appraisal of time and history.
Unamuno's Paz en la guerra is the first example of the replace¬
ment of the structural paradigm by an innovatory pattern whose inner logic
complies with considerations of the nature and structure of time or
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temporal experience. The individual and collective experience of time
as a dialectic of condition, confusion and resolution is expressed via
a developing sequence of tense forms: as a result of the inherently
temporal function of these forms, the novel's structure is a dynamic
account of human experience. For Pachico the protagonist time is a
problematic aspect of life5but it is an existential dilemma for which
he ultimately finds a solution in the contemplation of a realm of
epiphenomena incorporating the immanent essence of reality. The
philosophical basis of Unamuno's argument may be found in the theories
of Spinoza, Hegal and the krausistas. all of which he synthesised in his
monistic creed of intrahistoria. Whilst Unamuno continued to embody
his concern with time in later novels, Paz en la guerra occupies the
historical position of forerunner since it contributed unequivocally to
the establishing of a fictional type in Spain: the novel-as-chronomorph
begins here with Unamuno.
Azorin's La voluntad provided another foundation-stone for that
framework of structural innovation elaborated in Spanish fiction during
the early years of the twentieth century. In this novel, Azorin ruthless¬
ly forsook the traditional properties of structure characteristic of the
well-made novel in Spain from Fernan Caballero's La Gaviota to Alas' La
Regenta and Valera's Pepita Jimenez. He constructed a plot on the
principles of discontinuity and inconclusiveness. A pattern of cyclical
repetition, realized on a more sophisticated scale in Dona Ines. is also
a feature of La voluntad's structure. The novel's form is a concrete
expression of those metaphysical concerns and conclusions which Azorin
had drawn from his reading of Schopenhauer, Nietzsche and Guyau, among
others. The author's utterly pessimistic view of the world at that time
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included a negative evaluation of both history, or objective cosnic
time, and personal temporality: history as cycle is a monotonous,
senseless process of world tedium, whilst the individual's experience
of time as relentlessly disjointed and lacking in coherence and ultimate
purpose is an equally nihilistic vision of reality and human destiny.
Unamuno and Aaorin were together responsible for making the
Spanish novel of the twentieth century one in which temporal factors
would be consistently presented with an ever-increasing degree of
technical sophistication.
Our analysis of Miro's La novela de mi aiaigo has dram attention
to a body of symbolic references thematically derived according to the
main character's time-conditioned psyche and formally incorporated in an
action-structure whose temporal nature is enhanced by them. The
sequence of events accounts for Federico Urios' behaviour which has an
essentially emotional, a-rational basis. As a result of this perspective
of character, the novel contains no explicit statement of philosophical
interpretation since neither the author, the narrator or the protagonist
overtly expresses any value-judgments of the human condition or of the
world's ultimate meaning. It is the formal properties of La novela de
mi amift-o which bring that work within the scope of this thesis. The
plot, broadly summarised as the realization of a death-wish, gains its
fullest significance when the predominant role of the central symbol
of water is recognised. The evolution from an imaginative experience
of death by drowning to the realization of that premonition is a symbol
of time's passing from the fictions of the past to the facte of present
reality. Time, for Miro, was an essential datum of human experience
and one which he translated into the structural dimension of La novela
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rif> mi ami go. thereby endowing this work with the fundamentals of the
chronomorph.
As early as 1907, the Spanish novel could boast the works of
Unamuno, Azorin and Miro as illustrations of temporal structures. After
the Civil War Cela published Pabellon de reposo. a novel whose composition,
though outwardly mechanical, is nevertheless highly imaginative. The
presentation of events in the form of a recurrent pattern and the
process of structural and rhythmic ralentissement achieved by certain
semantic and syntactic rhetorical devices are requirements of form
dictated by thematic considerations. A hypothesis of spatio-temporal
relativity starts from the world's movement in terms of rotation and
orbit and suggests that the interdependence of spheres or frames of
reference conditions human perception and experience of time. As part
of their response to the monotony of existence in the sanatorium, the
inmates experience time as a purposeless gyration and tiresome state of
inertia; to the narrator and reader, external witnesses of this tableau
of suffering and anguish, the 'events' within that circle of inactivity
will appear to be part of a temporal scheme where movement or speed is
illusory or non-existent. Cela adapted a twentieth century theory of
natural philosophy to the literary medium of fiction and devised a
structure to account for the cosmic and personal levels of temporal
reality implied in a version of that theory.
/
liartin Santos constructed a chronomorph which incorporated
certain formal devices already used in previous Spanish novels of the
century. However, a diachronic and comparative analysis of the
structural characteristics of Tiempo de silancio illustrates the
development undergone by the Spanish chronomorph, a development in terms
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both of technique and ideological motivation. Fragmentation, or the
presentation of time is disrupted sequence, was a principal aspect of,
e.g., Gomea de la Serna's B1 inconnruente; Martin Santos adopts this
technique in response to new philosophical criteria. The Exist¬
entialist conception of time as a series of contingencies dependent on
the individual's unpredictable and ecstatic response to critical
situations had been proposed by Kierkegaard and subsequently confirmed
/
and elaborated by Eeidegger and Sartre. Martin Santos now drew on the
twentieth century documents of Existentialist ontology, in particular
on Heidegger's account of temporality, in order to depict with clarity
and precision the position of man in time: these thematic propositions
form the ideological basis of the structural fragmentation in Tiempo de
silencio. The presentation of events as discontinuous may also be
regarded as subordinate to the overall portrayal of Pedro the protagonist's
temporal experience as a dialectical process generated internally by his
own behaviour and decisions and externally by those people and cir¬
cumstances with which he comes into contact. This personal development
constitutes the novel's principal infra-structure. The author's com¬
prehensive account of the interrelated subjective and objective factors
of human reality is a synthetic vision without precedent in the history
of the modern Spanish novel. The reality of Pedro's inner being is
presented through the stream of consciousness technique, of which Martin
Santos makes varied and sophisticated use at a level of formal expertise
hitherto unattained in the Spanish novel. The stream of consciousness
method is a formal representation of the nature and structure of sub¬
jective temporality. It relates to the philosophical concerns of
Existentialism and shows the awareness central to Da-sein. the abstract
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formula of man's essential Being. Tiemno de silencio may be seen as
an incisively conceived and skilfully executed ehronomorph with an
organic correspondence between thematic motivation and structural
practice.
Aldecoa's Parte de una historia offers another illustration of
the degree of creativity and refinement now attained in the composition
of chronomorphous novels in Spain during the post-Civil War period.
The sustained and virtually exclusive use of the present tense is a formal
device which embodies a distinct structure of temporal experience. The
protagonist-cum-narrator lives in a perpetual present and experiences a
stream of perceptions and reactions from which the inherent temporal
form of his existence derives. Aldecoa indicates that his choice of
narrative technique is deliberate by offering a highly conscious and
well-balanced critique of this method of presentation via the artificial
present tense. This self-awareness and confidence was lacking in
Unamuno's experiment with tense system in Paz en la guerra. The
structural and narrative technique adopted in Parte de -una historia
has its thematic counterpart in those philosophies of the present
expressed, for example, by Bergson, Schopenhauer and Borges. The con¬
centration of human activity in the fleeting present is symptomatic of
existential futility and uncertainty and may be valued only in a frame¬
work of purposeless immanentism. The protagonist's position in time and
his response to it are factors of experience inseparable from the socio-
existential aspects of his previous and actual circumstances. A refugee
from urban civilization and the oppression of disruptive quantitative
chronology, he aspires to identify with the qualitative wholeness of
cosmic values which the integrated islanders enjoy. The novel's
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structure reflects the attempts made by the narrator to align his
experience with the fluctuating continuity of nature. It also demonstrates
the process of his disillusionment and ultimate failure, since his stay on
the island is but temporary respite and no more than a parenthetic or
partial release from traumas which transcend the limits of time and space
in which he has artificially sought to enclose himself. The fusion of
structural and narrative planes, and the resulting simultaneity of action
and account, experience and expression, makes Parte de una hietoria a
convincing example of the novel-as-chronomorph: the chronology of the
'action' and the time - pattern of the present tense narration, in con¬
junction with the reader's involvement, illustrate that medium's
capacity for embodying temporal experience at the level of form.
We may conclude that the Spanish novel of the twentieth century
includes convincing examples of essentially temporal structure; the
present study has concentrated on those works which illustrate the level
of technical expertise attained by Spanish authors in this respect. On
the assumption that the history of fictional structures is related
fundamentally to the liistory of the ideas which prompted the selection
of those forms, we have interpreted these examples of the Spanish
chronomorph as a concerted expression of the essential philosophical
tenor of the contemporary period. If the arts embody the sensibility
of the age, these novels may be considered as part of the Spanish contri¬
bution to a consensus existing within Western literature.
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